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see Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 3, 5
Darb el-Karâb. Rock overlooking Nile.
iv.241
Cartouches of Sethos II.

Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 7 cf. 3
Darb el-Karâb.
iv.241
Demotic graffiti mentioning Hor.

Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 10 cf. 9
Gebel Abû Fôda. Quarries.
iv.241
Two headdresses from Roman bas-relief.

Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 13
Sheikh 'Atiya. Tomb of Neferkau, Old Kingdom.
iv.239
Titles from two fragments.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 17-43
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.183
General account.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 18 fig. 1
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.185
Small objects with names of Henni and May from tomb in plain.

see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 20-1
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.184
Tomb of Sît-hedjhotep.

see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 24 [near bottom]
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.183A
Tomb with coffin and 3 canopic jars (latter in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 32827) of Nebirutu.

see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 24 [bottom]
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.183
Coffin of Sitipi, from the same tomb, in London, British Museum, EA 34259.

see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 25
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.183
Coffin of Djehutinakht, usurped by Ankhu, from tomb of Sitipi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28099.

see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 26-28
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.183
Tomb of Sepi I.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 29-40 figs
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.184
Model boats, etc. from Tomb of Sepi II and III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 40-43 figs.
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.184A
Tomb of Neferi.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 42
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom. Tomb.
iv.181
Fragment with name of Kay, from tomb of Djehutihotep II.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 46
Medînet Qûta. Town.
iv.97
Text of boundary-stone of She-Sobk, Ptolemaic.

Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 70
Meir. B.1. Tomb of Senbi.
iv.250(9)-(10)
Text from south part of lintel.

Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 71
Meir. B.2. Ukhhotp.
iv.251(13)
Text of south jamb from niche.

Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 72
iv.251A
Titles

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 80, 83-8
Asyût. Tomb of Mesehti.
iv.265
Text with list of decans from inner coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28118.
see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 84-7
Valley of the Kings. KV 2, Ramesses IV. Sarcophagus Chamber E.
i.500
Decan list from ceiling.

see Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 84-7 cf. 82
Valley of the Kings. KV 17, Sethos I. Hall K.
i.543
Decan list from ceiling.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 97-8
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
i.444
Account.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 98-9 [1]
Text
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
i.444
Statue of Queen Mutnefert, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 572 (JE 27575).

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 99 [top]
Text
Thebes. Ramesseum. Finds
i.443
Fragment of stela of Tuthmosis I and Queen Mutnefert, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34031.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 99 [2]
Text of year 18
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
i.444
Squatting man, fragments

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 99-100 [3]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
i.444
Block statue, Sea, called Kharu, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 570.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 100 [4]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
i.444
Squatting statue, Kharu, fragment, New Kingdom.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 100 [5]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
i.444
Ahmosi, Overseer of cattle of Amun, fragment of squatting statue, New Kingdom.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 100 [6]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
i.444
Back of seat of statue group, text, with names of Tuthmosis I and Wadjmosi.
Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 101 [7]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².444
Squatting statue, a Builder of works, temp. Ramesses II.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 101-3 [8]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².444-5
Stela of Senimosi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34016.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 103 [9]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela of Pesedu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27820.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 104 [10]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela of May, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27785.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 104 [11]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela, man adoring Amun and Tueris, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27824.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 104 [12]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela with Monthu as Black Bull, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27822.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 104 [13]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela, Nefersekheru adoring Termuthis as serpent, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27786.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 104 [14]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela, dedicated by Benpu, Dyn. XVIII (not found in Cairo by Dakin).

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 104 [15]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Fragment of stela, Hathor cow in mountain, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34161.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 104 [16]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela, unfinished with seated woman and man, with jars below, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27819.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 105 [16 bis]
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.
ii².445
Stela fragment, palm-tree and remains of man before Iafib, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27748.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 105 [17]  
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.  
i 2.445  
Fragment of stela mentioning Rameses, son of Rameses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 10.3.25.2.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 106 [18]  
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.  
i 2.445  
Lintel and jambs of Heby, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27693.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 106 [19]  
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.  
i 2.445  
Lintel of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27576.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 106 [20]  
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.  
i 2.445  
Lintel of Suemnut and Yuny, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27840.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 107 [21]  
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.  
i 2.445  
Block with text of Imhotep, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27818.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 107 [22]  
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.  
i 2.445  
Block of Pewah, ka servant.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 107 [23-5]  
Thebes. Temple of Wadjmosi.  
i 2.446  
Three blocks, Suemnut, temp. Amenophis II, list of revenues and remains of autobiographical text of ... sonb, both Dyn. XVIII.

see Legrain in ASAE i (1900), 121-9 plan on 123  
i 2.50  
Information about fallen columns.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 141-8  
i 2.630  
Description.

Daressy in ASAE i (1900), 146  
i 2.630  
Plan and section.
Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), figs. 1-3, 5, 16 on 150-2, 160.
iii.614
Tomb of Seshemnufer, Dyn. V-VI. Plan and section. Views

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 151 fig. 4
Saqqara. Around Pyramid Complex of Unis. Tomb of Seshemnufer, iii.614-15
Doorway of offering room at (1), lintel.

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 153 figs. 6-8
Sketches above doorway at (2).

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 153-4 fig. 9
Registers I-IV and deceased at (3).

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 154 figs. 10, 11
False door at (6).

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 156-8 fig. 12
Deceased at table at (6)

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 158-9 figs. 13, 14
Tympanum of registers I-V at (4).

see Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 154 [bottom]
Saqqara. Around Pyramid Complex of Unis. Tomb of Seshemnufer, iii.614-15
Deceased seated at (7).

see Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 160
Saqqara. Around Pyramid Complex of Unis. Tomb of Seshemnufer, iii.614-15
Wooden coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28121.

see Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 161-2
iii.649
Canopic jars of Setyerboni, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34078.

see Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 163-4
Text for sarcophagus of Psametek.

see Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 161-3 figs. 1-3

Plan and sections

see Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 164

Basalt sarcophagus and lid, in Berkeley CA, Phoebe Apperson Hearst Museum of Anthropology, 5.522

Maspero in ASAE i (1900), 167-80

Texts from Book of Dead and Pyramid texts, and offering list from inner walls.

Maspero in ASAE i (1900), 183-4

Part of texts of inner anthropoid sarcophagus lid, in Berkeley, Phoebe Apperson Hearst Museum of Anthropology, 5.522.

Maspero in ASAE i (1900), 185
Saggara. Serapeum. Unassigned Apis stelae


Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 189-190
Saggara. Around Pyramid Complex of Unis. Tomb of Esbanebded. Dyn. XXV.

Texts from sarcophagus

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 190 n. 1
Saggara. Around Pyramid Complex of Unis. Tomb of Esbanebded. Dyn. XXV.

Mention of canopic jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34162.

Carter in ASAE i (1900), 191 [1] fig. A
Luxor Temple Area. Finds

Text of statue of Ramesses II, now in Luxor temple or magazine.

Carter in ASAE i (1900), 191 [2, 3]
Luxor Temple Area. Finds

Statues of Khanum and of Sekhmet, now in Luxor temple or magazine.

Carter in ASAE i (1900), 191 [4]
Luxor Temple Area. Finds

Two fragments of granite statue.
Carter in ASAE i (1900), 191 [5] fig. B
Luxor Temple Area Finds
ii.339
Fragment of offering stand of Ramesses II with text.

Borchardt in ASAE i (1900), 211, 213, 214 figs. 1, 3, 4
Seila Pyramid.
i.103
Views

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), figs. 1-4 on 230-3
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Pedenesi.
iii.649
Plan and sections of tomb.

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 232
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Pedenesi.
iii.649
Pyramid texts on inner walls of vaulted tomb.

Maspero in ASAE i (1900), 237-59
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Pedenesi.
iii.649
Offering texts and Pyramid texts on inner walls of vaulted tombs.

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 259-61
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Pedenesi.
iii.649
Texts on sarcophagus, anthropoid, basalt, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34648.

Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE i (1900), 234-61
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii.649
Tomb of Pedenesi, temp. Amasis, texts.

Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE i (1900), figs. 1-4 on 230-3
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii.649
Tomb of Pedenesi, temp. Amasis, plan and sections.

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 285
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii.652
Statue-group, Osiris etc. with name of Haremhab, found in pit at north-east corner of Pyramid, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 39220.

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 263, 265 figs. 1-4
iii.648
Plan and sections

see Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 264
Canopic jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34330.

See Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 264
Omit.
Model boat, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34333.

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 266
Offering texts and Pyramid texts.

See Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 267-8
Inscribed cloth.

Barsanti in ASAE i (1900), 270, 271
Gold pendants, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, plaque CG 53247 (JE 34474); collar form CG 53249 (JE 34476).

Maspero in ASAE i (1900), 271-82
Offering texts and pyramid texts on walls

Maspero in ASAE i (1900), 280-2
Texts on sarcophagus

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 1-13 fig. 1
Sketch plan of objects

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 1-13 fig. 9
Kohl pot, kneeling servant, from coffin of Siamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 31382.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 1-13 fig. 10
Dish with marsh scene, from coffin of Siamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 3553.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 2-5

Texts from coffin of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 31378.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 2, 8-9
i.672

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 2, 9
i.672
Coffin of Siamun.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 2, 12
i.672
Coffin of Huy.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 12-13
i.672
Vases of Hatiay, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 31397-401.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 14-43 with plan
El-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.183
Description and plan.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 17-33
El-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.184
Description, texts of coffins and canopic-box, tomb of Amenemhet (No. 21).

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 33-37
El-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.184
Description and texts of several coffins, tomb of Sit-hedj-hotep.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 38-43
El-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.184
Description and texts of coffins, tomb of Neheri (No. 11).

see Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 40-2
El-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.184
Models, boats, offering bearers etc., tombs of Neheri and Djehutihotep.

see Foucart in ASAE ii (1901), 46 [1]
El-Simbillâwein.
iv.37A
Ptolemaic (headless) statue, in Stefanos Garden.
see Foucart in ASAE ii (1901), 47 [2]
El-Simbellâwein.
iv.37A
Oval base with cartouche of a Ptolemy, in Stefanos Garden.

see Foucart in ASAE ii (1901), 47 [3]
El-Simbellâwein.
iv.37A
Fragment of statue of ambassador.

see Foucart in ASAE ii (1901), 49
El-Simbellâwein. Sweni.
iv.37A
Black stone statue, Sâte, seen at Dakhmin in 1893.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 85-9 fig. 3
El-Höba Temple.
iv.124
Description and remains of texts. Plan.

Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 92-4 figs. 1-3
Zawyêt el-‘Aryan. B. Pyramid of Khaba
iii. 313
Description with plan and sections.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 95-6
Cairo. Monuments etc. New Kingdom.
iv.70
Texts of offering table of Sethos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 23090.

Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE ii (1901), 97-111 figs. 1-7
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
iii. 649-70
Tomb of Paledet, Dyn. XXVI.
Canopic jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34679.

see Mariette in ASAE ii (1901), 115
Tell Atrib. Brick Pyramid.
iv.65A
Mention.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), pl. after 192, cf. 126-7
Köm el-Shatâyin.
iv.42
Statue of Khentkhtaihotp, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34572.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 129-30
Cairo. Monuments, etc. New Kingdom.
iv.72
Fragment from sarcophagus of Nektanebos I, from Mosque Sangar el-Gaûli, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34673.
Quibell in ASAE ii (1901), 131 pl. i
Gebelein. Miscellaneous
v.164A
Flint dagger with gold handle, Predynastic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34210.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 134
Thebes. TT 280, Meketre.
i.2.364
Adjoining tomb of son Antef.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 134-5 fig. 2, cf. fig. 1 [I]
Thebes. TT 280, Meketre.
i.2.359
Plan and section.

see Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 135-6, cf. 133 fig. 1 [II]
i.2.769
Remains of canopic jars of Queen, Dyn. XXV or XXVI.

Chabân in ASAE ii (1901), 137-40 fig. 1
v.6
Description and texts

Chabân in ASAE ii (1901), 137 fig. 1.
v.6
Plan.

Chabân in ASAE ii (1901), 138-9
v.6
Black granite sarcophagus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 28.11.24.7.

Chabân in ASAE ii (1901), 138-9
v.6
Red granite lid, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 28.11.24.5.

Quibell in ASAE ii (1901), 141-3 pls
Kôm Medînet Ghurab. Tomb of Tama.
v.115
Description, etc.

Quibell in ASAE ii (1901), 141-3 pl. ii
Kôm Medînet Ghurab. Tomb of Tama.
v.115
Statuette of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35057.

Quibell in ASAE ii (1901), 142 pl. i [bottom right]
Kôm Medînet Ghurab. Miscellaneous. Tomb of Tama.
v.115A

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 144 [1, 2]
Valley of the Kings. Miscellaneous
i\textsuperscript{2}.587
Coffins of Iufa and Keramama, Dyn. XXII.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 145 [3] pls. i, ii
Valley of the Kings. Miscellaneous
i\textsuperscript{2}.587
Cartonnage of Tenkerer-sherit (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35055.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 145 [bottom]
Valley of the Kings. Miscellaneous
i\textsuperscript{2}.587
Text of Osorkon I from traces, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35056.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 154-6
El-H\textsuperscript{i}iba. Temple.
i\textsuperscript{v}.124
Description and texts.

see Legrain in ASAE ii (1901), 172
Karnak. Temple of Khons
i\textsuperscript{2}.237
Statue of Khons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 38488.

Maspero in ASAE ii (1901), 192 pl.
El-Lahûn. Miscellaneous
iv.112
Coffin of priest (?), Persian (?).

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 194
Ramesseum. 2nd Court. Near Colossus of Ramesses II.
i\textsuperscript{2}.437
Text of Queen Tuy on fragments of smaller stones.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 196-8 figs. 1, 2
Valley of the Kings. KV 42, Tuthmosis II(?).
i\textsuperscript{2}.559
Description. Plan and section.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 196-8 pl. i
Valley of the Kings. KV 42, Tuthmosis II(?).
i\textsuperscript{2}.559
Views.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 199 [1]
Valley of the Kings. B. Finds
i\textsuperscript{2}.586
Texts of 4 canopic jars of Sentnay, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36369.
Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 200 [2]
Valley of the Kings. B. Finds
i.2.586
Texts of vases of Sentnay with Sennufer, found in debris of Tomb 42, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 24974 and JE 36372.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 200 [3 left]
Valley of the Kings. Miscellaneous.
i.2.586
Text of canopic jar of Beketre, found in debris of Tomb 42, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 4506.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 200 [right]
Valley of the Kings. Miscellaneous.
i.2.586
Text of alabaster offering table of Beketre, found in debris of Tomb 42, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36368.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 201-5 pl. i
i.2.382-3
Description and views.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 201-5 pl. ii
i.2.382-3
Seated statue of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36195.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 201-5 figs. 1, 2
i.2.382-3
Plan and section.

Carter in ASAE ii (1901), 203, 204 pl. ii
i.2.382-3
Box of Mentuhotp, and coffin (no name), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36405, 36417.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 207
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs.
i.4.185
Texts from coffin of Nefer-djebi. Description.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 208-13
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs.
i.4.185
Description of tomb of Djehutinakht.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), figs. 1, 2
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs.
i.4.185
Plan and section of tomb of Djehutinakht.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 213-15
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.185
Text of canopic-box of Djehutinakht, from tomb of Djehutinakht.

Kamal in ASAE ii (1901), 215-21
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.185
Texts of coffins of Djuhutinakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28125, 28123.

Le grain in ASAE ii (1901), 227 [top]
Kamak. Great Temple. Names of doors
ii².90, 97, 102, 106
Names of doors from biographical text Tuthmosis III at (328).

Le grain in ASAE ii (1901), 227 [middle]
Kamak. Great Temple. Names of doors
ii².90, 97, 102, 106
Name of door at (299).

Le grain in ASAE ii (1901), 227 [bottom]
Kamak. Great Temple. Names of doors
ii².90, 97, 102, 106
Dedication-text of Tuthmosis III as name of door at (270).

Le grain in ASAE ii (1901), 228-9
Kamak. Great Temple. Names of doors
ii².90, 97, 102, 106
Fragments from annals of Tuthmosis III at (246)-(247).

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 231 fig. 1
Sâ el-Hûgar.
iv.46
Plan of site.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 234-5 pl.
Sâ el-Hûgar. Miscellaneous
iv.47A
Statuette, two Syrians on couches, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35185.

Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 238
Sâ el-Hûgar. Miscellaneous. Reliefs
iv.48A
Text of fragment of cornice of a Director of estates, etc., Saite.

see Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 239 [top]
Sâ el-Hûgar. Miscellaneous
iv.47A
Unfinished granite statue with stela, Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35135.

see Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 239
Sâ el-Hûgar. Miscellaneous. Various
iv.48
Texts of column of Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35134.
Daressy in ASAE ii (1901), 241-2
Mit Rahina. Finds from Ptah Enclosure and Dependencies
iii².851
Texts from blocks of Nektanebos II, re-used.

Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 246
Saqqâra. Seshemnufer, Dyn. VI.
iii².614
Position on plan.

Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 246
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Unis. Description.
iii².421
Plan of site with Mortuary Temple.

Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 255
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Unis. Description.
iii².421
Architrave with name of King from Mortuary Temple, text.

see Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 250
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Unis. Description.
Omit
Vase fragments etc. found in Long Gallery.

Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 254-5
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Unis. Description.
iii².420
Texts of two columns from Mortuary Temple.

see Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 255
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Unis. Description.
iii².421
Fragments of bas-relief, one with Souls of Nekhen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57119.

Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 246
Saqqâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Late Period and Ptolemaic Tombs.
iii².648
Plan showing position.

see Barsanti in ASAE ii (1901), 250-2
Saqqâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Early Dyn. II.
iii².613
Discovery of Tomb A.

see Foucart in ASAE ii (1901), 258-64
San el-Hagar.
iv.13A
Description of site.

Legrain in ASAE ii (1901), cf. 267
Karnak. Seventh Pylon. Entrance.
ii².170
Part of text of Tuthmosis III.

Legrain in ASAE ii (1901), 269 [upper]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. East Wall, Inner Face
ii.131
Top of lines 36-41 of text of victories of Merneptah, at (486).

Legrain in ASAE ii (1901), 269 [lower]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. East Wall, Inner Face.
ii.131
Fragment of Israel stela at (487).

see Legrain in ASAE ii (1901), 270-2 with sketch plan
ii.168
Views

Legrain in ASAE ii (1901), 272 [13]
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon.
ii.168

Legrain in ASAE ii (1901), 274-9, 278 [C-E]
Karnak. Seventh Pylon. Entrance
ii.170
Text of Tuthmosis III from fragments

Maspero in ASAE ii (1901), 281-4
ii.169
Texts of statue of Amenhotep, son of Hepu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42127.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 5-6 pl. iv
Saqqara. Tomb of Pedeneith.
Omit.
Jewellery.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 1-5 pls i-iii
Saqqara. Tomb of Thanenhebu. Persian.
Jewellery.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 2-3 (texts) pls i [5, 6], ii [1,2]
Saqqara. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Tjanenhebu.
iii.648
Pendants, plaque in in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 53247; collar-form in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 53249.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 8
Nabêsha. Cemetery.
iv.7
General plan.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 11-12
Nabêsha Cemetery.
iv.8
Text of lid of sarcophagus from tomb of Reardais.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 22-4 fig. 1
Mît Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure.
iîi.831
Plan of temple.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 24 [bottom]-25 [top]
Mît Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure.
iîi.832
Text from base of colossus.

see Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 25 [upper]
Mît Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure.
iîi.842
Foundation deposit from Temple of Tuthmosis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35174.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 25 [near bottom]
Mît Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure.
iîi.832
Text on throne of seated statue of Ramesses II.

see Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 25 [bottom]-26 [top]
Mît Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure.
iîi.832
Pylon, cartouches of Setnakht.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 26 [near top]
iîi.832
Texts from outer jambs of doorway.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 26 [middle]
iîi.832
Names of titles of Ramesses II from inner jamb.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 26 [bottom]-27 [top]
iîi.832
Text of Merneptah and Ramesses III from base of thickness.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 27 [middle]
Mît Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iîi.835
Four names of geographical procession on South wall of Hypostyle hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 27-28 [1-3]
Mît Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iîi.832
Three fragments of quartzite stelae with coronation text of Haremhab, found in front of Pylon.
Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 28 [4]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².832
Text of two inscribed basalt blocks of Ramesses II, found in front of Pylon.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 28 [5]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².883
Text of block from Hypostyle hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 29 [6]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².835
Re-used block, lintel of Teti from Hypostyle hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 29 [7, 10]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².833
Texts of fragments of columns of Ramesses II, in Hypostyle Hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 29 [9]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².833
Drums of granite columns of Ramesses II from Hypostyle Hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 30 [11-14, 16]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².833
Texts of blocks of Ramesses II from Hypostyle Hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 30 [15]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².833
Block with head of Ptah and names of Ramesses II from Hypostyle Hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 30-31 [17]
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah.
iii².833
Column fragments of Sethos II, quartzite from Hypostyle Hall.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 31 [19]
Mit Rahîna. Finds from Ptah Enclosure and Dependencies
iii².851
[King] before bark of Sokari, sandstone, Dyn. XXVI, about 30 metres south-east of Pylon of the Temple of Ptah.

see Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 32
El-Qarya bi 'l Diweir. Necropolis, Graeco-Roman.
v.5A
Eight sarcophagi, two in Alexandria, and on lid of Irtenharerau, in Uppsala, Victoriamuseet for Egyptiska Fornsaker, 10.

see Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 34
El-Qarya bi ‘l Diweir. Cemetery.
v.5
Fragment of text on plaque.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 35-6
El-Hosh el-Ghanâyim. Speos.
v.5
Texts from scene on east wall.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 38-66
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².195
Description with texts

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 39-40, 42
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².198
Five stelae North of Fourth Gate.

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 45
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².68A
Statue of Djehuti, temp. Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42123.

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 45
texts
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².202(37)
Statue of Djehuti, temp. Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42123.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 46-8
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².196(1)
First Gate. Texts of III and IV at (a), (b).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 49-53
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².196(1)
First Gate. Texts of (c)-(e).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 53-5
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².196(1)
First Gate. Texts of (f), (g).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 55-8
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².196(1)
First Gate. Texts of (h), (i).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 58-9
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².197(2)-(4)
Second Gate (heb-sed Porch). Texts

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 59-61
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².197(2)-(4)

Third Gate. (heb-sed Porch). Texts

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 61-3
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².197(2)-(4)

Fourth Gate. (heb-sed Porch). Texts

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 63 [lower]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².198(10), (12)

Fifth Gate. (10) (a) (b). Texts

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 64
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².198(10), (12)

Sixth Gate. (12) (a)-(b). Texts

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 65
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².198(10), (12)

Sixth Gate. (12) (c)-(d). Texts

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 66 [upper]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².198(10), (12)

Sixth Gate. (12) (e) Hathor at (f), and South of it.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 66 (lower)
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i².198(10), (12)

Sixth Gate. (12) (g)-(h).

Fraser in ASAE iii (1902), 70
Tihna. Rock-cut Mastabas
iv.133
Names of Meresankh and Wash-ka (Tomb 9 of Fraser).

Fraser in ASAE iii (1902), 71
Tihna. Rock-cut Mastabas
iv.133
Names from false doors of Ipi and Tjenti (Tomb 11 of Fraser).

Fraser in ASAE iii (1902), 72, 73
Tihna. Rock-cut Mastabas
iv.133
Names from Tomb of Kahap (Tomb 12 of Fraser).

Fraser in ASAE iii (1902), 75
Tihna. Rock-cut Mastabas.
  iv.133
Names from tomb of Khenuka (Tomb 14 of Fraser).

Fraser in ASAE iii (1902), 76
Tihna. Rock-cut Mastabas.
  iv.133
Names of nomes from lintel in tomb of Khenuka.

Fraser in ASAE iii (1902), 70-76 pl. ii
Tihna. Rock-cut Mastabas.
  iv.133A
Plan of tomb of Khenuka.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 80
El-Atâwla. Temple.
  iv.246
Text of block of King Siamu Hamedjheretef.

See Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 81
El-Atâwla. Cemetery.
  iv.247
Altar of Teru, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 23037.

Spiegelberg in ASAE iii (1902), 89-91
  ii.251
Demotic texts.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 93
Cairo. Monuments, etc. After Dyn. XX.
  iv.72
Text of sandstone block from Temple of Amosis.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 95 pl. [left]
El-Atâwla. Cemetery.
  iv.247
Statue of Sebeknakht, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35146.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 95 pl. [middle]
El-Atâwla. Cemetery.
  iv.247
Statue of Sebeknakht, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35145 bis.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 95 pl. [right]
El-Atâwla. Cemetery.
  iv.247
Statue of Sebeknakht, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35145.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 96 pl.
Aswân. Miscellaneous.
  v.243A
Fragment of statue with Aramaic text, Persian, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35562.
Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 97-114 pl. 
ii².195
Plan.

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 107-14 pl. 
ii².198(5)-(9) 
Positions of stelae on plan.

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 97-8
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².199(13)
Texts at (13).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 98 [lower]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².199(14)
Texts at (14).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 98 [bottom]-99
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².199(15)
Texts at (15).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 101 [middle]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².200
Texts at (17).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 100 n. 1
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².200
Texts at (18).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 101 [top]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².200
Texts at (19).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 103-4
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².200
Texts at (20) and (21).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 102 [bottom]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².200
Texts at (22).

Leclant in ASAE iii (1902), 102 [middle]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall. 
ii².200
Texts at (23).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 103 [top]
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall.
i^{2}.200
Statue base of Mahu, text.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 101-2
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Hall.
i^{2}.200
Columns, Text.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 104-5, 106 [near top]
i^{2}.201
Texts

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 106 [near top]
i^{2}.201
Hathor head, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 38888 (=JE 3460).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 106
i^{2}.201(28)
Texts at (28).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 107
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. South Chapel of Hathor.
i^{2}.201(30)
Texts at (30).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 107-11, cf. 39
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah. Near Fourth Gate
i^{2}.198(6)
(6) Stela of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34013.

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 111-12
i^{2}.198
Text, (7). Stela of Haremhab.

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 111 [bottom]
i^{2}.198
Graffiti of Iufenamun.

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 112-13
i^{2}.198(8)
Text, (8) Stela of Sethos I.

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 113
ii.198(9)
Text, (9) Stela of Ptah and Hathor.

see Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 113-14
i.198(5)
Text, Stela of Antef IX (Nubkheperre), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 20.6.28.11.

Carter in ASAE iii (1902), 115-20 pls. i, ii
Valley of the Kings. KV 35, Amenophis II.
Omit.
Mummy.

Frazer in ASAE iii (1902), 123-7
Tihna. Tomb of Nekaankh (First Tomb).
iv.131
Description of texts

Frazer in ASAE iii (1902), 123-7 pl. i
Tihna. Tomb of Nekaankh (First Tomb).
iv.131
Plan and section.

Frazer in ASAE iii (1902), 123-7 pl. iii
Tihna. Tomb of Nekaankh (First Tomb).
iv.131
Scenes on wall at (5)-(7).

Frazer in ASAE iii (1902), 123-7 pl. iv
Tihna. Tomb of Nekaankh (First Tomb).
iv.131
Scenes on wall at (9)-(12)

Frazer in ASAE iii (1902), 123-7 pl. v
Tihna. Tomb of Nekaankh (First Tomb).
iv.131
Scenes on wall at (3)-(4).

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 131-6
Tihna. Tomb of Nekaankh (First tomb)
iv.131
Texts of calendar, will, etc. at (9)-(12).

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 137
Tihna. Tomb of Nekaankh (First tomb)
iv.131
Title of son, and text of will at (1)-(2).

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls. i-iii (some)
Mît Rahîna. Kôm el-Nawa. Bronzes
ii.831
[Nos. 1-13 of Daressy]. Plaques with King or Nile god offering and names of Kings, mostly 3rd Int.
Period or Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35107.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls i-iii (some)
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Nawa. Bronzes
iii.831

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls i-iii (some)
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Nawa. Bronzes
iii.831

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls i-iii (some)
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Nawa. Bronzes
iii.831

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls i-iii (some)
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Nawa. Bronzes
iii.831

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls i-iii (some)
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Nawa. Bronzes
iii.831

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls i-iii (some)
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Nawa. Bronzes
iii.831

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 139-50 pls i-iii (some)
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Nawa. Bronzes
iii.831

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 152, 153 [1], 155-6
i.642
Texts of mummy cloths of Tentdenmut (from coffin in Daressy A. 91), in coffin usurped from Akhmut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35409-10.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 153 [2]
i.642
texts of tabs with Ramesses XI before Min from coffin of Tentdemut as from Akhmut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35408.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 155
i\(^2\).642
Name on mummy-cloth of Neferamun found in coffin of Tentdemut usurped from Akhmut.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 158-9
iii\(^2\).291
Texts of bottom of wooden coffin, Dyn. XXX or early Ptolemaic, in Uppsala, Victoriamuseet för Egyptiska Fomsaker, 156.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 161
Atfih. Family-Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.75
Plan.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 162-75
Atfih. Family-Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.76
Texts

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 176-9
Atfih. Family-Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.76
Texts of sketch of astronomical ceiling.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 181 pls i, ii
Karnak. Temple of Khons. Sanctuary.
ii\(^2\).237
Statue of Khons in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 38488.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 187-190
iii\(^2\).613
Texts of clay sealings, Dyn. II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35586, etc.

see Barsanti in ASAE iii (1902), 183-4
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid Complex of Unis. Early Dyn. II Tombs
iii\(^2\).613
Description of Tomb A.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 195-7 fig. 3 (=Floyer, Étude sur le Nord-Etbaï, 55-6)
Umm Elaigha. Miners’ Settlement.
Omit.
Plan of site.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 195-7 fig. 4 (=Floyer, Étude sur le Nord-Etbaï, 55-6)
Umm Elaigha. Miners’ Settlement.
Omit.
View.
Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 198-9 pls i, ii
i2.894
Lower parts of two thicknesses from tomb of Iynufer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57121, 57120.

Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 198-201 [i] figs 1-6
i2.894
Plan, sections and elevations of tomb of Iynufer.

Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 201-2 [ii]
i2.895
Text of false door of Kares

Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 202-3 [III]
i2.895
Text of false door of Kaemked, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37953.

Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 203-4 [IV]
i2.895
Description with names and titles from reliefs of Nefermaet, including block with Kaemib and Kahersetef [=203(coffin)], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57142.

Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 204 [V]
i2.895
Text of lintel and drum of Nefermaet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57143.

Maspero in *ASAE* iii (1902), 206-8 pl.
Dahshûr. Pyramid complex of Amenemhet III.
i2.888
Pyramidion of Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35133.

see Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 210
i2.503
Text of sarcophagus.

see Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 211
i2.503
Four canopic jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35360.

see Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 211 pl. i [5]
i2.503
Inscribed silver-gilt bands, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 53770-3.

see Barsanti in *ASAE* iii (1902), 211 pl. i [6]
Silver-gilt mask, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 53778.

see Barsanti in ASAE iii (1902), 209-12

Description of tomb.

Nâquib in ASAE iii (1902), 213-14
Aftîh. Finds
iv.76
Text of lower part of statue of Sethos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 16.11.24.10.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 217 [upper]
Qûs. Temple
v.135
Plan of West Pylon.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 217 [lower]
Qûs. Temple
v.135
Plan of East Pylon.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 218-25 [i-iv]
Qûs. Temple
v.135
West Pylon. Texts from North Wing.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 225-32 [v-viii]
Qûs. Temple
v.135
West Pylon. Texts from South Wing.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 232-4 [ix]
Qûs. Temple
v.135
East Pylon. Texts from South Wing.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 234-5 [xi]
Qûs. Temple
v.135
East Pylon. Texts from South Wing.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 234 [x]
Qûs. Temple
v.135
East Pylon. Texts from North Wing.

Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 236-9 figs. 1, 2
Edfu Tell. Various
v.205A
Ptolemaic water-clock with ape in relief, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
see Daressy in ASAE iii (1902), 238 [bottom] 8
Faience model water-clock with ape seated in front, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29895.

Quibell in ASAE iii (1902), 240-1 [i]
Qûbân. Miscellaneous
vi.84
Texts of crouching statue of Hekanakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35674.

Quibell in ASAE iii (1902), 241-2 [ii]
Nag el-Hâsâya. Various
v.204 and 206
Text of stela of Psametek, from Sayce Collection, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 243
Kafr Abû Shahba
iv.123
Text from stela of Achoris, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35553.

see Quibell in ASAE iii (1902), 245-9
Tell el-Rûbr. Tombs
iv.36
Contents, ushabtis, amulets, etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Chabân in ASAE iii (1902), 250
Quseir el-’Amara. Temple of Hathor.
iv.241
Cartouche of Caesar Germanicus (Caligula).

Chabân in ASAE iii (1902), 251
Quseir el-’Amara. Rock-Tombs
iv.239
Text from false door at (2) in Tomb of Khuenukh.

Chabân in ASAE iii (1902), 252 [middle]
Quseir el-’Amara. Rock-Tombs
iv.239
Texts from pillars at (1) and (2) in Tomb of Pepyankh.

Chabân in ASAE iii (1902), 252-3
Quseir el-’Amara. Rock-Tombs
iv.239
Texts from false door at (3) in Tomb of Pepyankh.

Quibell in ASAE iii (1902), 254-8 figs 1, 2
Quseir el-’Amara. Rock-Tombs Khuenukh.
iv.239, 241
Texts Plan and section.

Quibell in ASAE iii (1902), 254-8 fig3.
Quseir el-’Amara. Rock-Tombs Khuenukh.
iv.239, 241
Texts. Deceased harpooning fish at (II).

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 260-1
Zamilk. Rock stelae
v.171
Text, Amenophis IV before Nekhbet.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 261-2
Zamilk. Rock stelae
v.171
Text, Amenre and Neferronpet, temp. Amenophis IV.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 262 [bottom]-263
East Siâsla. Rock Stelae
v.220
Text of stela of Amenophis IV.

Legrain in ASAE iii (1902), 267-8
Edfu Tell. Various
v.203
Texts of jamb of Senaib, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38998 (Temp. No. 27.2.21.19).

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 277
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.185
Text of alabaster offering table of Henenit, in Louvre.

Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 278-80
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs
iv.185
Texts of coffin of Djehutihotep.

see Kamal in ASAE iii (1902), 280
Deir el-Bersha. Middle Kingdom Tombs in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37566-7.
iv.18
Wooden funerary bed of deceased.

Maspero in ASAE iii (1902), 283-5 pl.
Saqqâra. Sacred Animal Complexes. Jackal Galleries
iii.777
Inscribed coffin, Ptolemaic or Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 29765.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 2-4
Karnak. Great Temple. Court North of Seventh Pylon.
i.2.131 (486)
Texts of additional fragment of victories of Merneptah (replaced on wall).

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 3 (4 right, 5 right)
Karnak. Great Temple. Court North of Seventh Pylon.
i.2.131 (485)
Texts from stela fragments, Ramesses IV.
Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 5 [1]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. East wall.
ii.131 (483)
Fragment of decree of Amun of Ramesses III.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 5-6 [3]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. East wall, inner face.
i.131 (485)
Fragments of stela of Ramesses IV.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 6-9
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon.
i.168-9
Texts of statues in situ and in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 6-9 pls. i, ii
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon.
i.168-9
Five statues (two Tuthmosis III, two Dyn. XIII, one Amenophis II) at (9) and (10).

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 6-7 [1, 2] pls. i [left], ii [iii]
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon. Statues in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.168
Two colossi Tuthmosis III, usurped by Ramesses IV.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 7 [3-5] pl. i [middle], ii
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon. Statues in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.168
Three royal statues, two seated, Dyn. XIII.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 8 [10]
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon. Statues in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.168
Sesostris IV, colossus, CG 42026.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 8-9
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon. Statues in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.169
Text of statue of Menkheperraanonb. temp. Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42125.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 9 pl. iii
i.170
Text of Tuthmosis III.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 9 [middle upper]
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon.
i.169
Text of statue of Wentawat. Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42158.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 8 [11]
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon. Finds.
i.169
Statue-base of Sebekemsaf.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 8 [12]
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon. Finds
ii².169
Fragment of Osiride colossal, with added cartouche of Ramesses IV.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 9 [middle lower]
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon. Finds
ii².169
Text concerning obelisk from fragment of sphinx.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 9-10 pl. i [right]
ii².168
Text of stela of Haremhab.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 11-14 pl. iv
ii².133
Fragments of pillars of Sesostris I.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 14
ii².171
Text of fragment of relief of Amenophis I.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 15 [middle] cf. 17 [A]
ii².134
Outer lintel, double heb-sed scene.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 15-16 [A]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Gate of Amenophis I. Inner lintel and jambs.
ii².133, 134
Dedication text.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 17-18 [B] pl. v [i]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Gate of Amenophis I. Inner lintel and jambs.
ii².133, 134
Part of inner lintel.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 19 [top]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Gate of Amenophis I. Inner lintel and jambs
ii².133, 134
Re-used Middle Kingdom block, King running.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 19 pl. v [ii]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon.
ii².135
Figure of Amun from block, Dyn. V (?), in Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, Æ.I.N. 1041.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 8 pl. v [iv]
ii.169
Statue of Amenhotep son of Hapu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42127.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 19 [middle]
Karnak. Court I, North of Seventh Pylon. Other finds
ii.135
Fragments with figures of Isis (?) and Buto, probably Dyn. XII or XIII.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 19 [bottom] - 20
Karnak. Court I, North of Seventh Pylon. Other finds
ii.135
Fragment with representation of jewellery, Dyn. XII.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 20
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Gate of Amenophis I.
ii.134
Deposit of faience plaques, serpent sceptre, etc. of Amenophis I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 21
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Other Finds
ii.135
Texts from two blocks of Tuthmosis II.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 26
Karnak. Court III. Finds
ii.179
Texts on back of two statues of Seesobtis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42011-12.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 26
Karnak. Court III. Finds
ii.180
Jambs of Sebekhotep IV.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 27-9
Karnak. Court III. Finds
ii.179
Text of stela of Amosis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34001.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 41-2
vi.175
Texts above base.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 44-5
Valley of the Kings. Miscellaneous
i.587
Texts of lintel of Ahmosi called Pensekery Dyn. XVIII [and of fragment with cartouche of Hatshepsut omitted].

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 46 [middle]
Valley of the Kings. KV 45, Userhet. Dyn. XVIII, re-used by Merenkhons, Dyn. XXII.
i.562
Texts

see Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 46
Valley of the Kings. KV 22, Amenophis III.
i.550
Fragments of box of King (perhaps part of box in his tomb = Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 3480), found near KV 36, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36400.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 46-7 pl. ii fig. 1
Valley of the Kings. KV 36, Mahirper.
i.556-7
Inscribed box containing two loin-cloths, box and one loin-cloth in Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 03.1035-6, one loin-cloth in Chicago IL, Field Museum of Natural History.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 46
Valley of the Kings. KV 36, Mahirper.
i.556-7
Account of excavation.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 48
Thebes. Dra Abû el-Naga. Finds
i.613
Two stelae of Neferhabe, temp. Tuthmosis III, one in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34035.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 50
Qift. Painted Tomb of Ermin, temp. Nektanebos II.
v.128
Name, and cartouches, from sarcophagus and stela, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36434.

Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 51-73
Aswân. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.240
General description.

Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 54
Aswân. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.241
Name of Tshe(nt)ehe from stela.

Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 56
Aswân. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.241
Text from fragment of coffin of Harmakheru.

Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 61-3 pls. ii-iv fig. 2
Aswân. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.240
Tomb of Kakemet.

Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 67
Aswân. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.241
Text of mummy case of Pedehor.

see Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 68
Aswán. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.242
Shell of Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36398.

Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 69-70 pl. v
Aswán. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.241
Tomb of Hekaib-a

Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 71
Aswán. The “Cecil” Tombs
v.241
Names of statuettes in tomb 21.

see Cecil in ASAE iv (1903), 73
Aswán. The “Cecil Tombs”. Various.
v.241A
Cylinder-seal (or bead) of Amenemhet III, from tomb 24.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 77-80
Saqqâra. East of Step Pyramid of Harkhebi, Dyn. XXVI.
iii.588
Texts of canopic jars, sarcophagus, etc.,

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 77-80
Saqqâra. East of Step Pyramid of Harkhebi, Dyn. XXVI.
iii.588
Sarcophagus, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 07.229.1.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 77-80
Saqqâra. East of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Harkhebi, Dyn. XXVI.
iii.588
Silver-gilt mask and ornaments, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35776 (=Reg. 53779-80)

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 77-80
Saqqâra. East of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Harkhebi, Dyn. XXVI.
iii.588
Canopic jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35781.

see Neguib in ASAE iv (1903), 83-4
Ausm. Miscellaneous
iv.68A
Granite statue, lioness (?) feeding young, Late Period (?), found at Zeided, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35487.

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 86-9 fig. 2
Gebel el-Ter. Rock-Tomb of Iymery, Old Kingdom.
iv.127
Texts and plan.
Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 92 [upper]
Ausîm. Temple of Horus
iv.68
Text of lower part of statue of Necho.

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 92 [lower]
Ausîm. Temple of Horus
iv.68

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 93-4
Ausîm. Temple of Horus
iv.68
Text of various inscribed blocks, Saite, in village of Kafr Sidi (?).

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 95
iv.62
Texts of canopic jars of Sebeknakht, after New Kingdom.

Newberry in ASAE iv (1903), 97-100 pls. i-iii
Thebes. TT 186, Ihy, 1st Int. Period.
i.291-3
Texts and scenes.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 101 [1]
Cairo. Re-used Blocks. Texts
iv.69
Jamb of Sesostris I.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 102 [2]
Cairo. Re-used Blocks. Texts
iv.69
Jamb enumerating endowments of Sesostris, Late Period.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 103 [3]
Cairo. Re-used Blocks. Texts
iv.70
Angle of door of Haremhab.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 103-4 [4]
Cairo. Re-used Blocks. Texts
iv.70
Stela of Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34189.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 104 [5]
Cairo. Re-used Blocks. Texts
iv.71
Block from naos of Ramesses III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35657.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 104-5 [6]
Cairo. Re-used Blocks. Texts
iv.71
Obelisk of Ramesses IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17026.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 103-9 [7]
Cairo. Re-used Blocks. Texts
iv.72
Fragments of sarcophagus of Nektanebos I, some in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 109 [8]
Giza. Central Field. LG 83, Ahmosi.
iii².290
Text on lid of sarcophagus of Tahentihet, Saite, in Court of Cairo School of Medicine.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 110-11
Valley of the Kings. KV 35, Amenophis II.
î².555
Text from lid of coffin of Tuthmosis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 61035.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 116-19
El-Hiba. Cemetery.
iv.125
Texts of coffin of Pedehor, Ptolemaic, in Tübingen, Ägyptologisches Institut der Universität, 1151.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 120-1
Qâw el-Kebrí. Cemeteries
v.15
Texts of lid of sarcophagus of Harre, Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35198.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 122-3 pl.
Edfu Tell. Various
v.205
Plaque with head of lioness on one side, and mes-sign on other, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 33432.

Daressy, G. in ASAE iv (1903), 124-5 pl. (as JE 27708 in error)
801-760-050
Statuette of Djeho Dd-hrw, a pygmy, son of Djedjehutesankh Dd-djwjt-jw.s- nh (mother), feet lost, bronze, Dyn. XXIX-XXX, in Cairo Mus.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 128-32
Kamak. Eighth Pylon. South Face.
ii².177
Text of additional fragment of stela of Amenophis II.

Legrain, G. in ASAE iv (1903), 133 [1]
801-498-050
(Bought in Luxor.)

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 133-4 [II]
Location Unknown.
Cylinder-seal with Horus-name of Menkaure, bought at Luxor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36262.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 136
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Stelae
i2.294
Cryptographic text from fragment of stela of Amenmosi, Dyn. XXI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 32755.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 137
Karnak. Miscellaneous
i2.298
Fragment with remains of acrostic text, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 28.1.17.4.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 138-49
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. Unnumbered Tombs. Tomb of Princesses
i2.769
Texts of canopic jars including Queen Henut, Queen Nebtnehet, Princess Menkheperre and several royal concubines, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36164-79.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 150-2 [I]
i2.632
Espakaf (coffin in Louvre)

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 152-3 [II]
i2.634
Estanebtaui (coffins in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6237 etc.)

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903),154-5 [I]
i2.631
Tab of King Amenemopet, dedicated by Pinedjem (coffin of Eskhons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29713).

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 155 [II]
i2.642
Tauhenut (from anonymous coffin) with a plaque.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 165-70
i2.779
Description.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 166, 170 pl.
Thebes. Medinet Habu. Temple of Amenophis III.
i2.780
Bound Asians and negroes from pavement of approach to throne, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 28840, 28922, 31353.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 171-2 pl. iii
Edfu.
Omit.
Horus Temple, repairs to roof.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 173 fig. 1
Kom Ombo. Temple of Haroeris
vi.179
Plan.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 174 pl. i [upper]
vi.197-8
View showing 5th scene at (230) - (231).

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 174 pl. i [lower]
vi.197-8
Stela of Trajan from Brick Enclosure Wall, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 22213.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 176-7
Valley of the Kings. B. Finds
i.587
Name of In from coffin, temp. Thuthmosis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 24.11.16.1.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 177-8
Thebes. TT 47, Userhet.
i.87
Description.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 177
Thebes. TT 47, Userhet.
i.87
Name and title of deceased from left thickness of entrance to Inner Hall.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 177 pl. ii
Thebes. TT 47, Userhet.
i.87
Upper part of Teye, in situ.

Carter in ASAE iv (1903), 178-80 fig. 4
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Temple Area
i.776
Stela year 3 of Taharqa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36410 (here called 36140).

Legrain and Maspero in ASAE iv (1903), 182 [1] cf. 185-6
Karnak. Temple of Osiris Papedankh. Texts
ii.18
Statue of Amenemhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42120.

Legrain and Maspero in ASAE iv (1903), 182-3 [2] cf. 185-6
Karnak. Temple of Osiris Papedankh. Texts
ii.18
Stela, year 1 Ramesses I.
Legrain and Maspero in ASAE iv (1903), 183 [3] cf. 185-6
Karnak. Temple of Osiris Pededankh. Texts
ii.18
Donation of Keramama, year 25 of Takelothis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36159.

Legrain and Maspero in ASAE iv (1903), 183 [4] cf. 185-6
Karnak. Temple of Osiris Pededankh. Texts
ii.18
Statue of Hor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36804.

Legrain and Maspero in ASAE iv (1903), 183-4 [5] cf. 185-6
Karnak. Temple of Osiris Pededankh. Texts
ii.18
Statue of Pes-shuper.

see Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 184
Karnak. Temple of Osiris Pededankh.
ii.19
Votive tablet-case of Shepenwept II, dedicated by Hor, in Louvre, Musée du Louvre, E. 10314.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 194-6
West Silsila. Group of Shrines
v.215
Texts from Shrine of Senmut.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 198-207 cf. 209-210
Gebel el-Silsila. Rock Stelae and Shrines
v.220
Texts of Shrines of Amenophis III (A-C, E-F).

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 211 [near bottom]
Tele Basta. Finds
iv.31A

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 213-5
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Third and Fourth Pylons
ii.277
Texts from statue of Maya, temp. Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36329.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 216-17
West Silsila. Great Speos Sanctuary.
v.213(55)-(56), (58)-(59), (60)
Texts of Maia

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 220
Wadi el-Shatt el-Rigal. Rock Texts
v.207
Cartouches of Hetep(...re), No. 430.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 221 fig. 7
Wadi el-Shatt el-Rigal. Rock Texts
v.207
Horus-name of Wadj, No. 414.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 221 fig. 8
Wādī el-Shâṭṭ el-Rigâl. Rock Texts.
Name of Wadjā.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 221 fig. 9
Wādī el-Shâṭṭ el-Rigâl. Rock Texts.
Cartouche of Neferhotep I, No. 479.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 224 [middle]
Karnak. Gate of Tuthmosis I.
i.2.16
Texts of statuette of Dedusobk (Sebek-dedu), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42043.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 224 [bottom] - 225 [top] cf. 224 [top]
Abydos. North Cemetery of Mariette. Various
v.60
Text of offering table of Dedusobk, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 23018.

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 225-6 [ix] fig. 10
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXXIII.
i.2.122
Alabaster purification-pedestal of Tuthmosis III (called offering table in Bild.).

Legrain in ASAE iv (1903), 226
Karnak. Court III. Finds
vi.2.180
Text, lower fragment A of obelisk of Psammetikhos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17028.

Lefebvre in ASAE iv (1903), 228 fig. 1
iv.130
Map showing position.

Lefebvre in ASAE iv (1903), 229 pls i, ii
Tihna. Necropolis.
iv.130
Sarcophagus with hawk-headed coffin containing Osiris mummy, 1st-2nd cent. A.D., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum (other coffins in Louvre, Budapest, Szépmuvészeti Museum, Bremen, Übersue-Museum and Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet).

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 232 fig. 1
Tihna
iv.127
Map of site.

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 233 fig. 2
Tihna. Graeco-Roman Chapel.
iv.129-30
Plan.
Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 233 fig. 3
Tihna Graeco-Roman Chapel.
iv.129-30
Serpent with text at (4).

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 233-6 fig. 4
Tihna Graeco-Roman Chapel.
iv.129-30
Figure in Graeco-Roman costume at (1).

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 234-5
Tihna Graeco-Roman Chapel.
iv.129-30
Five names from jambs at (2) and (3).

see Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 236
Tihna Graeco-Roman Chapel.
iv.129-30
Figure in relief on exterior.

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 237
Tihna Rock Stelae.
iv.131
Text from stela of Ramesses III at (3).

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 237 [bottom]
Tihna Necropolis Finds
iv.130
Cartouche of Ramesses III at (4).

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 238 [4, 7]
Tihna Necropolis Finds
iv.130
Texts of canopic vae of Bekenmut etc.

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 239-40 [15]
Tihna Necropolis Finds
iv.130
Texts from mummy cases, Late Period.

Kamal in ASAE iv (1903), 241 fig. 5
Tihna Necropolis Finds
iv.130
Board with sketches of negro.

see Schweinfurth in ASAE iv (1903), 278
Wâdi el-’Allâqi. Umm Garayât gold mines
vii.318
Rock-text of Amenhotep.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 282-3
iv.51

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 283
iv.51
Text of granite block with remains of cartouche of Ramesses II.

Daressy in ASAE iv (1903), 283-5 [A-D]
iv.51
Texts of 4 blocks from Chapel of Sesonchis II.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 10-11
ii².102
Blocks from obelisks of Tuthmosis I, II, III, built in.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 11 n. 2
ii².82
Central text of face (c).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 12-13 n. 4
Thebes. TT 39, Puimre.
Omit.
Text above deceased in treasure scene (called Rekhmire).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 15 [A]
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face. Five votive stelae found in floor.
ii².171
Stela with ram of Amun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34154 (JE 36162).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 15 [B]
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face. Five votive stelae found in floor.
ii².171
Stela, Amenemnehemru before Pair, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36347.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 15-16 [C]
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face. Five votive stelae found in floor.
ii².171
Stela, geese of Amun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34155.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 16 [D]
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face. Five votive stelae found in floor.
ii².171
Stela, two rams of Amun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36349.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 16 [E]
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face. Five votive stelae found in floor.

ii².171
Text of stela of Tuthmosis III before Re-Harakhti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 16
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face.

ii².170
Name of door from jamb at (19).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 17-20
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face.

ii².171
Text of stela of Tuthmosis III (25), restored Sethos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34011.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 21
Karnak. Finds. Seventh Pylon. In front of South face.

ii².171
Text on base of statue of Amenhotep, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36348, found at feet of (24).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 22-3

ii².74
Fragments of obelisks of Tuthmosis III.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 23

ii².78
Part list of material found near obelisk.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 24

ii².79
Name of door.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), pl. i
Omit.
View of North aisle.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 27-8 [1]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.

ii².96
Texts and statuette of Mentuhotp, temp. N ab...re (probably Antef VIII (Nubkheperre) or Amenemhet II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42044.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 28 [2]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.

ii².93
Name from left statue of Mentuhotp V, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42006.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 28 [2]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
ii².94
2nd item, fragment with cartouche of Mentuhtop, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 33745.

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 28 [3]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
ii².93
Statue like that of Mentuhotp V, with effaced cartouche.

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 28 [4]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
ii².94
Fragments of sphinxes.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 28-9 [5] pl. iii
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
ii².93
Head of Sesostris I from sphinx, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42007.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 29 [6]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
ii².94
Text from offering table of Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 33746.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 29-30 [7]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
ii².94
Texts statuette Tetiemre, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42042.

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 28 [2, lower]
Karnak. Vestibule to Granite Sanctuary.
Omit.
Crouching headless statue, dedicated by Sesostris I to Antefa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42005.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 30 [8] pl. iv [1]
ii².90(252) and (253)
Head of Ament from colossus.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 31 [9] cf. 26-7
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Third and Fourth Pylons and Colonnade of Tuthmosis I.
ii².84
Group of Amun and Mut, temp. Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 602 etc.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 31 [10]
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Third and Fourth Pylons and Colonnade of Tuthmosis I.
ii².84
Text from group of Amun and Mut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 39213.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 31-2 [11]
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Third and Fourth Pylons and Colonnade of Tuthmosis I.
ii².77
Titles from statue of Maya, temp. Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36329.
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Third and Fourth Pylons and Colonnade of Tuthmosis I.
ii².80
Head Tuthmosis I from pillar, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42051.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 32 [12] pl. ii
Karnak. Great Temple. Colonnade Tuthmosis I.
ii².80
View Osiride pillars on West side.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 33 [13]
Karnak. Great Temple. VI. North Court. Finds
ii².94
Text from sandstone statue-base, probably Hatshepsut.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 33 [14]
ii².71
Texts from block, Queen before Amun.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 34 [bottom] - 35 [top]
ii².96
Fragments of statues Tuthmosis I and III, found near last.

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 36 [16, 17]
ii².77, 78
Statue of Amenhotep son of Hepu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 583.

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 37-8 [20]
ii².77, 78
Upper part of statue of Ramesses IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 36351.
Fragment of stela of Ramesses IX.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 38-39 [21]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
i;94, 97
Text of fragments of stela of Sesonchis I.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 39-40 [22]
Karnak. Great Temple. Finds from North Court.
i;94, 97
Texts from statue-base of Mentemhet (corrected to Mentemhet, Dyn. XXV).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 40 [23]
i;83
Text naming Imiseba, temp. Ramesses IX, from base at (12).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 41 [24]
i;85
Graffiti of priests, on fallen block in South part of Colonnade of Tuthmosis I.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 41-2 [25]
i;77
Texts from statue of Pedemut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36160.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 42 [26]
i;79
Dedication-text of Alexander I from base of jamb of Fourth Pylon at (10).

See Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 42-3 [27]
i;78
Fragments of stela of Siamun.

Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE v (1904), 69-83 figs. 1-4
Saqqâra. Round Unis Pyramid.
i;650
Tomb of Hekaemsaf, temp. Amais.

Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE v (1904), 70-2 figs. 1-4
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis

ii;650
Plan and section.

Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE v (1904), 72 n. 2

iii;650
Four canopic jars of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35901.

Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE v (1904), 73
iii.650
Three small clay boats, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 35920-2.

see Barsanti and Maspero in ASAE v (1904), 73-4 [top and middle] and 78-83
iii.650
Pyramid texts etc. on walls of vaulted tomb.

Barsanti in ASAE v (1904), 74 [bottom] - 75
iii.650
Text of Ch. 72 of Book of the Dead on lid of outer sarcophagus

Maspero in ASAE v (1904), 84-6
ii.166
Texts of “Adoption” stela of Queen Ankhnesneferibre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36907.

Maspero in ASAE v (1904), 90-2
i.154
Texts of statue of Queen Ankhnesneferibre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42205.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 93
Abydos. Miscellaneous.
v.93
Titles of stela of Pemu, Dyn. XXII (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 94-6
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Statues.
i.786
Texts of lower part of statue of Ibi, temp. Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36158.

Mond in ASAE v (1904), 97-99
Thebes. Sheikh `Abd el-Qurna. Intrusive Burials.
i.676
Objects from tomb TT 93, Kenamun, including burial of Pedeamun-nestaui with coffin and stela, and stela of Theta, Dyn. XXII.

Mond in ASAE v (1904), 102
Omit.

see Mond in ASAE v (1904), 103 [6] n. 2
Thebes. TT 54, Huy.
i.104
Mention and title.
Reisner in ASAE v (1904), 105-9 pl. iv [upper]
Nag el-Deir. Cemeteries. Description and views.
v.26
Group of wooden statuettes and boat from Dyn. I tomb.

Reisner in ASAE v (1904), 108 pl. v [upper]
Nag el-Deir. Rock-Tombs. Tomb of Thethi (N. 43).
v.28A
19 wooden statues found grouped round coffin, Dyn. VI.

Reisner in ASAE v (1904), 108 fig. 1
Nag el-Deir. Cemeteries. Various
v.26
Seated male statuette of Kednufer, Old Kingdom, in Berkeley CA, Phoebe Apperson Hearst Museum of Anthropology, 6.19810.

Bissing in ASAE v (1904), 111-12
Beni Hasan, 17, Khety.
iv.195(2)-(3)
Some texts from lower registers.

Bissing in ASAE v (1904), 112
Beni Hasan, 15, Bakt.
iv.153(14)-20
Some texts from scene of industries.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 113 [i]
iv.3A
Text from colossal red granite scarab, with text of Khepri, Dyn. XIX, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 369.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 114 [ii]
iv.3A
Text from statue of Ramesses II holding vase, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 373.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 114-15 [iii]
Abû Qîr. Temple of Isis (?)
iv.2

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 116 [iv]
Abû Qîr. Temple of Isis (?)
iv.2
Texts of sphinx Amenemhet IV, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 361.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 116 [v]
Abû Qîr. Temple of Isis (?)
iv.2
Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 115-16 [iv]
Alexandria. Miscellaneous. Reliefs
iv.6A
Text of block from intercolumnar wall (?) of Sethos I (?), with hymn, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 117 [vii]
iv.3

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 117 [viii]
Near Qotna.
v.122A
Text of fragment of lid of sarcophagus, Ptolemaic, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 378.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 117 [ix No. 3]
Heliopolis. Miscellaneous.
v.64A
Name and titles from block with musicians, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 3.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 117 [x]
Near Qotna.
v.122A
Text of lid of sarcophagus of Imhotep-hor, Late Period, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 383.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 117-18 [xi]
8
Text of offering table of Hamakht, Late Period, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 364.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 118 [xii]
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Coffins
i.2.820
Text of cartonnage of Pesbega, Saite, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 119 [xx]
Tell Atrîb. Miscellaneous.
v.66A
Text from statue, name lost, son of Setyerboni, Saite, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 403.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 119 [xvii]
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
i.2.268

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 120 [xxi bis]
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
i.2.268
Base of feet of similar statue, re-used Amenophis IV, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 23845.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 118 [xiii]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts
8
Fragment of text from jamb.

Daressy, G. in ASAE v (1904), 118 [xiv]
Text
803-0047-140
Round-topped stela, probably votive, Amen(em)opet, Craftsman, in adoration before Osiris, Dyn. XIX, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy, G. in ASAE v (1904), 118 [xv]
text
801-631-010
Fragment of scribe statuette with text mentioning Pay P3jj, Scribe, son of Pia... Pjj3..., and also Pentawer P3-n-t3-wrt, Scribe, black granite, Dyn. XIX, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

see Daressy, G. in ASAE v (1904), 119 [xvi]
803-085-150
Royal donation (?) stela, a Ptolemy wearing red crown offering to a ‘living lion ’ on pedestal, Ptolemaic, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 399.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 119 [xviii]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts 8
Base of altar of Achoris, No. 445.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 119 [xix]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts 801-748-050
Feet of statue of Ahmosi, Saite, No. 402.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 119-20 [xxi]
Alexandria. Found near East Harbour. iv.3A

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 120 [xxii]
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Coffins i.820
Names and titles from coffin of Kharti, daughter of Esamun, Saite, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 418.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 120-21 [xxiii]
Alexandria. Miscellaneous iv.5

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 121 [xxiv]
Saqqâra. Serapeum, Apis XXVIII, Takelothis II. iii.786
Lower part of stela, year 14, perhaps from here, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 121 [xxv]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts
8
Fragment of wall of Ramesses II.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 121 [xxvi]
Alexandria. West Harbour.
v.2-3A
Text of headless seated statue of Ramesses II, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 122 [xxvii]
v.5A
Cartouches of Nektanebos II from plaque, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 428.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 122 [xxviii]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts
8

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 122-3 [xxix](called xix)
Samannûd. Finds
iv.44A
Texts from statue-base of Wehebre-Unnufer, Saite, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 394 (=435).

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 123 [xxx] (called xx)
Tell el-Yahudiya. Temple of Ramesses III.
v.56A
Text of base of alabaster column of Ramesses III, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 439.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 123 [xxxi] (called xxi)
Alexandria. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.6A
Names from fragment of lid of sarcophagus of Nesu, Dyn. XXX, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 440.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 123 [xxxii]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts
8
Fragment of jamb, Dyn. XXX.

Daressy, G. in ASAE v (1904), 123-4 [xxxiii]
text (incomplete)
801-748-052
Headless statuette of Gemnefhar [bak]. Gmn.f-hnw-b3k. Royal acquaintance in his (= the king’s) palace,
Anointing priest, kneeling holding naos of Osiris, with text mentioning Osiris ‘foremost of Hwt-bjt (Sais)’,
granite, Dyn. XXVI, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 408.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 124-5 [xxxiv]
Samannûd. Finds
iv.43

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 125 [xxxv]
i.820
Text of coffin of Tentpert, Saite, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 859.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 125 [xxxvi]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts
Cartonnage. Coffin of Eskhons, Late Period, No. 385.

Daressy, G. in ASAE v (1904), 125 [xxxvii]
Objects in Alexandria Museum. Texts
802-088-020
Statue of baboon, dedicated by Iriro Jrj-r, Scribe, with text mentioning Thoth lord of Hermopolis Magna and Amun-Re, black granite, New Kingdom, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 1299.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 125-6 [xxxviii]
Alexandria. Miscellaneous.
iv.6
Texts of statue group of Ptolemy II, Arsinoe and deified Amun, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 11261 (N.G. 271).

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 126 [xxxix]
Heliopolis. Miscellaneous.
iv.64
Texts of sphinx of Psammetikhos II, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 11273.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 127 [xl]
Heliopolis. Miscellaneous.
iv.64

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 127-8 [xli]
Alexandria. Found near East Harbour.
iv.3
Text of statue of governor of Heracleopolis Magna, now identified as Hor, Dyn. XXVI, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy in ASAE v (1904), 130
Kôm el-Abqa'AIN.
iv.50
Cartouches from door of Ramesses II.

Leclain in ASAE v (1904), 131-2
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Statues
i.2, 796
Text of fragmentary statuette-base of Princess Mert-tenut, [temp. Amenardais I], bought at Luxor.

see Leclain in ASAE v (1904), 133 [xi]
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Near West wall.
ii.2, 135
Fragment with nādī-name of King Menkh-ib-neter (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36815.
Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 133-4 [xii]
Karnak. VII. Court South of Vestibule. Finds
ii².96
Text of statuette of Mentuhotp, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42045.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 135 fig. 1
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Other Finds
ii².135
Fragment with cartouche of Mentuhotp III (Nebhepetre), from Temple of Amenophis I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 25.10.17.11.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 137 fig. 2
v.212
Mahuhy adoring.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 138-9
Luxor Temple Area. Finds
ii².337
Texts of black granite, kneeling statue of Mahuhy, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36810.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 139-41
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. Unnumbered Tombs. Tombs of Princesses
ii².770
Texts of canopic jars (fragments) of Sitti, Prince Menkheperre, etc., in Strasbourg, Institut d’Égyptologie, 1395-7.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 144 [middle]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. Unnumbered Tombs. Tombs of Princesses
ii².770
Texts of canopic jars (fragments) of Queen Nebtnuhet and Princess Tia, in London, Petrie Museum 15808-9 (from Newberry).

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 141 [bottom]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. Unnumbered Tombs. Tombs of Princesses
ii².770
Canopic jar of Kafi (seen in Cairo).

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 141
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. Unnumbered Tombs. Tombs of Princesses
ii².769
Correction of Bibl. iv.138-49 (for canopic jars in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36164-79).

see Daninos Pacha in ASAE v (1904), 142-3
Mît Rahîna. Kôm el-Nawa
iii².831
Bronzes, mostly 3rd Int. Period or Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35107 and mirrors, CG 44076-80, and Temp. N.os. 27.11.26.3, 4.

Petrie in ASAE v (1904), 144
Wâdi el-Shâṭṭ el-Rîgâl. Rock-Texts
v.207
Inscriptions 430 and 479.
Kamal in ASAE v (1904), 193-199
El-Simbillâwein. Mit Gharîta
iv.37
Texts from naos of sacred bull of Pharbaethos, Ptolemaic.

Kamal in ASAE v (1904), 199 [ii]
Rosetta. Iduku.
iv.2
Text from back of statue of Hor, Saite.

Kamal in ASAE v (1904), 199-200 [iii]
iv.60
Text of fragment from Mnevis tomb, bull with goddesses, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36860.

Maspero and Barsanti in ASAE v (1904), 203-212
Tanis.
Omit.
Objects sent to Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 216-9, 220 pls. i-iii
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161-163
Coffins and models from tomb of Nefery (116), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 220
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161-163
Models, etc. from tomb 1, of Antef.

Garstang in ASAE v (1904), cf. 220-1 pls. iv-vi
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161
Coffins and models from tomb of Thaui (186), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 221 pl. vi [19]
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161-163

Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 221-2
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161-163
Names from various tombs

see Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 221
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161-163
Models from tomb of Thaay (275), in South Kensington Museum.

see Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 222
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.162
Model boats from Tomb of Ma (500), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, and Oxford, Ashmolean Museum.

see Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 222-3
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.162
Coffins and models from Tomb of Khnemnekhti (585), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Garstang in ASAE v (1904), 223
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.162-163
Coffins and models from Tomb of Ipi (707), in Liverpool, Liverpool Museum.

Lacau in ASAE v (1904), 230-7
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161
Texts from coffins of Thaui (186), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 37564 a, b.

Lacau in ASAE v (1904), 237-45
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161
Texts from coffin of Nefery (116), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 37563.

Lacau in ASAE v (1904), 246-9
Beni Hasan. Tombs of Officials, Dyn. VI-XII.
iv.161
Texts from coffin of Neteruhotp (75), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 37565.

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 272
Karnak. Great Temple. Remains of Destroyed Buildings found in Court I. Other finds
ii.134,135
Alabaster stela of Sethos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34501.

see Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 272
Karnak. Heb-sed Chapel of Amenophis I.
ii.134,135
Mention of blocks (from Heb-sed Chapel) of Amenophis I.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 281-2 [1]
Karnak. Cachette
ii.148
Text on shoulder of statue of Nekhtef-muti, temp. Osorkon II and Harsiesi.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 282 [2]
Karnak. Cachette
ii.148

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 282 [3]
Karnak. VI. Court North of Vestibule
ii.92(264)
Remains of text of Osorkon II.

Legrain in ASAE v (1904), 283-4
Karnak. Chapel 5 North of Court VI.
it.

Text of year 17 of Hatshepsut.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 65 cf. 80 fig. 1
Thebes. Valleys south of Deir el Bahri. 3rd Valley.
Omit.
Offering table found in front of Dyn. XI Tomb.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 66-7 pl. i (reversed)
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet.
i.113-4
Stela of Suemmerenhor at (1).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 66-7 pl. ii
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet.
i.113-4
Stela, purification before shrine at (3).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 66 fig. 2
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet.
Omit.
Plan of pits.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 66-7 and fig. 3 [middle]
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet.
i.113-4
General account and plan.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 67
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet. Finds
i.119
Texts of statue of deceased.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), cf. 67 fig. 3 [top]
Thebes. TT 102, Imhotep.
i.215
Plan.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 67
Thebes. Sheikh ‘Abd el-Qurna Intrusive Burials
i.676
Texts of ushabti box of Taarset and of coffin of Pedeamun and Djekhensefankh, found in TT 57.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 67-9 fig. 3 [bottom]
Thebes. TT 56, Userhet.
i.111
Description and plan.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 69 [top]
Thebes. Sheikh ‘Abd el-Qurna Intrusive Burials
i.676
Statue of Imhotep, New Kingdom.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 69
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Titles of deceased, wife, and mother.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 69
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Titles of deceased, wife, and mother.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 69
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Texts of ancestors at (4).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 69
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Text from scene, with statue of Tuthmosis I at (5).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 69-70
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Names of priests and priestesses at (6).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 70 [3]
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Name of Amenmosi at (3).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 70-1
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Texts of Sethos I and Ramesses II on doors at (9).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 69-71 fig. 4
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
i.2; 97-99
Plan and section.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 71 [middle]
Thebes TT 51, Userhet.
Omit.
Name of Shepdedet from coffin.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 71 fig. 5
Thebes TT 331, Penne (called Rey, wrongly).
Omit.
Plan.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 71 [bottom]
Thebes TT 124, Rey.
i.2; 237(1)
Fragment priests performing offering list ritual.

see Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 71 [bottom]
Sheikh ‘Abd el-Qurna V. Intrusive Burials. Coffins and other finds
i.676
Fragment with remains of scene.

see Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 71-2
Sheikh ‘Abd el-Qurna V. Intrusive Burials. Coffins and other finds
i.676
Fragments of coffins: one of Henut-thau, songstress of Amun, and double-statue.

see Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 71 [middle]
Sheikh ‘Abd el-Qurna V. Intrusive Burials. Coffins and other finds
i.676
Fragment of coffin of Shepenmut, Late Period.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 71 pl. iii
ii.125
Part of Book of Imi-Duat.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 73 fig. 7
ii.125
Plan.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 73
Thebes. Sheikh ‘Abd el-Qurna Intrusive Burials
i.676
Text of stela of Taashakhet.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 75 [near top]
Thebes. Sheikh ‘Abd el-Qurna Intrusive Burials
i.676
Text of headrest of Huy.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 75 fig. 10
Thebes. TT 22, Wah.
ii.37
Plan.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 75
Thebes. TT 22, Wah.
ii.37(3)
Text above deceased and wife.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 75 [bottom]
Thebes. TT 22, Wah.
ii.38(5)
Fragment of text of Meryamun in I, and text above deceased in II.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 76 pls iv-ix
Thebes. TT 87, Minnakht.
ii.179
Texts on walls of Sepulchral Chamber.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 76 fig. 11
Thebes. TT 87, Minnakht.
i.1:79
Plan and section of Sepulchral Chamber.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 76 fig. 12
Omit.
Plan and section.

see Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 76
i.2.676
Fragments of coffins of Aufmama, Mutemkha and Itesesi.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 77 fig. 13
Thebes. Mortuary Temple of Mentuhotp Sankhkare.
i.2.400
Description with plan.

see Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 77 cf. fig. 13
Thebes. Valleys south of Deir el-Bahri. 3rd Valley.
Omit.
Sandstone block with relief head of King.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 80-1, 89-90 figs. 24-5
Thebes. Valleys south of Deir el-Bahri. 3rd Valley.
i.2.668
Texts from lower part of coffin of Puia, Dyn. XVII, from Pit 1002, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Prov. No. 718.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 82 fig. 18 [right]
Thebes. TT 45, Djehut.
i.2.85
Plan.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 83 [top]
Thebes. TT 45, Djehut.
i.2.85(4)
Texts from (4).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 83 [middle and bottom]
Thebes. TT 45, Djehut.
i.2.86(8)
Texts from (8).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 84 [top]
Thebes. TT 45, Djehut.
i.2.85(5)
Text from (5).
Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 84 [near top]
Thebes TT 45, Djeput.
i^2.86(6)
Texts from (6).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 84 [middle]
Thebes TT 133, Neferronpet.
i^2.249
Texts from ceiling.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 86
Thebes TT 93, Kenamun.
i^2.194(24)
List of offerings at (12).

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 85 fig. 19
Thebes TT 93, Kenamun.
Omit.
Plan and section.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 88 fig. 23
Thebes TT 69, Menna
Omit.
Plan showing pits.

Mond in ASAE vi (1905), 91-6
Thebes Tombs
Omit.
Cones.

Daressy in ASAE vi (1905), 99-106 fig. 1
From Gîza to Zâwyet el-’Aryân. Mastaba, Dyn. I.
iii^2.312
Description with plan and section.

Daressy in ASAE vi (1905), 103
From Gîza to Zâwyet el-’Aryân. Mastaba, Dyn. I.
iii^2.312
Name of Djet from sealings

see Carter in ASAE vi (1905), opp. 112 pl. i
Valley of the Kings. KV 17, Sethos I.
i^2.542(40)
Book of Imi-Duat.

Carter in ASAE vi (1905), 113-14 figs. 1, 2
Valley of the Kings. KV 17, Sethos I.
i^2.535
Section and plan of lower chambers H to P.

Carter in ASAE vi (1905), 117 fig. 3
Valley of the Kings KV 8, Memeptah.
i\textsuperscript{2}.507
Plan and section.

Carter in ASAE vi (1905), 117 pl. ii
Valley of the Kings. KV 8, Merneptah.
i\textsuperscript{2}.509
Inner lid of sarcophagus.

Carter in ASAE vi (1905), cf. 116, 118 pl. iv cf. 119
Valley of the Kings. KV 8, Merneptah.
i\textsuperscript{2}.507(3)
King before Harmachis.

Carter in ASAE vi (1905), cf. 116, 118 pl. iv [top rt.] cf. 119
Valley of the Kings. KV 8, Merneptah.
i\textsuperscript{2}.507(2)
Isis.

Legrain in ASAE vi (1905), 122-3
Qift. Miscellaneous.
\textsuperscript{v.133}
Texts of naos of Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 70019.

Legrain in ASAE vi (1905), 123-4
Qift. Miscellaneous.
\textsuperscript{v.133}
Texts of coffin of King Harsiesi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37516.

Legrain in ASAE vi (1905), 125
i\textsuperscript{2}.148
Text on shoulder of statue of Nektapef-muti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42208.

Legrain in ASAE vi (1905), 126 (406)
Karnak. Cachette.
i\textsuperscript{2}.155
Title of statue of Pedeamun-nebnesuttaui, Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37398.

Carter in ASAE vi (1905), 127
Aswān. Rock Tombs.
\textsuperscript{v.231(1) and (2)}
Texts of stelae of Mekhu and Sabni.

Carter in ASAE vi (1905), 128 [top] figs 3, 4
Aswān. Rock Tombs.
\textsuperscript{v.233(1)}
Offering table of Sirenput II.

Legrain in ASAE vi (1905), 130 [xviii]
Karnak. Great Temple. Central Court.
i\textsuperscript{2}.110
Cartouche from fragment of throne of King Wegaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 33740.
LeGrain in *ASAE* vi (1905), 131-2
Karnak. Enclosure of Monthu. Temple of Osiris Pamera. Finds
ii.19

LeGrain in *ASAE* vi (1905), 132 n. 1
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Various
ii.300
Name of Duathnet-Awi-khons from granite basin, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37882.

LeGrain in *ASAE* vi (1905), 133 [xx]
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.165
Text of stela-fragment of Wegaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37510.

LeGrain in *ASAE* vi (1905), 133-4 [xxi]
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.146
Text of Esamun on bae of statue of Ramesenakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42162.

LeGrain in *ASAE* vi (1905), 134-6
Omit.
Bead of King Kaethre, Second Intermediate Period.

see LeGrain in *ASAE* vi (1905), 138 [xxiv]
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Statues
i.796
Fragment of statuette-bae of Mert-Tefnut, [temp. Amenardais I], bought at Luxor.

see LeGrain in *ASAE* vi (1905), 139-40
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.149

Lefebvre and Barry in *ASAE* vi (1905), 143 fig. 1
Tihna. Temple of Nero. Texts from scenes
iv.129
Plan.

Lefebvre and Barry in *ASAE* vi (1905), 143-8 pls. i, ii cf. 142
Tihna. Temple of Nero. Texts from scenes
iv.129
Views.

see Sayce in *ASAE* vi (1905), 159-67
El-Deir. Cemetery. Dyn. XII
v.170A
Tombs with cones of Apehti and of Aneter.

Lefebvre in *ASAE* vi (1905), 191 [iv]
Asfûn el-Matâna. Finds
v.165
Bilingual inscription of Domitian.

Legrain in ASAE vi (1905), 192
Karnak. Great Temple. Hypostyle. Finds
ii.53
Beginning of text of stela of Tutankhamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34183.

Covington in ASAE vi (1905), 193-218 figs. 1, 2, 4, 5
Gîza. South Cemetery. Early Dyn. Tombs
iii.294
Plans and sections of Dyn. I or III mastaba.

Spiegelberg in ASAE vi (1905), 221 pl.
El-Marsâra. Quarries
iv.75
11. Stela, a King before Theban Triad.

Spiegelberg in ASAE vi (1905), 222 [2], 223 [13], 224 [20]
El-Marsâra. Quarries
iv.25
Cartouches of Achoris

Spiegelberg in ASAE vi (1905), 228-31 [1-29]
Tura and Marsâra. Quarries
iv.75
Demotic graffiti (including names of Achoris and Nektanebos II) at Marsâra

Spiegelberg in ASAE vi (1905), 232-3 [30-40]
Tura and Marsâra. Quarries
iv.74
Demotic graffiti (including names of Achoris and Nektanebos II) at Tura

Daressy in ASAE vi (1905), cf. 234-7 pl. i
Kharabat Bâb Atrib.
iv.103A
Wooden door-bolt with lion, Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36450.

Daressy in ASAE vi (1905), cf. 237-8 pl. ii
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Qâ‘a. Miscellaneous
iii.863
Bronze bolt with lion, probably Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37765.

Sayce and Somers Clarke in ASAE vi (1905), 239-72 pls. i, ii
El-Kâb. Town Enclosure
v.173
Description and views.

ASAE vi (1905), pl. iii
Omit.
Valley of the Kings. KV 8, Memeptah.
Ostracon.
Sayce and Somers Clarke in ASAE vi (1905), 239-43, 245-52 figs. 1-3
El-Kâb. Cemeteries within Town Endosure.
v.175
Plan (parts) (block with Horus-name Khaekhemui, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34808).

see Sayce and Somers Clarke in ASAE vi (1905), 241
El-Kâb. Cemeteries within Town Endosure.
v.175A

Sayce and Somers Clarke in ASAE vi (1905), 243-4
v.184
Texts from scenes

see Cecil in ASAE vi (1905), 273-82 pl.
Aswân. Rock Tombs. “Cecil Tombs”;
v.240-1
Description.

Cecil in ASAE vi (1905), 274-5 pl. [upper] fig. 1
Aswân. Rock Tombs. ‘Cecil Tombs’.
v.240-1
Plan, views and texts of 25.

Cecil in ASAE vi (1905), 276-7 pl. [lower] fig. 3
Aswân. Rock Tombs. ‘Cecil Tombs’.
v.240-1
Plan, views and finds from 28.

Cecil in ASAE vi (1905), 279-82 fig. 6
Aswân. Rock Tombs. ‘Cecil Tombs’.
v.240-1
Plan and texts of coffins from 31, Huerhet.

Legrain in ASAE vi (1905), 284 [xxviii]
ii².166
Text of obelisk of Sebkemsaf.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 33-4 [xxx]
Karnak. Seventh Pylon. In front of South Face.
ii².171
Text of statue of Mentuhotep II restored by Sebkhotep IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38579.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 35 [XXXI]
Karnak. Cachette.
ii².143
Text of Saite sphinx with name of Tuthmosis III.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 39 [XXXIII] [upper]
Texts of monuments of Usiriwer, Late Period.
Bronze situla, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, Inv. 908.

%LeGrain, G. in ASAE vii (1906), 39 [lower]
names and titles
803-090-900
Round-topped stela, two registers, I, Usiriwer Wsir-wr, First prophet of Amun, etc., son of Espautitaui, First prophet of Amun, etc., and of woman Nehmserattaui, Sistrum player of Amun-Re, kneeling in adoration, preceded by ba bird, before barque with sun god and nine deities, II, two scenes, on left, Usiriwer in adoration before seated Atum, with Shu and Tefnut, on right, Usiriwer in adoration before seated Osiris, with Isis, Nephthys and Anubis, and fourteen lines of decree of ‘King’ Onnophris addressed to gods of the realm of the dead, etc., painted wood, early Ptolemaic, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, N.2699.

LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 41 [lower]
Karnak. Cachette.
i.\textsuperscript{2}.158
Titles of one of two statues of Nekhtmonthu, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37330 (Fouilles No. 217).

LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 41 [bottom]
Karnak. Cachette.
i.\textsuperscript{2}.158
Titles of one of two statues of Nekhtmonthu, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE not known (Fouilles Nos. 413).

LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 41 [upper], 42
Karnak. Cachette.
i.\textsuperscript{2}.157, 158
Titles of statues of Espautitaui and of his son Hersenef, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37146 and 37343 (Fouilles Nos. 456, 385).

LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 42-3 [top]
Karnak. Cachette.
i.\textsuperscript{2}.157
Title of statue of Esmin, Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37140.

LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 43 (No. 143)
Karnak. Cachette.
i.\textsuperscript{2}.156
Names from block statue of Esmin, son of Puerem, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37017.

LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 44 [xxxiv], 43-45 [xxxiv]
Armant or Thebes. Miscellaneous
v.161 and i.\textsuperscript{2}.786
Text from statue of Osiris dedicated by Shepennupt II, Yunaiaiu (called Iaiaiu in Bild. v.161) and Amenards I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43653.

see LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 45-7
Medînet Habu. Saite Chapels. Finds
Omit.
Statuette of Osiris dedicated by Eskhons, Dyn. XXV, in St. Petersburg, State Hermitage Museum, 220.

LeGrain in ASAE vii (1906), 47 n. 5.
i².22
Text of year 6 of Takelothis III mentioning Queen Tentsai.

-Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 48 n. 1
Omit. (secondary reference)
Names of Takelothis III and Shep from stela of their son Nemaret, right half in Turin, Museo Egizio, 1468, left half in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, now joined in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 329.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 49
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Statues
Omit
Fragment of statue-base of Mert-tefnut, temp. Amenardais.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 50-1
Karnak. Cachette.
i².150
Statue of Nebneteru, Dyn. XXII-XXV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37413 (Fouilles No. 441).

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 50-1 [xxxv]
Karnak. Cachette.
i².153
Names from statue of Ankhunnufar, Dyn. XXII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37848 (Fouilles No. 567).

Legrain, G. in ASAE vii (1906), 52 [xxxv, C]
Names and titles
803-061-620
Round-topped stela, Peftseu (last two signs superimposed), Beloved of the god at Karnak, son of Pemu, Governor of the Town, Vizier, etc., in adoration before Re(-Harakhti), painted wood, Dyn. XXII, formerly in R. G. B. Sabatier colln., now in Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet, 3545.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 52 [D]
Karnak. Cachette.
i².149
Title of green breccia statue of Pemu, Vizier, Dyn. XXII-XXV in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36940 (Fouilles No. 244).

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 53 ff.
Karnak. Miscellaneous
i².299
Texts of offering table, Nitocris and Mehit-n-usekht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 23249.

Maspero in ASAE vii (1906), 58-9
Asfûn el-Matârâ. Ptolemaic Chapel.
v.165
Texts from scenes from exterior.

Daressy in ASAE vii (1906), 62-3 figs. 1, 2
Memphis. Miscellaneous. Various
Omit
Two small enamel groups, man with giraffe, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Bissing and Reache in ASAE vii (1906), 64-70
Tell el-‘Amarna. Maru-Aten.
iv.208
Fragments of pavement, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 89-93
Samannûd. Temple of Onuris-Shu.
iv.43
Texts from blocks of Nektanebos II, etc.

Barsanti in ASAE vii (1906), pl. i
vi.161
Nome-figure No. xix, from base at (310)-(311)

Barsanti in ASAE vii (1906), pl. i cf. 97 ff.
vi.161
Part of 5th scene at (309)-(311).

Daressy in ASAE vii (1906), 117 pl. at end [fig. 3]
Omit.
Part of dagger of Ahhotep (from Bissing).

Daressy in ASAE vii (1906), 118-19 pl. at end [figs. 1, 2]
iii.552
Dagger of Nehemen, with cartouches of Nebkhepeshre Apophis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 52768.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 121 (125 in Bibl.) -141
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii.426
Description.

see Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 121
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii.429
Brick of Tuthmosis I and Hatshepsut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 122
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.145
Block statue of Dedia, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42122.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 128 [1]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
ii.428
Fragment of stela of Mentuhotep III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 128 [2]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.428
Fragment of statue-base of Ipuy, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 128 [3]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.427-8
Statue of Nekhtemwse (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 128-9 [4]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.427
Stela of Amenophis I and Ahmosi-Nefertere, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 129 [5]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.429
Brick of Tuthmosis I and Hatshepsut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 129 [6]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.428
Offering table of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 130 [7]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.428
Fragment of stela of Tuthmosis III with name of temple, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 130 [8]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.428
Fragment of stela with Min-Amun and Queen Sitioh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 130 [9]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.428
Block with name of Nebamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 130-1 [10]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.427
Statue of Ptahmosi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 9.11.20.8 = JE 38336.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 131 [11]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.428
Offering table of Tuthmosis III, in Medînet Habu magazine.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 131 [12]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
i2.427
Statue of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38335.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 131-2 [13]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².428
Fragments of stela of Queen Esi, dedicated by Amenhotep.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 132 [15]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².428
Part stela, priests carrying bark, temp. Amenophis II.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 132-3 [16]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².428
Part of stela, man offers to ram.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 133 [17]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².427

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 133 [18]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².427
Fragment of statue of Humay (possibly in Cairo, Egyptian Museum).

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 133-4 [19]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².428
Part of statue of Queen Nebesmi.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 134 [20]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².427
Part statue of Ahmosi, dedicated by Neferhabef, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42122.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 134 [21]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².428
Fragment of statue-base of Ahhotp (woman).

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 134 [22]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².427
Fragment of statue of Betha, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 134-5 [23]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii².428
Fragment of stela of Tuthmosis III and Queen Esi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34015.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 135 [24]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii.428
Part of stela with four Hathor heads, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 135 [25]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects
ii.428
Part of statue of Nebneteru, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 135 [26]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
Omit.
Fragment of trial-piece, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 136 [28]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
ii.428
Fragment of stela with heads of rams, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 136 [29]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
ii.428
Black granite statue, Ramesside, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 136 fig. 9
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Texts from objects.
ii.428
Fragment of alabaster royal statue in feathered garment, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE vii (1906), 137-40 [A-O]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii.428
A-H, J-O=inscribed blocks from walls, I=inscribed offering able.

Maspero in ASAE vii (1906), 142
Syria. Miscellaneous.
vii.396A
Text of large scarab of Sabacon, in private possession.

Baraiye in ASAE vii (1906), 151-3 figs. 1-3
Deir el-Bahri. Great Temple.
Omit.
Middle colonnade, north side. Plan and views.

Elliot Smith in ASAE vii (1906), 156 (quoting Daresy)
i.642
Tabs of Pinedjem (found with coffins of Ta-ahati and Tausert-empernesu, in London, Museum, EA 24793 and 24798-9), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 183-7
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii.426
General account.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 183, 186-7
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii^2.426
Name of temple.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 184 [middle]
Karnak. Cachette.
i^2.138
Text from fragment of statue of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 185 [upper]
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Statues
i^2.792

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 185 [lower]
i^2.145
Part of text of statue of Nefer-pert, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42121.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 186 n. 3
Karnak. Cachette.
i^2.157
Title from statue of Esmun, temp. Nektanebos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37140.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 186 n. 4
Qift. Painted tomb of Esmun, temp. Nektanebos II.
v.128
Titles from sarcophagus and stela of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36434.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 188-90
i^2.151
Texts of statue of Haremakhet, Dyn. XXV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42204.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 190 [A]
Karnak. Miscellaneous
i^2.295
Stela of Ankhnesyotes, year 8 Tanutamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37888.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 190 [B]
i^2.152
Cartouches from statue of Akhtamunenu, temp. Tanutamun and Shepenwept III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37346.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 190 [B]
Karnak. Cachette.
i^2.152
Block statue Akhamenerau, Dyn. XXV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37321.
Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 191-2
Karnak. Cachette
ii.151
Text on base of statue of Neshutefnut, temp. Taharqa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42203.

Edgar in ASAE vii (1906), 206-9 fig. 2
Tūkh el-Qārāmûs. Temple. Treasure Chambers
iv.27
Plan of building, and description of hoard, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Edgar in ASAE vii (1906), 211
Tūkh el-Qārāmûs. Finds
iv.27A
Block of Rameses II.

Lefebvre in ASAE vii (1906), 213-20 fig. 1
Abydos. Temple of Rameses II. First Pylon.
vi.33
Plan and texts.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 226-7
Karnak. Stelae. Objects in museums
ii.295
Text of stela of Ankhnesiotes, year 8 Tanutamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37888.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 227
Karnak. Miscellaneous Stelae
ii.295
Text of stela of Seni before Nitocris, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37889.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 228-9
Karnak. Cachette
ii.161
Text from fragment of sandstone baboon adoring, temp. Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38584.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 229 [A]
Karnak. Cachette
Omit.
Head of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42089.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 229 [B]
Karnak. Cachette
Omit.
Sphinx of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42090.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 229 [C]
Karnak. Cachette
Omit.
10 Statues of Amenophis IV, from cro-sphinxes, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42104-10 (JE 36813-4, 37530, 38369).

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 229 [D]
Karnak. Cachette.
Omit.
Gold ring of Nefertiti.

see Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 229 [E]
Karnak. Cachette.
Omit.
Wooden statue of Amenophis IV, usurped by Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42095.

Legrain in ASAE vii (1906), 229-30 [F]
Karnak. Cachette.
i².161
Text of statue of soul of Pe adoring, temp. Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 38593.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 233 [middle]
Tell Bâqliya
iv.40
Texts of statue of Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 233 [bottom]
Tell Bâqliya
iv.40
Two fragments mentioning local Thoth.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 235-6
Tell Bâqliya
iv.40
Texts of sarcophagus of Ahmosi, Saite.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 236-7
Tell el-Muqâdam. Finds
iv.38
Texts of statue of Prince Nemereth, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37956.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 238
Tell el-Muqâdam. Finds
iv.38
Texts of sandstone statue of Ramesses II.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 238 [1]
El-Mâhâlla el-Kubra
iv.42
Text of block of Psammetikhos II.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 238 [2]
El-Mâhâlla el-Kubra
iv.42
Text of block used as millstone.

Kamal in ASAE vii (1906), 239-40
Nabûsha. Miscellaneous
iv.9
Texts of statue of Harkhebi, Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
Spiegelberg in ASAE vii (1906), 250-4 pl. i (3rd pl. after 192) figs. 1, 2
Karnak. Great Temple. Colonnade of Tuthmosis I. Finds ii.85
Fragment with bilingual text, Greek and demotic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 50057a

Spiegelberg in ASAE vii (1906), 254-5 [iii] pl. ii (4th pl. after 192)
Abū Yā‘ān.
iv.27A
Stela, Thoth as ibis with demotic text, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36691.

Spiegelberg in ASAE vii (1906), 256 [iv]
Abūdīs.
Omit.
Metal vessel with demotic text, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 3482.

Maspero in ASAE vii (1906), 257-9
Zāwyet el-‘Aryān. Pyramid of Nebka
iii.313
Blocks with graffiti of crews and with cartouche (called Neferka), one in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38991.

Barsanti in ASAE vii (1906), 260-86 pls. i-iii figs. 1-10
Zāwyet el-‘Aryān. Pyramid of Nebka
iii.312
Description with plans and sections, including sarcophagus, and views
see Barsanti in ASAE vii (1906), 261
Zāwyet el-‘Aryān. Pyramid of Nebka
iii.313
Plaque of Razedef and cylinder-seal, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37097, 37094.

Barsanti in ASAE vii (1906), 266-81 (Nos. 1-57) cf. 264-5
Zāwyet el-‘Aryān. Pyramid of Nebka
iii.313
Graffiti of crews of Nebka, Dyn. IV (one= Cairo JE 38991).

Kamal in ASAE viii (1907), 1
El-Mahalla el-Kubra
iv.42
Text from block used as millstone.

Kamal in ASAE viii (1907), 2
El-Mahalla el-Kubra.
iv.42
Text from block of Psammetikhos II.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 4-14
i.630-5
Description of coffins.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 4 [Daressy, A 1]
i.634
Coffins and board of Henut-neteru etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6225, 6239, 6254-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 4 [Daressy, A 2]
i.636

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 4 [Daressy, A 3]
i.639
Ankhefenkhons, in Madrid, Museo Arqueológico Nacional.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 4 [Daressy, A 4]
Omit.
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 4 [Daressy, A 5]
Omit.
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 4 [Daressy, A 6]
i.635
Two coffins of Estanebtaui, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 7]
i.639
Ankhensenmutes, in Oslo, Ethnographic Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 8]
i.639

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 9]
i.640
Estanebtaui, in Washington DC, United States National Museum, 154955, 364998.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 10]
i.640
Tabekeukhons, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 6264-6.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 11]
Pennesuttaui, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6226-8, 6243-4.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 12]
i^2.637
Espenbimakh, in Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet, 3909.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 13]
i^2.639
Paiekheru, in Madrid, Museo Arqueológico Nacional.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 14]
i^2.635
Roro, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29694.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 15]
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 16]
i^2.632
Ankhfenmut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6098-9, 6109-10.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 17]
i^2.633
Tentp(en)herunufer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6177-9, 6218-19.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 18]
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 19]
i^2.637
Taishert, in Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet, 3912.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 20]
i^2.642
Anon. Four mummy-cloths, Tauhenut and Estanebasher.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 21]
i^2.635
Espenepferhor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 5 [Daressy, A 22]
i².637
Khensmosi, in Florence, Museo Archeologico, 8527.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 23]
i².632
Espakaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6077-8.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 24]
i².632
Pedeamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6050-2.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 25]
i².639
Bekenkhons, in Paris, Musée du Louvre.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 26]
i².640
Esipautitaui, in Vienna Kunsthistorisches Museum, 6261-3.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 27]
Omit.
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 28]
i².632
Pedeamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6119-20, 6144, 6134-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 29]
Omit.
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 30]
i².634
Shedsuamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6200-4.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 31]
i².631
Deamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6041-2.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 32]
i².638
Ta-ahuti, in London, British Museum, EA 24793.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 33]
i.637
Ankefkhons, in Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet, 1038.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 34]
Omit.
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 35]
i.634
Espahoran, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6221-4, 6240.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 36]
ii.639
Nedjemmut, in Paris, Musée du Louvre.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 37]
Omit.
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 6 [Daressy, A 38]
i.633
Ankhesenmut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6158-9, 6161, 6164-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 7 [Daressy, A 39]
ii.640
Amenhotep, in Washington DC, United States National Museum, 154959.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 7 [Daressy, A 40]
i.638
Bekenmut, in London, British Museum, EA 24792.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 7 [Daressy, A 41]
Omit.
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 7 [Daressy, A 42]
ii.631
Eskhons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6024-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 7 [Daressy, A 43]
i. 634
Dedukhonsiri, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6263-7.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 8 [Daressy, A 50]
Omit.

Anon.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 51]
i. 636

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 52]
i. 637
Shedkhons, usurped by Butiharkhons, in Geneva, Musée d’Art et d’Histoire, 163, 163 bis

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 53]
i. 640
Anon.

Pinedjem (with board of Shedkhons), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6047-9.

Karo, location unknown, probably Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29644.

Ily, in Madrid, Museo Arqueológico Nacional.

Ankhesenmut, in Florence, Museo Archeologico, 8523.


Ankhkhons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6005.


Peshedkhons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6005.

Ankhhons-henaromet, in Istanbul, Arkeoloji Müzesi, 10892.

Es hennuttaui and Estanebtaui, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6036-40.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 65]
i.640
Piamun, in Washington DC, United States National Museum, 154956.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 66]
i.634
Esy, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6198-9.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 67]
i.633
Anon.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 68]
i.640
Ankhfenenmut, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 6267.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 69]
i.634
Thonufer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6249-53.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 70]
Omit

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 71]
i.633
Mer(t)amun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6175-6, 6197.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 72]
i.636

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 73]
i.633
Zemaetesankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6184 (probably=A 109).

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 74]
Omit

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 75]
Omit

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 76]

1. 636  

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 77]  
i2. 631  
Esnebtaii, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6043-4.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 78]  
i2. 631  
Ankhnesenesi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6026-7.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 79]  
i2. 631  
Nezemmuten-pairesgereg, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6017.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 81]  
i2. 633  
Amen(en)netnakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6173-4, 6196.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 82]  
i2. 640  
Khensmosi, in Uppsala, Victoriamuseet för Egyptiska Fornsaker, 228.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 83]  
i2. 632  
Zekhensesankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6053-5.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 84]  
i2. 631  
Pedeamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6020-1.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 85]  
i2. 631  
Paseba-khaennet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6031-3.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 86]  
i2. 631  
Shebty, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6022-3.

Daressy in *ASAE* viii (1907), [Daressy, A 87]  
i2. 632  
Pedeamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6062-4.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 88]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 634

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 89]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 635
Anon., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6034-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 90]

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 91]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 636
(?Akhu-mt usurped by Tentoledet-mu, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 11981-3.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 92]

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 93]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 635
Pedeamun usurped by Amenempermut, probably in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 94]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 637

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 95]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 631
Pameshem, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6008-9.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 96]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 639
Esta-uzatahket, in Odessa Archaeological Museum, 52976.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 97]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 632
Pesesh-hor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6056-7.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 98]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i. 633
Espanefenhor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 6166-9
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 99]
i^2. 632
Pefazar, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 6137-8, 6156-7.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 100]
i^2. 632
Esiekhhebi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6123-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 101]
Omit.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 102]
i^2. 632
Khases, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6059-61.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 103]
Omit.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 104]
Omit.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 105]
i^2. 633
Userhetmosi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6185-7, 6211-12.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 106]
i^2. 631
Khensemhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6004.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 107]
Omit.
Djekhensefankh.

<<>>

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 108]
i^2. 633
Ankhefenkhop, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6193-4, 6208-10.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 109]
i^2. 633
Djemaetesankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6182-4, 6213-14.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 110]
p.635
Djemutesankh usurped from Shedsutaopet, probably in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 111]
p.634
Masheebek, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6289-32, 6238.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 112]
p.635
Ankhefenkhons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 113]
p.633
Esamenopet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6180-1, 6215-17.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 114]
p.634
Pedeamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6233-5, 6241-2.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 115]
p.632
Ahaneferamun called Pakaru, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6121-2, 6139-41.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 116]
Omit.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 117]
p.633

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 118]
Omit.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 119]
p.633
Tentopet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6188-92.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 120]
p.634
Khensemrenep, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6220, 6256-9.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 121]

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 122]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i².632
Usermontu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6058.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 123]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i².632
Derepu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6065-7.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 124]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i².630
Anon., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6001.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 125]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i².636
Hepu and Ahmosi, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 126]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i².631
Iusenmut usurped by Esiemkhebi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6006, 6142-3.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 127]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i².633
Esi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6162-3.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 128]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i².639
Anon., in Madrid, Museo Arqueológico Nacional.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 129]

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 130]

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 131]

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 132]
Makare, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6286-9.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 133]

Hertwebkhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6273-7.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 134]

Omit.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 135]

Omit.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 136]

Hennuttaui, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, 57.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 137]

Tahedkhons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6131.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 138]

Tahedkhons.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 139]

Gautseshen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6010-13, lid in Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, F.93/10.1b.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 140]

Tentmerpare, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6073-4.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 141]

Zekhonsefankh, probably in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 142]

Espernub, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 6268-70.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 143]
i.2.635
Hori, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29619.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 144]
i.2.635
Tauzatre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 6278-82.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 145]
i.2.631
Tjaennefer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6029.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 146]
i.2.635
Pinedjem, probably in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 147]
i.2.634
Menkheperre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6268-72.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 148]
i.2.635
Esamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6290-4.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 150]
i.2.635
Djemutesankh, probably in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 151]
i.2.634
Tjonefri, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6260-2, 6284-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, A 152]
i.2.635
Gautsehen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29635.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 9]
Omit.
Pennessuttaui, Osiris statue.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 18]
i.2.641
Tashedkhons, ushabti box.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 19]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i.641
Esiemkhebi, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 20]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i.641
Tentuserken, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 45]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i.641
Amenhotp, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 46]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i.641
Ankhesenmut, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 47]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i.641
Shedsuamun, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 59]
Ta... afas

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 60]
Ta... afas

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 61]
Khons, Osiris statue.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 66]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i.640
Dekhensiri stela, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29313.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 67]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. i.641
Dekhensiri, ushabti box, in Florence, Museo Archeologico, Inv. 8531.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 68]
Dekhensiri, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 69]
i² 641
Esnut, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 70]
i² 641
Panebenkemtnakht, ushabti box, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29282.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 80]
i² 641
Sitkhons, ushabti box.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 83]
Omit.
Esiy, statuettes.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), [Daressy, B 108]
i² 640
Taroway stela, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29312.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 15
i² 631
Coffin of Pæeba-khænnet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6031-3.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 17 [bottom]
i² 640-1
Wooden stelae.

see Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 19 [5th lot]
i² 635
Coffin of Karo, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29644 (probably there) (called Florence).

see Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 20 (11th lot) No. 88
Omit.
Coffin of Estandbtaui, in Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Inv. F. 93/10, 1a

see Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 20 (12th lot)


see Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 20 (13th lot)


Coffin with no name, in Madrid, Museo Arqueológico Nacional.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 22 [2]


Tab of Menkheperre from coffin of Tausert-empernesu, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E. 5909.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 22 [7]


Text on child’s mummy.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 22 [10]


Tabekkhons.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 22 [11]


Pennesuttaui, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6226, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 22 [12]


Tabs of Pinedjem (near coffin of Espanebimakh), in Copenhagen, Nationalmuseum, 3909.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 22 [13]


Paisekheru, in Madrid.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 22-23 [15]


Djemutesankh (from anonymous coffin, location unknown).

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 23 [17]


Pasebkhenaanet, from coffin of Tentoaherunufer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6177, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 23 [20]
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Estanebashar, from anonymous coffin (location unknown).

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 23 [24]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².632
Tabs of King Amanemopet and Pinedjem from coffin of Peduamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6050, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 23 [26]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².642
Tabs of Pinedjem, from coffin of Espautitau, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 6261-3.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 23 [28]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².632
Espahor(en)thet, from coffin of Peduamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6119, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 23 [30]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².634
Shedsuamun, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6200, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 24 [32]
From coffin of Taahuti, in London, British Museum, EA 24793, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 24 [33]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².637
Ankh(e)n)khons, from coffin, in Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet, 1364.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 24 [35]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².634
Espahoran, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6221, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 24 [38]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².633
Ankhesenmut, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6158, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 24-5 [39]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².640
Amenhotep, from coffin, in Washington DC, United States National Museum, 154959.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 25 [42]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i².631
Estkhons, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6024-5.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 25 [43]
i.631
Espaekahuti, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6014-15.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 25 [45]
i.632
Djemutesankh, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6161, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 25 [46]
i.632
Senenu, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6132, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 26-6 [48]
i.631
Tabs of Pasebakhaennet, from coffin of Esmut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6007.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 26 [49]
i.634
Dedukhonsiri, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6263, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 26 [58]
i.639
Esemkhebi from coffin of Iiy, in Madrid.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 27 [59]
i.642
Sitkhons, from coffin of Ta..., probably in London, British Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 27 [60]
i.637
Ankhefenkhan, from coffin in Florence, Museo Archeologico, 8523.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 27 [61]
i.642
Tabs of Pinedjem, from anonymous coffin, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 27 [64]
Omit.
Henuttaui, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6036, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 27 [65]
i.642
Piamun, from coffin, in Washington DC, United States National Museum, 154956.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 27-8 [66]
i.634
Egy, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6198, etc.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 28 [71]
i.633
Mer(t)amun, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6175, etc.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 28 [77]
i.631
Esnebtai, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6043, etc.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 28 [81]
i.633
Amenetnakht, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6173, etc.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 28-9 [82]
i.640
Khensmosi, from coffin, in Uppsala, Victoriamuseet för Egyptiska Förmaker, 228.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 29 [84]
i.631
Pedeamun, name from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6620-1.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 29 [85]
i.631
Paebekhnaenet, name from papyrus jar, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6031-3.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 29 [91]
i.642
Akhmut, from coffins, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 11981-3.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 30 [96]
i.642
Tab of Menkheperre, from coffin of Estauzatathek, in Odessa, Odessa Archaeological Museum, 52976.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 30 [98]
i.633
Espaneferhor, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6002-3.

Daresy in ASAE viii (1907), 30-1 [102]

Djekhensesankh, from coffin of Khaes, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6059, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 30-1 [105]

Userhetmosi, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6185, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 30-1 [106]

Khensemhab, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6004.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 31 [107]

Ankhafenkons, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6193, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 31 [108]

Djemaetesankh, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6182, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 31 [109]

Esamenopet, fr. coffin in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6180, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 31 [110]

Pedeamun, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6233, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 31-2 [111]

Ahaneferamun, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6121, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 32 [112]

Omit.

Tabs of Menkheperre, from anonymous coffin.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 32 [113]

Tentopet, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6188, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 32 [114]

Khensemrenep, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6220, etc.
Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 32 [123]

Derepu, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6065, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 33 [124]

Omit.

Bandages of Pinedjem etc., from anonymous coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 33 [125]

Omit.

Scarab etc. of Hepu and Ahmosi, from coffin, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 33-4 [127]

i.633

Tabs of Pinedjem, fr. coffin of Esi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6162, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 34 [130]

Omit.

Name of Siamun, from anonymous coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 34-5 [132]

i.635

Makare, from anonymous coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6286, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 35 [133]

i.635

Hert-webkhet, from anonymous coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6273, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 35 [134]

i.634A

Mummy cloth of Shedsuhor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 35-6 [135]

Omit.

Objects, from anonymous coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 36 [139]

i.631

Gautseshenu, from anonymous coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6010-13.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 36 [140]

i.632
Tentmerpare, from anonymous coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6073-4.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 36-7 [143]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i.635
Ahmosi from coffin of Hori, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29619.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 37 [144]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i.635
Tauatre, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 6278, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 37 [146]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i.635
Pinedjem, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 37 [148]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i.635
Esanun, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 6290, etc.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 37 [150]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i.635
Zermutesankh, from coffin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 38 [151]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i.635
Tabs of Pinedjem, from coffin of Thanefer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6260.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 38 [152]
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun. Mummy-cloths, etc. i.635
Tabs of King Amenemopet, from coffin of Gautseshen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29728.

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 39
El-Shallâl.
v.248
Text of stela of Psammetikhos II, removed to Philae, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 22.11.14.16.

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 40-1 cf. 44
Asfûn el-Matâna. Finds
v.165
Texts of stela of Taharqa (called Edfu in error), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38269.

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 42
Asfûn el-Matâna. Finds
v.165
Text of statuette of Sebekhotep-hotep, Dyn. XIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37931.
Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 43
Kom Ombo. Miscellaneous. Statues etc.
vi.203
Text of jambs of doorway of Nakht-mn(?) Ptolemaic.

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 44
Edfu Tell. Miscellaneous
v.204
Texts of statue-group, Tuthmosis II and III (in ḫe-baḥ costume), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 44-6
Edfu Tell. Miscellaneous. Various
v.205
Altar with scenes of human sacrifice(?), Ptolemaic or Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 46
Dendera. Miscellaneous Statues
v.115
Text of statue of Mutemwia, mother of Amenophis III (now corrected to Queen Mutnedjemt, wife Haremhab).

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 47 [1]
Aswân. Miscellaneous
v.243
Texts of statue-base of Sesosris I, in Aswân Museum (as Cairo, Egyptian Museum, in Bibl.).

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 47-8 [2, 3]
v.229A
Texts of two statues (lower part) of Satis(?), dedicated by Amenophis III, in Aswân Museum (as Cairo, Egyptian Museum, in Bibl.).

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 48 [4]
Aswân. Miscellaneous. Statues
v.243
Text of statue of princess Neferuptah, in Aswân Museum (as Cairo, Egyptian Museum, in Bibl.).

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 49 fig. 5
Mada. Opposite Asfūn.
Omit.
Prehistoric drawing on pottery.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 51 [right]
Karnak. Various
ii².167
Faience plaque of Darius I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37090.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 51 [bottom]
Karnak. Various
ii².167
Cartouche, bronze plaque of Darius I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38050.

Legrain, G. in ASAE viii (1907), 53-4 [xliii]
Scribe statue of Ahmosi Jh-ms, Mayor of Shat, etc., son of Ahmosi Jh-ms and Teti Tjt (mother), with text mentioning Amun lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands, Khnum and Satis, basalt, mid-Dyn. XVIII, in Bologna, Museo Civico Archeologico, 1823.

see Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 53-4 [xlii]
Kamak. Objects in Museums. Statues
ii3.284
Dating of statue of Ahmosi, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42047.

Legrain, G. in ASAE viii (1907), 54-5 [xliii]
text
803-079-150
Round-topped stela, hawk-headed Horus before Osiris and Isis (no names), and four lines of text, including names of Apries and Esnebekh Ns-n3-bh, son of Ptahardais Pth-jr-dj-s and woman Tatjenfet Tjt, perhaps temp. Apries, in Bologna, Museo Civico Archeologico, 1938.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 55-6 [xlv]
Thebes. Dra Abû el-Nagar. Miscellaneous
i2.614
Titles from canopic-box of Minmontu, called Senires, in Louvre N. 2949.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 56
Kamak. Great Temple. Cachette
ii.150
Titles from statue of Pedemut, Dyn. XXII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42218.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 58 [xlv]
Cairo. Monuments Re-used. New Kingdom.
iv.70
Text of stela of Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34189 (formerly Dattari, G. colln.).

Breccia in ASAE viii (1907), 64
iv.3
Text of statue of Psammetikhos 1, in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 20950.

Breccia in ASAE viii (1907), 65
iv.3

Breccia in ASAE viii (1907), 67 fig. 1
Alexandria. Serapeum.
Omit. (non-Egyptian)
Portion of small statue of prince.

Breccia in ASAE viii (1907), 65-76 figs 2-7
Alexandria. Serapeum.
Omit.
Heads
see Sayce in ASAE viii (1907), 98
v.208
Remains stela of Haremhab, and of granite columns.

Sayce in ASAE viii (1907), 100
Nag el-Hammām. Rock-texts
v.208
Text of Nebamun and Senu, New Kingdom.

Sayce in ASAE viii (1907), 102-5 fig. 2
Ezbet el-Re'eiris. Temple of Domitian.
v.218
Plan and texts

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 106-7 fig. 1
Asfûn el-Matâna. Ptolemaic Chapel.
v.165
Plan and building-text.

Quibell in ASAE viii (1907), 120-1 pl.
Mit Rahîna. Temple of Ptah of Merneptah.
vii.855
Lintel, King seated in kiosk and smiting foes before Ptah.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 122-5 [xlvi]
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet.
i.61
Text of Mentuemhet, from statue-group of genius with lion, in Athens National Archaeological Museum, Λ 112.

see Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 125-6
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet.
i.60
Texts from statue-groups of Duamutef-Kebsennuif with name of Mentuemhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 39273-4.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 126 [lower]
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet.
i.61
Texts from statue-groups of genii, with name of Mentuemhet, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 23729.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 127-9 [xlviii]
text
803-077-890
Round-topped stela, Pedamen(em)ope P3-dj-jrn-(m)p3, Head of ointment-makers of the King's son and first prophet, son of Akhamen(em)operau 3h(j)jrn-(m)p3-r.w, Head of ointment-makers of the divine adoratress, and of woman TjesmRAFT Tjs-mwjt-p3, in adoration before seated R-Re-Harakhti, Isis and four Sons of Horus (last not named), and four lines of offering text below, painted wood, late Dyn. XXVI, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 1574.
Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 134-6 pl. ii [i]
Hierakonpolis. Town Enclosure.
v.191
View of houses, Dyn. III.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 134-6 pl. ii [ii, iii]
Hierakonpolis. Town Enclosure.
v.191

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 134-6 pl. iii [i]
Hierakonpolis. Town Enclosure.
v.191
Potsherd with serekh of Narmer, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies, E. 5248.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 136-7 pl. v
Hierakonpolis. Fort. Protodynastic.
v.196-7
View of Fort.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 136-7 pls vi, vii
Hierakonpolis. Fort. Protodynastic.
v.196-7
Views of Predynastic graves.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 139 pl. ix
Quban. Fort.
vii.82
View.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 139 pl. x
Kushtemna Ikkur (Kuri).
vii.37
View of fortress.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 141 pl. xii
vii.37
Ivory comb.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 141-8 pls xiii-xv [=144 (247 E06)]
Esna site. Cemetery of Hagar Esna with shrines of Hathor.
v.165
Stela of Mentemhotp son of Raro, in Liverpool, Archaeological Institute.

Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 141-8 pls xiii-xv [=144 (267 E06)]
Esna site. Cemetery of Hagar Esna with shrines of Hathor.
v.165
Stela of Harhotp, in Danson Collection.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 143 [32.E05]
Stela of Mentuhotpi.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 143 [68.E05]
v.165A
Stela mentioning Sensonb.

Stela of Hekmena.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 143 [86.E05]
v.165A
Stela of Ibaa.

Stela of ‘Nefau’.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 143 [97.E05]
v.165A
Stela of Khnemhotep.

Stela of Senbef, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [216.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Hefres, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [221.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Senbef, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [224.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Hori, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [236.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Iufnaersen, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies, E. 64.
see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [247.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Mentuhotep son of Iaret, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [256.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Mentuhotep son of Raro, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies, E. 83.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [257.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Deditsokek, in Liverpool, School of Archaeology and Oriental Studies.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [267.E06]
v.165A
Stela of Harhotep, Dyn. XIII.

see Garstang in ASAE viii (1907), 144 [287.E06]
v.165A
Fragment of stela mentioning two women, Pep and Ahanib.

Smolenski in ASAE viii (1907), 149-52 fig. 1
v.125
Plan and texts

Barsanti in ASAE viii (1907), 201-7 figs. 11-13
Zâwyet el-`Aryân. A. Pyramid of Nebka.
v.312
Description with plans and section.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 211-12
El-Ashmûnein. Temples.
v.167-8
Temple of Thoth. Texts of statue of Ramesses II usurped by Menephtah.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 214-20
El-Ashmûnein. Temples.
v.167-8
Temple of Thoth. Texts of façade and entrance.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 221
El-Ashmûnein. Temples.
v.167-8
Middle Kingdom Temple. Texts of pylon of Amenophis II.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 222 [top]
El-Ashmûnein. Temples.
iv.167-8
Temple of Ramesses II. Texts on colossal statues of princesses.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 222 fig. 1
El-Ashmûnein. Temples.
iv.167-8
General plan of site.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 222 fig. 2
El-Ashmûnein. Temples.
iv.167-8
Temple of Thoth. Plan.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 211-12 pls i-iv
El-Ashmûnein. Temples.
iv.167-8
Temple of Thoth. Views.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 222 [i]
Tûna. Finds
iv.175
Text of naos of Nektanebos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 70014.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 222 [ii]
Qâw el-Kebr. Cemeteries
v.15
Text of statue of woman Inu-nakhti, now corrected to Nakhti, deputy, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 23.3.25.3.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 223 [iii]
Speos Artemidos. Rock-Stela
iv.165
Text of stela of Tuthmosis III.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 223 [iv]
Sheikh Mubârik. Finds
iv.133
Cartouches from bricks of Menkheperre, Dyn. XXI, text from statue of Khaemweset, son of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66754.

Chabân in ASAE viii (1907), 223 [v]
Hawâra. Pyramid of Amenemhet III. Finds
iv.100
Text from block of King.

Barsanti in ASAE viii (1907), 225-32 7 pls
Edfu. Horus Temple.
Omit.
Views during repair in 1905.

Barsanti in ASAE viii (1907), 234-5 figs 1, 2
Edfû. Temple of Ramesses III.
vi.168
Plan and texts

Barsanti in ASAE viii (1907), 36
Edfû. Temple of Ramesses III.
vi.168
Cartouche from statue of Hatshepsut.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 242-4 [i]
ii.596
Text of stela (No. 11), not named, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 3.6.25.2.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 244-5 [ii]
ii.596
Text of stela (No. 12), of Antef-nakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 3.6.25.1.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 245-6 [iii]
ii.597
Text of stela (No. 17), of Antefnekhren, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 27.4.22-5.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 246-7 [iv]
ii.597
Text of stela (No. 16), of Mentunakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 4.11.24.2.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 249-50
ii.165
Text from fragment of stela of King Wegaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37510.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 250 [near top]
Karnak. Great Temple. Central Court.
ii.110
Cartouche from throne of statue of King Wegaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 33740.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 250-2 fig. 1
Aswân. Town and Temple Enclosure. Finds
v.226
Texts of plaque of King Wegaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38333.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 254 (No. 99)
i.149
Text from statue of Espekaafuti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42232.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 254 [No. 138]
Karnak. Cachette.
i.153
Titles from statue of Hori, son of Ankhefkhons, Dyn. XXV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36994.
Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 256-8 [lii]
Karnak. Temple of Monthu. Various. Found in foundations
ii.10
Text of stela of Tutankhamun, usurped by Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34184.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 258
Thebes. TT 51.
Omit. (i.783)
Titles of deceased.
<<<>

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 259
Gebel Silsila. Tomb of Hupusenb
Omit. (not original)

Legrain, G. in ASAE viii (1907), 265-6 [liv upper]
text
802-059-220
Small statuette of Isis nursing Horus, with text mentioning Harsiesi. Hw-s3-3st, Chamberlain of the divine adoratress, etc., son of Ra-abu R ~ b(w), Chamberlain of the divine adoratress and Tadeneshmet T3-qt-b(n-mt, dedicated by Harsiesi’s son Sheshonk Sank, Chief steward of the divine adoratress (TT27), schist with calcite pedestal, temp. Amasis or Apries, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, N.466.

Legrain, G. in ASAE viii (1907), 265 [liv lower]-266
some text
802-140-660
Base of statue of Harpocrates, with name of Nitocris I Nt-jkrt I, Divine adoratress, dedicated by Harsiesi. Hw-s3-3st, Chamberlain of the divine adoratress, etc., son of Ra-abu R ~ b(w), Chamberlain of the divine adoratress, temp. Apries to Amasis, formerly in H. Hoffmann colln.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 266-7 [lv]
Tell el-Muqdâm. El-Bûha
iv.39
Text of statue of Pbes, temp. Psammetikhos I.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 270-2
8
Texts from “cuve” of sarcophagus of Nebwa, temp. Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Legrain in ASAE viii (1907), 272-3
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous.
iv.32A

see Edgar in ASAE viii (1907), 277
Tell el-Balamûn. (Diospolis Kato).
iv.39A
Description.

Edgar etc. in ASAE viii (1907), 278-80 cf. 276-7, 281
Másara
iv.45
Texts of sarcophagus of Queen Udja-shu, Saite.

Daressy in ASAE viii (1907), 284
8
Text of axe of Wasairherti, Dyn. XXII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36513.

Weigall in ASAE viii (1907), 286
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
i.2.426
Plan.

Barsanti in ASAE ix (1908), 1-2 pl.
Edfu Site. Finds. Stelae.
v.202
Stela of Khensemwaset, temp. King Dedumosi, found in thebes.

Smolenski in ASAE ix (1908), 3-6
El-Kôm el-Ahmar Savâris. Temple. Ptolemy I.
i.126
Texts from blocks, now in Budapest, Szépmuvészeti Múzeum, 51.2156.1, 2157-60, 2561.2.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 10
El-Gamhûd. Cemetery.
i.124
Plan.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 14-25 pl. i
El-Gamhûd. Cemetery.
i.124
<<<>

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 28 pl. ii
El-Gamhûd. Cemetery.
i.124
Demotic stelae of Petisis and Nekhthyris.

see Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 31
8
Fragment coffin (with incorrect cartouches copied from earlier ones), Dyn. XXI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35319.

see Legrain in ASAE ix (1908), 57-9 [lviii]
Thebes. Deir el-Medina. Miscellaneous. Reliefs
i.738
Text from relief, [Amunemopet(?)] before Snefru, Amenophis I, Ahmosi-Nefertari and Mertesger, probably from here, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41469.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 61-3 pl.
i.600

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 64-6 pl. i
Kamak. Various
ii.167
Emblem of Amun (i.e. omphalos) on throne, Persian or early Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38171.

see Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 66
Kamak. Various
ii.167
Two similar emblems (i.e. omphaloi), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36754-5.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 67-8 pl. ii
Medinet Habu. Small Temple. Room VII.
ii.472(79)
Roman Emperor before emblem of Amun.

see Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 68 [bottom]
Memphis. Kom el-Nawa.
Omit.
Find of bronzes, originally from Thebes.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 70
Gebelein. Temple of Hathor.
v.163

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 72-84
vi.321-325
Description and texts.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 85-6 [i]
Gîza South Field. Saite tombs.
ii.297
Text from sarcophagus of Nîwehebre.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 86-7 [ii]
Gîza South Field. Late Old Kingdom Tombs.
ii.295
Texts of two false doors of Tjenti, Late Old Kingdom.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 88 [iii]
Gîza Central Field. Exact Provenance Unknown.
ii.292
Text of false door of Wadji, Old Kingdom.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 89 [iv]
Tell Basta Miscellaneous Various
iv.34A
Text of trough held by [statue] of Simut (Neb-ši in Bibl.), New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,
JE 38996.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 90 [vi]  
Giza. Central Field. Iunes  
iii.275  
Fragment of false door of Iunes, Old Kingdom, text.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 91 [viii] pl. i  
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Various  
iv.34  
Vase of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 39504.

Smolenski in ASAE ix (1908), 104  
El-Kôm el-Ahmar Sawâris Cemetery. Tomb of Pamure  
iv.126  
Text of coffin.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 105  
Qertassi. Rock Text  
vii.10  
Text, year 19 of Taharqa

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 106  
Edfu Tell. Miscellaneous  
v.204  
Text of statue of Senmut.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 107 fig. 2  
Dendera. Miscellaneous. Various  
v.116  
Vase of Sebekhotep IV.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 108 [6]  
Asfûn el-Matâma. Finds  
v.165  
Text of statuette of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 108 [7, 8]  
El-Kâb. Town-Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Finds  
v.174  
Blocks, Tuthmosis III, and Neferonpet, temp. Ramesses II.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 109 fig. 4  
Dehmit.  
vii.39  
Stela, year 11 of Amenemhet III.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 110 [12] fig. 6  
Nag el-Shibeika  
v.219  
Rock text of Isu-ankh.
El-Khattârâ (East bank, north of Aswân.)

v.221
Rock-text of Wadjitenput, temp. Hatshepsut and Tuthmosis III.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 111 [15] fig. 7
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Various
ii.846
Copper chisel of Imbu, Dyn. XIII, in London, Petrie Museum, 14240.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 111 [16] (1st stela)
Bimban. Stelae, Dyn. XVIII-XIX and Late Period.
v.218
Stela of User[het], Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66478.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 111-12 [16] (2nd stela)
Bimban. Stelae, Dyn. XVIII-XIX and Late Period.
v.218
Stela of Overseer of prophets, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60477.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 112 [16] (3rd stela)
Bimban. Stelae, Dyn. XVIII-XIX and Late Period.
v.218
Stela of Nakhtu, servant of Memosi [temp. Amenophis III], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60475.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 112 [16] (4th stela)
Bimban. Stelae, Dyn. XVIII-XIX and Late Period.
v.218
Stela of prophet of Khnum, Pa ..., Dyn. XVIII-XIX.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 112 [16] (5th stela)
Bimban. Stelae, Dyn. XVIII-XIX and Late Period.
v.218
Stela with Khnum and Anukis, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60476.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 112 [16] (6th stela)
Bimban. Stelae, Dyn. XVIII-XIX and Late Period.
v.218
Stela of man kneels before hawk, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60474.

Weigall in ASAE ix (1908), 112 [17]
Qift, Miscellaneous. Stelae.
v.130
Texts stela of Ray, Dyn. XIX-XXII.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 114-17
Attfh. Tomb of Isis-Cow Hesis
iv.76
Texts

Dareasey in ASAE ix (1908), 137
i.662
Text of mummy-cloth of Queen Tetisheri.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 139-40
Cairo. Monuments Re-used. Old and Middle Kingdom.
iv.69
Texts of architrave of Sesostris I, and of block with divinities, Saite.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 140
Cairo. Monuments Re-used. After Dyn. XX.
iv.71
Text from lid of sarcophagus of Pairy-kep, Persian.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 145-7
Tell el-‘Ashrār.
iv.1
Texts of Ptolemaic doorway, and two blocks from doorway, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 150-1
ii.597
Text of stela of Antef (No. 14A), in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 13272.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 152-3
ii.682
Texts of four canopic jars of Ta-nekht-ubate-rau, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 40435.

Daressy in ASAE ix (1908), 154-6
Saqqāra. East Temple - perhaps from here.
iii.779
Text of stela, year 2 of Nektanebos II.

Maspero in ASAE ix (1908), 184-7
El-Sebua. Rock Temple, Amenophis III.
vii.63
Texts

Maspero in ASAE ix (1908), 187-8 [II]
Nag el-Kāgūg.
v.219
Text of jamb of Neferher.

Maspero in ASAE ix (1908), 188-9
vii.16(28)-(31), (32)-(35)
Building-text of Augustus from bâe.

Kamal in ASAE ix (1908), 192-3 pl. ii
Bubastis. Miscellaneous.
v.34A
Stela with gods of decans, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 39505.
Clédat in ASAE ix (1908), 211-12
Tell el-Makhuṭa Temple
iv.54
Text of lid of sarcophagus of Udjahorresnet, Saite (called Uzahor-shema in Bibl.).

Buckley in ASAE ix (1908), 259-66
vii.302
Description and plan.

Legrain in ASAE ix (1908), 273-76 fig. 1
i.295
Fragment of lintel, found near Sacred Lake, of Ay (Memefer-re), Dyn. XIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41468.

Legrain in ASAE ix (1908), 277-83
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Temple Area. Finds
i.776
Text of stela of Shepenwept I and Amenophis I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40716.

Legrain in ASAE ix (1908), 284
Saqqāra
Omit.
Ushabti of Turo, now in Cairo.

Maspero in ASAE x (1910), 6-7
vii.24(8)-(9)
Cartouche of Ramesses II with Sethos II, superimposed in 5th scene.

Maspero in ASAE x (1910), 8-9
El-Dakka. Temple of Thoth. Approach to Pylon.
vii.41
Texts of columns etc. of Tuthmosis III.

Maspero in ASAE x (1910), 9-10 [vii]
Elephantine. Great Temple. Finds
v.227
Text from stela of Kahta

Maspero in ASAE x (1910), 10 [viii]
Edfu Tell. Miscellaneous
v.204
Text of statue of Harimai, Dyn. XX-XXV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41019.

see Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 21-3
Bubastis. Miscellaneous
iv.34A
Stela with gods of decans, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 39505.

Smolenski in ASAE x (1910), 26-7
El-Kôm el-Ahmar Sawâris. Temple Ptolemy I.
iv.126
Fragments of Ptolemy II.

Chabân in ASAE x (1910), 28 [i]
Tell Timai. Miscellaneous
iv.36
Text of sarcophagus of Teti-ishtef, Old Kingdom.

see Chabân in ASAE x (1910), 28 [i]
Mendes. Miscellaneous
iv.36A
Red granite head, Dyn. VI, found with sarcophagus of Teti-ishtef, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38915.

Chabân in ASAE x (1910), 29 [ii] pl.
Tell Bala‘a.
iv.39
Statue of Osiri-nakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40041.

Chabân in ASAE x (1910), 30 [iii]
Tell Ba‘aqa. Miscellaneous. Various
iv.34
Text of trough held by [statue] of Simut (called Neb-sî in Bibl.), New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38996.

Chabân in ASAE x (1910), 30 [IV]
Bânûb.
iv.42
Text of statue-base of Ptolemy III Euergetes I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Spiegelberg in ASAE x (1910), 31-3 pl.
Gebel el-Tânîf. Quarry.
v.119A
Demotic graffito of Panophris, Roman.

Covington in ASAE x (1910), 34-5 pls. i, ii
Qift. Miscellaneous. Statues
v.132
Base of statue-group of divinities, Ptolemy XIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40643.

Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 36-40
Qift. Miscellaneous. Statues
v.132
Texts of base of statue-group of divinities, Ptolemy XVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40643.

Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 41-9 pl. i
Gîza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii².273-4
Statue of deceased in cloak, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48828.

Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 41-9 pl. ii
Gîza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.273-4
Statue of Sekhemre, in niche in Room C.

see Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 42
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.273-4
Plan.

see Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 43
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.273-4
Four statues in Room behind B: uninscribed of deceased, double-statue of Khuenre and deceased, cloaked statue of deceased (=pl. i), colossal statue of woman.

see Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 44
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.273-4
Statue of Khamerernebti II in Room C, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48856.

see Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 46
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.273-4
Texts from Entrance and Inner Hall, lintel, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,

Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 41-9
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.273-4
Description.

Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 43 [top]
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.273-4
Niche with rock-cut statue.

Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 48
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii.274
Statue, man kneading dough, headless

Legrain in ASAE x (1910), 101-2 [A], cf. 103-5
Karnak. Miscellaneous
ii.284

Legrain in ASAE x (1910), 102-3 [B]
ii.150
Text from statue of Djekhonsefankh, temp. Osorkon III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42211.

Legrain in ASAE x (1910), 106
Semna (West). Temple. Sanctuary.
vii.149

Legrain in ASAE x (1910), 110-13 [lxvi]
Kamal. Statues. Objects in Museums.
ii²:284
Texts of statuette of Amenardais I, dedicated by Harsiesi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42198.

see Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 116
Giza. Central Field. Iunes
iii²:275
Fragment of stela.

see Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 118
iii².44-5
Turo, scribe, fragment.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 117-18
iii².44-5
Remains of text from Sphinx and two painted ears.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 117
iii².41
Bricks of Amenophis II and wine-jar sealings, Amarna Period, texts.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 118
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii².273-4
Texts of statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 48856.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 118-19
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii².273-4
Texts of statue of deceased Sekhemre(?).

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 119 [mid-upper and mid-upper]
Giza. Central Field. Tomb of Queen Khamerernebti II.
iii².273-4
Text of jambs of Khamerernebti II, etc.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 119-121
iii².283-4
Tomb.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 120
iii².283-4
Texts of slab offering table.
Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 120
iii.283-4
Head of male and feet of female statues.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 121 [upper]
iii.283-4
Texts of false door at (5).

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 121 [lower]
iii.283-4
Texts of marsh-scene at (7), deceased and wife.

Gauthier in ASAE x (1910), 122-4
vii.73
Texts from blocks and stela.

Maspero in ASAE x (1910), 131-2
vii.99(11)
Text of stela, Ramesses Siptah before divinities.

Maspero in ASAE x (1910), 133
Serapeum. Dyn. XX. E. 3rd Apis. Ramesses IX.
Omit.
Cartouches from vae of Ramesses Siptah, in Louvre Inv. 442.

Maspero in ASAE x (1910), 143-4
Omit.
Ostracon ‘entre les mains de la comtesse Contardone’ of ... Servant in the Place of Truth.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 146 [upper] pl. i
v.192
Stela of Peter.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 146 [lower]: 147
v.192
Text of stela of Ptomeh(?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 148-9 [1, 2]
v.192
Texts of stela of Ramesses II and quarrying inscription, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 27.1.19.1, 2.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 149-51 fig. 1
iv.192
Texts on small objects, Dyn. XVIII.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 152 [i]
Cairo. Monuments Re-used. New Kingdom.
iv.70
Block with cartouches Ramesses II.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 153 [ii]
ii.535
Text from lower part of endowment stela of Ramesses II, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 54.185.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 154 [iii]
Asyût. Miscellaneous. Statues.
iv.268
Text of statue-base of Tshenkhons, Late Period, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 55.51.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 154 [iv]
Tell Hisn. North part of Great Enclosure.
iv.61
Names of parents Ni-ankhre and Thesepipert, from ba-relief of a divine father, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41432.

Lefebvre in ASAE x (1910), 155 etc. pls. iii, iv
Batn Ihip. Temple of Pnepherôs.
iv.98A
Plan and views.

Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 177-8 figs. 1, 2
Omit.
Two faience fragments of head-rests with scenes of Neith shooting, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41976, 34545 (called stela in Journal d’Entreë).

Daressy, G. in ASAE x (1910), 179 n. 1
text
803-065-100
Round-topped donation stela, a king offering to Neith followed by a dwarf, mentioning a donation of probably 10 arurae of land made by Iwarhana Jjwrhn, ... of the chamber of dwarfs of Neith, year 6+x, probably Dyn. XXII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 28731. (Bought in Lower Egypt.)

see Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 183-4
Memphis. Miscellaneous.
iii.875
Faience fragment (possibly of palette or offering table) with cartouches of Nubian King Senkamanisken, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41293.

Kamal in ASAE x (1910), 185
Meir. Miscellaneous. Stelae, etc.
iv.258
Wand of King (Meryebre) Khety I, Dyn. IX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42835.
Naville in ASAE x (1910), 191-2 two plates
Hurbé.
iv.26
Block from sarcophagus or tomb-wall of Peniusa's (Saite), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Gauthier in ASAE x (1910), 201 [upper]
El-‘Aziţiya
iii².830
Text from offering table Tuthmosis IV, granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 23088.

see Daressy in ASAE x (1910), 203 [middle]
Kôrn Medînet Ghurab. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
iv.112-13A
Royal names from cubit rod of Tutankhamun and Ankhesenamun, in London, Petrie Museum, 16050.

see Gauthier in ASAE x (1910), 203-4
Karnak. In front of Seventh Pylon.
ii².168
Stela of Haremhab, usurped from Tutankhamun.

see Gauthier in ASAE x (1910), 206
8
Red granite obelisk, probably Tutankhamun (once thought to be Ay), in Strasbourg, Ägyptische
Sammlung der Kaiser Wilhelms Universität, 1886.

Leigrain in ASAE x (1910), 258-9 pl.
Karnak. Objects. Statues in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
ii².283
Seated statue of Mentuhotp, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43269.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 3
Manqabâd. Destroyed Temple (?) and Necropolis
iv.259
Cartouches from block of Amenophis IV.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 3-4
Manqabâd. Destroyed Temple (?) and Necropolis
iv.259
Texts of fragments from tombs.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 6-7
Sites South of Meir. Mâr. Necropolis
iv.259
Texts from coffin of Imhotep, Dyn. XII.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 7-10
Mâr. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of necropolis
iv.256
Texts of coffin of Gemit.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 10 fig. 1
iv.251
Plan.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 11, 15 figs. 2, 3
iv.251
Plan of sarcophagus chamber of Nebt-het.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 11-14
iv.251
Texts of coffin of Nebt-het and canopic box of Senbi, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art (latter 11.156.17A).

see Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 14, 16
iv.291A
Models, offering bearers etc., Dyn. XII, found in tomb North of B.3.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 15-17 [1-13]
Meir. Rock-Tomb. North of Group B.
iv.253A
Wooden models from tomb near B.3.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 17
iv.251A
Faience hippo, Middle Kingdom, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.9.1.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 19-22
Meir. South of Group A. Various. Texts
iv.249
Canopic box, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42907, and jars of Kay, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 18.A-D.

see Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 23-5
Meir. South of Group A. Various.
iv.249A
Models of granary, boats, etc., Dyn. XII. (oxen ploughing, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42853, granary in Cairo Mus. JE 42857).

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 26-7
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of Necropolis
iv.256
Texts of coffin of Ukhhotp.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 28-31
iv.251
Texts of coffin of Senbi (in Bibl. iv.249).

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 31-2
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of Necropolis iv.256
Texts of coffin of Senbi, with Sandmeier (dealer).

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 32-3
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of Necropolis iv.256
Texts of coffin of Sennu.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 33-4
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of Necropolis iv.256
Texts of coffin of Ukhhotp usurped from Senbi.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 35-6
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of Necropolis iv.256
Texts of coffin of Nakht.

see Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 34 [1, 3]
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of Necropolis iv.249A
2 granaries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42915 and another.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 36-8
Meir. Miscellaneous. Stelae, etc.
iv.258
Texts of ostracon of Ukhhotp, and part of stela and inscribed cartonnage of Senbi (stela, in Cairo Museum JE 42909).

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 39
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part of Necropolis iv.256
Text from anonymous coffin.

Kamal in ASAE xi (1911), 43 (= ASAE ix, 91 [viii])
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Various iv.34
Cartouches from vases of Ramesses II.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 44-6 iv.257
Texts of mummy-masks, Graeco-Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 33129, 33132, 33135.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 47 8
Cartouches from vases of King Khety, First Intermediate Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38955.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 50-1 pl. i
Medînet Habu. Palace of Ramesses III. Later Palace ii 2.523
Doorway with plaques of foreigners, etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36497.
Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), cf. 51 pl. ii [a]
Medînet Habû. Palace of Ramesses III.
i.523
Faience head of Ramesses III, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 03.1575.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 51 pl. ii [b]
Medînet Habû. Palace of Ramesses III. Faience tiles
ii.525
Tile with two rekhys from doorway, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 51-63 pls. ii [1-3], iii, iv
Medînet Habû. Palace of Ramesses III. Faience tiles
ii.524
Plaques with foreigners, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27525, 36261, 36271, 36399-41, 36457.

see Barsanti and Gauthier in ASAE xi (1911), 65-86 5 plates
vii.55
Eleven stelae of Setau.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 87
Tell el-Farâîn (Buto).
iv.45
Text from sphinx of Amasis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 6.6.25.6.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 91 [1, 2]
Samannûd. Temple of Onuris-Shu.
iv.43
Cartouches of Philip from cornice.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 2 [3, 4]
Samannûd. Temple of Onuris-Shu.
iv.43
Texts from block of Alexander II offering.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 92-5 [5-8, 10-13]
Samannûd. Temple of Onuris-Shu.
iv.43
Texts from blocks.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 94 [9]
Samannûd. Temple of Onuris-Shu.
iv.43
Text block of Alexander II with standard.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 96
Samannûd. Temple of Onuris-Shu.
iv.44
Text from torso of Nektanebos I.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 104
Qift. Painted Tomb.
Tomb of Esmin, temp. Nektanebos II.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 104
Qift. West Churches
v.128
Granite pillars of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 105 n. 2
Qift. Miscellaneous
v.132
Base of statue group of divinities, Ptolemy XVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 106
Qift.
v.123
Map of district.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 106 pls. i, ii
Qift.
v.123
Plans of site.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 108-9
Qift. Great Temple of Min.
v.123
Description.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 110
Qift. Painted Tomb.
v.128
Tomb of Esmin.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 110-11
Qift. South Temple.
v.127-8
Description.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 110
Qift. South Temple.
v.127-8
Ptolemaic Chapel.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 110-11
Qift. South Temple.
v.127-8
South Gate of Caligula.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 113
El-Qarla. Temple of Claudius.
v.134
Description.
see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 113-14
Qift. Naga Kôm el-Kuffâr.
v.134A
Mention of site (called Naga el-Kom).

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 117-25
Qift. Middle Temple.
v.126
Description.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 119
Qift. Middle Temple.
v.126

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 120-1
Qift. Middle Temple.
v.126
Block of Sesostris I, etc., from small Temple, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 11220.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 123-5
Qift. Middle Temple.
v.126
Stelae from foundations.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 125-31
Qift. South Temple.
v.127-8
Description.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 126-7
Qift. South Temple.
v.127-8
Ptolemaic Chapel.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 128-9
Qift. South Temple.
v.127-8
South Gate of Caligula.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 129
Qift. South Temple.
v.127-8
Gate of Claudius.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 131-4
Qift. West Churches.
v.128
Description.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 131
Qift. West Churches.
Red granite pillars of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 134-40
Qift. Great Temple of Min.

v.123-4
Description.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 133
Qift. Great Temple of Min.

v.124

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 137
Qift. Great temple of Min.

v.123-4
Dedication-text of Nero, from Second Pylons.

see Weill in ASAE xi (1911), 137 n. 1
Qift. Miscellaneous

v.130

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 42-2
Saft el-Himma. Temple of Sopt.
iv.11
Texts of statue of Hor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41664.

Maspero in ASAE xi (1911), 146-7
Thebes. Temple of Sethos I. Court XLII.
i2.420(130)
Text of altar of Ramesses II.

Maspero in ASAE xi (1911), 151-3 [xv, A-C]
Edfu Tell. Miscellaneous. Various

v.205
Texts of lintels of Amenmosi and Espre, and block of Overseer of Prophets (lintel of Amenmosi, in Cairo Mus. JE 45707).

Maspero in ASAE xi (1911), 155 [xvii]
Philae. Miscellaneous. Finds

vi.256
Text of block with King, Dyn. XIX or XX.

Maspero in ASAE xi (1911), 156 [xix]
Kalabsha. Miscellaneous

vii.20
Sandstone fragment, with part of cartouche of Ramesses XI(?).

Maspero in ASAE xi (1911), 158
Abu Simbel. Great Temple. Great Hall.

vii.102(37)
Graffiti of Play and Pufer at baæ.
see Maspero in ASAE xi (1911), 158-9
El-Sebûr. Temple Outer Court, North wall.
vii.55
Stela of Setan dedicated by Pentawer (No. XI), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41406.

Maspero in ASAE xi (1911), 159
vii.119
Graffiti of Turo and Harmosi.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 165-9 pl.
Zifta. Tell Umm Harb. Temple of Thoth.
v.44
Blocks of Ramessës II, etc.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 169 [top]
Zifta. Tell Umm Harb. Temple of Thoth.
v.44
Block of Sesonchis II before Atum and Mihos, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 22.12.20.5.

Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 170 fig. 1
Dendera. Miscellaneous Various
v.116
Cylinder-seal of Mentuhotep III.

Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 171 [4]
v.241
Cartouches of Sethos II.

Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 171 fig. 3
Isle of Seheil. Rock-Texts
v.250
Graffiti, temp. Khufu.

Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 172 [6]
Medînet el-Fayûm. Kîman Fâris
iv.99
Titles from block of Khaemtar, Ramesside, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42779.

Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 172-3 [9] fig. 6
Rock Temple of Beit el-Wâiî. Vestibule Architraves
vii.26
Hieroglyph of Khnum moulding King.

Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 173 fig. 8A
El-Kâb. South Tomb of Ahmosi, son of Ibana
v.182(2)
Paheri before Heri-iri and wife, from lower register.

see Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 174-5 [12]
Valley of the Kings. KV 39.
i. 559
Incorrectly attributed to Amenophis I.

Weigall in ASAE xi (1911), 176 [14] fig. 11
Bisra. Alabaster Quarries
iv. 272
Fragment with name of Queen Ahmosi Nefertere.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 186-7 [i]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Statues
iv. 33
Ankhpeferi, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 187-90 [ii]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Statues
iv. 33
Torso of Ankh-hap, temp. Nektanebos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 191-2 [iii]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Statues
iv. 33
Statue of Horus, Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 192 [iv]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Stelae
iv. 33
Stela, gift of land of Hamakhth good name Psammethek, year 2 of Psammethek II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41670 (called JE 4680).

Reinach in ASAE xi (1911), 193-237
El-Qa‘ra Temple of Claudius
v. 134
Description and texts.

Reinach in ASAE xi (1911), 193-237 pl. i
El-Qa‘ra Temple of Claudius
v. 134
View (General).

Reinach in ASAE xi (1911), 193-237 pl. ii
El-Qa‘ra Temple of Claudius
v. 134
View of Doorway at (2).

Reinach in ASAE xi (1911), 193-237 pl. iii
El-Qa‘ra Temple of Claudius
v. 134
View of doorway at (1).

Reinach in ASAE xi (1911), 193-237 pl. iv
El-Qa‘ra Temple of Claudius
v. 134
View of Doorway at (3).

Reinach in ASAE xi (1911), 193-237 pl. v
El-Qal’a. Temple of Claudius
v.134
Plan.

Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 257-67
Tura and Ma’sara Quarries
iv.74-5
Texts of stelae and graffiti.

see Daressy in ASAE xi (1911), 273
8
Red granite obelisk probably Tutankhamun (formerly thought to be Ay), in Strasbourg, Institut d’Egyptologie, 1886.

see Quibell in ASAE xi (1911), fig. on 275
iii.588
Plan.

see Quibell in ASAE xi (1911), 275-6
iii.588
Description.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 277
Kôm Firîn.
iv.50
Text from column-bases of Ramesses II.

Edgar in ASAE xi (1911), 278
Damanhûr. El-Bamûgi.
iv.49
Texts on blocks of Tuthmosis and Ramesses II.

Lefebvre des Noëttes in ASAE xi (1911), 284 pl. i
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Reliefs
ii.818
Chariot from upper register, from wall-painting, Dyn. XVIII, in British Museum 37.982.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 2-3 [1]
Qift. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.130
Texts of stela, year 18 of Tiberius, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 9268.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 3-4
Qift. South Temple.
v.128
Titles from Ptolemaic Chapel.
Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 4
Qift. South Temple.
v.128
Titles of Geb from North Gate.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 4
Qift. South Temple.
v.128
Titles of Caligula from South Gate.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 4
Qift. South Temple.
v.128
Dedication-texts from Gate of Nektanebos II.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 5 [2]
Qift. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.130
Hieroglyphic text of bilingual stela, year 10 of Tiberius, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 22199.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 6 [3]
Qift. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.130
Cartouches from stela, year 8 of Tiberius, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 9286.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 7-8 [4]
Qift. Middle Temple. Small Temple.
v.126
Texts of stela of Claudius, in Lyons, Musée de Beaux-Arts

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 10-11 [6]
Qift. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.130
Hieroglyphic text of stela, temp. Claudius, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 31146.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 11-13 [7]
Qift. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.130
Hieroglyphic text from stela of Caligula, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 31101.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 13-14 [8] cf. 13-16
Qift. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.130
Hieroglyphic text from stela of Nero, in Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1894.106.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 15
Qift. Great Temple. Second Pylons
v.123
Dedication-text of Nero from interior.

see Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 16 [9, 10]
Qûs. Miscellaneous
v.136
Two stelae of Parthenios with demotic texts, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 31114, 31160.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 17 [11]
Qift. South Temple. Gate of Claudius
v.128
Cartouches of Claudius from lintel and jamb.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 18
Qift. South Temple. Gate of Claudius
v.128
Demotic inscription at top.

Reinach and Weill in ASAE xii (1912), 19 [12]
Qift. Miscellaneous. Blocks
v.133A
Demotic text from block built into house

see de Morgan in ASAE xii (1912), 25-6, 46-8
Esna Site. Cemeteries. Hagar Esna
v.165
Account of excavations.

Barsanti in ASAE xii (1912), 57-9, 62 pls. i-iii
Zawyet el-‘Aryân. A. Pyramid of Nebka
iii.312
Views and description.

Barsanti in ASAE xii (1912), 60-1 (Nos. 1-16), cf. 62-3
Zawyet el-‘Aryân. A. Pyramid of Nebka
iii.313
Graffiti of crews of Nebka, Dyn. IV.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 64-8
i.600
Description.

Chabân in ASAE xii (1912), 71
El-Qantara Cemetery.
i.v.7
Texts from sarcophagus of Pedamenopet (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Chabân in ASAE xii (1912), 72-3
El-Qantara Cemetery.
i.v.7
Texts from sarcophagi of Hepmen and son Hepmen.

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 77-8 pl. i
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses II.
vi.36-8
Base of walls of First Octostyle Hall.
Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 78 pl. i
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses II.
vi.36-38
Part of procession of priests at (38)-(39).

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 77 pl. ii
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses II.
vi.36-38
Remains of scene at (46).

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 77-8 pl. iii
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses II.
vi.36-38
Thickness with text at (57) and (58).

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 82-3
Nag el-Sheikh Mubâdir. Cemetery.
v.29
Texts of small objects, Tuthmosis III.

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 85-9
Qau el-Kebîr. Cemeteries. Probably from these cemeteries.
v.15
Texts of sarcophagus of Pweirdiu, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43617.

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 90
Kôm Isfah. Roman Temple (destroyed)
v.4
Cartouches of Antoninus Pius

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 91-2
Asyût. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.267
Texts of coffin of Ini, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 93 [vi]
Zâwyet el-Amwât. Miscellaneous
iv.139
Text of coffin-lid of Semtuardais, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 93 [VII]
Zâwyet el-Amwât. Miscellaneous
iv.139
Cartouches from stela of Amenophis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Lefebvre in ASAE xii (1912), 94
Kôm Medînet Ghurab. Miscellaneous. Various
iv.115
Texts of stela of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 97 [upper]
Meïr. A.2. Tomb of Pepyankh.
iv.247

Titles

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 97-8
Meir. Miscellaneous Stelae
iv.257
Text from fragment of stela of Khnemhotp.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 98-9
Meir. South of Group A.
iv.249
Texts of coffins of Ukh-hotpi and Kayt, latter formerly in S. Khashaba colln., now in private possession.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 101
Meir. South of Group A.
iv.249
Texts on linen of coffin of Kayt and stela.

see Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 99 [3]
Meir. South of Group A. Tomb of Ukhhotp.
iv.249A
Model female offering bearer.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 104 [13]
iv.296
Texts Khnemuhotp, with Sandmeier (dealer), Göttingen.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 106-7 [28]
iv.296
Texts Khnemhotp, son of Henib.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 108
Meir. Rock-Tombs
iv.249
Texts coffin of Hepi from tomb A.2.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 109
Meir. Rock-Tombs
iv.249
Texts from wooden door of Ukhhotp from tomb A.3.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 109-12
Meir. Rock-Tombs
iv.249
Texts on coffin and canopic-box from tomb A.3.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 115-18
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from north part.
iv.256
Texts with names of Meru and Hetep.
Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 119-27 (see also ASAE xiv 48-54)
iv.296
Texts of coffins of Senbi (3) and Hathoremhet (3rd coffin of Senbi [=121.2], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42948).

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 128-9 figs. 1, 2
Dara. Brick Pyramid of King Khui, Dyn. VI.
v.258
Plan and section.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 129-30 [1, 2] fig. 4
Dara. Brick Pyramid of King Khui, Dyn. VI. 
v.258
Texts from offering tables of Khui, and Khai.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 130 [3] fig. 5
Dara. Brick Pyramid of King Khui, Dyn. VI. 
v.258
Texts from offering tables of Hai.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 130 [4]
Dara. Brick Pyramid of King Khui, Dyn. VI. 
v.258
Texts of stela of Hefni.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 131 [5] fig. 6
Dara. Brick Pyramid of King Khui, Dyn. VI. 
v.258
Texts of stela of Asekhu.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 132 [6, 7] fig. 7, 8
Dara. Brick Pyramid of King Khui, Dyn. VI. 
v.258
Texts of offering tables of Hantni-khnum and Khui.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 132-3 fig. 9
Dara. Mastaba and Tomb near Pyramid. 
v.259
Texts of fragments, King Khui etc. from Mastaba South of Pyramid, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43107.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 132 [1]
Dara. Mastaba and Tomb near Pyramid. 
v.259
Piece of wood of Khui, lector, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43108.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 134
Dara. Mastaba and Tomb near Pyramid. 
v.259
Texts of offering list on wall of tomb, West from Mastaba South of Pyramid.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 135 [1]
Asyût, Miscellaneous Wall fragments etc.
iv.267
Cartouches of Ramesses III from fragment of stela, in S. Khashaba colln.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 135-6
Deir Rifa Cemeteries
v.4
Texts from stelae of Khnemunakht, Dhutmosi, and Huy(?), in private possession.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 136 fig. 10
Quseir el-'Amarna Tomb of Khuenukh.
v.239, 241
Plan.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 137
Quseir el-'Amarna Tomb of Khuenukh.
v.239, 241
Texts of false door.

Kamal in ASAE xii (1912), 138-42
Quseir el-'Amarna Tomb of Khuenukh.
v.239, 241
Texts from scenes (5)-(11).

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 184
Gireis
iv.67
Text of block of Ptolemy I Soter I.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 193
Zawyet Razin.
v.67
Text on architrave of Ramesses III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43711.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 194-5 [top]
Zawyet Razin.
v.67
Text on statue of Pedehor-meten.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 195 fig. 8
Zawyet Razin.
v.67/A
Stela with serpent, Roman, found in wall of house, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43710.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 195 [near top]
Kamak. Cachette
ii'.158

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 206
Tanta. El-Bindafra.
v.46

see Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 209-213
Zifta. Tell Umm Harb. Temple of Thoth.
iv.44
Description of blocks.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 214
Akhmîn. Miscellaneous Various
v.25
Text from obelisk of Ptolemaic Queen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17032.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 281-2
Masara. Kôm Ibshân.
iv.45
Text from statue of Nekhtnebf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43778.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 284
Cairo. Monuments re-used.
iv.73
Text from block from sarcophagus of prophet of Isis, Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 285
Cairo. Monuments re-used.
iv.69
Text from blocks of Sebkhotp III or IV, and Amosis (called Ramesses I).

Daressy in ASAE xii (1912), 286
Cairo. Monuments re-used.
iv.73
Text from block of Alexander II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 10-18
Asyût. Miscellaneous Coffins.
iv.267
Texts of coffin of Sentuser, usurped by Ipi, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44019.

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 19-38 pl. A
Deir el-Medîna. Ptolemaic Temple of Hathor.
iï.401-4
Plan.
<<<<>

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 19-38 pls i-iii, v-vii
Deir el-Medîna. Ptolemaic Temple of Hathor.
iï.401
Views.

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 19-38 pl. i
Deir el-Medîna. Ptolemaic Temple of Hathor.
iï.401(1)
Gate, outer face.
Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 28 pl. iv
Deir el-Medina. Ptolemaic Temple of Hathor.
i\textsuperscript{ii}.403(12)
Scene at (12).

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 33 pl. iv [right]
Deir el-Medina. Ptolemaic Temple of Hathor.
i\textsuperscript{ii}.404
Stairs

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 33 on pl. iv [right]
Deir el-Medina. Ptolemaic Temple of Hathor.
i\textsuperscript{ii}.404(20)
Hathor-cow and divinities in bark.

see Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 33-4 plan A
Deir el-Medina. Temple. Brick Building against South Wall. (Mammisi)
i\textsuperscript{ii}.407
Short description.

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 34 plan A pl. vii
Deir el-Medina. Temple. Brick Building against West Wall.
i\textsuperscript{ii}.407
Description, plan and view.

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 35 pl. viii [upper] and plan, pl. A
Thebes. Deir el-Medina. Votive Chapels
i\textsuperscript{ii}.690
Two chapels in Ptolemaic Enclosure.

Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 37 pl. x
i\textsuperscript{ii}.693
Statue of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43507A.

see Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 39-42
i\textsuperscript{ii}.698-9
Stelae etc. from Baraize excavations

see Baraize in ASAE xiii (1914), 42
i\textsuperscript{ii}.698
Statue of vizier holding ram's head, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43692.

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 45-7
El-Gebel el-Ahmar.
i\textsuperscript{iv}.65
Graffiti, Ramesside, etc.

Clédat in ASAE xiii (1914), 80 fig. 1
Tell Faramâ (Pelusium).
i\textsuperscript{iv}.1
Plan of site.

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 86 [lower]
iv.35
Texts from blocks of Sesönchis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38272.

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 93-4 [xviii] fig.
El-Gîza. Miscellaneous
iv.89A
Stela, Anubis, with Greek text below, Graeco-Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44048.

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 107-8 pl. xii
v.75(217)
Divinities from 3rd register with Greek text below.

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 109-11 [i]
Gîza. Mortuary Temple of Menkaure.
iii2.33

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 111-14 [ii, iii]
Gîza. Mortuary Temple of Menkaure.
iii2.33
Fragments of decree (or perhaps two) of Merenre I for Pyramid of Menkaure.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 123 [1-5]
Tell el-Muqdâm. Dundît.
iv.39
Texts of fragments of blocks of Ramesses II.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 123 [bottom right]
Tell el-Muqdâm. Dundît.
iv.39
Texts of millstone of Nektanebos II.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 123 [bottom left]
Tell el-Muqdâm. Dundît.
iv.39
Texts block of Sethos II with Horus and nebt-names, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 18.2.58.4.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 123 [middle right]
Tell el-Muqdâm. Dundît.
iv.39
Texts of relief, Horus with sword.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 124
Zîfta
iv.44
Text of fragment with dedication to Montu.
Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 161 [3]
Deir el-Gebrâwi. Various
iv.246
Text from fragment of false door.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 164
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts of Ankhu and Ikui from north part, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43670.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 167-8
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts of Meryib and Merery from south end.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 172-4
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts of Khnemankh with headrest, from south end.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 176-7 [top]
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts of Hapi, Ukh, and Sethut from south end.

ASAE xiii (1914), 177
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts of Inat, Nebt, and Heneni from north part.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 166-7 fig. 15
Meir. Rock-Tombs. Group E.
iv.255-6
False door of Tjetu from E. 4.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 169-71
Meir. Rock-Tombs. Group E.
iv.255-6
Texts from scenes of Meni from E. 1.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 171
Meir. Rock-Tombs. Group E.
iv.255-6
Texts from coffin of Kedetnes from E. 1.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 175
Meir. Rock-Tombs. Group E.
iv.255-6
Texts from coffin of Ptahshepses from E. 2.

Kamal in ASAE xiii (1914), 175 fig. 23
Meir. Rock-Tombs. Group E.
iv.255-6
Rock-drawing near E. 2.

see Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 180 n.
Tell Baqiyâ. Tell el-Naqûs.
iv.39
Naos of Thoth dedicated by Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 70008.

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 181-4
Timai el-Amfid.
iv.35-6
General description.

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 182
Timai el-Amfid.
iv.35-6
Fragment from text on block.

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 185 [top]
Tell Baqiyâ. Miscellaneous
iv.40A
Text from jamb fragment of Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 22.6.24.4.

Daressy in ASAE xiii (1914), 186
El-Simbillâwein. Tell Tambûl.
iv.37
Texts on blocks of Ramses II and Saite fragments

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 196-214 pl. i [2]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
View of inner face of South wing of Pylon.

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 196 fig. 1
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Plan showing niches

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 199
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 199-203 pl. ii [4]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Basë, princesses at (13)-(18).

Lefebvre in ASAE xiii (1914), 204-6
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Texts of niches (b)-(e).
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Text from (19).

Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 206-8 pl. ii [3]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Base, princes at (7)-(11).

Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 208 [middle]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Text from niche at (a).

Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 209-10
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
See other slip.

Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 210 [bottom]-211 [top]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Texts at (12).

Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 211 [middle]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Text in front of frame fragment (5)-(6).

see Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 212
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Scene on inner South jamb of Pylon.

Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 212-14 fig. 2
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon, and First Court.
vi.2-3
Texts from pilasters at (1)-(2).

see Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 199
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Entrance to Second Court and Second Court.
vi.3
Base at (27)-(28) etc.

Lefebvre in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 209-210
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Entrance to Second Court and Second Court.
vi.3
Text of Memneptah, Ramesses III and IV, from base at (23)-(24), etc.

Reisner and Fisher in *ASAE* xiii (1914), 227-252 with 12 pls.
Giza.
iii.83
Excavations with views.
Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 227 pl. viii
Giza. Great West Cemetery. West Section.
i.ii.38
View of Cemetery en Echelon, part.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 235-6
Giza. Great West Cemetery. West Section.
i.ii.57-61
False doors, names and titles. G 1201 (omitted), G 1203, G 1205, G 1207, G 1223, G 1227, G 1235.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 236
Giza. Tomb G 1207, Nufer. Middle or late Dyn. IV.
i.ii.58
Block with masons' graffiti with name of Khufu.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 227-52 pls i, ii, iii
Giza. Necropolis West Field.
i.ii.47
Views.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 232-3 pl. iv [a]
Giza. West Field.
i.ii.57, 58
View of brick chapel of G 1203.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 232-3 pl. iv [b]
Giza. West Field.
i.ii.57, 58
View of chapel with stela (in situ) of G 1207.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), cf. 236 pl. v [a]
Giza. G 2100, Merib.
i.ii.71
View of tomb of Merib.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 227-52 pl. v [b]
Giza. G 2130, Khetka(?)
i.ii.74
View of G 2130.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 227-52 pl. vi [a]
Giza. Cemetery G 4000.
i.ii.126
View of G 4340.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 227-252 pl. vi [b]
Giza. Cemetery G 4000.
i.ii.125
View of G 4240.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 234-5 pl. vii [a]
Giza. Great West Cemetery. West Section.
iii.59
View of space between G 1223 and G 1225.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 242
iii.125
Title of Snefru-sonb (G 4240).

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 244
Giza. West Field. G 1000.
iii.52
Name from tomb of Shepseskafankh (G 1008).

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 245
Giza. Necropolis.
iii.56
Name and title from Tomb of Kednufer (G 1151).

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 247 pl. xi [a]
Giza. G 2197.
iii.82
Nine lines of will from tomb of Penmeru (G 2197).

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 247-8
Giza. West Field. G 2041.
iii.68
Name and titles of Senenuka (G 2041).

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 248-50
Giza. G 2370, 2374.
iii.85(1), 87, 91
Description etc.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 248 [1, 2]
Giza. G 2370, 2374.
iii.85(1), 87, 91
Additions to texts at (1c, d) in G 2370.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 249 [top]
Giza. G 2370, 2374.
iii.85(1), 87, 91
Block of Teti in tomb of Khnemti (G 2374).

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 248-50 pl. viii
Giza. G 2370, 2374.
iii.85(1), 87, 91
View of group.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 248-50 pl. x [b]
Giza. G 2370, 2374.
iii.85(1), 87, 91
Statue of Nekhebu from court (G 2381).
Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 249
Giza. G 2370, 2374.
iii.85(1), 87, 91
Bowl with name of King Teti, G 2385A.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 250
Giza. Name of Iaen (G 2196).
iii.82
Description of tomb.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 250 pl. vii [b]
Giza. G 2184, 5280.
iii.81, 158
Statue of Akhnesutneru from tomb of Kanufer (G 2184), in Boston, MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 12.1482.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 250 pl. x [a]
Giza. G 2184, 5280.
iii.81, 158
Statue of Pehenptah (G 5280), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44609.

see Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 251
Giza. F. The Menkaure Cemetery.
iii.293
MQ1. Khuenre.

Reisner and Fisher in ASAE xiii (1914), 251 pl. xii
Giza. F. The Menkaure Cemetery.
iii.294
MQ2. Serehu. Views of entrance lintel with offering text.

Barsanti in ASAE xiii (1914), 255-6
Saqqara. Pyramid complex of Teti on Mortuary Temple.
iii.395
Text of stela of Mer(y)ptah and his son Dhutmosi, Dyn. XIX, with cartouches of Teti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34188.

Schweinfurth in ASAE xiii (1914), 272 fig. 1
Abydos. Umm el-Qa‘āb. Wedemu (Den) Semti.
v.84A
Seth-animal from stela of Queen, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 15484.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 277
Matariya.
iv.13
Cartouche of Teos, Dyn. XXX, from block.

see Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 278 [middle]
Tina el-Amdid. Miscellaneous.
iv.37A
Block mentioning goddess Nehemawat.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 277 [middle]
Tell Balala.
iv.39
Text of block of Sesonchis I or Takelothis II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 25.11.18.6.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 277-8
Tell Balala.
iv.39
Text from statue Osirnakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 278-9
Tell Timai. Miscellaneous
iv.37
Texts of blocks of Npheritis I.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 279 [near top]
Kôm Sheikh Razîq.
iv.10
Texts from fragments of building of Sethos I.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 279 [middle]
Tell el-Maskhuta Temple
iv.54
Text from fragment with royal epithets

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 279 [near bottom]
Bilibeis
iv.55-6
Cartouche of Memeptah, from block.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 279 [bottom]
Bilibeis
iv.55-6
Text of granite block from Temple of Nektanebos II.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 280 [left]
Bilibeis
iv.55-6
Text from jamb of shrine from Temple of Nektanebos II.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 280 [right]
Bilibeis
iv.55-6
Texts from fragments

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 281 [upper left]
Kôm Abû Billo.
iv.67
Cartouches from block of Ramesses II.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 281 [right]
Benha. Miscellaneous
iv.66
Texts of column of Apries.
Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 282-4 [1-13]
Heliopolis Miscellaneous
iv.64
Texts of blocks of Ramesses III [II in Bibl.].

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 284 [middle]
El-Dinnaawiya
iv.77
Texts from columns of Ramesses II.

Edgar in ASAE xiii (1914), 284 [bottom]
Hû. Miscellaneous
v.109
Cartouches of Tiberius from block.

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 14 cf. 39-40
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. Doorway.
ii.189(585)(g)-(j)
Doorway of Petubastis I, with texts of Petubastis at (g) and (h).

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 14 [bottom]
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. Doorway.
ii.189(585c)
Texts of Psammetikhos I (usurping cartouche of Ramesses III).

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 15-17 pls. i, ii
ii.188(584)
Four scribe-statues, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44861-4.

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 17-20 pl. iii
ii.188(584)
Statues of Amenhotep, son of Hepu.

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 20 [1]
ii.201(35)
(35) Text of Amenhotep son of Hepu from scene, Ptolemaic.

see Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 20 [2]
Karnak. Great Temple. Room XVA.
ii.104(312)
Three scenes of Ptolemy X before divinities (including Imhotep and Amenhotep, son of Hepu).

see Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 23
Omit.
Beginning of text of stela of Tutankhamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34183.

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 28
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. South Face.
ii.187(582)
Name of Queen Mutnezemt from West colossus of Haremhab usurped by Ramesses II.

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 29-32, pl. i [left statues]
i:188(584)
Two statues of Paramessu, son of Sety, temp. Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44863-4.

see Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 39-40
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. Doorway.
i:189(585)(g)-(j)
Doorway of Petubastis I.

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 40-2
i:187(582)(583)
Texts on back and for peoples on base at (582).

Legrain in ASAE xiv (1914), 42-3
i:187(582)(583)
Texts on back and for peoples on base at (583).

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 45-7
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts from coffin of Wahka, formerly in S. Khashaba colln., now in private possession.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 47-8
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts from coffin of Tjetu.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 48-54
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts from coffin of Hathoremhet.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 55-6
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts from coffin of Khemhotep usurped by Heneni.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 56-7
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts from coffin of Ameny, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.150.39.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 61-2
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins
iv.256
Texts from coffin of Rerut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42949.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 63-5, 66, 67
iv.257
Texts of Graeco-Roman coffins and cartonnages

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 62-4
iv.257
Cartonnage and mask of Artemidora, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.155.5.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 68 fig. 6
Deir Rifa Cemeteries
v.4

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 69-72
Deir Rifa Cemeteries
v.4

see Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 71 [35]
Deir Rifa Cemeteries
v.4
Bottom of coffin with Coffin-Texts, name lost, Middle Kingdom, formerly in S. Khashaba colln., now in private possession.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 75-7 fig. 12
iv.254
Plan.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 75-7
iv.254
Texts of coffin.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 75-81
iv.257
Graeco-Roman coffins, cartonnages, etc.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 82
Meir. Miscellaneous Statues
iv.257
Text of statue-base of Ukh-hotep.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 82-6 fig. 15
iv.256
Plan.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 83-6
iv.256
Texts of coffin of Hepi-ankhtefi, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.183.11A.

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 86
Meir. Miscellaneous. Stelae
iv.257
Text from stela of Kay(?).

Kamal in ASAE xiv (1914), 87
Meir. Miscellaneous. Various
iv.258
Name of Mesti from fragment of canopic jar.

Mackay in ASAE xiv (1914), 89 pl. i
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet
i.2.114(6)
Cast of deceased in position on wall.

Mackay in ASAE xiv (1914), 93 pl. ii [left]
Thebes. TT 181, Nebamun and Ipuky:
i.2.287(5)
Ceremonies before mummies from (5).

Mackay in ASAE xiv (1914), 93 pl. ii [right]
Thebes. TT 181, Nebamun and Ipuky.
Omit.
Deceased and wife from lower register at (4).

Bissing in ASAE xv (1915), 2-14 pl. i [1] fig. 4
Aswān. Tomb of Mekhu and Sabni.
v.231-2
False door on rear wall of Mekhu at (7).

Bissing in ASAE xv (1915), 2-14 pl. i [2] fig. 5
Aswān. Tomb of Mekhu and Sabni.
v.231-2
False door on north wall of Mekhu and Sabni at (8).

Bissing in ASAE xv (1915), 2-14 pl. i [3]
Aswān. Tomb of Mekhu and Sabni.
v.231-2
Entrance to Hall of Sabni showing obelisks.

Bissing in ASAE xv (1915), 5 fig. 2
Aswān. Tomb of Mekhu and Sabni.
v.231-2
Altar in the Hall of Mekhu.

Bissing in ASAE xv (1915), 9 fig. 6
Aswān. Tomb of Mekhu and Sabni.
v.231-2
Head of Sabni from fowling scene at (22).
Bissing in ASAE xv (1915), 10 fig. 7
Aswān. Tomb of Mekhu and Sabni.
v.231-2
Agricultural scenes at (9)-(10).

Bissing in ASAE xv (1915), 2 fig. 1
Aswān. Tomb of Mekhu and Sabni.
v.231-2
Plan of tomb.

see Smolenski in ASAE xv (1915), 67-9 [I]
Kamak. Court North of Seventh Pylon.
ii².131(486)
Text of victories of Memepthah.

see Smolenski in ASAE xv (1915), 69-70 [II]
Cairo. Monuments Re-used. New Kingdom.
v.71A

Daressy in ASAE xv (1915), 94 [upper]
Mît Rahîna. Miscellaneous Various
iii².875
Text of bronze cylinder-seal of official with Horus-name of Sekhemkhau, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45495 (as JE 45041).

Daressy in ASAE xv (1915), 95
8
Cylinder-seal of official of King Shepseskaf (with Horus name), Dyn. IV, in London, Petrie Museum.

Edgar in ASAE xv (1915), 97-104 pl. and figs. 1, 2
iii².856-7
Plan, views, and sketch of decoration, texts of doorways, column from Hall, one doorway in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45029, another in Philadelphia PA, The University Museum, E 13552.

Daressy in ASAE xv (1915), 140-1
El-Mînya and El-Shurafa
iv.75
Text of stela of year 16 of Osorkon II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45327.

Daressy in ASAE xv (1915), 144
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Stelae.
v.33

Daressy in ASAE xv (1915), 146
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Stelae.
v.33

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 148-58 pl. ii
Thebes. Temple of Sethos I. Portico.
iī².408, 410
Views of south-west part.

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 148-58 pls. iii, vi
Thebes. Temple of Sethos I. Portico.
iī².408, 410
North-east architraves.

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 148-58 pls i, xii
Thebes. Temple of Sethos I. Portico.
iī².408, 410
General view of Temple.

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 165 pl. xi
Thebes. Temple of Sethos I. XLII Court.
iī².420
View showing altar.

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 169-70 pl. i
vi.182
View.

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 172-3 pls. ii, iii [A]
Kôm Ombo.
vi.201
Graeco-Roman Gate. View.

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 174 pl. iv
Kôm Ombo.
vi.201
Chapel of Sobk of Caracalla. View.

Barsanti in ASAE xv (1915), 174, 176 pl. v
Kôm Ombo.
vi.201
Chapel of Sobk of Caracalla, statue of wife of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45076.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 186 [1]
iiv.259
Text of stela of User, in Asyût Museum.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 187-9
iiv.259
Text of coffin of Senbi (destroyed).

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 190
iiv.259
Text of block of Khui, in Asyût Museum.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 195-8
iv.258
Texts of coffins of Tede and Seshep-min.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 198-206 figs. 4, 5
Meir. Miscellaneous. Coffins probably from South end of Necropolis
iv.256
Texts of coffins of Hat, etc., Graeco-Roman.

Daressy in ASAE xv (1915), 207-8
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.202A
Texts of stela of Beb, prob. Dyn. XI (now destroyed).

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-45
iv.254-5
Texts from scenes in Forecourt and Outer Hall.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 246
iv.254-5
Texts from North sepulchral chamber of deceased.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 247-50
iv.254-5
Texts from South sepulchral chamber of wife Hetioh.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 fig. 1
iv.254-5
Plan of tomb.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 fig. 2
iv.254-5
Detail from scene at (11).

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 figs. 3-6
iv.254-5
Boats at (12).

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 fig. 7
iv.254-5
Fish at (9)-(10).

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 fig. 8
Baking (17).

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 figs. 9-10
Musicians etc. at (21)-(22).

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 figs. 11-12
Plans of sepolchral chambers.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 209-50 fig. 13
Offerings from sepolchral chambers of Het-ijth.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 252-7
Texts from coffins of deceased and wife.

see Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 258
Statue-group of deceased and wife in serdab D.

Kamal in ASAE xv (1915), 252-8
Four boards from coffin of deceased, in Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1960.1287, a-d.

Daressy in ASAE xv (1915), 259-68 pls. i, ii figs. 1-4, 6-7
Tell el-Makûta Temple.
iv.53
Stela, Middle Kingdom, usurped by Sethos I.

Legrain in ASAE xv (1915), 269-72
8
Votive sarcophagus of Wepwautmosi, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45386.

Legrain in ASAE xv (1915), 276-7 [A] cf. 273-5
Kamak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. West wall, inner face.
i:2.132(490)
Litany of Wast, Ramesses II usurped by Sethos II.

Legrain in ASAE xv (1915), 276-7 [B] cf. 273-5
Kamak. Temple of Ramesses III. Sanctuary of Amun.
i:2.31(89)
Hymn of goddess Wast.
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Le grail in ASAE xv (1915), 278
Karnak. Temple of Ramesses III. Sanctuary of Amun.
ii.2.31(88)
Names of fifteen divinities (Great Ennead) from scene of King before bark of Amun-Rê.

Le grail, G. in ASAE xv (1915), 284-5 [1]
text
801-755-360

Le grail, G. in ASAE xv (1915), 285 [2]
801-750-170
names
Statue of Pashenmut P3-šrj-n-nw, son of Pedeshahdedet P3-dj-šhddt, kneeling holding scarab-beetle, green schist, Late Period, in Naples, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 985.

see Le grail in ASAE xv (1915), 285-6 [3]
names
802-026-100
Statuette of Khonspekhrrod as nude child with finger to the mouth, dedicated by Pedeshahdedet P3-dj-šhddt, son of Harwodj Hw-w3, bronze, Late Period or Ptolemaic, in Cairo Mus. CG 38182.

Le grail, G. in ASAE xv (1915), 286 [4]
text
803-079-980
Round-topped stela, Pedeshahdedet P3-dj-šhddt, son of Hor Hrw and woman Peternai Ptr-n3jj, censing before Amun of Paiat, basalt, Dyn. XXVI, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, C 113 [N.264], on loan to Figéac, Musée Champollion.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 2
Nabêsha. Miscellaneous
iv.9
Texts of statue of Haskhebi, Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38545.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 54-5
Benha and Tell Atrib. Miscellaneous
iv.67
Text of statue-base of Mer-har-yotf, probably Ptolemaic.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 55 [bottom]
8
Text on bronze plaque of Harhotep, son of Ankhpefheri and Tef[nt]-hor, Late Period.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 57-60
Abydos. Miscellaneous. In Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
j.2.609A
Text of fragment of offering table of Sirennutet called Tjaui, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 27987.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 60
Timai el-Amdî. Miscellaneous
Text of pyramidal block from statue of Apehti, naming Mendes and Thoth, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 5.12.14.3.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 61
Heliopolis Miscellaneous.
iv.64
Text of stela of year 14 of Sesonchis II [III in Bild.], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45610.

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 67-101. 9, 25, 30, 31, 73
Deir Durunka. Necropolis and Miscellaneous. Texts
iv.269-70
Offering tables and canopic jars

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 67-101, Nos. 36, 53-4, 58-9, 68, 71-2, 103
Deir Durunka. Necropolis and Miscellaneous. Texts
iv.269-70
Coffins

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 67-101, Nos. 42, 74, 129
Deir Durunka. Necropolis and Miscellaneous. Texts
iv.269-70
Statues

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 67-101, 45
Deir Durunka. Necropolis and Miscellaneous. Texts
iv.269-70
Pottery statuette of Khety, daughter of Hepzefu, Dyn. IX, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, ÄS. 7092.

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 95-114, Nos. 111-13, 124, 133, 136, 148, 151, 153
Asyût. Miscellaneous Texts
iv.267-9
Offering tables

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 95-114, Nos. 125, 130-1, 134, 138, 142-4, 161
Asyût. Miscellaneous Texts
iv.267-9
Coffins

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 95-114, Nos. 154, 158
Asyût. Miscellaneous Texts
iv.267-9
Stela of Maa-en(?) and coffin Itef-ibi.

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 95-6 [iii]
Asyût. Miscellaneous Texts
iv.267-9
Shemaui, First Intermediate Period, is in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 30/66.
Kamal in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 79, No. 55 [top]
Deir Durunka. Necropolis. Tomb of Sesi. Texts
iv.269
Lid of granite sarcophagus, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 1/72.

Kamal in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 79, No. 55 [middle]
Deir Durunka. Necropolis. Tomb of Sesi. Texts
iv.269
Ushabti, in Baltimore MD, Walters Art Museum, 22.185 [possibly confused with Brooklyn 47.120.2.]

Kamal in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 79, No. 55 [bottom]
Deir Durunka. Necropolis. Tomb of Sesi. Texts
iv.269
Fragment of relief with name of father Keni.

Kamal in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 90-3 [89]
Deir Durunka. Necropolis
iv.269A
Texts from left wall of Chapel of Amenhotep, Dyn. XIX, in Zurich, Kunstmuseum and Cleveland OH, Cleveland Museum of Art, formerly in Asyût Museum.

Kamal in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 90-3 [89]
Deir Durunka. Necropolis
iv.269A
Texts from right wall and most of rear wall of Chapel of Amenhotep, Dyn. XIX, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 103/63, formerly in Asyût Museum.

Kamal in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 90-3 [89]
Deir Durunka. Necropolis
iv.269A
Texts from lower right part of rear wall of Chapel of Amenhotep, Dyn. XIX, in Toledo OH, Toledo Museum of Art, formerly in Asyût Museum.

see Kamal in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 109 [137]
Asyût. Tomb 1. Hepdjefa I.
iv.262A

Daressy in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 116-20
Tûna. Necropolis. Finds from various tombs
iv.174
Texts from sarcophagus of Djehutmosi, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48079.

Daressy in *ASAE* xvi (1916), 122-5
West Tima
v.4

Legrain in ASAE xvi (1916), 145-6 pl. [left]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous. Statues
v.116
Basalt block statue of Hor, probably temp. Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45935.

Legrain in ASAE xvi (1916), 148 pl. [right]
Karnak. Cachette.
ii².157
Statue of Pa-akhref, temp. Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37171.

Legrain in ASAE xvi (1916), 149-52 fig.
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.116A
Basalt measuring rod with demotic text, dedicated by Panas, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 50050.

Legrain in ASAE xvi (1916), 159-60
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous. Statues
v.116

Legrain in ASAE xvi (1916), 161-2 pl.
Abydos Site. Miscellaneous. Stelae in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
v.93
Stela of Pesiur, year 14 of Rameses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43649.

Legrain in ASAE xvi (1916), 174
Karnak. Miscellaneous. Statues
ii².293
Fragment of back of statue with title ‘Overseer of workmen in the North lake of Amun’.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 75-7 pl.
i².699
Stela of Paheripedjet before four divinities (including Shed), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43569.

Daressy, G. in ASAE xvi (1916), 177
names and titles
803-063-400
Round-topped stela, probably votive, Sheshonk Śšnk, Great chief of the Ma, Chief of chiefs, son of Nemaret Nmrt, Great chief of the Ma, and of woman Tentspeh T3-nt-sph, ‘daughter of the Great chief of the Ma, in adoration before Osiris, late Dyn. XXI, with a dealer in Cairo in 1916.

Carter in ASAE xvi (1916), 179-82 fig.
Thebes. Wâdi Sikket Tâqet Zaid.
i².591
Tomb of Hatshepsut with plan.

Kamal in ASAE xvi (1916), 186 [10²]
Dimai. Temple of Soknopaios. Finds
iv.97
Text from fragment of statue of priest of Sobek.

see Naville in ASAE xvi (1916), 187-8 (=Naville, Deir el-Bahri 9, iv, pl. cx)
Deir el-Bahri. South Hall of Offerings. Great Temple.
Omit.
Mention of ritual text concerning Nefertem emblem.

see Naville in ASAE xvi (1916), 187, 189
Thebes. TT 36, Ibi.
i2.66(16)
Ritual text concerning Nefertem emblem.

see Naville in ASAE xvi (1916), 187-90
Hurbet:
iv.26
Block from sarcophagus or tomb wall of Peniusas, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Naville in ASAE xvi (1916), 191
Thebes. TT 39, Puimre.
i2.73(18)
Ritual text concerning Nefertem emblem (from copy by Golénischeff).

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 195-7
iv.61
Blocks from walls, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 8.7.16.8-11.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 197-8
iv.61
Texts of sarcophagus.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 198
iv.61
Texts of offering table, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 29.10.16.1.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 198-203
iv.61
Texts of blocks from walls, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 8.7.16.1-7, 12.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 204
iv.61
Texts of sarcophagus.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 204
iv.61
Texts of offering table, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 20.7.16.9.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 204-8
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests, Dyn. VI. Tomb of Sebeky, good name By. iv.61

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 208-9
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests, Dyn. VI. Tomb of Sebeky, good name By. iv.61
Texts of sarcophagus.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 209-211
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests, Dyn. VI. Tomb of Khuenhor. iv.62
Texts from blocks, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 5.8.16.1.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 211-12 [1, 2]
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests Various iv.62
Obelisks of Shehi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17001-2.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 212 [3]
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests Various iv.62
Text of obelisk of Neheri, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17003.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 212 [4]
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests Various iv.62
Text of obelisk of Thoth, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17004.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 212 [5]
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests Various iv.62
Text of offering table of Iry, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 20.7.16.8.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 212 [6]
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests Various iv.62
Text of offering table of Neferit.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 212 [7]
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests Various iv.62
Text of offering table of Royal favourite.

Barsanti in ASAE xvi (1916), 213-15 figs. 1, 2
Tomb of Meru: description, plan and section.

Barsanti in ASAE xvi (1916), 215-17 fig. 3
Tomb of Sebeky: description, plan and section.
Barsanti in ASAE xvi (1916), 217-19 fig. 4
Heliopolis Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests, Dyn. VI.
iv.61-2
Tomb of Sebeky good name By. Pplan and section.

Barsanti in ASAE xvi (1916), 219-20 fig. 5
Heliopolis Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests, Dyn. VI.
iv.61-2
Tomb of Khuenhor: description, plan and section.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 222-230
Gireis. Ashmûn.
iv.67
Text of block with New Kingdom text re-used Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45936.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 255-6
Sheikh Mubârik. Finds.
iv.133
Text of lower part of statue of Khaemweset, son of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66754.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 257-67
Gïza. G7130+7140. Tomb of Khufukhaef [I].
iii².188
Texts with plan.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1916), 268-9
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous.
v.116
Text of statue of Kwrks (Georgios?), Late Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45390.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 2-5
Saqqâra. Objects from tombs.
iii².764
Texts of coffin of Aperenyas-pakhem (i.e. Apollonius junior), Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49532.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 5-20
Saqqâra. Objects from tombs.
iii².764
Texts of coffin of Khabi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49531.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 21-2 [i]
El-Simbillawen.
iv.37
Text of statue of Pedamun, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44637.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 22-3 [ii]
Timai el-Amdîd. Miscellaneous.
iv.37
Text of statue of priest of Mendes, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45275.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 23-4 [iii]
Timai el-Amdîd. Miscellaneous.
iv.37
Texts of statue of Tefnakht, Persian or Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41307.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 31-2
Meir. Miscellaneous Various
iv.258A
Texts of two canopic jars of Pedehormehen, Late Period or Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46070.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 34 fig. 1
Ihnâsya el-Medîna. Kôm el- ‘Aqârib. Destroyed Temple
iv.119,121
Plan.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 34, 35
Ihnâsya el-Medîna. Kôm el- ‘Aqârib. Destroyed Temple
iv.119, 121
Texts from re-used blocks of Queen Sebekneferure and Sesostis III.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 36-8
Ihnâsya el-Medîna. Kôm el- ‘Aqârib. Destroyed Temple
iv.119, 121
Texts of colossi of Ramesses II, re-used Memehat, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45975-6.

see Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 42
Athribis (Benha). Miscellaneous
iv.66
Fragment with cartouches of Teos, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 2.7.24.2.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 43
Ihnâsya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous
iv.121
Text of stela of Arut... year 10 of Pefteuaubaste (not Petubastis as in Bild.) (Neferkare) ..., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45948.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 45
Tûkh el-Malaq.
iv.67
Text of statuette of Shu with bull’s head, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42893 (called 42183 in error).

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 47
Tell Sakhâ (Xois).
iv.45
Text of stela of Augustus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45702.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 76-7
Philae. Temple of Arsenuphis. Enclosure Wall.
vi.211(53)-(56)
Text above base and hymn from scene.

Daressy in ASAE xvi (1917), 81-5 fig. 1
Aswân. Miscellaneous Statues
v.243A
Fragment of statue with Aramaic text, Persian, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35562.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 85
Saggára. Miscellaneous
iii.828
Text from upper part of stela of King Haremhab before Osiris, probably from here, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 22.5.25.2.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 89 [i]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-16
Text of stela of P-hof, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46057.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 90 [ii]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-16
Text of stela of Heritaui, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 91-2 [iii]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-16
Text of statue of official, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46059.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 93 [iv]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-16
Text of statue-base, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46058.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 94 [v]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-16
Text of stela of Pinedjem, Dyn. XIX, before Hathor cow, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 95-6
Asyût. Miscellaneous
iv.268
Text of sarcophagus of Tenainufer, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46056.

Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 123
Neighbourhood of Faqas. El-Dimeîyín.
iv.10
Text of jamb of Bekenamun, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 2.10.16.12.

see Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 126-7 (=Cairo 1120, iv.39A)
Omit.
Mention of statue base published by Brugsch, Dict. Géog. 66.

see Daresy in ASAE xvii (1917), 127
Qantir. El-“Awâğa.
iv.10
Ptolemaic stela mentioning “Granary of Memphis”, in Istanbul, Arkeoloji Müzesi, 10859.
Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 130-6
Edfu Tell. Mastaba Field. Tomb of Kar.
v.200
Texts from false door and block above niche, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43371.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 140
Edfu Tell. Mastaba Field. Tomb of Kar.
v.200
Name and title of statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43776.

Elias in ASAE xvii (1917), 143
vii.297
Description.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 144 (1st squeeze)
vii.297(2)
Texts of left outer scene.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 144 (2nd squeeze)
vii.298(7)
Cartouches and titles of Amun-Re, left scene, 2nd register.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 144 (3rd Squeeze)
vii.298(5)
Cartouches of Vespasian and text of Amun-Re.

see Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 168-7, 173-6
Tanis
Omit.
Notes about statues.

see Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 171-2
El-Kâb. Town Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
v.174
Description of ‘Hyksos’ sphinx, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 391.

Châban in ASAE xvii (1917), 180-2 [15, 14]
Saqqâra. Between Monastery of Apa Jeremias and Sekhemkhet’s Enclosure. Finds
iii.3.669

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 186-93 figs 1-4
Kom Atrib (Athribis). Miscellaneous
iv.66
Blocks of Ramesses II with magical reliefs, probably Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46095.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 194-6
ii.166
Text of stela with magical text, Dyn. XIX (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37508.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 224 [lower]
Qûs
v.135
Text from naos of Ptolemy II in Sanctuary of Temple.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 224 [upper]
Qûs
v.135
Text from naos of Shema, Old Kingdom. (Miscellaneous).

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 226-36 pls. i-iii
Dendera. Hathor-Shrine of Mentuhotep III.
v.106
Blocks, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46068.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 237-40 [i, iii]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Stela and offering table of Ib, stela in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46200 and JE 46203.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 240-1[iii]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Stela of Hori, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46199.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 241-2 [iv]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Offering table of Harinhort, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46202.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 242-3 [v]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Stela of Iuf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43362.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 243-4 [vi, vii]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Two statues of Iyni, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46181-2.

Ronzevalle, S. in ASAE xvii (1917), 265-71 pl. [1-3]
801-727-110
Statue of man with long beard, headless, with Aramaic text on back pillar, granite, probably Dyn. XXVII,
in Cairo Mus. JE 31919.

see Ronzevalle in ASAE xvii (1917), 270-1
Aswân. Miscellaneous
v.243A
Fragment of statue with Aramaic text, Persian, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35562.

Daressy in ASAE xvii (1917), 277-8
Tell el-‘Ashār.
iv.1
Texts of Ptolemaic doorway, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Strazzuli et al. in ASAE xviii (1919), 1-7 fig. on 6
Elephantine. Town and Temple Enclosure.
v.226
Plan of excavations in 1918.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 30 cf. 29
iii2.861
Texts of headless and squatting granite statue, of Semtu-tefnakht, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 653.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 29-30
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous.
v.121
Text of statue-bœe of Semtu-tefnakht, c. Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 31.3.18.7.

see Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 32
v.119

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 34
Qantîr. Miscellaneous.
v.10
Text of jamb of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42901.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 37-48 plan on 41
ii2.23
Plan, description and texts.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 42 [A, A‘]
ii2.23(7)
Texts from thicknesses.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 42 [B, G]
ii2.23(8)
King before Montu and before Amun.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 45 [B‘, C‘, G‘]
ii2.23(9)
Texts.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 42-5 [H] cf. 37
ii.23(10)
Texts from scene.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 45-7 [H]
Karnak. Great Temple. Bark shrine, Psammuthis and Achoris
ii.23(11)
Texts

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 47-8 [I]
Karnak. Great Temple. Bark shrine, Psammuthis and Achoris
ii.23(12)
Texts from scene of consecrating victims etc.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 49-50 [viii]
Edfu Site. Finds. Texts, 4 Stelae and one statue, Middle Kingdom.
v.202-3

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 50-1 [ix]
Edfu Site. Finds. Texts, four stelae and one statue, Middle Kingdom.
v.202-3
Stela of Ib, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 9.6.18.25.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 51 [x]
Edfu Site. Finds. Texts, four stelae and one statue, Middle Kingdom.
v.202-3
Statue of Id, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 9.6.18.28.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 51-2 [xi]
Edfu Site. Finds. Texts, four stelae and one statue, Middle Kingdom.
v.202-3
Lower part of stela of Nubenib, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 9.6.18.27.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 52 [xii]
Edfu Site. Finds. Texts, four stelae and one statue, Middle Kingdom.
v.202-3
Stela with statue in niche of Iuf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 9.6.18.30.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 53-5
Balansura. Necropolis
iv.165

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 75-6
v.59
Text of Mnevis statue naming Bay, temp. Siptah, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 25764.

see Quibell in ASAE xviii (1919), 90-1
vii.313
Description.
Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 114-58
Kôm Atrîb. Miscellaneous
iv.66

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 184-8 [vi-viii]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-116
Texts of objects in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 184 [vi]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-16
Stela of Pedehar mengtu, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 11.5.18.17.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 185-6 [vii]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-16
Re-used block from stela mentioning Antef-a, Dyn. IX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 11.5.18.17.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 186-8 [viii]
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115-116
Statue of Menkhenre(?), Graeco-Egyptian, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 50047 and also Temp. No. 11.5.18.17.

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 190
i.2.776

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 191
Karnak. Various in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.2.167
Text of black granite measuring vessel of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36925.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 199
iv.59
Blocks of Tutankhamun and Haremhab re-used.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 207
iv.59
Two identical stelae of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 2.2.21.1. and 27.6.18.1.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 207
iv.59
Offering table of Rika, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 207-8
Heliopolis El-Khânûs. Bull Cemetery. Description and texts of tomb of Mnevis, temp. Ramesses II.
iv.59

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 208
Heliopolis El-Khânûs. Bull Cemetery. Description and texts of tomb of Mnevis, temp. Ramesses II.
iv.59
Faience vae of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 211-17
iv.59
Description and texts of Mnevis tomb of Ramesses VII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35736.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 216-17
iv.59
Mnevis stela of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35741.

see Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 217
iv.59
Mnevis stela of private man, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35743.

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 246-7
Omit.
Statue of Nemaret, son of Sesonchis I, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, ÄS 5791.

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 247-8
Sâ el-Hâgar. Miscellaneous
iv.49A
Two gold bracelets of Nemaret, son of Sesonchis I, in London, British Museum, EA 14594-5.

Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 249
Tell el-Muqådâm. Finds.
iv.38A
Texts of statue of Nemaret, son of Sesonchis I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37956.

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 250-1
8

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 252-4
i.666
Coffin, etc. of Djeptahfankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 61034.

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 254-5
Kôm el-Hisn. Miscellaneous
iv.52A
Hieratic stela of Padêbhuenuwbaste, year 28 of Sesonchis III, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 7344.
Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 256-7 [5]

8
Titles from a fragment of alabaster vases of Hor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 18435.

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 257-9 [6]

Abydos. Miscellaneous. In Museums
v.104A

%see Gauthier, H. in ASAE xviii (1919), 260-1 [7]

name and title of Esi(em)khebi
803-065-730
Round-topped donation stela, Osorkon I offering two jars to Hathor mistress of Memphis (Jnbw) and Hathor ‘beautiful of sistra’, with child deity playing the harp, and four lines of text concerning donation of fields to Pa‘imub P3-j3-nhw, Head of singers of Hathor of Aphroditopolis (Atfih), son of Inenha Jnh, Head of singers of Hathor of Memphis (Jnbw), and mentioning Esi(em)khebi 3st-(m)3h-bjt, King’s daughter(?) of Ramesses, temp. Osorkon I, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, C 261 [E.8099].

see Gauthier, H. in ASAE xviii (1919), 266-8
803-028-251
Rectangular stela with cornice, Wepwauthotep Wp-w3wt-htp, Overseer of the gp, pr, son of Khnemhotep Hnmw-htp, Mayor, Overseer of the god, seated, with two women, mother Itineferu-TAHENUT Jj-nrw-r3-hnwt and wife Senebhenae Snb hnr.s, daughter of Ankhq ‘nhw, Vizier, and of woman Mereryt Mrrjjt, standing behind him, and two sons and daughters before them, and parents and brothers and sisters (including Resseneb(?), Rs-snb(?), Vizier, and Iymeru Jj-j3-mw, Vizier, both sons of Ankhq ‘nhw, in two registers below, temp. Sebekhotep II (Sekhemre-khutauti) or later, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 20690.

see Gauthier in ASAE xviii (1919), 268-9

Abydos site. North cemetery of Mariette.
iv.57
Name of grandfather Hennu from stela of Ibia, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 20086.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 275 [1]

Cairo. Monuments etc. Old Kingdom.
iv.69
Text of statue-base of Khephren, diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 25.11.18.4.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 276 [2]

Cairo. Monuments etc. New Kingdom.
iv.70
Text of fragment from obelisk of Ramesses II, usurped by Sethos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 25.11.18.5.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 276-8 [3]

Cairo. Monuments, etc. After Dyn. XX.
iv.73
Text of statue of Khenti (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 25.11.18.3.

Daressy in ASAE xviii (1919), 282-3

Thebes. Miscellaneous. Statues.
Text of statue of Sety, Dyn. XIX, perhaps in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 4.8.18.1.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 2
Thebes. TT 278, Amenemhab.
$^{i2}.355$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 2
Thebes. TT 277, Amenemhet.
$^{i2}.354$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 3
Thebes. TT 272, Khæmopet.
$^{i2}.350$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 3
Thebes. TT 273, Sayemiof.
$^{i2}.351$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 5-6
Thebes. TT 274, Amenwahsu.
$^{i2}.351$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 6
Thebes. TT 270, Amenemwia.
$^{i2}.350$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 8
Thebes. TT 275, Sebkmosi.
$^{i2}.352$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 8
Thebes. TT 276, Amenemopoet.
$^{i2}.352$

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 5
Thebes. Rameseum. Qurnet Murai.
$^{i2}.685$
Brick Chapel, Dyn. XVIII.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 7
Thebes. TT 383, Mermosi.
Omit.
Cones and small objects

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 9
Thebes. Tomb of °Abau (unnumbered?)
Omit.
Name.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 10
Thebes. TT 10, Penby and Kaa
Omit.

Description of caveaux.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 10-11
i.6
Description.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 11-12
Thebes. TT 298, Bâki.
i.379
Short description of Chapel.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 11-12
Thebes. TT 329, Mosî. Annexed tomb.
i.397
Short description mentioning stela, now in Paris, Musée du Louvre, C. 280.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 66-8
Tell Atrîb (Athribis). Finds
iv.66

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 127-30
Saqqâra. Objects from tombs
iii.737

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 131-2
Tûkh el-Malaq, Qâha
iv.67
Texts of fragment from obelisk of Meneptah, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17025.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 133-4
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Temple of Harsaphes. Court.
i.118A
Royal titles of triad of Ramesses II and divinities, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 136
Tell Atrîb (Athribis). Kâfr Manâqîr.
i.67
Texts from pillar of statue of Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46438.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 141-3 [i]
8
Texts of mummy-boards of Petneteru (?), Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 143-4 [ii]
8
Texts of mummy-boards of Imhotep (?), Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
Boulos in ASAE xix (1920), 145-8
Thebes. TT 93, Kenamun.
Omit.
Description of funerary statuettes (stolen) found near Giza.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 149-52
Thebes. TT 93, Kenamun.
Omit.
Texts of funerary statuettes (stolen) found near Giza.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 150-1
From Giza to Abuśir. Finds
Omit.
Ushabtis of Kenamun (TT 93), found at Zâwyet Abi Musallem.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 163-4
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii².338
Text of stele of Tiberius, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 22198.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 165-6
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii².339
Text of stele of Tiberius, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 22193.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 171-2
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii².339
Cartouches of Achoris from re-used blocks.

Daressy in ASAE xix (1920), 176-8
Names of deceased and mother from sarcophagus of Tisikrates, Ptolemaic, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, D 40.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 177-84
Karnak. Temple of Mut. Sekhmet statues
ii².262
Description and distribution.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 178
Nag el-Mashâyikh. Temple
v.29A
Statues of Sekhmet (brought from Thebes by Ramesses II), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 178
Temple of Amenophis III. Found in Forecourt.
ii².452
Statues of Sekhmet.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 178, 181
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
Two statues of Sekhmet, now in Maison d'Antiquités, Medînet Habu.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 179
Kamak. Temple of Mut. Original positions unknown.
ii²,264
Statues of Sekhmet, in London, British Museum.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 180
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
ii²,265
Description of statues of Sekhmet, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 181
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
ii²,266
Description, two statues of Sekhmet, in Luxor Hotel Gardens.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 181
Kamak. Temple of Mut. Original positions unknown.
ii²,268
Three statues of Sekhmet, in Cairo, Gezira Public Gardens.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 184-200 [1-74]
Kamak. Temple of Mut. Sekhmet statues
ii²,263
Epithets.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 184 [1]
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
ii²,267
Epithet, seated statue of Sekhmet, inscribed, in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 10.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 185 [3], 186 [8]
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
ii²,266
Epithets from seated statues of Sekhmet, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 247, 249.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 185 [4]
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
ii²,266
Epithet from statue of Sekhmet, temp. Amenophis III, in Louvre A 2.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 186 [8], 193 [74]
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
ii²,266
Title from seated statue of Sekhmet, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 249.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 186 [9] cf. 181
Kamak. Temple of Mut.
ii²,268
Title of one statue of Sekhmet, in Luxor Hotel Gardens.
Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 186 [11]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i2.265
Title, inscribed statues of Sekhmet, in London, British Museum, EA 16 and 73.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 187 [25]
i2.265
Title from statue of Sekhmet, in London, British Museum, EA 88.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 7 [27], 188 [31]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i2.266

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 188 [29]
i2.265
Epithet, statue of Sekhmet (inscribed), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.8.1.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 188 [32]
Temple of Amenophis III.
i2.265

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 189 [35]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i2.266
Epithet from seated statue of Sekhmet, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 248.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 189 [36]
i2.265
Title, inscribed statue of Sekhmet, in London, British Museum, EA 518.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 189 [37]
i2.266

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 189 [38]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i2.265
Epithet, statue of Sekhmet, inscribed, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.8.5.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 189 [40]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i2.267
Epithet, seated statue of Sekhmet, inscribed, in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 147 (Inv. 235).

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 190 [45], 190 [48]
i2.265
Titles, inscribed statues of Sekhmet, in London, British Museum, EA 57, 68.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 191 [57]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
ii².267
Epithet, seated statue of Sekhmet, inscribed, in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 138 (called 38) (Inv. 252)

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 191 [58]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
ii².266
Title from seated statue of Sekhmet, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 191 [59]
ii².264
Epithets, statues of Sekhmet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 63.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 191 [60]
ii².264
Epithets, statues of Sekhmet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 64.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 191 [61]
ii².264
Epithets, statues of Sekhmet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 65.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 191 [62]
ii².264
Epithets, statues of Sekhmet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 66.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 191-2 [63], 192 [64], 192 [65]
ii².263
Epithets, statues of Sekhmet, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 7266, 7267, 7268.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 192 [66]
i².264
Epithets, seated statue of Sekhmet, in St. Petersburg, Hermitage Museum, 149.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 192 [67-9]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i².268
Three statues of Sekhmet, in Cairo, Gezeria Gardens

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 192 [70-1]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i².268
Titles of two inscribed statues of Sekhmet, in Alexandria Place Sa'id.
Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 193 [72]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
ii².268
Inscribed statue of Sekhmet, in Brussels, Royal Palace.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 193 [73]
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
ii².268
Epithet, one Sekhmet statue, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, ÄS 78.

see Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 193 [bottom]
ii².264
Statue of Sekhmet, in Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, ÄE. I.N. 34, another statue (broken), in Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, ÄE. I.N. 669.

Gauthier in ASAE xix (1920), 193 n. 2
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
Omit.
Statue of Sekhmet, in Copenhagen, Nationalmuseet.

Châban in ASAE xix (1920), 209
Saqqâra. West Step Pyramid. Late Period Shaft.
iii².612
Fragment from Book of the Dead on coffin.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 4-6
El-Hilla. Miscellaneous
v.171A

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 7
Tell el-Muqâdâm. Finds
iv.38
Text of jamb of Ramessides III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37686.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 8-9 [1]
Tanis. Other remains from Temple.
iv.22A
Colossal statue of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 575.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 9 [2]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².52
Colossal statue group of Sethos II and of Queen Takhat, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1198.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 9 [3]
Armant. Miscellaneous
v.161A
Colossal statue of Ramessides II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44668.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 9 [4]
Tanis. Great Temple. Other Remains
iv.22A
Statue of Ramesses II holding standards, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37481.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 9-10 [5]
Tanis. Transverse line of Royal Statues
iv.20A
Grey granite statue (106) of Meneptah, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37483.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 10 [6]
Abû Qîr. Miscellaneous
iv.2A
Statue of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 574.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 10 [7]
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.142
Statue of Ramesses III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42149.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 10 [8]
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.142
Statue of Ramesses III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42150.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 10 [10]
iv.51A

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 10-11 [11]
Tell el-Yahûdiya. Temple of Ramesses II.
iv.56A
Colossal statue of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1228.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 11 [12]
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Temple Area. Finds
ii.775
Fragments of group, Meneptah slays Libyan captive, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1240.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 11 [13] cf. 13-14
Karnak. Cachette.
i.142
Statue of Ramesses VI with prisoner, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42152.

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 41-121
iv.169-74
Texts

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 41-121 pl. i
iv.169-74
Plan.
Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 41-121 pl. ii
v.169-74
View.

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 41-121 pl. iii
v.169-74
Winnowing and laden asses at (47)-(52).

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 41-121 pl. iv
v.169-74
Four offering bearers from base at (70)-(80).

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 122
v.33
Texts of two stelae, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum: stela of Tenro, JE 43148, and stela of Khaptah, JE 45051[=45780].

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 124-6
Saft el-Hinna. Miscellaneous.
v.11

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 129
Abydos. Miscellaneous.
v.93
Texts of stela of Yuny, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34620.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 138-9
vii.325(28)
Correction of text of Yuny.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 143-4
ii².144
Statue of Bener-merut and Merytamon, daughter of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42171.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 147-60
Thebes. TT 1, Sennedjem.
i.2
Translation of part of Toda’s account and list of names.

Daressy/Toda in ASAE xx (1920), 150
Thebes. TT 1, Sennedjem.
i.3(5)
Daressy/Toda in ASAE xx (1920), 151-6
Thebes. TT 1, Sennedjem.
i.2.4
Description of finds in Sarcophagus Chamber.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 162
Shôbek.
i.58
Text of statue-group of Play, Ramesside, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46763.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 165-6
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. Tombs of the Priests of Amun.
i.2.635
Sun-bark drawn by jackals and donkeys, from coffin of Esamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 6290-4 (JE 29611).

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 167-8 [1]
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii.3.864

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 168 [2] (text)
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii.3.872
Upper part of block of Ramesses II offering incense, in Detroit MI, Institute of Arts, 65, 2.

see Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 169 [3]
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous. Blocks
iii.2.872
Ptah writing name of Ramesses II on persea-leaf.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 169 [4]
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii.2.872
Text of block with names of Ramesses II and son Rameses-userpehti.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 169-70 [5]
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii.2.873
Texts of two blocks, Sesonchis III and Tjekerti, before Sekhmet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46915.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 170-1 [6]
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii.2.873
Text of block with remains of a goddess, text mentioning Djeeubatesankh, Dyn. XXII.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 171 [7]
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii.2.874
Text of quartzite jamb of Amasis wearing Red Crown.

Daressy in ASAE xx (1920), 175-80
Madâmûd. Cemetery.
v.150
Texts of sarcophagus of Barshi called Harpaesi, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 29313.

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 209-10
Tûna. Tomb of Petosiris
iv.169-74
Texts of coffin of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46592.

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 211
Tûna. Tomb of Petosiris
iv.169-74
Texts of fragment of sarcophagus, probably of Zedhutefankh, in Turin, Musæo Egizio.

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 215-22
Tûna. Tomb of Petosiris
iv.169-74
Texts of funerary procession etc. in (81)-(82).

Lefebvre in ASAE xx (1920), 232
Tûna. Tomb of Petosiris
iv.169-74
Names of daughters and servants in (81)-(82).

Daresay, G. in ASAE xxi (1921), 1-6 pl.
804-085-100
Lintel below torus, mythological figures and line of text with cartouche of a Ptolemy above, sandstone, late Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Daresay in ASAE xxi (1921), 2-6
Sâkha (Xoïs)
iv.49
Texts of plaque with series of demons, Ptolemaic or Roman, in Tanta Museum.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 18-21
Tell Atrib. Miscellaneous.
v.66
Texts from two jambs and two lintels of Mentemtawi, Ramesside, one jamb in Uppsala, Victoria Museum for Egyptiska Fornskr, 2346.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 23-6 pl. i
Tell el-Muqâdâm. Tomb. Dyn. XXII(?)
v.39
Jewellery and canopic jars of Queen Merymut Keram, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45337-59.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 26
Tell el-Muqâdâm. Tomb. Dyn. XXII(?)
v.39
Text of canopic jar of Pipu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45360.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 27
Tell el-Muqâdâm. Tomb. Dyn. XXII(?)
v.39
Text of block of Osorkon II.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 27-32 pl. ii [upper]
Tell el-Fara'n.
iv.45
Bas-relief, offerings brought to Harhotep, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46591.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 32-3 pl. ii [lower]
Heliopolis Tell HIsn. North Part of Great Enclosure.
iv.61
Bas-relief of son of Niankhre and Tjespepipert with marsh scene, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41432.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 34
Saqqâra. Tombs Position Unknown. Henat end of Dyn. XXVI.
iii.719
Texts from bas-relief, offering bearers before deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 28.5.24.8.

see Gauthier, H. in ASAE xxi (1921), 35-6
Temp. No. 28.5.24.4
804-071-100
Tomb lintel, Pedesi P3-dj-3st, Prophet of Neith, seated on right, with scribe recording before him and a procession of offering bearers with baskets on heads leading animals, Dyn. XXVI to early Dyn. XXVII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. Nos 9.7.24.5 (Pedesi seated) and 28.5.24.4.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 36-7
Sa el-Hagar. Miscellaneous. Various.
iv.48
Texts on stand of sphinx of Psammethek I or II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 5.6.19.1.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 37-8
Tell el-Fara'n (Buto). Miscellaneous.
iv.45A (moved from iv.47)
Texts of statuette of goddess Buto, dedicated by Iwadj, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46801.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 39
Tûkh el-Malaq. El-Barâ'dra
iv.67
Texts from stela, Ptolemy before Horus Khentekhtai, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 3.4.21.3.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 40-60
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusri.
iv.169
General reference to texts.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 40-8 with text on 41.
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusri.
iv.171
Text of Djehutrekh at (56).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 48-50 with text on 48-9
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.173
Offering text at (89).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 50-2 with text on 50-1
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.173
Offering text of Djedjehutefankh at (125).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 52-9 with text on 52-3
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.173
Speech of Djedjehutefankh at (137).

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 63
Karnak. Miscellaneous. Statues.
i.2.293
Text from lower part of statue of Sebekhotp (Khaneferre) IV, seated on throne, in Karnak magazine.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 64-7 [3-5] (=Ann. Serv. xxii, pl. [1-3])
Edfu Tell. Finds. Stelae.
v.203
Texts of stelae of Khuy, etc., late Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46784-6.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 67-70 [6] figs. 2, 3
i.2.837
Ushabti box of Pateuemdiamun, New Kingdom, probably in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 70 [7]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Finds.
i.2.427
Text of fragment of statue of Humay, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 18.1.28.1.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 70-1 [8] fig. 4
8
Faience ank was amulet of Taharqa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46791.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 71 [9] fig. 5
Karnak. Found near Temple of Khons.
i.2.244
Votive stela with figure of Khons, Dyn. XXVI.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 72-3 [10] fig. 6
Dendera. Miscellaneous. Statues.
v.116
Base of statuette with two hymns, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46918.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 74 [13] fig. 9
v.204
Fragment of stela of Hatyay, Dyn. XIX or XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46749.
see Schiaparelli in ASAE xxi (1921), 126-8
Gebelein.
v.162
General account.

Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 129-31
i.600
Account of jewellery.

see Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 137 [left]
Thebes. TT 320. Royal Cache.
Omit. (From Maspero)
Hieratic text on coffin of Ramesses I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 61018.

see Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 137 [right]
Thebes. TT 320, Inhapi.
i.393
Clay sealing, temp. Siamun.

Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 138-9 [1] (texts only)
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous
iv.121

Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 139-40 [2] (texts only)
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous
iv.121
Stela of Bekenptah, [temp. Sesonchis III], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 11.9.21.17.

Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 140 [3] (texts only)
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous
iv.121

Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 141-3 [4] (texts only)
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous
iv.121
Torso of statue of Semtutefnakht, temp. Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47109.

Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 143-4 [5] (texts only)
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous
iv.121
Kneeling statue of Ankh-tjeker, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47110.

see Daressy in ASAE xxi (1921), 139 [bottom]-40
Karnak. Great Temple. Central Court of Temple of Sesonchis I.
ii.108
Text of Bekemptah (from Annals), year 39 Sesonchis III.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 145-62
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.169
Description.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 145-9
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.172
Texts from scene at (65).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 149-51
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.173
Speech of Djedjehutefankh at (126).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 151-4
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.171
Text of Seshu (father) at (55).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 154-8
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.173
Prayer of Seshu to Thoth at (115).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 158-61
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.173
Offering text and text of Seshu at (116).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 162
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.169
Text of lintel at (3).

Baraize in ASAE xxi (1921), 175-82 figs. 1, 2
i.591
Description, plan and section.

Baraize in ASAE xxi (1921), 185-7
Thebes. South Tomb of Queen Hatshepsut. Tomb name unknown.
Omit.
Description, plan and section. Uninscribed.

Edfu Tell. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.202
Stela of Harsekher, temp. Dedumes (Zadneferre), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46988 (called JE
Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 190-2 fig. 2
   v.204
   (Earlier) fragment of stela of Amenemhet, temp. Sabacon, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46916.

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 193-4
Valley of the Kings. KV 1, Ramesses VII.
   Omit.
   Alabaster ushabtis

Engelbach in ASAE xxi (1921), 195-6 fig. 4
Aswán. Small Temple of Domitian.
   v.224
   View and cartouches

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 198-203
Heliopolis. El-Mataiyâ. Tomb of Ramsî, Dyn. XXV-XXVI.
   iv.62
   Texts from lintel and jambs, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47120.

Gauthier in ASAE xxi (1921), 212-13
Tell Atrib. Miscellaneous.
   iv.66
   Texts of statue roup of Ramesses II and two divinities

Abou Seif in ASAE xxi (1921), 214-21 pl. fig. 2 (plan)
Karnak. Found west of Temple of Khons
   ii.2.244

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 222-45
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusîri.
   iv.172(81)
   Biographical text of deceased from lower register (also as general reference on 169).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 245-6
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusîri.
   iv.173
   Additional note to text at (116).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxi (1921), 246
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusîri.
   iv.173
   Additional note to text at (102).

Edgar in ASAE xxii (1922), 1
Naucratis Temple.
   iv.50
   Texts from obelisk of Ptolemy I, in Tanta Museum.

Edgar in ASAE xxii (1922), 4-5
Naucratis. Temple.
iv.50
Texts from blocks with nome-list of Ptolemy I, in Tanta Museum.

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 17-32 pl. figs. 1-6
Gebelein. Necropolis. Various
v.163
Wooden club with pictographs, Protodynastic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 26602.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxii (1922), 33-40
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.171-2
Biographical text of deceased at (59).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxii (1922), 40-6
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.171-2
Biographical text of deceased at (62).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxii (1922), 46-8
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.171-2
Additional note and text of Seshu at (55).

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 63-4 [1, 2]
Karnak. Objects. Various
ii.301
Texts from bricks of Menkheperre and Esiemkhebi, one in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43607.

see Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 64 [3-4]
Karnak. Objects. Reliefs, etc.
ii.297
Blocks and cornice fragment of Osorkon I.

see Pilet in ASAE xxii (1922), 68 [37]
Karnak. Temple of Khons. Finds
ii.244
Statue-base of Amenophis III with nine bows re-used in foundations

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 75-6
Valley of the Kings
Omit.
Ostracon of Hay with deceased before Mertesger and hieratic text, Dyn. XX, found in tomb KV 49, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 25764 (JE 49865).

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 77
Tell el-Muqdâm. Mit Ya'îsh.
i.39
Texts from stela of Osorkon II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46789.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 84-5 cf. 83
Sais. Miscellaneous
iv.48
Texts of lid of sarcophagus of Wehebre, and additional fragment, Saite.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 86-8
Near Lake Maryût.
iv.6

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 88-90
Saïs. Miscellaneous
iv.47(c)
Texts of three statues of Wehebre, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 679, JE 34043, 34044, and another.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 90 cf. 89
Saïs. Miscellaneous
iv.47A
Text of statue of Wehebre, Saite, in Cairo JE 34045.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 91-2
Alexandria. Miscellaneous
iv.5
Texts of lower part statue of Wehebre, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 677.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 92
Saïs. Miscellaneous
iv.47(b)
Text of statue of Wehebre, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 679.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 93
Saïs. Miscellaneous
iv.47(f)
Text of kneeling statue of Wehebre with naos, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 94
Saïs. Miscellaneous
iv.47(d)
Texts of squatting (?) statue of Wehebre, Saite (cast formerly in Crystal Palace, present whereabouts unknown), probably from here.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 95
Saïs. Miscellaneous
iv.47(e)
Texts statue of Wehebre, Saite (perhaps from here), in Louvre, Musée du Louvre, A 91.

Giron in ASAE xxii (1922), 108
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous
v.115A
Block of Ptolemy, son of Paras, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 50045.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 114-16 pl. [1]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203
Stela of Khuy, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46784.
Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 114-16 pl. [2]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203
Stela of Harbehdetimosu, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46786.
Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 114-16 pl. [3]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203
Stela of Harkerhuf, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 46785.
Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 114-15 pl. [4]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203
Stela of Iuf, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 63949.
Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 115-16 pl. [5]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203
Stela of Nebiref, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 16.2.22.21.
Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 116 pl. [6]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203
Fragment of stela of parents of Queen Sebkemsaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 16.2.22.23.
Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 116-17 pl. [7]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Stela of Hori, Middle Kingdom.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 117 pl. [8]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Stela of Hanekeht, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 16.2.22.22.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 117-18 pl. [9]
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Offering table of Harwenef, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 16.2.22.20.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 118-19
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 119-20
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Texts of stela of Senbu.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 120-1
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Texts of stela of Hori.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 121-2
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Texts of stela of Ibia.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 122-3
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Texts of stela of Rensoneb.

Engelbach in ASAE xxii (1922), 123
Edfu Tell. Finds
v.203-4
Offering table of Menkh, Middle Kingdom.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxii (1922), 139-55
Túna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
v.172(60-1)
Texts of sons, etc. from 2nd register.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxii (1922), 155-6
Túna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
v.173(116)A
Part of text.

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 167-8
Deir el-Bahri. Great Temple. Found in Upper Court.
ii.2.359
Text of additional fragment of stela (held by statue) of Mentemhet, temp. Taharqa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1098.

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 169-75 fig. 1
Berenice. Temple of Serapis.
vii.326
Plan.

see Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 181 fig. 5
Red Sea Routes. Valleys to south-west of Berenice.
vii.326A
Map.

see Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 176
Red Sea Routes. Valleys to south-west of Berenice.
vii.326A
Text of Ptolemy III at Wâdi Ḥodein.

see Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 177-81
Red Sea Routes. Valleys to south-west of Berenice.
vii.326A
Description of El-Abraq.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 199
iv.48
Texts of column of Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35134.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 200
Cairo. Re-used blocks. After Dyn. XX
iv.71
Text of column of Apries (originally from Sais), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47835.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 201
Ganâq.
iv.49
Text of column of Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 22.12.20.2.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 202-3
iv.48
Text of fragment of sarcophagus of Harkhebi, Saite or Ptolemaic.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 204-5
Mit Rahina. Ptah Enclosure. Finds.
iii2.850
Names from block of King Amenemhet before Sekhmet, Dyn. XXI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 3.7.24.11.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 205-7
iii2.203, 202
Text of blocks of Merykhufu, from his tomb north of tomb of Khnemdjedef.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 207
iii2.203, 202
Name and titles from drum of Khnemdjedef.

Gauthier in ASAE xxii (1922), 208
Memphis.
Omit.
Text of ushabti of Achoris.

Kuentz in ASAE xxii (1922), 233-4
ii2.335(215)
Texts of Ramesses II attacking Syrian fortress.

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 237 fig. 1
Kamak. Objects in Museums. Various.
ii2.300
Udjat plaque, King Menkheperre.
see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 237 [near bottom]
ii².293
A King, granite, Middle Kingdom.

see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 237-8 fig. 3
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Blocks
ii².297
(b) Block with cartouches of Shepenwept II, in Karnak Museum.

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 238-40 pl. i [1, 2]
ii².63
Alabaster bark-shrine of Amenophis I, description and scene: King running towards Atum.

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 241
Karnak. Seventh Pylon. In front of South Face
ii².171
Naos of Sesostris I.

Karnak. Ninth Pylon. South Face
ii².181
View showing position of Marriage Stela.

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 250 pl. iv fig. 4
ii².182
Block with relief Amenophis IV.

see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 251 [1]
ii².182
Head of divine adoratress, Dyn. XXV-XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47281.

see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 252 [2]
ii².182

see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 252 [4]
ii².183
Head of hawk, in Karnak Magazine.

see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 252 [3]
ii².182
Headless statue of Senenmut with princess, temp. Hatshepsut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47278.

see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 252 [5]
Karnak. Found in Court IV between Ninth and Tenth Pylons.
ii².184
Crouching statue of Esmin, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47277.

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 252 [6] cf. 253-4 figs. 5, 6
i^2.181
Cartouche-plaques of Sethos II, originally stuck into wall of west thickness; one in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47296.

see Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 255 [top]
Karnak. Eighth Pylon. South Face.
i^2.176
Porch of Rameses IX (reconstructed).

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 255 [near top]
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. Doorway.
i^2.189(585(i))
Cartouche of Taharqa at (j) (called Ninth Pylon in error).

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 255 [7] fig. 7
i^2.183
Lower part of stela, divinity with lion under chair, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47279.

Pillet in ASAE xxii (1922), 257-9 pl. v
Karnak. South Temple of Rameses III.
i^2.273
Plan.

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 261-2 [1]
Karnak. Court between 7th and 8th Pylons. Finds.
i^2.173

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 262 [2]
i^2.182
Text from head of divine adoratress, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47281.

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 262-5 [3]
i^2.182
Texts from statue of Senmut and princess, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47278.

see Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 263 n. 1
Karnak. Great Temple. Miscellaneous
Omit.
Statue of Senenmut, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 2296.

Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 265-6 [4]
Karnak. Court between Ninth and Tenth Pylons. Finds
i^2.184
Texts of crouching statue of Esmin, early Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47277.
Daressy in ASAE xxii (1922), 266-8 [5]
Kamak. C. South Temple of Rameses II. Various
ii.274
Texts of stela. Horus on the crocodiles of Zekhons efankh, Dyn. XXI or XXII, (Late Period), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 47280.

see Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 1
Asyût. North-West Cemetery.
v.267A
Excavations by Kamal in 1913-14.

Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 2-6 [1, 2]
Asyût. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.268
Texts of Wepwauatemhet and Mesehti, in Minya Museum 272-3.

Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 8-13 [4-7]
Asyût. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.268
Texts of four coffins, in Minya Museum, 275-8.

Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 15-28 [9-15]
Asyût. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.268

Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 31-2 [17]
Asyût. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.268

Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 6-8 [3]
Deir Durunka. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.269
Texts of Wepay, in Minya Museum, 274.

Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 13-15 [8]
Deir Durunka. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.269
Texts of Heka, in Tanta Museum, 549.

Gauthier and Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 29-30 [16]
Deir Durunka. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.269
Texts of Ankh, in Tanta Museum, 766.

see Sottas in ASAE xxiii (1923), 34-46
Asyût. Rock-tomb. Hepdjeifa III.
iv.264(6)
Demotic papyri.

Daressy in ASAE xxiii (1923), 47-8
Mît Rahîna. Miscellaneous

iii².870
Text of stela of Amaâs, year 29, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37494 (called 37974 in error).

see Daressy in ASAE xxiii (1923), 49-52
Minûf. Finds
iv.67A
Trilingual stela (now lost).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 65-7
Tûna. Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.169
Discussion of biographical text.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 69-70 (=Edgar and Rocher, 6, 7)
Babût el-Hîgâra. Temple of Isis. Blocks of Ptolemy II.
iv.41
Texts of two blocks, in Tanta, Court of Musée Municipal.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 71
Tanta.
iv.45
Text of fragment with cartouches of Amaâs, in Tanta Museum, 981.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 71
Tanta.
iv.45
Cartouches from granite fragment of Amaâs, in Tanta Museum, 981.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 72
Tanta. Mahâlet Mahûm.
iv.46
Text from block with protocol of Amaâs

see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 110
Kamak. Great Temple. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².53
Blocks of Amenophis IV.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 112-17
ii².63-4
Bark-shrine of Amenophis I.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 112-17 pl. iii [1]
ii².63-4
Relief with bark, from interior.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 112-17 pl. iii [2]
ii².63-4
Relief of Amun and Tuthmosis I, from exterior.
see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 112
71
Blocks from alabaster shrine of Tuthmosis IV.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 118-21
i
ii.64
Blocks from Shrine of Hatshepsut.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 118-21 pl. iv [top]
ii.71
Queen before bark from interior, South side V.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 118-21 pl. iv [middle]
ii.71
Queen and Thoth before Ennead (unplaced).

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), cf. 118-21 pl. iv [bottom]
ii.65
Two names from exterior, North side.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 122
ii.130
Text on base.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 121-3 pl. v [1]
Karnak. Girdle Wall. South Side.
ii.127
Eight scenes, Ramesses II before divinities, etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 122-3
Karnak. Girdle Wall. South Side.
ii.128(469)
Text of King presenting pillar in 31 at (469).

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 122 (top) pl. v [2]
ii.128(469)
Ramesses II with obelisks before Hu.

see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 123
Karnak. Q. Temple of Taharqa. Exterior North Wall.
Omit.
Relief of Psammetikhos II.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 125 [top] pl. vi
Karnak. Temple of Amenophis II.
ii.185
see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 125-9
Karnak. Great Temple. Buildings on Transverse Axis
ii.185
Description.

see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 128
Karnak. Great Temple. Buildings on Transverse Axis
ii.186(576)
Mention of oracle-text of Piankh at (0.1).

see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 128-9
Karnak. Court IV, East Wall.
ii.183(550)
Blocks of Amenophis IV.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 129-31 pl. viii
Karnak. Tenth Pylon.
ii.187
Views of south face of Entrance.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 134 pl. viii
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. South face.
ii.189(587)
Base of Colossus of Amenophis II, showing offering bearers

see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 133 [bottom]
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. South face.
Omit.
Door of Petubaste, inscription of Taharqa

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 134 [7]
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. South face.
ii.189(587)
Fragment from south-east corner found re-used in South Face of Seventh Pylon.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 135
ii.255
Cartouches of Ptolemy II and Ptolemy III.

see Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 136-7
Karnak. Mut Enclosure. A. Temple of Khonspekrod Dyn. XVIII.
ii.270
Description.

Pillet in ASAE xxiii (1923), 143-58 pl. i figs. 1-5
Karnak. Seventh Pylon in front of South Face. Finds
ii.171
Naos of Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47276.

Engelbach in ASAE xxiii (1923), 161-2 fig.
Armant. Miscellaneous. v.160
Base of triad of Sesostris I and divinities, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 18.1.28.1.

Engelbach in ASAE xxiii (1923), 163-4
Aswān. Miscellaneous. Various v.244
Upper part of obelisk of Amenophis II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17015.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 167-8
Sakha. Kafir Matbûl. iv.45
Texts of two colossal double-statues of Memphites with R.e.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 169-70 [xix]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous. Various iv.34
Texts of two jambs of Bay, temp. Ramesses III.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 170-1 [xx]
Tell el-Yahudiya. Nûb Tâha iv.58
Upper part of naos dedicated by Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47580.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 171-3 [xxi]
Ausm. Temple of Horus iv.68
Texts from blocks of Nektanebos I, one probably in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 35496.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 174 [xxii]
Bahbit el-Higâra, El-Mahalla el-Kubra. iv.42
Text from torso of Hagi (Shedu-name in Bibl.), temp. Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47291.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 175-6 [xxiii]
Tell el-Muqdam. Finds. iv.38
Text of stela with adoration of Re-Harakhti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiii (1923), 178-82 [xxiv] pls i, ii
El-Qantara, Tell Abû Sefâ. iv.6
Parts of monument of Sethos I and Ramesses II, in Ismârîliâ Public Garden.

Engelbach in ASAE xxiii (1923), 183-6 figs. 1, 2
Edfu Tell. Finds. Stelae. v.203
Stelae of Ramosi and Haremkaef, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48229-30.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxiii (1923), 229-45
Tûna. Cemetery.
iv.175
Lid of sarcophagus of Tadepakem, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 29316.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxiv (1924), 6-9
vi.71(49)
Corrections of text.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxiv (1924), 9
V. Amada. Temple. Entrance
vi.67(5)
Stela (corrections).

see Gauthier in ASAE xxiv (1924), 9
V. Amada. Temple. Entrance
vi.69(28)-29
Corrections of text.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxiv (1924), 9
V. Amada. Temple. Entrance
vi.72(69)-(70)
South Side-chapel, lower register, title of second scene.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 55, 58 pl. i
Kamak. Third Pylon. Shrine of Amenophis II.
i.2.71
Alabaster block from ceiling with lintel.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 57-9
Kamak. Third Pylon. Shrine of Amenophis II.
i.2.71
General account.

see Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 56-7
i.2.63
Dedication-text from jambs of bark, shrine of Amenophis I.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 59-60 pl. ii
Kamak. Third Pylon. Alabaster bark. Shrine of Tuthmosis IV.
i.2.72
Blocks, King before bark etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 60-1 pl. iii [upper]
i.2.70
Blocks with barks, acrobats, crowning-scene, etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 60-1 pl. v [lower]
i.2.71
Blocks with barks, acrobats, crowning-scene, etc.
Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 60-4
i^2^64
Blocks with barks, acrobats, crowning-scene, etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 60-1 pl. iv [upper]
i^2^66
Blocks with barks, acrobats, crowning-scene, etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 60-1 pl. iii [lower]
i^2^67
Blocks with barks, acrobats, crowning-scene, etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 60-1 pl. iv [lower]
i^2^67
Blocks with barks, acrobats, crowning-scene, etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 60-1 pl. v [upper]
i^2^68
Blocks with barks, acrobats, crowning-scene, etc.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 65-8
Karnak. Great Temple. Third Pylon. Miscellaneous
i^2^73
Text of pedestal of Amenemhet III and IV.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 72-3 pl. vii
i^2^127, 130
View of west end with scenes and part of text of Ramesses II on base.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 73 pl. vii
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds. Cartouches
i^2^52
Kneeling statue of Sethos II with table of offerings.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 74-5 pl. viii [2]
i^2^219
View of South exterior wall.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 77 pl. viii [1]
Karnak. Eighth Pylon. South face.
i^2^175
View of west wing.

see Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 78
Karnak. Eighth Pylon. South face.
i^2^175
Porch of Ramesses IX.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), pl. viii [2]
Karnak. Q. Colossal Scarab of Amenophis III.
i2.221
View.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 78-9 pl. ix
Karnak. Eighth Pylon.
i2.177
Stela of Amenophis II.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 80-1 pls. x, xi
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Eighth and Ninth Pylons. Festival Temple of Amenophis II.
i2.185
Views

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 80 pl. xi [1]
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Eighth and Ninth Pylons. Festival Temple of Amenophis II.
i2.186(575)
Statue group of King protected by god, with statuette of prince by right leg.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 81
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. Blocks of Amenophis IV.
i2.191
Cartouches etc. from other blocks

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 82-3 [ii] fig.
Karnak. Court IV between Ninth and Tenth Pylons. Finds. Found in Court.
i2.184
Small obelisk of Ramesses III.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 84-6
i2.1
Description.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 85
Karnak. Temple of Montu. Quay.
i2.2(1)
Cartouches of Psammetikhos I and Nitocris on re-used block.

Abou-Seif in ASAE xxiv (1924), 91-6 pl.
Samannûd. Finds
iv.44
Sarcophagi of Shbenmin and son Ankh-Hor, Persian Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48447, 48446 (numbers reversed by Abou-Seif).

Firth in ASAE xxiv (1924), 122 fig. 1
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure
iii.412
Plan.

Firth in ASAE xxiv (1924), 122-7 pls ii [2], iii [2] cf. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.412
View of South Building.

Firth in ASAE xxiv (1924), 122-7 pls ii [1], iii [1] cf. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.413
View of North Building.

Firth in ASAE xxiv (1924), 126
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Galleries
iii.403
Text of King Nubufer from bowl, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55294.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxiv (1924), 133-4
ii.146
Text of statue of Roma, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37874.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxiv (1924), 136
Karnak. Court between Seventh and Eighth Pylons. East Wall.
ii.173
Text of high-priest [Amenhotep].

Lefebvre, G. in ASAE xxiv (1924), 136-9 [ii] fig. on 138
right side
801-626-172
Lower part of seated statue of Siamun S3-jmn, Overseer of the storehouse of Amun, etc., with sons
Nebophtire Nb-phtjr (dedicator of the statue) and Siamun S3-jmn Mersu Mr-sw, both wab-priests of
Amun, in relief on sides of seat, text mentioning Amun-Re lord of the Thrones of the Two Lands, and
Atum, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo Mus. CG 864 (JE 26034).

Lefebvre in ASAE xxiv (1924), 139-45 [iii]
Karnak. Eighth Pylon.
ii.177
Text of stela of Amenophis II.

Engelbach in ASAE xxiv (1924), 159-60 pl.
iv.163
Stone tomb, Saite.

Engelbach in ASAE xxiv (1924), 169-77 pl.
Tell el-Farâîn (Buto).
iv.45
Cache of Saite bronzes (with plan of site), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum. Plate=hawk-reliquary, in Cairo,
Egyptian Museum, JE 49671).

see Engelbach in ASAE xxiv (1924), 180
Tell Atrib.
iv.65
Positions of certain finds on survey maps.

Engelbach in ASAE xxiv (1924), 181-5 pls i-iv
Tell Atrib.
iv.65
Cache of treasure, Dyn. XXVI, XXX, (including plaque of Bekennefi, temp. Piankhy), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48859.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 187 cf. 191-2 [1] fig. 1
Hurabût.
iv.27
Lion door-bolt from naos of Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48887.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 192 [2] fig. 3
iii².863
Bronze lion-bolt, probably Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37765.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 192-3 [3, 5] fig. 4
8
Three bronze lion-bolts, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49066, 49068-9.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 194-5 fig. 7
8
Stone lion-bolt, Ptolemaic or Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49067.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 193-4 fig. 5
Kharabat Batn Atrib.
iv.103A
Wooden lion door bolt, Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36450.

Pillet in ASAE xxiv (1924), 194 [2] fig. 6
iv.115A
Wooden lion door-bolt, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29201.

Gauthier in ASAE xxiv (1924), 198
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Iput.
iii².397
Texts of two copper cups of a Queen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48885-6.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 3
ii².22
Text of Pinedjem, High priest, son of Piankh, from scene on block in front of sphinx, Dyn. XXI.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 7-8 figs.
ii².53
Blocks of Amenophis IV, found beneath floor.
see Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 10-12 pl. ii
ii².127
Tuthmosis III (line of text) and Ramesses II (scenes).

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 11 pl. ii
Karnak. O. Covered staircae. Dyn. XXV.
ii².218
View.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 12-13 pl. iii
Karnak. M. Temple of Amen-re Harakhti of Ramesses II.
ii².208
View.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 13-19 [x] pl. iv
Karnak. Enclosure of Mut. A. Temple of Khonspekhrod, Dyn. XVIII.
ii².271
Three registers of King before Amun, from alabaster block of Amenophis II used as base for north
colossus of Ramesses II.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 13-19 [x] pls. v, vi
Karnak. Enclosure of Mut. A. Temple of Khonspekhrod, Dyn. XVIII.
ii².270
Views of temple.

see Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 13, 17
Karnak. Enclosure of Mut. A. Temple of Khonspekhrod, Dyn. XVIII.
Omit.
One crio-sphinx half buried.

see Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 16
Karnak. Enclosure of Mut. A. Temple of Khonspekhrod, Dyn. XVIII.
ii².270-2
Fragment of statue of Haremakhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49157.

see Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 17
ii².271
Osiride colossal statues of Tuthmosis IV, usurped by Ramesses II, in First Court.

see Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 17
ii².271
Statues of Sekhmet in granite, and remains of head of Bes in sandstone.

see Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 17
ii².271
Seated statue of Ramesses II, granite.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 18
ii.271
Bases of two small Ptolemaic sphinxes and base of granite statue of Dyn. XVIII.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 19-23 pl. vii
Karnak. Temple of Osiris Pameryes
ii.19
Description, texts, and view.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 23-4
Karnak. West of Enclosure of Monthu. L. Columned building of Nitocris
ii.19
Description, and texts of jambs

Lefebvre in ASAE xxv (1925), 25-9
iii.272
Text of marriage-stela of Ramesses II.

Jéquier in ASAE xxv (1925), 56-61 fig. 1
Dahshûr. Pyramid complex of Sesostris III.
ii.882
Description of Causeway with plan and section.

Saqqâra. Burial complex of Shepseskaf.
iii.433-4
Description, plan and sections.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 76-96
ii.139 [Now moved to i.698 see details on attached slips]
Stelae, etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,

i.698
Small stela of man before Ptah, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43570.

See Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 78
i.698
Stela of Khaemweset, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43564.
see Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 78-80 pl. i [2]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.698
Stela of Haremwi, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43565.

see Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 82-3 pl. ii [1]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.698
Stela with rams and Bay kneeling, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43566.

see Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 90 pl. ii [4]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.698
Stela fragment with Thoth and Roma, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43567.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 81-2 pl. i [3]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.699
Votive stela of Neferhotep, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43656.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 83-4 pl. ii [2]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.698
Two fragments of stela of Mentumin, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43691.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 89-90 pl. ii [3]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.699
Stela of Nebnufer before Thoth, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43571.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 93 pl. iii [1]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.699
Stela fragment of man standing, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 43574.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 91 pl. iii [2]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.699
Stela fragment of Sheritre with flowers before Tueris-Hippo, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43573.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 88-9 [3]
Thebes, Deir el-Medina. Inside Ptolemaic Enclosure.
i.699
Stela of Amenophis I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43572.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 91-93 pl. iii [4]
Thebes.
i.698
Stela of Amenophis I standing, with text of Ramesses IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43568.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 93-6 pl. iv
Stela of Ipuy, late Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43590.

Wainwright in ASAE xxv (1925), 144-5 pl. [bottom left]
El-Lahun. Miscellaneous
iv.112
Small stela, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47261.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 149 pl. i [1]
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.399
View from air.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 149-59 pls. i [2], ii [1]
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.410
Views of heb-sea Temple. Court.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 157-8 pl. ii [2]
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.411
View of building with three fluted columns.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 149-50 pl. iv [1] cf. iii
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.414
Statue of Djoser, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49158, and view of scarab.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 149 pl. iv [2]
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.407
Fragments of stelae of Djoser and princesses from Great South Court.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 156 pl. iv [3] v [1, 2]
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.410
Details from heb-sea Temple.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 158 pl. v [3]
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.412
Lintel with djed from building with three fluted columns.

Firth in ASAE xxv (1925), 155 fig. 1
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
i.ii.409
Plan of chapel in heb-sea court.

Wainwright in ASAE xxv (1925), 164-6 pls. i-iii
Nager el-Deir. Cemeteries. Various
v.26-7
Stelae of Irnes, Shemat and Khumes Overseer of disputes, First Intermediate Period, in Cairo, Egyptian
Museum, JE 48030-2.

Bruyère in ASAE xxv (1925), 174-7

Details for Topographical Catalogue of Theban tombs 335-40 with plan.

Gauthier in ASAE xxv (1925), 180

Lintel with names of six Kings, Râdedef and Sahure, text.

Kuentz in ASAE xxv (1925), 185-223 [A]

Texts of marriage stela of Rameses II.

Kuentz in ASAE xxv (1925), 186-223 [K] 1st pl. at end of vol.

Marriage stela of Rameses II.

Kuentz in ASAE xxv (1925), 188-9 [E], 191-205 [E], 218-23 [E] cf. 182-3
Elephantine. Quay. West Side.

Text of Marriage Stela of Rameses II from four blocks.

Davies in ASAE xxv (1925), 239-41

Details for Topographical Catalogue of Theban Tombs 341-44.

Edgar in ASAE xxv (1925), 256-8 pls i-ii

Bands with scene and text from jug of Tem-toneb, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 53262.

Wainwright in ASAE xxv (1925), 259-60
Abydos. Miscellaneous.

Texts of statue of Hor, good name Neferebre-emakhet, temp. Psammetikhos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47833.

Pillet in ASAE xxv (1925), 261 n. to 24
Karnak. West of Enclosure of Monthu. F. Chapel of Nitocris.

Correction of titles of Queen from jambs of door.

see Daresay in ASAE xxvi (1926), 7 (bottom)
Luxor Temple. Forecourt of Amenophis III. Walls.

Hieratic graffito from base of pilaster (north face).

see Daresay in ASAE xxvi (1926), 8
ii.337
Granite statue of Tuthmosis III.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 8 [near top]
Luxor Temple. Finds

ii.338
Two architraves of Sebekhotep II.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), cf. top 8
Luxor Temple.

ii.317(99)
Texts from bottom of stela, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 26.2.25.1.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 8
Luxor Temple Area. Finds

ii.339
Rose granite libation altar of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 28970.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 10
Medînet Habu. Finds from Temple Area

ii.526
Royal statue-base with heads of captives, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 755 (= JE 28831).

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 10

ii.506(122)
Alabaster statue of Ptah reconstructed from fragments found in 2nd Court.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 11
Deir el-Bahri. Great Temple. Upper Court. Finds
Omit.
Fragment of squatting granite statue of Mentemhet, temp. Taharqa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1098.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 13 [2]

ii.595
Additional fragments found of stela of Antef-aa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 20512.

Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 14-16 n. 3 pl.
Temple of Tuthmosis III. Annexes to Temple

ii.427
Plan and description.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 17
Armant. Miscellaneous
v.160-1A
Fragment of pillar of Amenemhet I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29060.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 17
Armant. Miscellaneous
v.160-1A
Block of Haremhab (King).

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 17
Arment. Miscellaneous
v.160-1A
Part of offering table of Peduament, Late Period.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 17
Arment. Miscellaneous
v.160-1A
Lower part of statue of Sesostris III (called Amenemhet II), and in Bild. v.199, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 422.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 17
Arment. Miscellaneous
v.160-1A
Block of Ameni, Dyn. XII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29000.

see Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 17
Arment. Miscellaneous
v.160-1A
Stela of Nefert, Dyn. XII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 28958.

Daressy in ASAE xxvi (1926), 19
Tôd. Building of Tuthmosis III.
v.169A
Blocks rebuilt in Coptic Convent.

see Abou Seif in ASAE xxvi (1926), 32-8 fig. 1
Tihna Necropolis Cemetery, Dyn. XIX-XXVI.
v.130
Description of excavation with site plans.

see Lacau in ASAE xxvi (1926), 38-41 cf. 40
Tihna Necropolis Cemetery, Dyn. XX-XXVI.
v.130
Description of tomb 3 with name of owner Ankhunnufer, Vizier, wooden mask of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49653.

Gauthier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 41-3
Tihna Necropolis Cemetery, Dyn. XX-XXVI.
v.130A
Description of ushabti giving names of Amenemopet, Ankhendjehut and Pakhredenesi, and canopic jars of Pashenesi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 1.10.27.5.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 45
Saqqâra Burial-complex of Shepseskaf. Description and views
iii?434
Mention of restoration text of Khaemweset.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 47
Saqqâra Burial-complex of Shepseskaf. Description and views
iii?434
Fragments of basalt sarcophagus.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 44-8 pl. ii cf. i
Saqqâra. Burial-complex of Shepseskaf. Description and views.

iii².434
View of sarcophagus-shaped tomb.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 48-55 pl. i
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Wedjebten.

iii².432
View of pyramid enclosure.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 48-55
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Wedjebten.

iii².432
Description.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 49-50 pls. iii, iv
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Wedjebten.

iii².433
Views of interior, IV.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 48-55 pl. v
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Wedjebten.

iii².433
Altar in sanctuary of Mortuary Temple.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 54 fig. 1
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Wedjebten.

iii².432
South-east door in Vestibule with names of officials, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49681.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 55 vi
Saqqâra. South of Pyramid of Pepy II.

iii².685
Two obelisks and ‘stèle-maison’ from mastaba of Khubawy (found in Pyramid Enclosure of Queen Wedjebten), latter in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49805.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), fig. 2 on 57
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II. M.III. Tomb of Iđi.

iii².680
Sarcophagus, end of Dyn. VI, west inner side.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 56-8
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II. M.III.

iii².680
Tomb of Iđi, end of Dyn. VI, description.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 58-60-1
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.

iii².680
Tomb of Washiptah, end of Dyn. VI, description.
Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 60-1 fig. 3
Omit.
Painted stone models of food-offerings, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49808-13, 49816-25.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 61-2
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii²:425
Description of Valley Temple.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxvi (1926), 65-6
ii²:147
Texts of statue of Hrihor, Dyn. XXI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 42190.

Lacau in ASAE xxvi (1926), 68-74
Saqqâra. Pyramid complex of Unis Seshemnufer.
iii²:615
Sarcophagus of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28121.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 82 fig. 1
Saqqâra. Serapeum.
iii²:796
Plan of part now accessible.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 83
Saqqâra. Serapeum.
iii²:797, 799
Apis XL, text of lid of Apis-sarcophagus, year 23 of Amasis (L¹).

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 84
Saqqâra. Serapeum.
iii²:797, 799
Apis XL, text of Apis-sarcophagus of Amasis (L).

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 85
Saqqâra. Serapeum.
iii²:797, 799
Apis XLIII, text on cover of Apis-sarcophagus, year 6 of Cambyses (M).

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 87
Saqqâra. Serapeum.
iii²:804-5
Text on lid of Apis-sarcophagus, Apis XLVI, year 2 of Khebesh.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 88-90
Saqqâra. Serapeum.
iii²:804-5
Texts of Apis-sarcophagus of unnumbered Apis of unknown king (R.).

see Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 92-4
Saqqâra. Serapeum. Apis XL I.
Official stela year 23 of Amasis, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, IM.4131 [N. 406; S. 2259; No. 192].

Gauthier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 95-6
Karnak. Temple of Mut. Sekhmet Statues
ii².264
Fragment of statue with cartouche of Amenophis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49473.

see Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), 101
Saqqâra. Round Unis Pyramid. Finds
iii².653
Model boats

Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), plan before pl. i
iii².406
Plan.

Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), 99-100 pl. i
iii².407
Statue base of Djoser with titles Imhotp, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49889, 49889 a-g.

Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), 99 pls. ii-iii
iii².406
Views of colonnade.

Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), 99 pl. iv [B]
iii².407
Two heads of captives, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49613.

Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), 100 fig. 2
iii².407
Base on altar with lions' heads, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52519.

Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), 101 pl. iv [A]
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Mitri, Dyn. V.
ii².632
Wooden statue of deceased as scribe [with small son], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 93165.

Firth in ASAE xxvi (1926), 101 pl. v
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Mitri, Dyn. V.
ii².632
Upper part of wooden statue of wife, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51738.

see Chaaban in ASAE xxvi (1926), 105-8 fig.
Abgîg. Obelisk of Sesostris I.
iv.99
Description and plan.

Aimé Giron in ASAE xxvi (1926), 109-12 fig.
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous. Stelae.
v.115
Stela with Greek text of Tiberius in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 48888.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvi (1926), cf. 120-1 pls. iv, v
i'i.67, 68, 70, 71
Blocks from shrine of Hatshepsut.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 123
Karnak. Eastern Group. A. Building of Amenophis IV.
i'i.253
Plan.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 121-5 figs. 1-4
Karnak. Eastern Group. A. Building of Amenophis IV.
Omit.
Head from colossal statue of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49529.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 121-5 pl. i
Karnak. Eastern Group. A. Building of Amenophis IV.
i'i.253
View of building.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvi (1926), 121-5 pl. ii
Karnak. Eastern Group. A. Building of Amenophis IV.
i'i.253
Bust of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 29.5.49.1.

Lacau in ASAE xxvi (1926), 132-8 fig. on 131
i'i.67
Block, Queen with bull before bark, No. 93.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxvi (1926), 139-47 [1-8]
i'i.234
Texts of columns

Aimé-Giron in ASAE xxvi (1926), 148-56 pl.
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous. Stelae.
v.115
Trilingual stela of Ptolemy son of Pana, year 18 of Augustus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 50044 (=JE 44666).

see Wainwright in ASAE xxvi (1926), 160-6
i'.262
Subsidiary tomb of Heny, Dyn. XI (?).

see Wainwright in ASAE xxvi (1926), 161
i'.262
Text from statuette of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47240.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 166-70, 171 [left]
iv.262
Texts of coffins.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 171 [top right]
iv.262
Statuette of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47240.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 171 [lower right]
iv.262
Plan of tomb.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 177-96 figs.
iii.2.407
Base and fragments of statue of Netjerikhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49889, 49889 a-g.

Gunn in ASAE xxvi (1926), 193 [bottom]
iii.2.1031
Name of sculptor Ithu from wooden door, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47749.

Gauthier, H. in ASAE xxvi (1926), 273-4 (=Otto, Topographie 99)
text
801-364-500
Base with right foot of standing statue of Khnememhet Hnmw-m-h3t, Mayor of Southern and Northern Yynyt (probably Esna), etc., son of Antef Jn-jt.f, Mayor of Yynyt (probably Esna), with text mentioning Ptah-Sokari-Osiris lord of Ankhtui, 1st Int. Period or Middle Kingdom, with a dealer in Cairo in 1925.

Gauthier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 1-18 fig. 1
El-Matarîya. Tomb of Tjest(i)-Wehebre. Dyn. XXVI.
iv.62
View.

Gauthier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 1-18 fig. 2 [2]
El-Matarîya. Tomb of Tjest(i)-Wehebre. Dyn. XXVI.
iv.62
Plan.

Gauthier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 4-14 fig. 3
El-Matarîya. Tomb of Tjest(i)-Wehebre. Dyn. XXVI.
iv.62
Texts from Sarcophagus Chapel, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 50246.

Gauthier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 1-18 fig. 4
El-Matarîya. Tomb of Tjest(i)-Wehebre. Dyn. XXVI.
iv.62
Small objects, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 50213-45.
Gauthier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 15
El-Matariya Tomb of Tjest(i)-Wehebre. Dyn. XXVI.
iv.62
Texts canopic jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 50209-12.

Lefebvre in ASAE xxvii (1927), 21-3, 30 pls i, ii
Benha. Kôm el-Ahmar.
v.67
Historical granite stela, year 5 of Memphites, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 50568.

Capart in ASAE xxvii (1927), 43-6
Hû.
v.109A
Description of Ibis Cemetery with plan.

Capart in ASAE xxvii (1927), 47-8 fig. 2
Hû.
v.109A
Terracotta models, men squatting round offering table, from Dyn. XII tomb, two in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51347-8, eight in Brussels, Musées Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, E. 6273.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 53 pl. i
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II. Tomb of Shey. M.IX.
iii.682
Burial chamber, end of Dyn. VI, view.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 54-5
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii.425-6
Mention of Valley-Temple (425) and Causeway (426).

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 55-61 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple.
iii.426
Plan.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 56 pl. iii
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple.
iii.427
Pillar in Court, quartzite.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 56-7 pl. iv
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple.
iii.427
Relief of Libyans climbing pole from Central Corridor.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 60 pl. v
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple.
iii.429
Alabaster statue of King as child, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 50616.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 55-9
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple.
Description.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 59
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Subsidiary Pyramid, etc.
iii.431
Description of Small Pyramid.

Jéquier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 61
Saqqâra. Finds from and around Pyramid complex of Pepy II.
iii.687
Stela of Neferhor, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51733.

Wainwright in ASAE xxvii (1927), 76
Sheikh Mubârik. Fortress.
iv.133
Cartouches of bricks of Menkheperre, Dyn. XXI.

see Firth in ASAE xxvii (1927), 107
iii.617
Description.

Firth in ASAE xxvii (1927), 107-8
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.414
Area between Mortuary Temple and North enclosure wall.

Firth in ASAE xxvii (1927), 108-9 pls i, ii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. South Tomb.
iii.408
Tiled rooms, and doorway.

Firth in ASAE xxvii (1927), 108-9 pl. iii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. South Tomb.
iii.409
North Stela of King (white crown) running.

see Firth in ASAE xxvii (1927), 108 (=Galleries VI(H)-VII(B))
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii.403
Text of alabaster vase (98) of King Khâekhemui, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55293.

Firth in ASAE xxvii (1927), 109
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. South Tomb.
iii.409
Texts from 3 stelae in Room II.

Lauer in ASAE xxvii (1927), 113-21 fig. 1 [lower]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.412
Plan of South Building.
Lauer in ASAE xxvii (1927), 113-21 pl. ii
Saqqâra Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².412 and 704
Restoration of South building.

Lauer in ASAE xxvii (1927), 113-21 pl. i fig. 1 [upper]
Saqqâra Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².413 and 705
Plan and reconstruction of North Building.

Lauer in ASAE xxvii (1927), 121-6 pls. iii, iv figs
Saqqâra Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².406
Entrance of colonnade, plans and sections

Lauer in ASAE xxvii (1927), 126-33 pls. v, vi, vii figs. 23-9
Saqqâra Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².405
Girdle Wall, reconstruction, etc.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 137-8
Karnak. Granite Sanctuary. Barks shrine of Tuthmosis III.
ii².99
Fragments with bark carried, found in pavement of obelisk of Tuthmosis III, now in Karnak magazines

see Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 142
Karnak. Fourth Pylon.
Omit.
Granite relief, Amenophis II shooting in chariot.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 142 pl. vi [right]
ii².65
Block, kneeling female offering bearers

Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), cf. 143-7 pl. iii
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
ii².254
Two heads of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 143-7 pl. iv
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
ii².253
View of colonnade.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 143-7 fig. 4
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
ii².253
Plan.

Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 150 pl. i
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².53
Plan showing positions

see Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 149-50 [a]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².52, 53
Stela of Sebkhotp IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51911.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 149-50 [c]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².52, 53
Basalt head, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51897.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 149-50 [e]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².52, 53
Blocks of Amenophis IV re-used in columns

Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 150 pl. vi [left] [d]
Karnak. Great Temple. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².53
Fragments of lintel of Sesostris I.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxvii (1927), 152
ii².271
Osiride colossal statue of Tuthmosis IV, usurped by Ramesses II, from First Court, removed to magazine.

Gunn in ASAE xxvii (1927), 211-37 pl.
iii².840
Sandstone stela of Apries, year 13, recording gifts.

Hasan in ASAE xxviii (1928), 3-5
Cairo. Monuments Re-used. After Dyn. XX.
iv.72
Texts from fragment of statuette of Djehutardais, Dyn. XXVI.

Daressy in ASAE xxviii (1928), 7-10 [upper]
Thebes. TT 1, Sennedjem.
i².4
Objects, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 86.1.1-29 (including coffins of son Khons and wife Iš-ti-nefert).

see Daressy in ASAE xxviii (1928), 9
Thebes. TT 1, Sennedjem.
i².4
Coffin of Iyneferti, dedicated by Khons, and mask, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 86.1.5, 6.

Daressy in ASAE xxviii (1928), 10 [lower, 1]
Omit.
Jamb of false door, with Niankhqaet, Prophetess of Hathor, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, X. 179.
Daressy in ASAE xxviii (1928), 10 [lower, 9]
i.676
Coffins of Kharusheir, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 86.1.31-5.

see Daressy in ASAE xxviii (1928), 10 [lower, 10]
Naga‘ el-Hâšâya. Various.
v.206A (moved from i.831)
Coffin-lid of Taweher, Dyn. XXVI, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 86.1.30.

Daressy in ASAE xxviii (1928), 10 [lower, 11]
8
Coffin-lid of Pau, probably still in Cairo.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), 22, pl. i [1]
ii.2.29
Head of alabaster statue of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40703.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), 16 pl. i [2]
iii.2.415
One of two heads of captives, Dyn. III, green schist, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 18.2.26.5.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), pl. i [3]
Tanis. Great Temple. Avenue.
iv.16
Head of 1st sphinx, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 394.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), 13 pl. i [4]
Medînet el-Faiyûm. Mit Fâris.
iv.99
Bust of Amenemhet III (?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 395.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), pl. ii [1] (called 3 in Bibl.)
Tanis. Great Temple. Avenue.
iv.17
Head of Nile god, from statue-group, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 392.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), pl. ii [2]
Abûsîr. Miscellaneous.
iii.2.349
Head of statue of Khentekhtisaf-sonb, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 408.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), 22, 27 pl. ii [3]
Hawâra. Labyrinth.
iv.101
Bust of statue of Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 385.

Engelbach in ASAE xxviii (1928), 19 n. 3 pl. ii
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.2.136
Upper part of statue of Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42014.

see Engelbach, R. in ASAE xxviii (1928), 25-7
800-364-500
Sphinx of Sesostris III, forepaws lost, diorite (gneiss), in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 17.9.2. (Probably from Theban area)

Lefebvre in ASAE xxviii (1928), 29-33 pl.
El-Dakhla Temple of Deir El Hagar. Various vii.298
Stela, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51943.

Keimer in ASAE xxviii (1928), 40 fig. 5a
Heliopolis Miscellaneous iv.64A
Woman carrying box of pigeons from block, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29211.

Borchardt in ASAE xxviii (1928), 43 pls 1, 2
Hurbet. Abû Yasin. iv.27A
Fragment of relief with King's head (perhaps Djoser) on one side, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43000 (Temp. No. 30.9.23.2.)

Borchardt in ASAE xxviii (1928), 46-7 pl. 3 [1] (pl. iii in Bibli. 1st ed.)
Hierakonpolis Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit. v.194
Head of King from recto of palette of Narmer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14716.

Borchardt in ASAE xxviii (1928), 49-50 bl. 3 [2]
Sinai. Wâdi Maghâra vii.340
Head of Sanakht from rock stela, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57101.

Borchardt in ASAE xxviii (1928), 49 Bl. 3 [3]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure. South Tomb. iii².409
Head of King with white crown from north stela

Jéquier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 56-7
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. iii².425
Valley Temple.

Jéquier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 57-9
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple. iii².426
Description.

Jéquier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 57-9 pl. i
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple. iii².426
Plan.
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Jéquier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 57-9 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple.
iii², 426
View.

Jéquier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 58 pl. iii
Saqqâra. Mortuary Temple of Pepy II. IX Sanctuary.
iii², 428
Remains of offering bearers from Sanctuary, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Jéquier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 57 pl. iv
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Valley Temple.
iii², 426
Panels from wooden box, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52021, 52343.

Gabra and Abou Seïf in ASAE xxviii (1928), 66-79 cf. 61-4
Tûna. Finds.
iv.175
Sarcophagus of Ahmosi, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51945.

Firth in ASAE xxviii (1928), 85-7 pl. i [1]
iii², 408
Description and view with Enclosure wall.

Firth in ASAE xxviii (1928), 87
iii², 409
Texts.

Firth in ASAE xxviii (1928), 87
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Interior. Room III.
iii², 401
Texts.

Firth in ASAE xxviii (1928), 84 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Interior. Room III.
iii², 401
Stela of King running with fly-flap.

Firth in ASAE xxviii (1928), 87
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Interior. Room III.
iii², 401
Texts of three stelae.

Firth in ASAE xxviii (1928), 81-8 pl. iii
iii², 399
Plan.

Lauer in ASAE xxviii (1928), 95-112 pl. i
iii², 409, 411
Plan of heb-sed court and building with three fluted columns

Lauer in ASAE xxviii (1928), 90-5pls. ii, iii
iii².411
Elevation and section of building with three fluted columns.

Lauer in ASAE xxviii (1928), 96-8 pls. iv, v
iii².409
Reconstruction of chapel in heb-sed court.

Lauer in ASAE xxviii (1928), 113 pl. vi
iii².413
Reconstruction of North building.

Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 115-120 pl. ii figs. 1, 2
Karnak. Third Pylon.
Omit.
Description mentioning blocks of Sethos I, Tuthmosis III, Amenophis I, and jamb of Tuthmosis IV.

Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 120-2
Karnak. Forecourt. Colonnade of Taharqa
ii².25(24)
Standing column of Taharqa

see Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 123
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².52
Stela of Kebsi, year 1 Nebirieraut (Swazenre), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52453.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 123-4
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².53
Description of finds including jamb of Sesostris I and fragment of monument of Amenophis IV.

Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 124 fig. 4
Karnak. Great Temple. Avenue of Crio-Sphinxes
ii².22
Statue of uraeus, Dyn. XVIII or XXV, usurped by Psammetikhos I, in Chevrier's magazine.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 126
Karnak. Third Pylon. Finds Miscellaneous. Various
ii².74
Two blocks of Amenophis II (belonging to scene at (11.1)), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36360.

Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 126 fig. 5
Karnak. Fourth Pylon.
ii².79
Block, Amenophis II shooting in chariot.

Chevrier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 126-8 pls. i, iii-v fig. 6
Karnak. Third Pylon. Shrine of Sesostris I.
ii.61-63
Right part of façade with plan, and scenes on pillars.

Gauthier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 129-33 pls. i, ii [1] fig. 1
Tell Basta. Tomb of Hori. Temp. Ramesses IV.
iv.32
Sarcophagus of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49612.

Gauthier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 129-33 fig. 2
Tell Basta. Tomb of Hori. Temp. Ramesses IV.
Omit.
Ushabti of deceased, probably from here, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52005.

Gauthier in ASAE xxviii (1928), 134, 136 pl. ii [2]
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous.
vii.151
Fragment of bas-relief with offering text of Ramesses nakht, temp. Ramesses VI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 50207.

Newberry, P. E. in ASAE xxviii (1928), 138-40 fig.
Saqqâra. Objects from tombs. False doors.
iii.736A
Jamb of Hетеп-herenptah, end of Dyn. V or later, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 15048.

Newberry in ASAE xxviii (1928), 141-3
Karnak. Temple of Mut.
i.268
Texts, statue of Amenemhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36498.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 156-7 [A.1], 158 [A. 6] pl. i [1, 2] fig. 1
iii.402
No. 19, Khasty etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55254-5.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 158-72 [A.2] pl. i [3]
iii.402
No. 31, Adjab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55256.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 159 [A.8] pl. i [4]
iii.403
No. 42, Ka, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55261.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 158 [A.5] pl. i [5]
iii.402
No. 38, Semerkhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55258.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 158 [A.3] pl. i [6]
iii.402
No. 34, Adjab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55259.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 158 [A.4] pl. i [7]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.403

No. 34, Adjab.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 157-8 [A.7] pl. i [8]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.403
No. 43, Kaâ, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55261.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 159 [A.9] pl. ii [1]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.403
No. 79, Hetep, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55262.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 159-60 [A.14, fig. 3, A.11, A.13, fig. 2] pl. ii [6, 2, 5]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.403
Nos. 88-9, 93, Sekhemib, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55267, 55263, 55266.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 159 [A.12] pl. ii [3]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.403
No. 94, Sekhemib, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55264.

Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.403
No. 67, Ninuter, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55265.

Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.403
Nos. 99, 100, Nubnufer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55268, 55294.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 155-6 pl. ii [9]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
Omit.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 161 [B.2, 4] pl. ii [10, 12]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.404
Diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55269, 55272.

Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
iii.404
Diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55271.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 162 [B.5] pl. iii [1, 2]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
Diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55273.

ii i 2.404
Nefertitephknum(b), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55276.

ii i 2.403
No. 109, Waztefni, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55278.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 163 [B.8] pl. iii [5, 5a] fig. 4 Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
ii i 2.404
Diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55275.

ii i 2.404
Diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55277.

ii i 2.404
Quartz, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55274.

ii i 2.404
Diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55279.

ii i 2.404
Kanebef, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55280.

ii i 2.404
No. 142, Pehenptah, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55281.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 166 [B.14] fig. 7 Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels
ii i 2.404
No. 161, Ruaben from Pyramid.

ii i 2.404
Rediptahka, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66159.
Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 168, 170, 172 [C.2, 3, 5, D.3-8] pl. iv [2, 3, 5] figs. 9, 10, 12
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels inscribed in ink.
iii.405
Nos. 18-23. Various.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 168 [C.4], 170 [C.8] pl. iv [4, 7] figs. 11, 15
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels inscribed in ink.
iii.404
Nos. 2-8, Iynikhnum

Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels inscribed in ink.
iii.405
Nos. 223-72. Various.

Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels inscribed in ink.
iii.405
Uncertain, similar to no. 80.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 170 [D.1] fig. 16
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels inscribed in ink.
iii.404
No. 11, Nihetep.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 170 [D.2] fig. 17
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels inscribed in ink.
iii.405
No. 144, another title and Mereru.

Gunn in ASAE xxviii (1928), 172-3 [E.1-13] figs. 24-36
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries VI and VII. Vessels inscribed in ink.
iii.405
Various with texts giving contents.

Wainwright in ASAE xxviii (1928), 176 fig. 1
Asyût. Tomb, Hepdjefa III.
v.264(5)
Upper part of stela with emblem of Amun, New Kingdom.

Wainwright in ASAE xxviii (1928), 177, 181 fig. 4
Medînet Habu. Small Temple. Room VII.
v.472(79)
Emblem of Amun.

see Wainwright in ASAE xxviii (1928), 178 fig. 5
Kamak. Various in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
v.167
Sack-like emblems of Amun, i.e. omphalos, Persian or Early Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36754-5, 38171.

Wainwright in ASAE xxviii (1928), 179 figs. 2, 3
Incomplete top register of two bronzes with Amun-Re Kamutef and omphalos (Nos. 14 or 15 of Daressy), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 27.11.26.3-4.

Wainwright in ASAE xxviii (1928), 182 fig. 6
Asyût. Tomb of Hepdjefa III.
iv.264(5)
Top of stela with Amun-Re Kamutef as bull, New Kingdom.

Wainwright in ASAE xxviii (1928), 184 fig. 7
Gebel Barkal. Miscellaneous
vii.223
Omphalos or small shrine, possibly Amanikhabalä, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 21.3234.

Wainwright in ASAE xxviii (1928), 188-9 fig. 8
Abydos Central Section. Small Temple. Finds
v.70A
Omphalos and Goddess of West with Osiris emblem (from stela of Unnufer, temp. Ramesses II), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34505.

Drioton in ASAE xxix (1929), 1-4 pl. i
Karnak. P. Temple of Re-Harakhti dedicated by Taharqa
ii.219
Account of replacement of blocks, and texts

Drioton in ASAE xxix (1929), 1-3
Karnak. Subsidiary buildings. P. Temple of Re-Harakhti dedicated by Taharqa
ii.219
Account of replacement of blocks.

Drioton in ASAE xxix (1929), 3-4 pl. i
Karnak. Subsidiary buildings. P. Temple of Re-Harakhti dedicated by Taharqa
ii.219
Construction of wall, texts, etc.

Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 5-14 fig. on 7
Edfu Tell. Finds Stelae.
v.203
Stela of Ha-ankhef, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52456.

Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), 15-18 pl.
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.143
Head of statue of Sa bacon (Shabaka), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42010.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), 16 n. 2
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.140
Head of Amenophis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38596.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), 18
Dendera Site. Miscellaneous. Stelae
v.115A
Name of Sabacon erased on stela of Pedienhor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44665.

Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), 18 [bottom]
Omit.
Faience statuette of Monthu, dedicated by Sabacon, formerly in G. Anastasi colln. 357.

Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), cf. 20 pl. i
Tanis. Great Temple. Avenue. Obelisks of Ramesses II.
iv.16
Upper part of South obelisk (62), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17021.

Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), cf. 23 pl. ii
Samannûd. Finds
iv.44
Three divinities from interior of coffin of Ankh-Hor, Persian, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48446 (called 48447 in error).

Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), 29 cf. 27-8 fig. 4
iv.21
4th face of granite obelisk (261), Middle Kingdom, usurped by Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 17022.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxix (1929), 45
Lisht. South Pyramid. Sehetepibre-ankh.
iv.84A
Statue of deceased seated, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 24.1.45.

Firth in ASAE xxix (1929), 65 pl. i
iii.398
Head of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52501.

Firth in ASAE xxix (1929), 66 [iii] pl. ii
iii.398
Relief, birds in papyrus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Firth in ASAE xxix (1929), fig. on 66
iii.398
Plan.

Firth in ASAE xxix (1929), 64-7
iii.397-8
Description.

see Firth in ASAE xxix (1929), 66 [i]
Saqqâra. Mortuary Temple of Userkaf.
iii.398
Fragments of orchard scene.
see Firth in ASAE xxix (1929), 66 [iv, ii]
Saqqâra. Mortuary Temple of Userkaf.
iii².398
Offering bearers and butchers, and King harpooning.

see Firth in ASAE xxix (1929), 68-70
Saqqâra. East of Step Pyramid. Double Mastaba. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII. Pyramid of Userkaf.
Saite tomb above Mortuary Temple.
iii².587
Names of Wehebremen and Neferebre-sineith, and description of tomb.

Newberry, P. E. in ASAE xxix (1929), 76
801-490-070
Base with feet of statuette of woman Duatnefert Dw3t-nfrt, daughter of Hemi Hm and wife of Dedusobek Ddw-sbk Bbj.
Chief scribe of the vizier, black granite, probably temp. Sebekhotep IV (Khaneferre), in Cairo Mus. JE 52540. (Acquired in Luxor.)

Keimer in ASAE xxix (1929), 86-8 cf. 81-2 pl. i
iii².716
Relief from tomb of Sayempetref with tree-goddess scene, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52542.

Keimer in ASAE xxix (1929), 84 pl. ii
iii².1053
Block with reliefs on both sides, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 298.

Keimer in ASAE xxix (1929), 84 fig. 2
iii².707-8
Block with deceased in tree-goddess scene, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 7322.

Keimer in ASAE xxix (1929), 84 fig. 1
iii².707-8
Sycamore from block, with deceased and wife in tree-goddess scene, in Hanover, Kestner-Museum, 2933.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 92
iii².434
Fragments of inscribed seat of statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52160-2.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 92
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Great South Court.
iii².407

Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 92
Tura. Cemetery.
iv.75A
Titles from three blocks and part of jamb from mastaba of Iu. Dyn. VI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 31.12.29/2-4.
see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 92
Giza. Central Field.
iii2.292
Title from statue of Dedi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 31.12.28.11.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 93
Dahshûr. Pyramid complex of Sesostris III.
iii2.882
Block, two registers of Nubian archers, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51978.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 94
iii2.40
Jamb of Tuthmosis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52493.

Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 94
Omit.
Statue of Hatshepsut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52458.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 94
El-Dâkhla Oasis. Mût el-Kharâb. Finds.
vii.296
Block with hieratic text, Dyn. XXII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52478.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 94
Qantîr. Palace of Rameses II.
iv.9A
Faience fragments, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 94
ii2.73
Head of statue, possibly Amenophis I (called A. III), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52364.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 94
iii2.40
Foundation deposit, nine alabaster jars with name of king, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52483-92.

Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 94
Thebes. Valley Temple of Hatshepsut.
ii2.424
Graffiti of Senmut on two name-stones of Hatshepsut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52129.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 95
Saqqâra. Found near Pyramid of Pepy II.
Omit.
Fragments of statues of Assyrian (?) divinities and head of winged bull, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52470-7.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 95
Ma'asara. Miscellaneous.
iv. 75A
Torso of standing statuette with address to jackals on back, probably Graeco-Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52356.

Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 95
Giza. Finds from surroundings of Sphinx.
iii².41
Text of limestone hawk with cartouche of Psammetikhoi, dedicated by Harbes, Royal butler, son of Pefteuashu, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 31.12.28.10.

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 95
Giza. Finds from surroundings of Sphinx.
iii².42
Statue base, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 50041 (as altar, JE 52482).

see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 96
Giza. Finds from surroundings of Sphinx.
iii².42
Ten miniature coloured sphinxes, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52481.

-see Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 96
Omit. <<>>
Unfinished relief with two figures of Min, date uncertain, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52469.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 97 pl. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid of Djoser.
iii².399
Plan of Pyramid Enclosure.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 98-102 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid of Djoser.
iii².406
Plan of Entrance Colonnade.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 104-8 pl. iii cf. figs. 10-18
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure. South and North Buildings. Description and plans.
iii².412
Plans of South Building.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 108-18 pl. iv cf. figs. 19-17
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure. South and North Buildings. Description and plans.
iii².413
Plans of North Building.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 110 pl. vi [1]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure. South and North Buildings. Description and plans.
iii².413
Reconstruction of engaged papyrus columns.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 118-26 pl. vi [2]
Reconstruction.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 118-26 pl. v [upper]
ii².405
Plan and description.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 119-20 pl. v [lower]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure. Serdab Court.
iii².414
Description and plan.

Lauer in ASAE xxix (1929), 126-9 pl. viii
iii².399
Plan and sections.

Gunn in ASAE xxix (1929), 130-2 pl.
Omit.
Pectoral amulet, Dyn. XIX, made for a Memphite (name lost), adapted in Dyn. XXII by man named Hor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 30.5.26.8.

Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 134-5
ii².25(24)
Standing column of Taharqa.

Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 135-43 pl. ii
Karnak. Third Pylon. Shrine of Sesostris I.
ii².61
Two blocks in situ in Third Pylon.

Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 143 fig. 3
Karnak. Third Pylon. Entrance.
ii².60(181)
Nile gods with offerings from base.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 144-5
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
Omit.
Description and mention of larger statue.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 145
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².53
Foundation deposit including silver ram of Amun, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 54510.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 145
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii².51
Royal head, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52541.
see Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 145 [bottom]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii.53
Stela with Ptolemaic cartouche.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxix (1929), 145-6
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii.52
Statue-fragment of Queen Khensa [wife of Piankhy], in Karnak magazine.

Jéquier in ASAE xxix (1929), 150-2
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Mortuary Temple.
iii.426
Description.

Jéquier in ASAE xxix (1929), 153-6 pl. i
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Userkare Khendjer.
iii.434
Description, with plan and section of pyramid.

Jéquier in ASAE xxix (1929), 156-9 pls. ii-iv
Plaster statuettes of Asiatic divinities, Saite or Ptolemaic.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxix (1929), 160-1
Aramaic Cemetery.

Spiegelberg in ASAE xxix (1929), 162-4 pl. i [a]
Omit.
Statuette (faience), pregnant goddess with Bes on shoulders, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44706.

Spiegelberg in ASAE xxix (1929), 162-4 pl. i [b, c]
Omit.
Two similar statuettes, in Moscow, State Pushkin Museum of Fine Arts.

Spiegelberg in ASAE xxix (1929), 162-4 pl. i [d]
Omit.
Similar bronze statuette, from Sais, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 30726.

Spiegelberg in ASAE xxix (1929), 164-5 pl. ii
Dendera. Finds
vi.110A
Relief, pregnant goddess with cow-headed goddesses, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40627.

Keimer in ASAE xxx (1930), 1-9 figs. 1, 3
Hurbât. Abū Yašīn.
iv.27A
Fragment of relief, Djoser (?) on one side and cloaked King on other, Dyn. III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43000 (Temp. No. 30.9.23.2).
Keimer in ASAE xxx (1930), 1-9 figs. 2, 5
Heliopolis Miscellaneous Various
iv.64A
Two fragments of relief, Djoser(? and royal titles, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 11.150.30-1.

Keimer in ASAE xxx (1930), 6 fig. 6
Tūna Tomb of Pedusiri.
iv.172(70)-(80)
Man with birds in basket, from base.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 34 [3]
Qantîr. Miscellaneous Blocks from doors iv.10
Text of jamb of Teti, re-used Ramesses II.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 35 [5]
Qantîr. Miscellaneous Blocks from doors iv.10
Name of lintel of Khay, temp. Ramesses II.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 36-7 [upper]
Qantîr. Miscellaneous Blocks from doors iv.10
Jamb of Ramesses II with altered cartouches, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 64731.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 37 [lower]-38 (1)
Qantîr. Miscellaneous Blocks from doors iv.10
Block (jamb) of Ptahmery, temp. Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64730.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 38 (2)
Qantîr. Miscellaneous iv.10
Stela of Ramesses II smiting Asiatics, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, probably Temp. No. 1.12.33.1.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 38-9 (3)
Qantîr. Miscellaneous iv.10
Fragment of stela of Ramesses II.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 40-1 pl. iii [D]
Qantîr. Palace of Sethos I.
iv.9
Faience tiles of Sethos I, some in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 11518.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 40-1 fig. 3
Qantîr. Palace of Sethos I.
iv.9
Map of site.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 42
Qantîr. Workshops Dyn. XIX.
iv.9-10
Texts from lintel and jamb of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64729.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 44 fig. 4
Qantir. Workshops. Dyn. XIX.

iv.9-10
Hieratic ostraca

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 41-63 pl. i
Qantir. Workshops. Dyn. XIX.

iv.9-10
Faience statue of Semitic captive bitten by lion, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64303.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 41-63 pl. ii
Qantir. Workshops. Dyn. XIX.

iv.9-10
Faience tiles of Sethos I and Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 41-63 pls. iii-iv
Qantir. Workshops. Dyn. XIX.

iv.9-10
Fragments of faience, moulds, etc.

see Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 47 [lower]
Qantir. Palace of Ramesses II.

iv.47A
Two fragments of faience, each a lion biting captive, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64312.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 47 fig. 5

vii.111
Statue-group, lion biting captive, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 20.11.24.4.

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 48 fig. 6
Mit Rahina. Miscellaneous. Statues.

iii.868

Hamza in ASAE xxx (1930), 50 cf. 51 fig. 11

Omit.
Statue of Ramesses VI with Libyan prisoner and lion, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42152.

see Daressy in ASAE xxx (1930), 81-2 [2]
Tell Balata

iv.39
Statue of Harpaesi, Late Period, dedicated by son Siesi, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 7689.

Daressy in ASAE xxx (1930), 83-4 [4]
Tell Balata

iv.39A
Titles from statue of prophet of Osiris in Khas etc., Late Period, seen with a dealer in Cairo, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65843.
Daressy in ASAE xxx (1930), 93
Tell el-Muqdam. Finds
iv.38A
Title of Amun from lower part of statue of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45611.

Glass royal head, Graeco-Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36849.

Winlock in ASAE xxx (1930), 102-4 pl.
Thebes. Medînet Habu. Temple Area. Finds
i.778
Embalmer's table, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 69416 (or more probably JE 69417).

see Winlock in ASAE xxx (1930), 103
Thebes. Asâsîf. Causeway Area
i.625
Embalmer's table, Dyn. XXVI.

Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 105-7 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Khendjer.
iii.434-5
Description and pyramidion.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 106-7
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Khendjer.
iii.435
Granite bust of Khendjer (called diorite), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 53668.

Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 107-11
Saqqâra. Pyramid enclosure of Dyn. XIII.
iii.435
Description.

Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 107-11 pl. iii [upper]
Saqqâra. Pyramid enclosure of Dyn. XIII.
iii.435
View of enclosure wall.

Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 109-10 pl. i
Saqqâra. Pyramid enclosure of Dyn. XIII.
iii.435
Pyramid, plan and section of interior.

Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 109 pl. iii [lower]
Saqqâra. Pyramid enclosure of Dyn. XIII.
iii.435
Two pyramidia, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 54855-6.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 108 n. 1
Mazghûna. North and South Pyramids
iv.76A
Now thought to be Dyn. XIII.
Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 111-12 pl. iv
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Khendjer.
Omit.
Aramaic coffins.

Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 112-14
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Kakare Ibi.
iii².425
Description with cartouches.

Jéquier in ASAE xxx (1930), 115 pl. v
Saqqâra. North-west of Pyramid of Ibi.
iii².675
Stela of Sety, Ramesside, re-used as pavement.

ASAE xxx (1930), 117-28 pl. (=map)
Nubia.
Omit.
Emery reports on Lower Nubia: West bank, Sebûra to Amada (Cem. 150-161), South of Amada (Cem. 164-5).

Lauer in ASAE xxx (1930), 129-33 pl. i figs
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².406
Entrance of colonnade, view.

Lauer in ASAE xxx (1930), 133-6 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².411
View of building with three fluted columns.

Lauer in ASAE xxx (1930), 137-40 pl. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².399
General plan.

Lauer in ASAE xxx (1930), 137-40, 143-4 pl. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².399
Enclosure wall.

Lauer in ASAE xxx (1930), 140-3 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².414
Serdab court, plan of North part.

Lauer in ASAE xxx (1930), 143-6 pl. iii fig. 4
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii².408
Plan of South Tomb.

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 160, 162
in.74
Blocks from a gate of Tuthmosis II.

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 159-63 pl. iv figs. 1, 2
Karnak. Third Pylon.
Omit.
Blocks found including door and lintel of Tuthmosis II.

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 162-3 pl. v figs. 1, 2
Karnak. Third Pylon.
in.74
View showing lintel of Tuthmosis II as found.

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 162 pl. vi [upper]
Third Pylon. Pillared Porch of Tuthmosis IV.
in.72
Block with bull from shrine of Tuthmosis IV.

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 164-5 pls. ii, iii
in.62
Scenes (4, 8, 13, 17) on pillars (P. 4, 5, 16); (scene 4=left thickness of N. doorway).

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 165-8 figs. 3, 4
Karnak. Hypostyle.
Omit.
Description of pilasters in East wall, architraves.

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 168-9
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
in.253
General view, description, mention of larger statue.

Chevrier in ASAE xxx (1930), 169-72 fig. 5
Karnak. Great Temple. Forecourt. Triple shrine of Sethos II.
Omit.
Description of repairs.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxx (1930), 175 [a]
Giza. G 5150, Seshathotep.
in.150
Wooden sarcophagus with ‘house-façade’ decoration, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49695.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxx (1930), 177-8
Meir. Tomb of Ukh-hotpi.
v.249A
Two model boats, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 12.183.3-4.

Gauthier in ASAE xxx (1930), 178-9, 124-5 pl. i
Giza. Werimi.
in.205
Sarcophagus of Werimi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 48078.
Gauthier in ASAE xxx (1930), 176-7 n. 3 pl. ii
Meir. Miscellaneous Coffins
iv.256A
Canopic-box (found with coffin of Senbi), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 19.11.27.9.

Gauthier in ASAE xxx (1930), 177 pl. iii
Giza G 7330 and 7340.
iii.2.192
Sarcophagus with panther-skin decoration from G.7340, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 54934.

Firth in ASAE xxx (1930), 186-7 plan
Saqqara Pyramid of Unis
iii.2.420
Description and plan of Mortuary Temple.

see Firth in ASAE xxx (1930), 187
Saqqara. Round Unis Pyramid of Ptahsheps Impy, Dyn. VI.
iii.2.626
Scenes with offering bearers, and remains text from Burial chamber of Khui.

see Firth in ASAE xxx (1930), 187
Saqqara. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Ptahsheps Impy, Dyn. VI.
iii.2.626
Alabaster jar lids of Pepy I, Merenre I, Pepy II.

Engelbach in ASAE xxx (1930), 197-202 pls i, ii
Benha (Athribis). Miscellaneous
iv.66
Block of Ramesses II and Prince Meneptah, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 32009.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 2 pl.
Edfu. Temple of Ramesses III.
v.169
Fragments of two sphinxes of Mentuhotp (Sankhenre), 2nd Int. Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48874-5.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 32-5, 33-5 fig. 1
Saqqara. Pyramid of Khendjer.
iii.2.434
Plan and sections of subsidiary Pyramid and description of Pyramid enclosure.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 36-42 fig. 2
Saqqara. Pyramid of Queen Neit.
iii.2.431
Plan.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 38-9 fig. 3
Saqqara. Pyramid of Queen Neit.
iii.2.431
Block with protective decree from Entrance to Enclosure, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56370.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 41-2 pl. i
Saqqara. Pyramid of Queen Neit.
iii.431
View of burial chamber.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxi (1931), pl. i on 41-2
Saqqāra. Pyramid of Queen Nêt.
iii.431
Texts in burial chamber.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 41
Saqqāra. Pyramid of Queen Nêt.
iii.431
Sarcophagus and canopic box.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 42-3 pl. ii
Saqqāra. Pyramid of Iput II. Mortuary Temple.
iii.432
Description. View of entrance doorway.

Firth in ASAE xxxi (1931), 48
Omit.
Two standing statues, wood, early Old Kingdom.

Firth in ASAE xxxi (1931), 47 pl. [1]
Saqqāra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom tombs
iii.442
Alabaster jar of Aha, from tomb S 3036.

Firth in ASAE xxxi (1931), 47 pl. [2]
Saqqāra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom tombs
iii.441
Fragment of crystal cup of Khasty (Den) from tomb S 3035.

Firth in ASAE xxxi (1931), 48
Saqqāra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom tombs
Omit.
Standing alabaster statue from S 3076.

see Firth in ASAE xxxi (1931), 48
Saqqāra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom tombs
iii.442
Description of S 3078.

Lauer in ASAE xxxi (1931), 49-58
Saqqāra. Step Pyramid enclosure.
iii.399
Plan of Step Pyramid Enclosure.

Lauer in ASAE xxxi (1931), 66-9 pl. ii
Saqqāra. Step Pyramid enclosure.
iii.406
View of Entrance Colonnade.
Lauer in ASAE xxxi (1931), 65 pl. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid enclosure.
iii².411
View of building with three fluted columns.

Emery in ASAE xxxi (1931), 70-4
Qûbân. Fort.
vii.82
Description.

Emery in ASAE xxxi (1931), 70-4 pl. i
Qûbân. Fort.
vii.82
View.

Emery in ASAE xxxi (1931), 70-4 pl. ii
Qûbân. Fort.
vii.82
Plan after excavation.

Emery in ASAE xxxi (1931), 71 fig. 2
Qûbân. Fort.
vii.82
Weight of Sesostris I.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 81-7
Karnak. Forecourt.
Omit.
Description of sphinx avenue.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 81-7 fig. 2
Karnak. Forecourt
Omit.
Plan of Forecourt.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 81-4 pls. i, ii
ii².23
Views

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 82
ii².24
Black granite bust of King, Dyn. XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 14.4.33.1.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 83
ii².24
Statue base of Sethos I.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 85
ii².24
Stela of Taharqa

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 87-9 fig. 3
Karnak. Great Temple. Forecourt. Triple shrine of Sethos II.
Omit.
Description of repairs

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 89-92
Karnak. Third Pylon. Re-used blocks
Omit.
Description mentioning blocks of Hatshepsut, jamb of Tuthmosis III, etc.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 92 fig. 4
Karnak. Third Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii.63
Hieroglyphs from shrine of Sesostris I.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 91
Karnak. Third Pylon. Miscellaneous. Finds
ii.73
Stela of Ahmosi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59636.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 93-4 figs. 5, 6
Karnak. Hypostyle.
Omit.
Description of repair of architraves

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 95 [i]
Karnak. Temples in Forecourt. Triple Shrine of Sethos II.
Omit.
Small sphinx found in front of façade.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 95 [ii]
Karnak. Miscellaneous. Statues
ii.282
Sandstone royal head, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 24.3.31.1.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 97 pl. iv
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV. Colonnade. Osiride statues of Amenophis IV.
ii.253
Statue of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55938.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), 98-114 pls. i, ii
Valley of the Kings. KV 55, Amenophis IV (formerly attributed to Queen Teye).
i.565
Coffin in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 39627.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), 98-102 pls. iii [1]
Valley of the Kings. KV 55, Amenophis IV (formerly attributed to Queen Teye).
i.565
Canopic jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), 105 pl. iii [2]
iv.204
Statue-group of Amenophis IV kissing princess, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44866.

Lucas in ASAE xxxi (1931), 120-2
Valley of Kings, KV 55, Amenophis IV (formerly attributed to Queen Teye).
i.566
Canopic jar, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Pendlebury in ASAE xxxi (1931), 125
El 'Amâma. Royal Tomb.
iv.235A
Fragments of alabaster canopic chest of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 18492.

see Pendlebury in ASAE xxxi (1931), 125
El 'Amâma. Royal Tomb.
iv.235A
Granite bowl of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59282.

see Pendlebury in ASAE xxxi (1931), 125
El 'Amâma. Royal Tomb.
iv.235A
Diorite bowl of Khephren, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59456.

see Pendlebury in ASAE xxxi (1931), 125
El 'Amâma. Royal Tomb.
iv.235A
Fragments of alabaster vase of Sitamun, daughter of Amenophis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 18459.

see Pendlebury in ASAE xxxi (1931), 125
El 'Amâma. Royal Tomb.
iv.235
Sketch plan of ravine.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), 127-8 pl. ii [upper]
Omit.
Bronze statue of ibis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 54850.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), 128 pl. ii [lower]
El-Minya and el-Shurafa
iv.75
Sphinx of queen, Dyn. XVIII or XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56599.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), 130 [2, 4] pl. iii cf. 129-30
Xois (Naucratis)
Omit.
Model towers, Graeco-Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56352, 50505, 28784.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), cf. 133-4 pl. i
vii.329
Bark of Horus and texts

see Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), 134
Wâdi Hammâmât. Bir el-Fawâkhîr. Temple of Min.
vii.337
Description.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxxi (1931), cf. 136
Wâdi Hammâmât. Wâdi Fawâkhîr. Middle Kingdom Graffiti
vii.331
Fragments of text No. 87 of Amenemhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 7.8.27.39.

Keimer in ASAE xxxi (1931), 176 fig. 24 [a]
name
801-221-400
Seated statue of Ankh en, Count, Keeper of Nêkhen, grey granite, probably temp. Netjerikhet (Djoser), in
Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Inv. AST.18. (Probably from Beit Khalâf.)

Keimer in ASAE xxxi (1931), 176 fig. 24 [b]
name
801-221-550
Seated statue of Ankh en, smâ-priest of Horus, etc., granite (sometimes described as diorite), probably
temp. Netjerikhet (Djoser), in Paris, Musée du Louvre, A 39 [N.40]. (Possibly from Beit Khalâf.)

ASAE xxxi (1931), plan after pl. iii [Engelbach 132-43]
Eastern desert.
Omit.
Map of country North of Wâdi Hammâmât.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 187-90 fig.
8
Faience sistrum-handle of King ‘Amâis-Psammetikhos’, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29378.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 191 [1]
Kamak. Miscellaneous Statues
ii2,281
Text of forepart of sphinx of Sebkhotp III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52810.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 191-2 [2]
Kamak. Blocks. Objects in Museums
ii2,295
Fragment of lintel of Sebkemsaf I (location unknown).

Gauthier in ASAE xxxi (1931), 195-6 fig.
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses I. Various
vi.33
Headless black granite statue of Ramesses I, seen at dealers at Balyana, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,
JE 89625.

Steindorff in ASAE xxxii (1932), 10-17 pl. ii
Aniba. Cemetery South. Pyramidal vaulted tombs
vii.78
Description and view.

Steindorff in ASAE xxxii (1932), 13 Abb. 1
Aniba. Cemeteries.
Omit.
Plans of vaulted tombs.

see Schleif in ASAE xxxii (1932), 19-23
Aniba. Town.
vii.81
Fort description.

see Schleif in ASAE xxxii (1932), 22
Aniba. Temple of Horus.
vii.81
Description.

see Steindorff in ASAE xxxii (1932), 23
Aniba. ‘Store-house’. Temp. Tuthmosis III.
vii.81
Description.

Langsdorff in ASAE xxxii (1932), 24-9 Abb. 1-3
Aniba.
Omit.
C-group settlement.

Emery in ASAE xxxii (1932), 38-46 pl. iv [upper right]
Qustul. Cemetery X Group.
vii.123
Silver plaques with composite god, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71209 a, b.

Emery in ASAE xxxii (1932), 38-46 pl. iv [lower right]
Qustul. Cemetery X Group.
vii.123
Ivory knife-handle with Bes, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 70647.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 48
Saqqara. In and around Pyramid-enclosure of Iput II. Tomb of Ankhnesenpepy.
iii.676
Sarcophagus of Queen Ankhnesenpepy (re-used in pavement in magazine South of Pyramid).

Gabra in ASAE xxxii (1932), 58-63 pl. i figs 1 [A], 2
Tûna. Necropolis.
iv.174
Late Tomb, 1st-c. B.C.

Gabra in ASAE xxxii (1932), 66-8 figs 1 [B], 6
Tûna. Necropolis.
iv.174
Tomb of Isidora, temp. Antoninus Pius.
Gabra in ASAE xxxii (1932), 72-7 fig. 8
Tûna. Necropolis
iv.174
Tomb of Pedekakem, about 300 BC.

Gabra in ASAE xxxii (1932), 58-77 pl. iii [upper]
Tûna. Necropolis
iv.174
Statue of Pkhar, scribe, from tomb of Pedekakem, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 58508.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 78-80 pl.
Ausm. (Letopolis) Temple of Horus
iv.68
Two blocks of Nektanebos I with Pehu and nomes of Lower Egypt, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89610 A, B.

Lauer in ASAE xxxii (1932), 81-92 pls. i, ii, ii figs
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Entrance Colonnade
iii².406
Plan and sections, etc.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), cf. 98-9 pl. i fig. 1
Karnak. Obelisk of Hatshepsut
Omit
Shaft lying near sacred lake.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 101 [top]
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between Third and Fourth Pylons
ii².76
Doorway to corridor of Ramesses II, usurped from Thutmose III.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 101 [top]
Karnak. Colonnade of Thutmose I. Doorways
ii².80(211)
Jambs of Thutmose III, usurped by Ramesses II.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 101
ii².293
North of Sacred Lake, base of statue of Ramesses I.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 102 pl. ii
ii².208
Gate. Nektanebos I. View of inner face.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 107-12 pl. iv
Karnak. Third Pylon.
Omit
Description of removal of blocks, including alabaster ceiling-fragment, from shrine of Amenophis II.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 112
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
Omit.
Description and mention of larger statue.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 113 [1]
Karnak. Forecourt. Finds
ii².24
Middle Kingdom head.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 113 [2, 3]
Karnak. Miscellaneous
Omit.
Quartzite block of Hatshepsut, and another from same monument, in Karnak magazine.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxii (1932), 116, 118-19 pl.
Qantûr. Miscellaneous. Blocks from doorways
iv.10

Keimer in ASAE xxxii (1932), 132 fig. 32
Thebes. TT 78, Haremhab.
i².155(13)
Locust on papyrus (from upper part).

Keimer in ASAE xxxii (1932), 135 fig. 41
Thebes. TT 9, Amenmosi.
i².19(3)
Locust in tree-goddess scene in I.

Keimer in ASAE xxxii (1932), pl. xi [1] (cf. ASAE xxxiii (1933), 111-12)
i².636
Judgment-scene showing a locust from coffin of Tashayt, Dyn. XXI, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, E. 5884 (as E. 7344).

Yeivin in ASAE xxxii (1932), 151-2 fig.
Seleucia (Iraq).
vi.396
Alabaster vae with royal titles, Dyn. XVIII.

see Boghdady in ASAE xxxii (1932), pl. i (belongs to 153-60)
Cairo. Bah el-Baqara
iv.73A
Map showing position.

Macramallah in ASAE xxxii (1932), 161-73 pls i-iv fig. 1
Abu Rawâsh. III. Middle Kingdom (?).
iii².9
Description, views, plan and sections.

Townsend in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 3 cf. pls i, ii
Cairo-Suez Road. Wâdid el-'Anqabiya el- Rawyâna
iv.73
Graffito of Nubkaure ..., temp. Amenemhet II.

Hayes in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 6-16 pl.
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Finds.
i.2.427
Black granite block statue of Amunezeh, temp. Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59190.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 29 fig. 1
El-Matarīya. Saite Tombs
iv.271A
General plan.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 30-3 pls i [b], ii [1]
El-Matarīya. Saite Tombs
iv.271A
Psammethek-sonb, schist sarcophagus.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 38-43 pl. vi [6]
El-Matarīya. Saite Tombs
iv.270A
Esenkedu, sarcophagus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 57478.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 47-53 pl. vii [9]
El-Matarīya. Saite Tombs
iv.271A
Hor (corrected to Hamakhera) good name Neferebre-sineith, sarcophagus left in tomb.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 27-53 pls i-vii figs. 1-4
Heliopolis. El-Matarīya. Saite Tombs
iv.270(A top. 62)
Description, plans and sarcophagi including those of Psammeteksonb, Esenkedu and Hor good name Neferebre-sineith.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 65-74
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries
vi.274
Description.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 67, 70 [1] pl. ii [1]
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Quartz Ridge.
vii.275
Block of Djadefre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59481.

Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Quartz Ridge.
vii.275
Block of Djadkare Isesi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59494.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 70-1 [3]
Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 70-1 [4]
Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Texts of two sandstone stelae, year 20 of Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59504.

Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Stela of Henenu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59483.

Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Stela of Ameny, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59485.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 71 [6] fig. 2
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.275
Stela of Amenemhet II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59480.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 72 [8] pl. iii [1]
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Hawk of Sesostris II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59498.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 72 [9] pl. iii [2]
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Hawk of Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59497.

Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Stela of Si-ubaste, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59488.

Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Stela of Nakhti and Iny, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59484.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 72 [10] pl. iv
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274-5
Stela of year 4 of Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59499.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 73 [near bottom]
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Stela of Mentuhotp, temp. Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59489.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 73 [bottom]
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.275
Block of Hor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59496.

Varille in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 83-4 figs.
Thebes. TT 383, Merimose. Viceroy of Kush, Dyn. XVIII.
i.2.436
Fragment of stela and inscribed block (seen in TT 40).

Varille in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 86 cf. 85-94
Temple of Amenophis III. South-west Colossus.
i.2.450
Text on back.

Varille in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 87 [upper] n. 2
i.2.188(584)
Text, statue of Amenhotep son of Hepu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44861.

Varille in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 87 [lower] n. 4
Thebes. TT 211, Peneb.
i.2.309
Text of Thoth on ceiling.

Varille in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 88-9
Temple of Amenophis III. Finds.
i.2.453

Keimer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 102 pl. xii
Thebes. TT 166, Ramosi.
i.2.278(1)
Two men and a woman.

Keimer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 102 fig. 78
Thebes. TT 166, Ramosi.
i.2.278(1)
Grasshopper on sheaf of corn.

Keimer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 102 pl. xiii [a]
Thebes. TT 78, Haremhab.
i.2.155(13)
Grasshopper on papyrus.

see Keimer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 111-12 (=ASAE xxxii (1932), pl. xi [1])
Thebes, Near Temple of Hatshepsut. Tombs of Priests of Amun.
i.2.636
Judgment-scene (showing a grasshopper) from coffin of Tashayt, Dyn. XXI, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E. 5884 (as E. 7344).

Keimer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 113 fig. 79
Thebes. TT 50, Neferhotep.
i.2.96
Ceiling with boukrania and grasshopper.
Ragheb Ibrahim in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 131-4
Edfu Tell. Mastaba-Field. Tomb of Isi.
v.201-2
Description.

Ragheb Ibrahim in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 132
Edfu Tell. Mastaba-Field. Tomb of Isi.
v.201-2
Text of statuette of Renenmetu, Middle Kingdom.

Ragheb Ibrahim in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 131-4 pl. [1]
Edfu Tell. Mastaba-Field. Tomb of Isi.
v.201-2
Offering table of Ibia, Middle Kingdom.

Ragheb Ibrahim in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 131-4 pl. [2, 3]
Edfu Tell. Mastaba-Field. Tomb of Isi.
v.201-2
Statue and statue-group, Old Kingdom, from serdab, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 14399, 14400.

see Winlock in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 135-7 pl.
Omit.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 141-2 pl. i
Saqqara. Pyramid of Pepy II. North Chapel.
iii².429
Bas-relief with two Nile gods, binding sma symbol and personifications.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 144-5
Saqqara. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².683
Mastaba of Ima-Meryre and secondary tombs of Nihebsed-Neferkare, temp. Pepy II.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 144-5 pl. ii
Saqqara. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².683
View of mastaba of Nihebsed-Neferkare.

Lauer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 146-52 pl. cf. fig. on 149
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure. Entrance Colonnade of West Hall.
iii².406
View (after restoration).

Lauer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 155-65 fig. 1
iii².399
Plan.

Lauer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 159-60 pl. i [1]
iii².401
Sealing of Treasurer of the King of Lower Egypt, Netjerikhet, in situ.

Lauer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 162 pl. i [2]
iii².402
Alabaster vases.

Lauer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 162-6 pls i [3], ii figs. 4, 5
iii².402
Alabaster sarcophagus and remains of wooden coffin.

see Lauer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 158 fig. 2
iii².402
Pedestal of sarcophagus from Gallery IV.

see Lauer in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 165-6
Dahshûr. Pyramid complex of Sesostris III.
iii².885
Two shafts north of Mastabas I, two inscribed alabaster sarcophagi, Old Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28102-3.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 167 pl. i
ii².23
Views of North Colonnade and sphinxes on South side.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 167-74 pls ii, iii figs. 1, 2
Omit.
Restoration of column of Taharqa

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 174-5
Karnak. Hypostyle.
Omit.
Description of repair of columns.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 175-6 pl. iv [upper]
ii².208
View of inner face.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 176-7 pl. iv [lower]
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
Omit.
Description, mention of larger statue.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxiii (1933), 177-81
Karnak. Third Pylon. Re-used blocks.
Omit.
Description of shrines of Tuthmosis IV and Hatshepsut, etc.
see Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1933), 182-3
Karnak. Sacred lake.
Omit.
Description.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxii (1933), 183 [2]
Karnak. Great Temple. IX-X. Granite Sanctuary.
ii.99
Fragments of wall of chapel of Bark of Tuthmosis III, in Karnak Magazine.

Emery in ASAE xxxii (1933), 201-7 pl.
Ballāna. Cemetery. X-group.
vi.123
Account.

Vikentiev in ASAE xxxii (1933), 208-34 pls. i, ii
Naqāda. Tomb of Aha or Queen Net-hotp.
v.118
Ivory tablet of Aha, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14142.

Vikentiev in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 1-8
Naqāda. Tomb of Aha. Protodynastic.
v.118
Ivory tablet of Aha, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14142.

see Varille in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 9-13
Thebes. Temple of Amenophis III. Colossi.
ii.450
Notes on inscription on South colossus.

Varille in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 12 n. 1
Thebes. TT 249, Neferronpet.
ii.335
Title from fragment of jamb of a Neferronpet, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 30.10.26.4 (probably from here).

Varille in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 13-14 fig. 1
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Stelae.
ii.799
Stela, man offers bouquet to Amenophis III, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E. 2400.

see Varille in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 14 fig. 2 (= Mon. Div. 26 [u])
v.249
Bark before Amenophis IV.

Lacau in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 17 plan at end
Luxor. Temple and Temple Area.
ii.336
General plan.

Lacau in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 18 and 5th plan at end
Luxor. Temple and Temple Area.
ii.301
Description and plan of Quay.

Kamal in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 49-53
Asyut. Miscellaneous Coffins.
iv.267A
Texts of coffins of Imy, Anu and Anu, Middle Kingdom (?)..

Lauer in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 54-69 pl. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.2.399
Pyramid, plan and description.

Lauer in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 54, 56-60 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.2.402
View of galleries with vases.

Lauer in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 58-9 fig.1
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.2.405
View of galleries, heb-sed vae, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64872.

Lauer in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 65-7 pl. iii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.2.400
Exterior of Pyramid, stelae (uninscribed).

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 70-5 pls. i-iii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.2.403
Interior of Pyramid, vases.

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 72 pl. iv
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.2.405
Handle with heb-sed motif, alabaster, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64872.

see Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.
iii.2.403
Vessel, No. 108.

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75 pl. iii [top left]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries. Vessels with ink inscriptions
iii.2.405
Hemnufer, No. 24.

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75 pl. iii [top right]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries. Vessels with ink inscriptions
iii.2.405
Reditnef(?), No. 85.
Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75 pl. iii [upper middle left]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries. Vessels with ink inscriptions
iii.405
With numerals, Nos. 34-9 bis.

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75 pl. iii [upper middle right]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries. Vessels with ink inscriptions
iii.405
Khnomiotef, No. 95.

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75 pl. iii [lower middle left]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries. Vessels with ink inscriptions
iii.404
Menka, No. 1.

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75 pl. iii [lower middle right, bottom left]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries. Vessels with ink inscriptions
iii.404
Iynkhnum, Nos. 4 and 6.

Quibell in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 75 pl. iii [bottom right]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid. Galleries. Vessels with ink inscriptions
iii.405
Khuiwi-inpu, No. 111.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 76-7
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii.684
Tomb of Khabaukhnum Biu, Vizier, temp. Pepy II.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 77-8
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii.684
Tomb of Teti, King's eldest son etc., temp. Pepy II.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 79
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii.685
Tomb of Anfu, Inspector of prophets of Pyramid of Pepy II.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 76-9 pl. i
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii.685
Wooden panel, Pepy II with divinities, from tomb of Teti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62950.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 76-9 pl. ii
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii.684
Decoration from North wall of antechamber of Teti.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 79
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
Omit.
Wooden headrest of Annu from his tomb, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 63111.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 79-81
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².426
Mortuary Temple.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 81-2
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².430
Interior.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 83-6 fig. 1
Thebes. TT 98, Kaemheriben.
i².204
Plan.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 83-6 fig. 2
Thebes. TT 98, Kaemheriben.
Omit.
Ceiling.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 83-6 pl. [1]
Thebes. TT 98, Kaemheriben.
i².204
Deceased adores Osiris at (2).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 83-6 pl. [2]
Thebes. TT 98, Kaemheriben.
ii².204
Offering scenes at (1).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), cf. 87-8 pl. i [1]
Luxor Temple Area. Finds
ii².338
Stela. King before Min, emblem of Amun, and Isis still at Luxor.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 88-9 pl. i [2, 3]
Luxor Temple Area. Finds
ii².338
Two stelae of Tiberius (c) and (d).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 90 [top]
i².338
Fragment of stela. Philip Arrhidaeus and man kneeling before Anubis.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 90-1 [1-4]
Luxor Temple Area. Finds
ii².337
Texts on fragments of inscribed granite statues, New Kingdom, and one of Pabaa.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), cf. 93 pl. i [4]
Luxor Temple. Processional Colonnade Walls
ii.315(82)-(86)
Block with prow of bark of year 2.
Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), cf. 91 [5] pl. ii [1, 2]
Luxor Temple Area. Finds
ii.337
Fragment of granite statue of King with offering table.
Luxor Temple. Finds
ii.337
Lower part of statue of Yuny, temp. Ramesses II.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 97-8 figs. 1, 2
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Stone vessel fragment of Pepy II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65338.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 98 [2] (a) figs. 3, 4
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Stone vessel fragment of Pepy I mentioning heb-sêd, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65337.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 99 [4] figs. 6, 7
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65340 and CG 5019.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 99-100 [5] cf. fig. 8
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Stone vessel fragment of Merenre I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65341.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 100 [b] fig. 9
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Jar with serekh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65342.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 101 [7] fig. 10
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Stone vessel fragment of Merenre I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65344.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 102-3 [12] figs. 11, 13 (as fig. 12 in text)
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Stone vessel fragment of Pepy I, (b) mentioning pyramid, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65339.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 97-105 fig. 12
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels
iii.430
Diorite vessel fragment of Unis.
see Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 102 [9]
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Stone vessels.
iii.430
Stone vessel fragment of Pepy II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65343.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 108
iii.432
Titles of Queen from alabaster cup, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 58347.

see Yeivin in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 121-4
Thebes. Dra Abû el-Naga.
i.613
Two fragments of stela of Nebimosi, Dyn. XVIII (probably a fake), in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 22485.

Kamal in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 126 cf. 125
Asyût. Miscellaneous Coffins.
iv.268A
Coffin of Kem, Middle Kingdom, in Minia Museum, 634.

see Weill in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 127-8
Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vi.274
Stela of Amenemhet I and Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59504.

see Weill in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 127-8
Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vi.275
Stela of Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59499.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 129-34 figs. 1-2
Heliopolis Hilmîya.
iv.62A
Base of sphinx of Psammetikhos II, (formerly in French Lyceé in Cairo) now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 18.7.35.1.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 135-40
Thebes. TT 235, Userhet.
i.329
Plan, section and texts on sarcophagus.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 157-8 fig.
Saqqâra. Objects from tombs.
iii.753

Engelbach in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 158 n. 1
iii.581
False door of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57173.
Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 161 fig. 1
ii².24(13)
Pharaoh before Amun-emblem in palanquin at (13).

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 162-8 pl. ii
Karnak. Third Pylon.
Omit.
Blocks of Tuthmosis II, Tuthmosis IV, foundation deposit of Sesostris I.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 164 pl. iii [left]
Karnak. Third Pylon.
ii².60
View of East face of Pylon.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 163-4
Karnak. Third Pylon.
ii².74
Block from limestone gate of Tuthmosis II.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 168-9
ii².196
F. Temple of Ptah: blocks of Amenophis I and Tuthmosis II, re-used by Tuthmosis III.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 170
ii².208-9
Account of obelisk of Ramesses II, block of Hatshepsut, etc., found near Propylon.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 171-2
Karnak. Q. Temple of Taharqa.
Omit.
Blocks found near Lake.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 172 pl. iv
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Finds.
ii².135-6
Limestone block, Hatshepsut as woman offers wine to Amen-re, in Karnak magazine.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 172 figs. 6-8 cf. 175
Karnak. Third Pylon. Heb-sed Shrine of Sesostris I.
ii².61
Plan and reconstruction.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 175
Karnak. M. Temple of Amun-Re-Harakhti, dedicated by Ramesses II. Finds
ii².213
Block with head of Hatshepsut, and block with figure of Ptah, now in Karnak Museum.

Keimer in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 180 fig. 98
Saqqâra. Tomb of Sesheshet Idut, usurped from Ihy, Dyn. VI.
iii².617(7)
Butterfly among birds in marsh-scene), from West wall.

Keimer in ASAE xxxiv (1934), 194-5 pl. xv [7]

Giza. East Field. Tomb of Hetepheres (G 7000X)

Design of bracelets of Queen.

Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 3-6 pl. i [1]

Qift. Miscellaneous. Blocks

v.133A

Relief, composite sphinx, Graeco-Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37538.

-see Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 7

Omit. (reference does not contribute anything)

803-099-085

Rectangular votive stela, composite sphinx, no doubt Tutu, no text, Roman Period, in Cairo, Collège de la Sainte-Famille, in 1905. (From Luxor.)

see Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 7-9

803-099-120=15.3.25.4; 803-099.149=7.3.25.13=JE 27097; 803-099-150=7.3.25.14 (v.130A).

Four reliefs with (three are composite) sphinxes, Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. Nos. 15.3.25.3-4, 7.3.25.13-14.

Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 8-10 pl. i [2]

Reliefs of sphinxes, Roman.

803-099-130

Relief of composite sphinx, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64938.

Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 8-10 pl. ii [1]

Reliefs of sphinxes, Roman.

803-099-132

Stela with composite sphinx, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64940.

Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 8-10 pl. ii [2]

Reliefs of sphinxes, Roman.

803-099-131

Relief of composite sphinx, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64939.

see Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 10

803-091-240

Rectangular votive stela, on left, Tutu as sphinx before a table with offerings, with seven animal-headed demons with knives and badly effaced text above him, and on right, Bes brandishing a knife, Ptolemaic, formerly in the possession of M. Nahman (dealer in Cairo), now in Brooklyn NY, Brooklyn Museum of Art, 58.98.

Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 12 fig. 2


i.2.604

Griffin from wand, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 9437.

Guéraud, O. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 14 figs. 4-5

Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.

i.581
Sphinx trampling foes from bow-case, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 61502.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 34 [middle]
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².685
Titles from tomb of Sebkhotepr.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 34 [bottom]
Saqqâra. North of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².184A
Titles from tomb of Neferkare-nakht called Khetuir.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxv (1935), 36-7, 41-51 pls i-vi figs 1-13
Luxor Temple Area. Finds
ii².339
Blocks with reliefs of Amenophis IV, and others

Fakhry in ASAE xxxv (1935), 52-61 pl. figs 1-6
Betekôn and Bogga. Tomb of Nakhtmin. Dyn. XIX-XX.
viï.38
Description, plan and section, and scenes

Gunn in ASAE xxxv (1935), 62-5 pls i-iii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii².400
Masons' graffiti from granite burial chambers.

Lauer in ASAE xxxv (1935), 68-70 figs
iii².401
i, alabaster sarcophagus in small fragments

Lauer in ASAE xxxv (1935), 66-75 pl. i
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii².399
Plan and section.

Lauer in ASAE xxxv (1935), 66-75 pl. ii [2]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii².401
Sarcophagi, from Gallery II.

Lauer in ASAE xxxv (1935), 66-75
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii².399
Description.

Lauer in ASAE xxxv (1935), 72-3 pl. ii [1]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii².402
Galleries with stone vessels.
Quibell in ASAE xxxv (1935), 76-80 pls i, ii
iii².87A
Alabaster vases

Gauthier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 81-4 pl. i
Saqqâra. Tomb LS 25, luroky.
iii².661

see Gauthier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 85-7
Saqqâra. Tomb Position Unknown. Ptaahmisi, temp. Ramesses II or later.
iii².714
Four pillars, in Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Inv. AP.51.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 87-90 pl. ii
Saqqâra. Objects from tombs.
iii².751
Djad-pilar block of Paraemhab and Kema, Dyn. XIX, in Bologna, Museo Civico Archeologico, 1892.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 90-1
Saqqâra. Miscellaneous Reliefs
Omit.
Fragment of pillar of Iryiry, temp. Ramesses II, in Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, AE.I.N.45.

see Gauthier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 95-6
Saqqâra. Between the monastery and Sekhemkhet’s enclosure. Finds.
iii².668
Two djad-pilar blocks from tomb of Kairi, Dyn. XXI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43270.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 98-103 pl. iii [1] figs. 1, 2
Karnak. Forecourt.
Omit.
Mention of 81 blocks of Amenophis IV found in pavement.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 103 pl. ii [1]
Karnak. Porch of Second Pylon.
ii².38(141)
Exterior, South Wall, view showing wall.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 104 fig. 3
Karnak. Court II. Bark-chapel of Tuthmosis III.
Omit.
Plan.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 103-6 fig. 3 cf. 117 pls i, iii [2]
Karnak. Sacred Lake.
Omit.
Clearing of area west of lake with plan.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 106-8 fig. 4
Karnak. Third Pylon. Re-used blocks.
Omit.
Arrangements of blocks in Museum, and mention of blocks of Sesostris I, Amenophis IV, etc.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 109-13 pl. iv fig. 5
Karnak. Third Pylon. Re-used blocks
Omit.
Arrangements of blocks in Museum, and mention of blocks of Sesostris I, Amenophis IV, etc.

see Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 111
Karnak. Third Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii².73
Two blocks from stela of Kamosi with account of victory over Hyksos, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 11.1.35.1.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 115-16 pl. ii [2]
Karnak. Hypostyle.
Omit.
Description of repair of West doorway.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 118 fig. 7
Karnak. Miscellaneous. Statues
ii².286A
Uraeus, ka symbol upon pedestal, New Kingdom?, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64912.

Chevrier, H. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 117-18 fig. 8
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Statues
ii².284A
Ancestor bust, Dyn. XIX-XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64911.

Hamada in ASAE xxxv (1935), 122-31 pls i, ii
Mît Rahîna. Tombs of High Priests of Memphis, temp. Pernu or later, Dyn. XXII, Pedesi.
iii².847
Anthropoid sarcophagus of Amenemhet (Huy), re-used, temp. Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59128.

see Hamada in ASAE xxxv (1935), 123
Esna. Miscellaneous
v.167A
Sandstone sarcophagus of Huy, Dyn. XVIII-XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38166.

see Hamada in ASAE xxxv (1935), 123
Tûna el-Gebel. Miscellaneous
iv.175A
Sandstone sarcophagus of Takha, Dyn. XVIII-XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 22.11.24.11.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 132-4 plan figs. 1 cf. 2
Saqqâra. Tombs north-east of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².679
Harshef-shema..., end of Dyn. VI.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 134-6 figs. 3-4
Saqqâra. Tombs north-east of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².679
Ankhnefer, end of Dyn. VI.
Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 137-40 figs. 5, 7 cf. 6
Saqqâra. Tombs north-east of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².680
Neferkare-nakht, end of Dyn. V or 1st Int. Period.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 141-3 plan, fig. 8
Saqqâra. Tombs west of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².686
O.1. Nipepy.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 142-3 fig. 9
Saqqâra. Tombs west of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².686
Statuette from tomb of Nipepy, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 58375.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 143-6 figs. 10-11
Saqqâra. Tombs west of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².686-7
O.II. Khnemu.

see Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 145
Saqqâra. Tombs west of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².686
Fragment of head of alabaster statue of Khnemu from his tomb, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 58377.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 147-55 figs. 13-17
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².685
Tomb of Anu (M. XVI), and statuette (fig. 17), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 63110, temp. Pepy II.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 155-9 figs. 18, 19
Saqqâra. East of Pyramid of Pepy II.
iii².685
Tomb of Sebkhotp (M. XVIII).

Jéquier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 160
iii².430
Texts of fragments of vases of Pepy I and Merenre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 5020-22, 65339, 65341.

Keimer, L. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 182-92 pls. i [a, b], ii [a, b]
801-475-550
Statuette of a queen with body of vulture, upper part, late Dyn. XII or Dyn. XIII, formerly with Tano (dealer in Cairo), now in Cairo Mus. JE 64770. (Allegedly from the Delta)

Keimer in ASAE xxxv (1935), 183 pls. i [c, d], ii [c]
El-Haraga. Various
iv.107A
Wooden statuette of Kemtet, Dyn. XII, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 15.4.1 (as Cleveland Museum).

Keimer, L. in ASAE xxxv (1935), 183-4, 190 pl. i [e, f]
Head of a queen, from a sphinx, diorite, late Dyn. XII, in Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale.

Keimer in ASAE xxxv (1935), cf. 186-8, 190-1
Qift. Miscellaneous
v.131A
Vulture of Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 30770 bis 7.

Keimer in ASAE xxxv (1935), cf. 187 pl. iv [a]
Omit.
Relief of vulture, New Kingdom, bought at Luxor, in Musée Agricole Fuad 1er, Sect. Hist.

Mit Rahina. Miscellaneous. Statues
iii², 868

Kamal in ASAE xxxv (1935), 193-6 pl.
El-'Amâna. Royal Tomb.
Omit.
Fragments of ushabti of Amenophis IV.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxv (1935), 203-5 pl.
Medînet el-Fayûm. Kîman Fâris
iv.98A
Statue-group, Sebkhotep with four female relatives, Dyn. XII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43094 (as JE 34094).

see Gauthier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 206
iii², 1056

Gauthier in ASAE xxxv (1935), 207-12
Sohâg. Deir el-Abûyâd.
v.31A
Texts of altar of Psammetikhos II dedicated to Mehyt.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 16-17
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Pepy II. Valley Temple.
iii², 425
Description.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 19 fig. on 17
Saqqâra. Finds from around Pyramid complex of Pepy II.
iii², 688
Ramesside stela with Anubis with scales and tree-goddess scene, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66149.

Jéquier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 19 figs on 18
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Net.
iii², 431
Plans of priests' chambers
Lauer in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 20-8 fig. 5
iii.401-2
Plan of galleries V-XI.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 20-5 pl. ii
iii.401-2
View of galleries with alabaster vases.

Macramallah in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 29-32 pl. ii [1, 3, 5, 6]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii.402
Alabaster vases.

Macramallah in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 29-32 pl. ii [2, 4, 7]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii.402
Vases of Khasekhem, Narmer and Imashefet, last two in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 88406, 88221.

Vandier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 33-6 pl. figs. 1-4
El-Hawâwîsh. Tomb of Kereri.
v.19
Plan with texts and scene from Hall.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 50-1 pl. i
Abû Simbel.
Omit.
View of both temples.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 50-6 pl. ii
Abû Simbel. Rock-stelae and Graffiti.
vii.118
Rock-stela of Pesiur.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 50-6 pl. iii
Abû Simbel. Rock-stelae and Graffiti.
vii.118
Two stelae of Pesiur, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 5.12.35.1 and JE 65834.

see Lauer in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 73
Saqqâra. North-east of Pyramid of Teti.
iii.134A
Mastaba of KhentiKA.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvi (1936), pl. cf. 74
Omit.
View of passage.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 77-87 pls i, ii
Karnak.
ii.1
General plan of temple area

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 84-5 pls i, ii
Karnak. Temple of Khons Court.
i².227
Remains of colonnade of Taharqa.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 86-7, 155
Karnak. Outside Mut Enclosure. H. Bark-Station of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut.
i².227
Description of chapel of Hatshepsut.

Kuentz in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 121 fig. 1
Omit.
Text from statuette of Harpocrates, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 27043.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 124-6
Thebes. TT 384, Nebemyt.
i².436-7
Texts

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 127-8 fig. 2
Thebes. TT 385, Hunufer.
i².437
Texts and plan.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 129-30
Thebes. TT 382, Usermontu.
i².435
Texts

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 131 pl. i
Omit.
Repair of vestibule and view.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 133-5
Karnak. Hypostyle.
Omit.
Description of columns.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), fig. 1 after 136
Karnak. Central Group.
i².21
Plan of central part of Temple area.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 136-8, 144-6 pl. v
Karnak. Third Pylon. Re-used blocks
Omit.
Description of blocks of Amenophis I, pillars of Tuthmosis IV, etc.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 137 pl. ii [1]
Karnak. Third Pylon. Miscellaneous Finds
ii².73
Left part of stela of Amosis, Ahmosi-Nefertere and priest Ahmosi-ankh with installation-text of Queen.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 139-41 pls. iii-iv
Karnak. Sacred Lake
Omit.
Mention of finding stelae.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 140 pl. ii [2]
Karnak. R. Storehouse and food-yard. Psammuthis West Corridor.
i².222(8)
Stela of Sethos II.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 141-2
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
i².253
Description of excavation.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 147-53
Karnak. Temple of Khons
ii².233
Description of repairs.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 149-52 pls. vi-viii
Karnak. Temple of Khons
ii².233
Hypostyle.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 153
Karnak. Third Pylon.
Omit.
Blocks of Hatshepsut, mostly from Third Pylon.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 155-6
Karnak. 1. Granite building South of Temple J.
ii².277
Re-used blocks from outside Enclosure of Mut.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 158-60
Karnak. Third Pylon. Shrine of Hatshepsut.
Omit.
Account of removal of blocks.

Loukianoff in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 191-3 pl. (fig. on 193 omitted)
Omit.
Oracle-statue of Re-Harakhti, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66143.
Labib in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 194-6 pl.
Abydos. South section. Near Temple of Sethos I. Various
v.90-1A

see Brunton in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 201
vii.339
Stela of Rameses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34512; upper part of similar stela in Munich,
Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 29.

Varille in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 202-14 pl. i [upper]
Karnak. Outside Mut Enclosure. I. Granite building south of Temple J. Re-used blocks
ii².277
Blocks of Tuthmosis III, fragment of stela of Amenemhet, three statue-bases Amenophis III, and block of
Merneptah.

Varille in ASAE xxxvi (1936), 202-14 pls. i [lower], ii, iii
Karnak. Outside Mut Enclosure. I. Granite building south of Temple J. Re-used blocks
ii².277
Blocks of Tuthmosis III, fragment of stela of Amenemhet, three statue-bases Amenophis III, and block
Merneptah. Blocks with name-rings from statue bases of Amenophis III.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 1-2 pl.
Aswân. Miscellaneous
v.243A
Statuette of Iyi, Dyn. XII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65842.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 3-5
El-Kâb. Town Enclosure.
v.173A
Account of excavations

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 6
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Gate of Nektanebos I. In Outer Enclosure wall.
Reliefs of king before Nekhbet.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 6
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Lion Gate.
v.174A
Lion of Sethos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89120.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 7 [top]
v.173A
Granite of royal torso ( uninscribed).

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 7 [middle]
v.173A
Block statue of Viceroy of Kush.
see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 7 [bottom]
v.174A
Texts from lower part of slate statue (holding naos) of Usir w er, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 69121.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 8 [top]
v.173A
Large statue of Nekhbet as vulture.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 8
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Finds
v.174A
Headless sphinx of Ramesses II.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 8-9
v.173A
Blocks at Achoris from ceiling.

Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 9 [top]
v.173A
Cartouche of Darius

Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 9 [middle]
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III (Temple of Nekhbet). Finds
v.173A
Cartouches from cornice of Nektanebos II.

Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 10
El-Kâb. Town Enclosure. Re-used blocks Dyn. XVIII-XIX.
v.173A
Blocks of Amenophis I, Tuthmosis III, Sethos I.

Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 10-11
v.174A
Texts from drums of columns with cartouches of Ramesses VII.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 12
v.173A
Kiosk of Nektanebos II.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 12 [bottom]
v.173A
Statue of seated ape, dedicated by Ramesses II.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 13 [top]
Remains of two statue groups - Vestibule.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 13 [middle]

Two statues of Thoth as ape.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 14 [top]

Drum with scenes of King offering.

see Capart in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 14
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III (Temple of Nekhbet). Crypt B'.

South wall, blocks with mythological texts.

Gauthier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 16-24 pl.
Ihnâya el-Medîna. Miscellaneous
iv.121A
Block with Amun and Harsaphes with text of Esptah, Dyn. XXII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65841.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 25-7 [1] pl. i
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii.2.338
Two steleæ of Tiberius, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65904, 65903.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 28 pl. ii [A]
Thebes. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Finds
ii.2.428
Two sandstone offering tables (one fragmentary) of Tuthmosis III (complete one in Medînet Habu Rest-House).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 30 fig.
Thebes. Mortuary Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii.2.427
Copper chisel of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86952.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 30-3 [3]
Zamîkh. Rock-steleæ
v.171A
Notes on texts etc. of the two steleæ.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 33 [4]
ii.2.685
Text of pedestal of statue of Ramesses III (in Rest-House at Medînet Habu).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 36 [6]
Thebes. Dra‘ Abû El-Nagâ’. Finds
ii.2.614
Texts from two fragments of sarcophagi of Amenmosi, Dyn. XX, buried in Court of Temple of Sethos I.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 37-8 [7]
Thebes. TT 32, Djehutmosi.
i².49-50A
Description with ceiling texts giving names of parents.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 39-57 figs 1-18
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
i².338
Sixteen blocks with foreign captives, temp. Amenophis II.

Hamada in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 58-70 pls i-vii fig.
Cairo. Bahá el-Baqára
iv.73A
Plan, view and coffins etc. from a Late tomb, two coffins in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67134-5.

Ricke in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 71-8
Karnak. Outside Mut Endosure. F. Bark-Chapel of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut.
i².276-7
Description.

Ricke in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 71-8 pl. [a, b]
Karnak. Outside Mut Endosure. F. Bark-Chapel of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut.
i².276-7
Views.

Ricke in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 71-8 pl. [c]
Karnak. Outside Mut Endosure. F. Bark-Chapel of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut.
i².276-7
Remains statue-group of Min, etc.

Ricke in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 71-8 pl. [d] Abb. 4
Karnak. Outside Mut Endosure. F. Bark-Chapel of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut.
i².276-7
Pivot of Hatshepsut in East Bark Room.

Ricke in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 71-8 Abb. 2
Karnak. Outside Mut Endosure. F. Bark-Chapel of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut.
i².276-7
Plan.

Ricke in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 71-8 Abb. 3
Karnak. Outside Mut Endosure. F. Bark-Chapel of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepsut.
i².276-7
Foundation deposits of Tuthmosis III.

Raphael in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 79-80 pl.
Heliopolis Mata'nya Various
iv.62A
Block, probably from a mastaba of Hamakht, Dyn. XII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66641.

Goyon in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 81-4 pls i-iii
Tanis. Great Temple. Transverse Line Royal Statues
iv.18A
Colossal statue of Sesostris I, usurped by Merneptah, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37465.

Habachi in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 85-90 figs 1-9
Medînet el-Faiyum. Temple of Sobk.
iv.98A
Red granite columns, Amenemhet III, usurped by Ramesses IV and VI.

see Habachi in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 90-3
Medînet el-Faiyum. Temple of Sobk.
iv.98A
Two fragments, including block usurped by Ramesses IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,

Habachi in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 95 fig. 10
Medînet el-Faiyum. Temple of Sobk.
iv.98A
Block of Amenemhet III, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 16953.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 97-9 pls i, ii
iii.413
Views of North building.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 99-100 pl. iii
iii.412
View of South building.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 103-7 fig. 1
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid.
iii.401
Plan of galleries V-XI.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 107-9 [1]
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.631-2
Mastaba of Kairer.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 109
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii.631-2
Description and stela of Ihy.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 108-9 fig. 2
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii.631-2
Two blocks with name, schist.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 109 [lower]
iii.633
Description of mastabas.
Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 109 fig. 3
iii².633
Lintel of Ihynes

see Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 110-11 [iv]
iii².615
Description.

Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 112-13 pl.
Saqqâra. Unis pyramid.
iii².420
View of Mortuary Temple, North-east magazines

Garnot in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 116-24 pl.
Edfu Tell. Mastaba Field.
v.202A
Stela from mastaba of Khuwi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66903.

Kamal in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 125-7 [i]
Nag' ed-Deir. Sheikh Farag. Tombs
v.28A
Coffin of Tjeby, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 45967.

Kamal in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 127-8 [II]
8
Text of coffin of Wy, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 12.10.37.1.

Hasan in ASAE xxxvii (1937), cf. 129-34 pls i-ii
Gîza. Temple of Hauron-Harenakhet. Inner Hall.
iii².40
Great stela of Amenophis II.

Hamada in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 135-42 pl. i
Cairo. El-Fustât. Quarry of Batn el-Baqara
iv.73A
Plan showing position of tombs

Hamada in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 135-42 pls ii, v
Cairo. El-Fustât. Quarry of Batn el-Baqara
iv.73A
Tomb of Pawenhatef, Late Period.

Hamada in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 135-42 pls vi-vii
Cairo. El-Fustât. Quarry of Batn el-Baqara
iv.73A
Sarcophagus of Pawenhatef, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67764.

Keimer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 160 fig. 210
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet. Reliefs in Museums
i².60
Butterfly from lower register of block with marsh-scene, in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 288.

Keimer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), cf. 161-2 pl. xxv (= Cailliaud, Voyage II, pl. lxxv [1]) fig. 212
Thebes. TT A5, Neferhotep.
i\textsuperscript{2}.449
Fragment of bas-relief from marsh scene with birds etc., in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 13101 (formerly Bibliothèque Nationale).

Keimer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 162 pl. xxvi
Thebes. TT 78, Haremhab.
i\textsuperscript{2}.155(13)
Part of papyrus clump with butterfly.

Keimer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 168 pl. xxii [4]
Thebes. Dra\textsuperscript{a} El-Naga\textsuperscript{a}. Dyn. XVII Cemetery. Burial of Queen Ahhotep I.
i\textsuperscript{2}.601
Grasshoppers on blade of dagger of Amosis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 52658.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 167-78 fig. 1 (plan and section)
i\textsuperscript{2}.61
Reconstruction from blocks of heb-sed shrine of Sesostris I.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 179-82 pls. i, ii
Karnak. Sacred Lake.
Omit.
Views and description.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 183-5 pl. iii
Karnak. Court III between Eighth and Ninth Pylons
ii\textsuperscript{2}.178
View and description of excavations, etc.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 183
Karnak. Court III between Eighth and Ninth Pylons. Finds
ii\textsuperscript{2}.176
Statue of Amenophis II (usurped) and usurped by Ramesses II.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 183
Karnak. Court III between Eighth and Ninth Pylons. Finds
ii\textsuperscript{2}.176

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 183
Karnak. Court III between Eighth and Ninth Pylons. Finds
ii\textsuperscript{2}.176
Statue of Ramesses II with standard, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67841.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 185-91 pl. iv figs. 2-4
Karnak. Hypostyle.
Omit.
View.
see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 191-3
Karnak. Third Pylon.
Omit.
Description of blocks taken from Pylon.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 192
Karnak. Third Pylon.
i.2.71
Alabaster shrines of Tuthmosis IV.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 197
i.2.277
Short description of Borchardt excavations and finds.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 201-11 [text A] pls. i, ii
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Unis. South face.
i.2.421
Restoration text of Khaemweset, son of Ramesses II [incomplete].

Drioton in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 205-10 [B]
i.2.434
Restoration text of Khaemweset, son of Ramesses II.

see Drioton in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 205-10 [C]
Abû Gharâb. Sun Temple of Neuserre.
i.2.315
Fragments of restoration text of Khaemweset, son of Ramesses II, from obelisk.

see Drioton in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 205-10 [D]
i.2.600
Fragment of restoration text of Khaemweset, son of Ramesses II.

Saad in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 214 pl. i [A]
i.2.533(78)
Five boys from jumping scene at III.

Saad in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 214-15 pl. i [B]
Saqqâra. D.64. Tomb of Ptahhotp [II].
i.2.601(17)
Five boys, including two with arms round each other’s neck, in II.

Loukianoff in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 220-2 [i] pl. i
Karnak. Cachette. Statues of Pedamenopet, Dyn. XXVI.
i.2.154
Alabaster, seated, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36578.

Loukianoff in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 222-4 [ii] pl. ii
Karnak. Cachette. Statues of Pedamenopet, Dyn. XXVI.
i.2.154
Quartzite, as scribe, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37341.

Loukianoff in ASAE xxvii (1937), 224-5 [iii] pl. iii
Kamak. Cachette. Statues of Pedamenopet; Dyn. XXVI.
i.154
Quartzite, standing, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37389.

Loukianoff in ASAE xxvii (1937), 225-6 [iv] pl. iv
Kamak. Cachette. Statues of Pedamenopet; Dyn. XXVI.
i.154
Limestone, block statue, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37361.

see Loukianoff, G. in ASAE xxvii (1937), 226-7 [v]
801-755-106
Headless block statue of Pedamenopet P3-dj-jmn-jpt (TT 33), black granite, late Dyn. XXV or early Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1202.

801-755-330
Block statue of Pedamenopet P3-dj-jmn-jpt, Royal scribe in the presence, etc. (TT 33), son of (Na)menkhesi (N3-mnh-3st (mother), feet restored, with text mentioning Amun-Re-Atum-Re-Harakhti, grey granite, late Dyn. XXV or early Dyn. XXVI, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, A 92 [N.93].

see Loukianoff in ASAE xxvii (1937), 228 [vii]
Thebes. TT 33, Pedamenopet.
i.56
Squatting statue of deceased, in Syracuse Museum.

see Loukianoff in ASAE xxvii (1937), 228-9 [viii]
Kamak. Cachette. Dyn. XXV.
i.164
Granite squatting statue of Pedamenopet, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 23728 (called 23738).

Loukianoff in ASAE xxvii (1937), 229 [ix]
Thebes. TT 33, Pedamenopet.
i.55-6
Block in London, British Museum, EA 786.

Loukianoff in ASAE xxvii (1937), 229 [x]
Thebes. TT 33, Pedamenopet.
i.55-6
Block in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E. 3057.

see Loukianoff in ASAE xxvii (1937), 230 [XI]
Thebes. TT 33, Pedamenopet.
i.56
Offering table, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E. 5811.

Hamza in ASAE xxvii (1937), 233-8 pls i, ii
South of Old Cairo. Athar el-Nabi. Remains of Temple.
i.73A
Kneeling statue of Memenptah with naos, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 53679.
Hamza in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 238-42 pls iii-v
South of Old Cairo. Athar el-Nabi. Remains of Temple.
iv.73A
Sphinx of Amasis

see Hamza in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 239-42
South of Old Cairo. Athar el-Nabi. Remains of Temple.
iv.73A
Identification of temple.

Boulos in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 244
v.70A
Fragment of coffin of In[heret], New Kingdom.

Boulos in ASAE xxxvii (1937), 250
v.72A
Fragment of ebony walking-stick of Inheret, Old Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66710.

Boulos in ASAE xxxvii (1937), pl. facing 254
v.72A
Plans of cemetery.

Kamal in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 2-15 pls i, ii
8
Coffin of Hepmen called Ahmosi, Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67859.

Kamal in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 15-19 pl. iii fig. 1
Deir el-Bahri. Dyn. XI. Temple Hypostyle etc.
ii.392
Offering table of Khety, Dyn. X or XI, perhaps from here, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67858
(Dufferin and Ava, Marquess of Collection).

Kamal in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 19-20 pl. iv
Deir el-Bahri. Dyn. XI. Temple Hypostyle etc.
ii.392
Wooden ‘altar’ of Antef (Nubkheperre), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67857.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 27 [left] pl. v [2]
Kanak. Cachette.
i.2.140
Statue of Tutankhamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42091.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 27 [right], 23-8 pl. v [1]
Kanak. Cachette.
i.2.141
Statue of Tutankhamun reconstructed from fragments, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66757.

Kamal in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 29-34 pls vi, vii
8
Coffin of Menset, usurped by Hamakht, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No.
9.2.38.1.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 35 fig. 2
Zawayda
v.117A
Stela of Inikaf and wife Henti, Dyn. VI (with dealer in Qena), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68916.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 37 fig. 3
Zawayda
v.117A
Drum of same man (also with dealer), now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68917.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 38 [top]
Zawayda
v.117A
Stela of Henti (man), Dyn. VI, in Karlsruhe, Badisches Landesmuseum.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 53-61 pl. ix
Giza. Temple of Haraun-Haremakhet. Inner Hall.
iii 2.40
Smaller stela of Amenophis II (now destroyed).

Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 69 [1]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii 2.59
Alabaster base of royal throne with 9 bows, Dyn. XX, still at Karnak.

Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 70 [2]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii 2.59
Statue base with captives, Dyn. XIX, re-used, still at Karnak.

see Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 70 [3]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii 2.59
Torso of Overseer of works, Dyn. XXII, still at Karnak.

Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 70-1 [4]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii 2.53
Fragment of basin of Mentemhet, Dyn. XXV, still at Karnak.

Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii 2.59
Stela with part of hymn, Dyn. XXII(?), still at Karnak.

Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 72-5 [6]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds
ii 2.59
Torso of Djekhensefankh, Dyn. XXII(?), still at Karnak.

Karnak. Court III. Finds
ii.179
Lower part of statue of King usurped by Ramesses VI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67842.
see Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 76 [8]
Karnak. Court III. Finds
ii.179
Torso from kneeling statue holding altar, Dyn. XX.
Karnak. South of Eighth Pylon.
ii.179
Upper part of statue of man in cloak, temp. Amenophis II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67844.
Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 79 [10] pl. xiii
Karnak. Court III. Finds
ii.179
Statue of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67841.
Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 80 [11, 12] pl. xii [1]
Karnak. Great Temple. Court III. Finds
ii.176
Royal head, Dyn. XII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67843; royal torso, Dyn. XII.
Habachi in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 80-3 [13]
Karnak. South of Eighth Pylon.
ii.176
Texts from block with statue of Queen and fragment of seat from colossus of Amenophis II, dedicated by Tuthmosis IV (probably from colossus at 48).
Karnak. Eighth Pylon. Porch of Ramesses IX.
ii.176
Right part of liintel of Amenemhet, temp. Ramesses IX.
Clére in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 85-93 figs. 7-9
Edfu to Berenice. Bîr Abbâd.
vii.321
Graffito of Wadjit (Djet)-Iti.
Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), cf. 95-107 pls. xiv [1], xv [1], xvi, xvii [right], xviii [left]
El-ṭAmāma. Miscellaneous
iv.234A
Head of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67921A.
Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), cf. 95 pls. xiv [2], xv [2]
iv.206A
Head of statue of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43580.
Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), cf. 96, 107 pls. xvii [left], xviii [right]
Bâwit. Dalaga.
iv.175A
Head of Nefertiti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34546.

Drioton in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 109-16 pls xix, xx
Athribis. Roman Temple.

iv.65A
Stela of Ramesses II with magical text, re-used in Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Raphael in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 117-24 pl. xxi fig. 10
Heliopolis El-Matariya

iv.62A
Block from jamb of a mastaba with deceased with staff, Dyn. VI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 66640.

see Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 135 [Text H]
Tanis. Miscellaneous

iv.26A
Fragment of obelisk of Ramesses II, in Marseilles, Musée d'Archéologie, 1.

see Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 137-8 [L]
801-763-300

see Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 139
Rome. Various
Omit.
Part of frieze of Nektanebos I, in Bologna, Museo Civico Archeologico, 1870.

see Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 139-40
Cairo. Monuments. After Dyn. XX.

iv.72-3A

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 141 fig. 13 cf. 142 [q]
Qift. Miscellaneous

v.132-3A
Blocks from statue of Sennuushepsi (confused with naos of Ptolemy II at Qûs, see ASAE xl, 617-18), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 70031.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 142 n. 4
vii.338
Fragments of “naos of Sen-nuushepsi”, said to have been found at Qûsir, are really from back of statue found at Qift, Bldg. v.132.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 143 [R]
Qift. Miscellaneous. Statues

v.131-2
Text from base of statue-group of divinities, Ptolemy XVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40643, 49103.

see Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 144-6 [T]
Shel. Rock-Texts. Texts with Royal Names

v.252(81)A
‘Famine stela’, Ptolemaic.
Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 157-92 pls xxii-xxv
Abû Yâ'âm.
iv.27A

Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 157-8, 180, 192 pl. xxvi [left]
Dundit.
v.39A

Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 157-8, 180, 193-4 pl. xxvi [right]
Saft el-Hinna. Miscellaneous
iv.11A
Lower part of kneeling schist statue of Ahmosi, temp. Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 895 (bust in A. Gallatin colln.).

%see Rowe, A. in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 188 n. 6 (as probably Dyn. XXII)
803-074-390
Round-topped stela, Pedepare, Doorkeeper of Ptah 'under his moringa tree', son of Ankh-hor, and four sons and daughter bringing jars with incense(?) to Osiris 'spirit (3h) of his moringa tree', with Isis and Pedepare's wife and daughter behind Osiris, and four lines of offering text invoking Osiris 'spirit (3h) of his moringa tree' below, Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65444.

Hamza in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 199 pl. xxvii fig. 16 cf. 198-200
Athribis. Roman Temple
iv.65A
Stela of Ramesses II, usurped Dyn. XXX, with cryptographic text, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Hamza in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 203-4 pl. xxviii
Athribis. Miscellaneous
iv.66A

Hamada in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 217-30 pl. xxx
Heliopolis. Manshiyet el-Sadr.
v.62A
Stela of year 8 of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34504.

Drioton in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 23-40 pl. xxxi
Karnak. Court North of Seventh Pylon. Other Finds
ii.135
Cryptographic emblems from statue of Senenmut with princess, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42114.

Drioton in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 231-40, 246 figs. 17, 18
Karnak. Miscellaneous. Statues
ii.280
Enigmatic symbols of text from statue of Senenmut, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 2296.

Drioton, É. in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 243-5 pl. xxxii
801-641-300
Statuette of Setau St3w, Overseer of the storehouse of Amun at Karnak, kneeling holding cryptographic image of the name Maatkare (Hatshepsut) or figure of Termuthis as serpent, with text mentioning Nekhbet and temple of Amun, temp. Hatshepsut or later, in Paris, Musée du
Louvre, N. 4196.

see Brunton in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 251

Thebes. Dra' Abû El-Nagâ. Finds

ii.614

Burial of Si-a, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 33984.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 254 fig. 25

Kamak. Third Pylon. Shrine of Seetsti.

ii.63

Hieroglyph of nh-bird.

Kamal in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 265-83 pl. xxxiv


v.45A


Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 285 pl. xxxv

Giza. Junker Cemetery (west). Tomb of Soneb (dwarf), Dyn. IV.

iii.102

Statue-group of deceased and family, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 51280.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 285 pl. xxxvi

Saqqara. Objects from tombs

iii.723

Statue of Khnemhotp, late Dyn. V or Dyn. VI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 144.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 285 pl. xxxvii [1]

Giza. Cemetery G1S. LG 55, Niankhre [II].

iii.223

Statue of deceased, Dyn. IV-V, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 53150.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 285 pl. xxxvii [2]


iii.632


Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 285 cf. 699 pl. xxviii

Giza. Necropolis G 1105. Various

iii.55


Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 298 fig. 32

8

Sculptor’s study plaque with ram, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 33442.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 299 pl. xxxix [1] fig. 33

Abydos. Slate Palettes

v.105(6)A

Rams from recto, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14238.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 299 pl. xl
Dahshûr. East of the South Pyramid of Snefru. Tomb of Iynufer. Early Dyn. IV.

iii.894
Ram from niche, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57121.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 306-7 n. 5 fig. 35
Karnak. Miscellaneous.
i.269
Sculptor’s trial piece, plaque with ram, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 33446.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 307 pl. xli [2]
8
Sculptor’s model, relief ram’s head, Saite, in Cairo, Agricultural Museum.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 316 n. 2 pl. xlili [1]
803-880-890
Round-topped votive stela, man before a ram with sun disc, probably Khnum, Late Period, with a dealer in Cairo in 1934.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 316 pl. xlili [2]
Omit.
Fragmentary felspar statue of ram, Late Period, seen at dealer’s in Cairo.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 316 fig. 39
Saqqâra. Miscellaneous. Trial pieces.
iii.829
Sculptor’s model relief with ram, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 33443.

Keimer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 320 fig. 40
8
Relief with ram, sculptor’s study, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 33445.

Grdseloff in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 353-4 fig. 57
Saqqâra. Tomb 24 [D.38], Wshptah Isi.
iii.456
Block from door, temp. Neferirkare, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1569.

Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 357-8 pl. xlix [1]
i.275-6
View of gate of Psammetikhos II.

Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 357-8 pl. l [2]
i.275-6
Block with scene of Hatshepsut, from Bark-Chapel, re-used by Amenophis IV and Sethos I.

Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 363-8 pl. l [left]
i.275-6
Plan.

Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 363-8 pl. li [1, 2]
ii².275-6
Views

Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 357-8 Abb. 58
ii².275-6
Statue-group of Amunre-Kamutef and Ament, Dyn. XVIII, from Chapel 20.

Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 364
ii².275-6
Remains of text from base of quadruple group of Sesostris I in situ in Chapel 19.

see Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 364 n. 1
ii².275-6
Sekhmet statues of Amenophis III.

see Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 365 n. 1
ii².277
Remains of statue-group, with Min, etc.

see Ricke in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 367 pl. I [right]
ii².277
Plan.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 369-89 pls. lii-liii
Western desert. Diorite Quarries
vii.274
Maps

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 387 pl. liv
Western desert. Diorite Quarries. Stela Ridge.
vii.274
Sketch plan.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 371 pls. lv [1], lv [1, 2]
Western desert. Diorite Quarries. Khufu Quarry.
vii.275
Stela of Khufu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68752.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 371 pls. lv [2], lv [2]
Western desert. Diorite Quarries. Khufu Quarry.
vii.275
Stela of Sahure, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68753.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 389-90 [bottom] pl. lv [3]
Western desert. Diorite Quarries. Road to Aswân.
vii.275
Stela, archer and prisoner, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68759.
Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 370, 372 pl. Ivii [1]
Western desert. Diorite Quarries. Quartz Ridge.
Omit.
Views

Engelbach in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 371 pls. Ivii [1], lix
Western desert. Diorite Quarries. Quartz Ridge.
vii.275
Copper chisel with names of workmen, Dyn. IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68754.

see Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 391-3
Diorite Quarries. Quartz Ridge.
vii.275
Text of copper chisel, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68754.

Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 393-6 cf. 678-92
Diorite Quarries. Khufu Quarry.
vii.275
Texts of stela of Khufu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68752.

Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 393-6 cf. 678-92
Diorite Quarries. Khufu Quarry.
vii.275
Texts of stela of Sahure, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68753.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 423-6 fig. 69
Bahriya Ain el-Muftella. 1st Chapel of Amais.
vii.308
Description and plan.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 424 [11]
Bahriya ‘Ain el-Muftella. 1st Chapel of Amais
vii.308(3)
Outer Hall, text from scene.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 423-4 [3-5] pl. lx
Bahriya ‘Ain el-Muftella. 1st Chapel of Amais
vii.308(6)-(8)
Shebenkhons and King before Gods

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 424 [12-13]
Bahriya ‘Ain el-Muftella. 1st Chapel of Amais
vii.308(4)-(5)
Outer Hall, scenes from upper and lower registers. King offers wine etc.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 424-6 [15-16] pls. lxii [b], lxiii [a]
Bahriya ‘Ain el-Muftella. 1st Chapel of Amais
vii.308(14)
King offers bread to Gods

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 424 [14] pl. lxii [a]
Bahriya ‘Ain el-Muftella. 1st Chapel of Amais
vii.308(11)-(12)
Left scene.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 432-3 [1]
Bahriya Ain el-Muftella 1st Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309
Statue of Bubastis dedicated by Djekhensefankh.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 426-8 fig. 60
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 2nd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309
Plan and description.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 426 [1]
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 2nd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309(1)
Scenes on façade.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 426-8 pl. lxiii [b]
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 2nd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309(3)-(5)
Scenes in Hall, King and Djekhensefankh.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 427-8 [7-9] pls lxiv, lxv [a]
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 2nd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309(6)-(9)
Parts of mythological scenes from 2nd and 3rd registers.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 429-30 pl. lxv [b]
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 3rd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309
View.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 429-30 fig. 61
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 3rd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309
Plan.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 428 [bottom]
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 3rd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.310(5)
Hall, text from scenes.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 429
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 3rd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.309-10(4)
Hall, name rings from upper register.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 429 pl. lxvi [a]
Bahriya Oasis Ain el-Muftella 3rd Chapel of Amasis.
vii.310(6)
Feet of figure of Bes.
see Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 430
vii.301
Description, plan and section.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 430-1 [iii]
Bahriya Oasis. El Qasr. Chapel of Apries
vii.301
Description.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 431
Bahriya Oasis. Qasr el-Megysba. Temple of Alexander the Great.
Omit.
Description.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 431-2 [vii]
Farara Oasis.
Omit.
Description.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 432-3 [1]
Bahriya Oasis. `Ain el-Muftella. 1st Chapel of Amasis. Finds
vii.309
Statue of Bubastis, dedicated by Djekhensefankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 69424.

Bahriya Oasis. `Ain el-Muftella. 4th Chapel of Amasis. Finds
vii.310
Lower part of seated statue of Amasis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Bahriya Oasis. `Ain el-Muftella. 4th Chapel of Amasis. Finds
vii.310
Squatting statue of Djekhensefankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 431 pl. lxvi [b]
Bahriya Oasis. Temple of Amasis. Outer Hall.
vii.299(1)
Parts of long text.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), pl. lxvi [a]
vii.301(9)
Two registers, measuring grain, etc., before deceased.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 430 pl. lxvi [b]
vii.301(5)
Scene of deceased and wife before Min (destroyed).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), pl. lxvi [b left]
vii.301(6)
Column of text from outer jamb.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 430 pl. lxviii [a]
vii.305
Niche at (12).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 430 pl. lxviii [b]
vii.305
Part of entrance at (4) and (5).

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 433 [5] pl. lxx [a]
Bahriya Oasis ‘Ain el-Muftella. Four chapels of Amasis. Finds
vii.310
Lower part of statue of Amasis (?), with Djekhensefankh on sides, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 433-4 [6] pl. lxx [a]
Bahriya Oasis ‘Ain el-Muftella. Four chapels of Amasis. Finds
vii.310
Squatting alabaster statue of Djekhensefankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Roeder in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 435-53
Ashmunain.
iv.165A
Description of excavations

Roeder in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 435-53 Abb. 62
Ashmunain.
iv.165A
Sketch-plan with positions

Roeder in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 435-53 pl. lxiii [1]
Ashmunain.
iv.165A
View of Sphinx-Gate.

Roeder in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 435-53 pl. lxiii [2]
Ashmunain.
iv.165A
View showing building of Ramesses II.

Roeder in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 449-51 pl. lxv [1]
Ashmunain. Sphinx Gate.
iv.165A
Block with remains of King, Queen and Princess.

Roeder in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 449-51 pl. lxv [2]
Ashmunain. Sphinx Gate.
iv.165A
Block with servant in garden, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Sup. 18149.
Emery in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 455-9 pls. lxxvi, lxxvii, lxxxiv, lxxxv
Saqqâra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom tombs. S 3038.
iii.442
Views

Emery in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 455-9 pls. lxxviii-lxxxii
Saqqâra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom tombs. S 3038.
iii.442
Plans and sections

Emery in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 455-9
Saqqâra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom tombs. S 3038.
iii.442
Description

Pillet in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 469-76 pl. lxxxvi
ii.270-2
Plan

Pillet in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 470-1 fig. 66
ii.270-2
King offers nemet-vae to Amun-Re at (16), 3 and 4.

Pillet in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 469-75
ii.270-2
Description

Pillet in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 476-7 pl. lxxxvii
Karnak. Mut Enclosure. S. Temple of Ramesses III.
ii.273
Plan

Hamada in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 479-92 pls. lxxxviii-xc
Cairo. Batn el-Baqara at El-Fustât.
iv.73A
Late tomb with sarcophagi, two with texts, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68490-1.

Hamada in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 479-92 fig. 68
Cairo. Batn el-Baqara at El-Fustât.
iv.73A
Plan and section

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 503-8 [1] fig. 72
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii.629, 633
Mastaba of Hetep, Dyn. V and VI.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 503-8 [2]
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii.629, 633
Mastaba of Bebi, Dyn. V and VI.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 503-8 [3]
Saqqara. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².629, 633
Mastaba of Rakhuf, Dyn. V and VI.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 503-8 [4]
Saqqara. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².629, 633
Mastaba of Niankhba, Dyn. V and VI.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 508-12 [5]
Saqqara. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².630-1
Mastaba of Niankh-Pepy with doorway, texts of statuettes and head-rest, Dyn. VI.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 519 pl. xciv
iii².418
View.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 519-20 [A-F] pls. xcv, xcvi, xcvi [A]
Saqqara. Pyramid of Unis Causeway.
iii².418
Description of some blocks with reliefs

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 520 [B] pl. xcv
Saqqara. Pyramid of Unis Causeway.
iii².418
Fight between Egyptians and Bedouin.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 520 [E] pl. xcvii
Saqqara. Pyramid of Unis Causeway.
iii².419
Trades and marketing.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 520 [F] pl. xcvi [A]
Saqqara. Pyramid of Unis Causeway.
iii².418
Animals in desert.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 519
Saqqara. Pyramid of Unis Causeway.
iii².418
Modified text of boat scene.

see Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 520
Saqqara. Pyramid of Unis Causeway.
iii².420
North boat pit.

see Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 512-14
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.627-9
Description of mastaba of Nebkauhor called Idu, usurped from Akhtihotp, Dyn. VI.

see Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 512
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.627-9
Titles on pillars.

see Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 513 [bottom]-14 [top]
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.627-9
Text at (6).

Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.627-9
Text on block mentioning Bebi.

see Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 514 [bottom]
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.627-9
Sarcophagus, usurped from Akhtihotp.

Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 513 pl. xcvi B
iii\textsuperscript{2}.628(8)
Scene from funerary procession in V, Dyn. VI.

iii\textsuperscript{2}.417
Description.

see Hassan in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 520-1
iii\textsuperscript{2}.417
Clay sealings of King Ninuter.

Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 525-30 pl. xcvi
Athribis. Roman Temple.
i\textsuperscript{v}.65A
Stela of Ramesses II, re-used Dyn. XXX, with cryptographic text, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 529
Athribis. Miscellaneous.
i\textsuperscript{v}.66A

see Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 530
Cairo (re-used in Tombs of Caliphs). After Dyn. XX.
i\textsuperscript{v}.72A
Block with snake-head and fragments of divinities, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 29038.
(originally from Athribis)

Vogliano in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 533-47
Faiyum. Medinet Madi.
iv.103A
Account of excavations.

Vogliano in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 533-47 fig. 73
Faiyum. Medinet Madi.
iv.103A
Plan of kiosk.

Lauer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 551 pl. c
Saqqara. Step Pyramid Enclosure. Pyramid Rooms III and IV.
iii².401
Plans and views of tiled chambers.

Lauer in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 551-65 pl. ci figs. 74-7
Saqqara. Step Pyramid. Room IV with zad panels.
iii².401
Panel, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68921.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 567-74, 595 pls. cii, ciii cf. fig. 80
Karnak. Third Pylon. Shrine of Sesostris I.
ii².61
Views.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 595-6 pl. civ
Karnak. Temple of Ramesses III.
ii².33
View of exterior.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 596 [top]
Karnak. Found south of Hypostyle.
ii².34
Fragment of kneeling statue, and stela, both of Amenophis IV.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 596-8 pl. cvi (lower)
Karnak. Found north of Hypostyle.
ii².77
Blocks and fragments from colonnades of Sabacon, etc.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 597 pl. cv [lower]
ii².192
View.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 597
ii².192
Columns and abacus of Sabacon.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 597 pl. cv [lower]
Karnak. Court between Third and Fourth Pylons. Buildings of Ramesses III.
ii.77
View showing gate in brick enclosure-wall.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 597-8
Karnak. Found near Hypostyle.
i.59
Fragments of lintel of Sesostris I, blocks from obelisks of Tuthmosis I and III, blocks from Third Pylon of Amenophis III and wall of Sethos I.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 598 [middle]
i.59
Block with text concerning rise of Nile, Dyn. XIX and fragments of cippus.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 598-601
Karnak. Third Pylon. Chapel of Sesostris I.
Omit.
Description of re-used blocks from pylon.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 601
Karnak. Third Pylon. Finds Miscellaneous
ii.74
Block from building of Amenophis I, with names of Mentuhotep (Nebhepetre), Mentuhotep (Sankhkare), and a priest Saneaert.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 602 pl. cviii [left]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Architraves
ii.51
Fragment of architrave between second column and centre, found in pavement below.

see Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 605 [1-3]
Karnak. Great Temple. Hypostyle. Interior Finds
ii.51, 52, 299
Block statue of Hor (1), Saite or later, fragment of altar (2) of Amenophis IV, fragment of torso of scribe (3), Dyn. XVIII.

Chevrier in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 605 pls. cix, cx, cxi
Karnak. Great Temple. Hypostyle. Finds
ii.53
Sandstone blocks from monuments of Amenophis IV etc., with musicians, etc., found in pavement.

Salam in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 609-16, 621 fig. 84
Abū Yāa'en. Chapel with bull-sarcophagi, Dyn. XXX.
i.27A
Plan.

Salam in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 609-16 figs 85-8
Abū Yāa'en. Chapel with bull-sarcophagi, Dyn. XXX.
i.27A
Description, etc.

Salam in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 609-16, 621 pls. oxi, oxi
Abû Yâzên. Chapel with bull-sarcophagi, Dyn. XXX.
iv.27A
Sarcophagus with astronomical scenes, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 20.11.48.16-17. (= JE 86723).
Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 623-36 pl. cxiv
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure.
v.123A
Plan of temples.
Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 623-36
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure.
v.123A
Description of excavations
Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 625 [1, 2]
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Re-used blocks. Middle Kingdom.
v.174A
Block of Mentuhotp III.
Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 625 [3]
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Re-used blocks. Middle Kingdom.
v.174A
Block from jamb with Horus-name of Neferhotep.
Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 625 [4]
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Re-used blocks. Middle Kingdom.
v.174A
Fragment of rectangular basin dedicated by a king to Nekhbet, Dyn. XI(?).
see Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 625-6 [5-7]
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Re-used blocks. Middle Kingdom.
v.174A
Three blocks of Sebkhotp III (Sekhemre-Sewadjtaui).
see Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 626 [middle]
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Re-used blocks. Middle Kingdom.
v.174A
Granite statue base of Ibi.
Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 626-7
v.174A
Texts from lintels and jambs of Tuthmosis III.
see Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 628 [middle]
v.173A
Block, Amenophis I suckled by Hathor cow.
see Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 628 [middle]
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Re-used blocks. Dyn. XVIII-XIX.
v.174A
Fragment with Amenophis I running, holding birds.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 629-31
A, B, B' beneath Sanctuary, Psammetikhos I re-used by Amais.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 630 [top]
Crypt B', Lintel of Amenophis I, with erasures of Amenophis IV, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, E. 7701.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 632 El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III (Temple of Nekhbet). Finds v.173A
Block with cartouches of Ramesses III.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 632 n. 1 El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III, (Temple of Nekhbet). Finds v.173A
Two other fragments of Ramesses III.

see Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 633
Jar sealings, including one with name of Nefermaat.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 634-5 El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III, (Temple of Nekhbet). Finds. Ex voto objects v.174A
Texts of inscribed faience ankh-symbols, one with cartouche of Taharqa, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire, E. 7710.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 635 (middle) El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III (Temple of Nekhbet). Finds. Ex voto objects v.174A
Small votive stela.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 635 (near top) El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Temple of Tuthmosis III (Temple of Nekhbet). Finds. Ex voto objects v.174A
Vulture with dedication text of Paremhab, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d'Art et d'Histoire.

Text from fragments of stela of Mereret before Nekhbet.

Text from statue base with Mery kneeling before Nekhbet, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d'Art et
see Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 636-8
v.173A
Blocks with mythological texts

see Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 638
v.173A
Block with names of Nekhbet and Buto.

Capart in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 639
El-Kâb. Temple Enclosure. Lion Gate.
v.173A
Texts of Lion of Sethos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89120.

Steindorff in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 641-67 pls. cxx-cxxiv figs. 89, 90
Valley of the Kings. Tomb 62. Tutankhamun. Sarcophagus Chamber.
b. 576(5), (6), (7)
Scenes from walls.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 678-82 cf. 393-5
Diorite Quarries. Khufu Quarry.
v.725
Texts of stela of Khufu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68752.

see Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xxxviii (1938), 683
Diorite Quarries. Quartz Ridge.
v.725
Stela of Amenemhet II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59480.

Drioton in ASAE xxxix (1939), 57-88 pls. ii-v
Almaya. Small Chapel.
v.73A
Statue-group, Ramesses III with Queen(?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 69771.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 91-4 pls. vii-ix
801-636-060
Kneeling alabaster statue (headless) of Sety, temp. Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 69425.

Brunton, G. in ASAE xxxix (1939), 101-3 fig. 1
801-779-810
Statuette of woman bowing, headless, faience, Dyn. XXVI or later, in Cairo Mus. JE 64919.

Brunton in ASAE xxxix (1939), 101-3 fig. 2
801-779-820
Female statuette, head and feet lost, carrying a basket with child on her back, Late Period or Ptolemaic, in Cairo Mus. JE 71774. (Said to come from el-Matarîya.)

Keimer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 105-6 pl. x
Neighbourhood of Fâqus. Miscellaneous.
v.10A
Marriage scarab of Amenophis III and Teye, in Keimer colln.

Keimer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 106-12, 119-20 [viii] pl. xi
Neighbourhood of Fâqus. Miscellaneous
iv.10A
Commemorative scarab of Prince Merneptah, in Keimer colln.

Drioton in ASAE xxxix (1939), 121-5 fig. 3
Ashmûn.
iv.67A
Apis stela, year 13 of Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72038.

Naguib Farag in ASAE xxxix (1939), 127-32 pl. xii
Tell el-Balamûn (Diospolis Kato).
iv.39A
Stela of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71302.

Drioton in ASAE xxxix (1939), 133-44 pls. xiii, xiv
Thebes. Deîr el-Medîna. Miscellaneous. Reliefs
ii.740
Blocks with cryptographs of Queen Nefertari, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72015-6.

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 147-8 [ii] pl. xv [2]
Thebes. Objects
ii.797A
Stela of god Reshef, Dyn. XVIII, part in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14462.

Leibovitch, J. in ASAE xxxix (1939), 148-54 [iii] pl. xvi
Round-topped votive stela, Amenemopet Jm-m-jpt, Servant (sgh), holding brazier and offering libation
to Reshef, probably late Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 70222 (Temp. No. 16.10.38.1).

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 151-2 fig. 6
Saqqâra. D.47. Tomb of Nenkheftka, temp. Sahure or later.
iii.580(3)
Woman with fan in register IV.

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 154 [iv] pl. xvii
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous
iv.33A
Fragment of stela, man offering to Reshef, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71816.

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 154-5 [v] pl. xviii
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous
iv.33A
Stela, Ib before Reshef, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71815.

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 155-6 pl. xix [i]
El-Sebua. Rock-Temple of Amenophis III. Finds
vii.64
Stela, Kema-Baal before Reshef etc. (from Firth), in Aswân Museum, 16.
Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 156-7 [vii] pl. xix [2]
Gebel Agg. Rock-shrine.
ii.94
Scene, Nebty and family before Sesostris III etc., Dyn. XVIII (?) see Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 157-8 [vii] pl. xx
ii.3.8(d)
First register, Ptolemy III with enemy before Min as Reshef (from Lepsius).

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 159 [ix] pl. xxi
Palestine. Miscellaneous
vi.382
Bronze statue of Reshef, probably Dyn. XVIII.

Leibovitch, J. in ASAE xxxix (1939), 159 pl. xxii [1]
802-044-250
Statuette of a god, no text but probably Reshef, holding shield and wielding mace, Late Period, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 89.2.215.

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 159 pl. xxii [2]
Ras Shamra (Syria). Miscellaneous
vi.394
Statue of Reshef, gold and silver, Dyn. XVIII, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, AO 11598.

Brunton in ASAE xxxix (1939), 177-81 pls. xxiii, xxiv
Cairo. Monuments Re-used. Old and Middle Kingdom.
v.69A
Pedestal with uraei and cartouches of Amenemhet IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42906.

Rowe in ASAE xxxix (1939), 187-94 pl. xxv
Wadi el-Hudi. Copper and Amethyst Mines.
vi.319
Stela of Hor, temp. Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71901.

Rowe in ASAE xxxix (1939), 187-94 pl. xxvi [ii]
Wadi el-Hudi. Copper and Amethyst Mines.
vi.319
Stela of Henenu, year 29 of Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71900.

Rowe in ASAE xxxix (1939), 187-94 pl. xxvi [iii]
Wadi el-Hudi. Copper and Amethyst Mines.
vi.319
Stela of Henenu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71899.

Rowe in ASAE xxxix (1939), 193 fig. 9 cf. 194 n. 1
Western Desert. Diorite Quarries.
vi.274
Stela of Henenu, temp. Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59483.

Engelbach in ASAE xxxix (1939), 199 pl. xxvii
Karnak. Cachette.
ii.140, 141
Statue of Tutankhamun, usurped by Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42091.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxxix (1939), 199
Karnak. Cache. 
ii².140, 141
Description of restoration of similar statue, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66757.

Leibovitch in ASAE xxxix (1939), 213-14 fig. 11
Sinai. Gebel Maghāra
vii.366(500)
Fragment with text of Wekem, Dyn. XII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64929.

Stricker in ASAE xxxix (1939), 215-20 pls. xxx-xxxii
Cairo. Re-used blocks (Memphis). Miscellaneous
iv.72A
Blocks from naos of Amašs, originally at Memphis, now built into Mosque of Emir Sheikho in Cairo.

Lucas in ASAE xxxix (1939), 231 pl. xxxvi
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i².576
Scene from back of throne, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62028.

Lacau in ASAE xxxix (1939), 245-61 pls. xxxvii, xxxviii
Karnak. Third Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii².73
Two blocks from stela of Kamasi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 11.1.35.1.

%Hamada, H. in ASAE xxxix (1939), 273-6 pl. xxxix
803-074-380
Round-topped stela, Pedepare P3-dj-p3-r", Doorkeeper of Ptah ‘under his moringa tree’, son of Ankhhor ‘nh-hnw, and four sons and daughter bringing jars with incense(?) to Osiris ‘spirit (3h) of his moringa tree’, with Isis and Pedepare’s wife and daughter behind Osiris, and four lines of offering text invoking Osiris ‘spirit (3h) of his moringa tree’ below, Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65444.

Kamal in ASAE xxxix (1939), 381-2 pl. lvii
El-‘Amārna. Royal Tomb.
Omit.
Fragments of ushabti of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. Nos. 11.5.38.1-3.

Grdseloff in ASAE xxxix (1939), 385-7 fig. 16
Saqqâra. North of Step Pyramid. Tomb 76, Tepemankh [II]
iii².484
Block, upper part of deceased with stick and remains of two men, formerly in Paris, Musée Guimet, B.10, now in Musée du Louvre, AF. 6760.

see Grdseloff in ASAE xxxix (1939), 389-90
Saqqâra. Tombs 68, 69, Khamererptah and Sopduhotep.
Omit.
Discussion of name of Merhotep.

see Grdseloff in ASAE xxxix (1939), 390
Saqqâra. Tombs 68, 69, Khamererptah and Sopduhotep.
Jambs of Sopduhotp, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 1255-6.

see Grdseloff in ASAE xxxix (1939), 390-1
Saqqâra. Tombs 68, 69, Khamererptah and Sopduhotp.

Mention of Khamererptah as father of Sopduhotp, part of text of false door, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57126.

Grdseloff in ASAE xxxix (1939), 393-6 fig. 17

Fragment of votive stela, Dyn. XIX, Ramosi (destroyed) kneeling before King Teti (called Ity), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40693.

Grdseloff in ASAE xxxix (1939), 398 cf. 399 fig. 18 (from Smith)

Priest and female mourner.

Komorzsinski in ASAE xxxix (1939), 401-2 pl. Iviii
Luxor. Exterior of Court of Ramesses II.

Statue, probably of Amenophis III usurped by Memeptah, now removed.

see Engelbach in ASAE xxxix (1939), 405-7 pl. lix
Thebes. TT 320 (Royal Cache).

Mummy of Sit-Ament, coffin in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 61060.

see Derry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 411-16 pl. lx
Thebes. TT 320 (Royal Cache).

Mummy of Sit-a-ment, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 61060.

Emery in ASAE xxxix (1939), 427-37 pl. Ixii [A]

View.

Emery in ASAE xxxix (1939), 427-37 pl. Ixii [B]

Jars of Djer.

Emery in ASAE xxxix (1939), 429-36 pls. lxi-lxv figs. 24-35

Bed, copper implements, etc. from Room 5, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Emery in ASAE xxxix (1939), 427-37
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Description.

Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 448 fig. 36
iii.407
Fragment of base of statue of Netjerikhet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49889.

Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 449
iii.400
Restoration text of Khaemweset, from revetment.

Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 448-52 pls. lxvi, lxvii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure. Great South Court.
iii.407
Views.

Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 448
Fragments of boundary stelae.

Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 449-50 pls. lxviii, lxix
iii.592
Double statue, red granite, and seated statue, black granite, of Nikauhor, Dyn. V, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71967-8.

Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 450 pl. lxx
iii.592
Wooden female head, end of Dyn. XVIII or later, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71969.

see Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 451
iii.592
Fragment with Aten cartouches and statue fragment.

see Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 451-2
iii.592
Column fragments including one mentioning Wepwaut, end of Dyn. XVIII to Dyn. XIX.

see Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 453-4
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Unis
iii.421
Re-used blocks of Djedkare Isesi, from revetment, and palace-façade stela.

Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 470-2 pls. lxii, lxiii fig. 45
iii.408
Views of superstructure including wall with uraei.
see Lauer in ASAE xxxix (1939), 472-7 fig. 46
iii.406
Description, etc.

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 483-7 pls. lxxiv-lxxvii figs. 47, 48
Hermopolis Magna. Necropolis
iv.169A
Views and plan.

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 486-8 pl. lxxxi [left]
iv.174A
Scene (incomplete) at (9)-(11).

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 486-8 pl. lxxxi [right]
iv.174A
Lower register, scene at (8).

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 488 fig. 49
iv.174A
Upper register, scene at (5).

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 487-9 pls lxxxii, lxxxiii
Hermopolis Magna
iv.174A
Temple of Thoth, well etc.

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 489-96 pls. lxxxiv, lxxxvi
Hermopolis Magna. Ibis. Catacombs
iv.174A
Views of exterior and entrance.

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 489-96 pl. lxxxvii
Hermopolis Magna. Ibis. Catacombs
iv.174A
Views of cult chapel.

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 489-96 pl. lxxxviii
Hermopolis Magna. Ibis. Catacombs
iv.174A
Canopic jar Ankh-hor.

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 489-96 pl. lxxxix fig. 52
Hermopolis Magna. Ibis. Catacombs
iv.174A
Bronze statues.

Gabра in ASAE xxxix (1939), 489-96 fig. 51
Hermopolis Magna. Ibis. Catacombs
iv.174A
Mummy of ape.

Gabra in ASAE xxxix (1939), 493-4
Hermopolis Magna. Ibis. Catacombs
iv.174A
Sarcophagus of Ankh-hor (text).

Montet in ASAE xxxix (1939), 528-9
Tanis. Temple of Anta. Chapel of Horum, etc.
iv.25A
Description of finds, etc.

Montet in ASAE xxxix (1939), 529
Tanis. Avenue.
iv.14A
Statue usurped by Siamun.

Montet in ASAE xxxix (1939), 531-9 pls. xc, xci, xcii
Tanis. Tombs of Osorkon II and Psusennes.
iv.26A
Plans, view, and description.

see Montet in ASAE xxxix (1939), 538
Tanis. Tombs of Osorkon II and Psusennes.
iv.26A
Inscribed vases of private individuals in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 57860-2, 87864-7, 87870.

see Brunton in ASAE xxxix (1939), 541-7
Tanis. Tomb of Psusennes. Antechamber.
iv.26A
Silver and wooden coffins etc. of King Sesonchis in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 72154.

see Derry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 540-51
Tanis. Tomb of Psusennes. Antechamber.
iv.26A
Mummy of King Sesonchis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Chévrier in ASAE xxxix (1939), 554-5 pls. xciii, xciv
Karnak. Forecourt.
Omit.
Views

Chévrier in ASAE xxxix (1939), 555-9 pls. xviii-c
Karnak. Avenue of Crio-Sphinxes and First Pylon.
Omit.
Views

Chévrier in ASAE xxxix (1939), 561 pl. civ
Karnak. Hypostyle. Interior. Finds
ii.51
Statue dedicated by Mosi, Dyn. XVIII.

Chévrier in ASAE xxxix (1939), 564-5
Karnak. Third Pylon. Porch of Tuthmosis IV.
ii.2.72
Blocks, found in Third Pylon.

Chévrier in ASAE xxxix (1939), 566 pl. cv
Karnak. Objects. Statues in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.2.281
Royal head, probably Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 71963.

Chévrier in ASAE xxxix (1939), 566 pl. cvi
Karnak. Objects. Statues in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.2.296
Blocks of Amenophis IV, re-used by Ramesses II.

Chévrier in ASAE xxxix (1939), 565-6 pls. cvii, cviii
Karnak. Sacred Lake.
Omit.
Views.

see Ricke in ASAE xxxix (1939), 607-8
i.2.276
Description of building north of ‘Lepsius 16’.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 609-19 pl. cix
Oasis of ‘Arēg. Necropolis
vii.316
Description and views.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 616-17 pl. cxi fig. 57
vii.316
Plan and views.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 615-17 pl. cxi fig. 58
vii.316
Scenes.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 628-9
vii.305
Description.

see Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 628-9
Bahriya Oasis. Necropolis of El-Qa‘ar and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Pedaeather (called Sheik Ali)
vii.301
Description.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 628 pl. cxii
vii.305
Plan and section.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 629-31 pl. cxvi [a]
vi.299(1)
Parts of long text.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 631-6 fig. 61
vi.310
Titles from Ascherson stela.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 636-8 pl. cxvii fig. 62
vi.310
Plan and view.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 638-9 pl. cxviii fig. 63
Bahrīya Oasis ʿAin el-Tebaniya. Temple of Alexander the Great.
vi.310-11
Description, plan and views.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 638-9 pl. cxix [a]
Bahrīya Oasis ʿAin el-Tebaniya. Temple of Alexander the Great.
vi.310-11
Scene from lower register.

Adriani in ASAE xxxix (1939), 659-63 figs. 64-5
Antinoē. Temple of Isis.
v.176A
Views and description.
Donadoni in ASAE xxxix (1939), 665-77 pls. cxxii-cxxv
Antinoë. Temple of Ramesses II.
iv.175A
Description, views and columns

Donadoni in ASAE xxxix (1939), 673-4, 677
Antinoë. Temple of Ramesses II.
iv.175A
Blocks of Amenophis IV.

Vogliano in ASAE xxxix (1939), 687-95
Medînet Mâdi. Dromos and kiosk.
iv.103A
Description etc.

Vogliano in ASAE xxxix (1939), 687-95 pls. cxxvi-cxxviii
Medînet Mâdi. Dromos and kiosk.
iv.103A
Views

Vogliano in ASAE xxxix (1939), 687-95 pl. cxxix
Medînet Mâdi. Dromos and kiosk.
iv.103A
Sphinx from Dromos

Vogliano in ASAE xxxix (1939), 687-95 pl. cxxx
Medînet Mâdi. Dromos and kiosk.
iv.103A
Representation of sphinx in Kiosk.

Fakhry in ASAE xxxix (1939), 709-23 pl. cxxii figs. 66-71
Speos Artemidos
iv.165A
Rock-shrine of Tuthmosis III and Hatshepaut.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 727-31, 743-6 pls. cxxiii, cxxiv
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II etc.
iv.163A
Views

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 727-31, 743-6 pl. cxxv
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II etc.
iv.163A
Stela of Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72130.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 727-31, 743-6 pl. cxxvi
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II etc.
iv.163A
Views of Pylon.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 727-31, 743-6 pls. cxxvii-cxli
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II etc.
iv.163A
Blocks, temp. Amenophis IV.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 727-31 cf. pl. cxxviii (see also 743-6)
Ashmûnein.
iv.165A
Excavations in 1939.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxxvii [a]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with head of Amenophis IV.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxviii [b]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with King, Queen and princess.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxviii [a]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with heads of female musicians.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxviii [b]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with princesses, in Hanover, Kestener-Museum, 1963.35.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxviii [c]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with two heads.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxviii [d]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with courtier bowing before King.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxix [a]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with bowing courtier.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxix [b]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with bowing courtiers.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxxix [c]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with servant in bedroom.

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxx [a]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with frieze of lotus flowers

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxi [b]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with vine leaves

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxli [a]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with row of trees

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), pl. cxi [b]
Ashmûnein. Pylon of Ramesses II.
iv.168A
Block with lotus flowers

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 735
Cairo.
iv.72-3A
Obelisks of Nektanebos II.

see Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 736 n. 4
Ashmûnein. Finds.
iv.16A

Roeder in ASAE xxxix (1939), 743-6 pl. cxxxiii (see also 727-31)
Ashmûnein.
iv.165A
Excavations in 1939.

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 10 n. 5
8
Text mentioning “doors of the Land of Kebehu”, from basalt sarcophagus of Imhotep, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 4.12.20.5.

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), cf. 11-13 [A.i] pl. i [1]
v.128A

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 13-16 [A.ii] pl. i [2]
Qift. Various
v.133A
Mummiform sarcophagus of Tuttua, Dyn. XXX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36435.

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 16-17 [A.III] pl. ii
804-097-050
Temple relief, Hor Hnw, ‘praised by Isis’, with epithets of drowning, son of Pahenmontu P3-šj-(n-)mtyw
...and Tasherit T3-šrjt, sandstone, Roman Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52809. (Bought in Luxor, probably from Nubia.)


Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 18 cf. 17 fig. 2 Dendera Site. Miscellaneous v.116A Head of statue of Paenmenkh (Menkhenre in Bibl.), Graeco-Egyptian, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 50047.


Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 20 [A.v] pl. iv Dendera. Miscellaneous v.115A Stela of Nubian man, sandstone, Roman, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 28963 (Temp. No. 5.6.15.5).

Rowe, A. in ASAE xl (1940), 21 [A.vii] pl. vi 803-097-100 Rectangular stela, woman Tashenpawer T3-šrjt-(nt-)p(3)-wr, wearing uraeus on forehead and holding lotus bouquet, in front of table, sandstone, Roman Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 22232 (JE 37607).

Rowe, A. in ASAE xl (1940), 21-2 [A. viii] (as Nubian and drowned) text 803-089-700 Rectangular stela, Piamun, ‘One greatly praised of the necropolis’, son of Pihoriy and woman Sheteti, seated, with Anubis jackal under chair, sandstone, Ptolemaic, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 1556.

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), cf. 27-8 [Add. A] pl. vii Akhmîm. Miscellaneous v.21A Stela of Harsedjen (not Harden as in Bibl.), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 22120.


Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 42, 45-6 Kôm Medînet Ghurab. Small Cult-Temple of Tuthmosis III. iv.113A Stela of Ramesses-emperre (also called Ben-ithen), in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E.
Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 45-6 pl. viii
v.59A
Stela, Rameses emmer (also called Ben-ithen) adoring Memphiteh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp.
No. 3.7.24.17.

-see Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 46
Omit. (= 803-074-380, but reference not worth including)
Stela of Pedepare, Dyn. XXI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65444.

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 47-50 pl. ix
Kamak. Cachette.
i.2.166
Stela of Huy, temp. Tutankhamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37463.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 84-5 [3], 76-7 [iii] pl. xiii [upper]
Kamak. Various in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
i.2.167
Granite measuring-vessel of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36925.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 86 [5], 78 [v] n. 2
Saqqara. Pyramid of Pepe II.
iii.430
Text of inscribed alabaster jar, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 5019 and JE 65340.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 86-7 [6], 78 [vi]
El-ʿAmarna. Private Palace. Storerooms etc.
iv.199A
Text of alabaster jar of Hatshepsut, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 57203.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 87 [7], 78-9 [vii]
Saqqara. Miscellaneous Vessels
iii.829
Alabaster jar of Tuthmosis III, to contain 21 hin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 8734.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 88 [8], 79 [viii]
Valley of the Kings. KV 20, Hatshepsut.
i.547

Leibovitch in ASAE xl (1940), 105 pl. xiv [39] fig. 13
Sinai. Serabit el-Khadīm.
Omit.
Fragment with Proto-Sinaitic text (No. 375), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65467.

Leibovitch in ASAE xl (1940), 101-20 pls. xiv [38], xv-xix figs. 12, 14-26
Sinai. Proto-Sinaitic Inscriptions.
Omit.
General account and recently discovered blocks (No. 374 in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65466).
see Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 134-5
iv.198A
Offering table from statue of Amenophis III, mentioning co-regency with Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65966.

see Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 135
El-ʿAmarna. Royal Tomb.
iv.235A
Now considered to have belonged to Queen Nefertiti.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 135-6 pl. xx [1, 2]
Temple of Ay and Haremhab.
ii.458-9
Statue and base of Tutankhamun, inscribed by Ay, usurped by Haremhab, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59669, 60134.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 136 pl. xxi
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
ii.571
Outermost shrine, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60664.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 136 pl. xxi
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
ii.571
Third (second in error in Bibli.) shrine, north-east corner of exterior, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60667.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 137-8 pl. xxii
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
ii.574
Gold miniature canopic coffin of Smenkhkare, with hymn to Re, usurped for Tutankhamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60688.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 138 pl. xxiv
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
ii.571
Second outermost shrine showing cartouches of Smenkhkare usurped by Tutankhamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60666.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 144 pl. xxv [left]
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV. Colonnade. Osiride statues of Amenophis IV.
ii.253
Statue of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55938.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 144 pl. xxv [right]
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
ii.253
Statue of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49529.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 154 pl. xxvi [1]
Faience knob of Amenophis III, Sitamun and Teye, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67962.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 155-6 pl. xxvi [2]
El-"Amarna. Royal Tomb. Finds
iv.236A
Fragments of alabaster bowl with erased cartouche of Princess Sitamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 30996, 59283, and CG 18459.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 156
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Various
i.838
Text of Amenophis III and Sitamun, from fragments of ebony-box, in London, British Museum, EA 5899 A, B.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 162 pl. xxvii
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i.576
Throne, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62028.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 162 pl. xxviii
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i.577
Chair and footstool, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 62030 and 62045.

Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1940), 186 pl. xxix
Madâmûd. Temple. Miscellaneous
v.144A
Roman torso, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 13892.

Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1940), 186-7 fig. 27

Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1940), 188 pl. cxxx
Kôm İnhâàn.
i.45A
Statue of Nekhtnebf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43778.

Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1940), 189 fig. 28
Mit Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii.867
Statue of Psammethekos, Dyn. XXIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 682.

Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1940), 190 pl. cxxi
Alexandria. Found near East Harbour.
i.3A

Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1940), 194-5 fig. 30
Karnak. Cachette
ii.149
Block statue of Espekashuti, temp. Sesonchis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42232.

Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1940), 196-7 fig. 31
Inscribed wooden Hathor-emblem, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 47740.

Kamal in ASAE xl (1940), 209-29 pls xxxi, xxxii (cont. from ASAE xxxviii (1938), 265-83)
Abydos. Temple of Osiris. Finds
Stela of Sehetepebre, temp. Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 20538.

Čermý in ASAE xl (1940), 236
Thebes. TT 68, Priest of Mut, usurped by Espanefhor.
Titles from ceiling.

Čermý in ASAE xl (1940), 237-8 [upper]
Thebes. TT 68, Priest of Mut, usurped by Espanefhor.
Part of texts and titles from (6).

Čermý in ASAE xl (1940), 238 [lower]
Thebes. TT 68, Priest of Mut, usurped by Espanefhor.
Titles of deceased and name of father from (7).

Königsberger in ASAE xl (1940), 248 cf. 249, 253 Abb. 37
8
Stand with cartouches of Necho, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 31334.

see Königberger in ASAE xl (1940), 249, 253
Tell Baqîya. Miscellaneous

see Königberger in ASAE xl (1940), 249, 253
8

see Königberger in ASAE xl (1940), 253, 255
8
Bronze stand(? of Apries, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 11807.

see Königberger in ASAE xl (1940), 253, 255 Abb. 42
8
Bronze stand(? of Darius, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20336.

Spiegel in ASAE xl (1940), 257-62 pls xxxiv, xxxv
Thebes. TT 372, Amenkhau.
i.433(1)
Deceased and family adore Ptah and goddess.

Spiegel in ASAE xl (1940), 263 pl. xxvi
Thebes. TT 341, Nekhtamun.
i².408(5)-(7)
Ptah-Sokari-Osiris and Ramesses II at (4).

Spiegel in ASAE xl (1940), 263 pl. xxvii
Thebes. TT 341, Nekhtamun.
i².408(5)-(7)
Deceased offering at (5).

Spiegel in ASAE xl (1940), cf. 263 pl. xxviii
Thebes. TT 341, Nekhtamun.
i².408(5)-(7)
Two registers, butchers etc. and offering bearers with musicians at (6).

see Spiegel in ASAE xl (1940), 263 [top]
Thebes. TT 184, Nefermenu.
i².291
Description of some scenes in Inner Room.

see Spiegel in ASAE xl (1940), 264 [middle] cf. 266 n. 1
Thebes. TT 222, Hekmaatre-nakht.
i².323
Description of scenes in Passage.

see Spiegel in ASAE xl (1940), 267 [top]
Thebes. TT 44, Amenemhab.
Omit.
Short description of scene, adoration of Ptah and Sekhmet, and of Amenophis I and Nefertare.

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 291-3 pl. xxxix
Qift. Miscellaneous. Various
v.133A
Mummiform sarcophagus of Dedubaste, Early Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 27.2.21.7.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 309-10
Temple of Sethos I. Side-Room II.
i².412
(49) Dedication-text (cryptographic) above base.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 310-14
Temple of Sethos I. Side-Room V.
i².412
(48)-(50) Cryptographic text above base.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 315-19 figs
vi.101(28)-(29)
Jambs, with cryptographic title of Ramesses II.
Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 319-28
Luxor. Court of Ramesses II. Columns and Architraves.
ii.311(55)-(56)
West colonnade, cryptographic architrave-text.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 328
ii.474
Base, with cryptographic text of Pinedjem I.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 329-38
ii.473
Base, cryptographic text of Pinedjem I.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 339-40
vii.289
Cryptographic frieze, text on north side.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 341-60
vii.289
Cryptographic frieze, text on south side.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 360-77 figs. 46-48
vii.282(64), (65)
Outer thickness with cryptographic text (fragment from top of North thickness, in Moscow Museum, but
not seen there).

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 387-91
Medinet Habu. Small Temple. Room VII.
i.472(78)
(78)(a)-(b) North doorway, lintel and jambs, cryptographic text in ink.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1940), 391-4
iv.174A
South-east and West sides, hymn to Thoth in cryptographic text.

Aimé-Giron in ASAE xl (1940), cf. 445-6 pl. xli
Tell Dafana
iv.7A
View of Central Fort.

Aimé-Giron in ASAE xl (1940), cf. 447-53 pl. xlii
Tell Dafana
iv.7A
Stela, Syrian god on lion, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 24147.

Vandier d’Abbadie in ASAE xl (1940), 468 figs. 50, 51
Medinet Habu. Great Temple. First Court.
Men playing single stick from vase.

Vandier d'Abbadie in ASAE xl (1940), 468, 477 figs. 52, 55. Thebes. TT 119, Amenmos.

Fragment of stela of Reshef, dedicated by Ramos, temp. Ramesses II, in M. Varille colln.

Leibovitch in ASAE xl (1940), 490 fig. 59. Hurubat.


Leibovitch in ASAE xl (1940), 491 fig. 60. Mît Râhîna. Finds from Ptah Enclosure and Dependencies.

Stela of ...hotp before Reshef, Ramesside, in London Petrie Museum, 14400.


Wooden slab-stela of Negi, Dyn. IV-V, set into West wall of Chapel of Akhtihotp, Dyn. V-VI.

Badawi in ASAE xl (1940), 495 pl. xlvii. Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.

Plan and section of mastaba of Akhtihotp, Dyn. V-VI.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 507, 508-9 pl. xlviii [1-3].

Faience plaque of Bekenkhons, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 84536.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 507-8 pl. xlviii [A-D].

Prism of Bekenkhons, First prophet of Amun, glazed steatite, temp. Setnakht to Ramesses III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 84655.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 511-13 pl. lxx with 639-40 (Varille).

Naos containing statue of Amun .... usurped by Bekenkhons, temp. Setnakht to Ramesses III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 70025.

see Engelbach, R. in ASAE xl (1940), 513-14.

Lower part of block statue of Bekenkhons B3k-n-hsw, First prophet of Amun, etc., son of Amenemopet Jmn-mjpt, Overseer of recruits of the temple of Amun, with mention of deified Amenophis I, granodiorite. temp. Setnakht to Ramesses III, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 2082.
Brunton in ASAE xl (1940), 522, 525-6 pl. li [17]
Gebelein. Necropolis Various
v.163A
Wooden cylinder-seal of Menkauhor, found as woman's ornament in Old Kingdom burial, now in Cairo,
Egyptian Museum, CG 64814.

Hamza in ASAE xl (1940), 537-41 pls. iii-iv
El-‘Amâna. Royal Tomb. Finds
iv.236A
Parts of canopic-box and lid of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum,

Hamza in ASAE xl (1940), 541 pl. lvi [1]
Valley of the Kings KV 35, Amenophis II.
i.554
Canopic-box, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 5029.

Hamza in ASAE xl (1940), 541-2 pl. lvi [2]
Valley of the Kings KV 57, Haremhab.
i.569

Hamza in ASAE xl (1940), 542 pl. lvi [7]
Valley of the Kings KV 57, Haremhab.
i.569
Sketch of sarcophagus showing winged goddesses

Hamza in ASAE xl (1940), 541-2 pl. lvi [3, 4]
Valley of the Kings KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i.574
Canopic chest and lids of jars, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60687.

Hamza in ASAE xl (1940), 542, 543 pl. lvi [5]
Valley of the Kings KV 62, Tutankhamun.
Omit.
Sketch showing winged goddess from fourth shrine, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 60668.

Hamza in ASAE xl (1940), 542 pl. lvi [6]
Valley of the Kings KV 23, Ay.
i.551
Sarcophagus, sketch showing winged goddesses, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72131.

Guéraud in ASAE xl (1940), 553-60 pl. lvii
Faiûm. Miscellaneous
iv.104A
Stela, Sohk and deified Amenemhet III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 28159.

Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 563-4 pl. lviii
Thebes. Deir el-Medîna Miscellaneous
i.749
Limestone plaque, Ram of Amun, dedicated by Hay, scribe in the Place of Truth, Ramesside, in A.
Varille colln.
see Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 568
Thebes. TT 383, Mermosi, Viceroy of Kush.
Omit.
Inner sarcophagi of Mermosi, in London, British Museum, EA 1001, 1001A.

Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 569 n. 1
Thebes. TT 383, Mermosi, Viceroy of Kush.
i.2,436
Text of stela of deceased, in French Institute, Cairo.

see Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 569
i.2,662
Text of canopic jar of Mermosi, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 4086.

Badawi in ASAE xl (1940), 573-7 pl. lx
Saqqâra. Tomb of Shepsipuptah.
i.2,608
Lintel from false door of Shepsipuptah.

Hanna in ASAE xl (1940), 581-8 pl. lx
v.26A
Silver coffin of King Sesonchis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72154.

Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 601-6 pl. lxv
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet.
i.2,117(16)
Text with appeal to visitors, from right thickness.

Badawi in ASAE xl (1940), 607-10 pl. lxvi
Saqqâra. Tomb of Shepsipuptah. End of Dyn. V or Dyn. VI.
i.2,608
Upper part of false door of Tjetui.

Badawi in ASAE xl (1940), 611-12 fig. 67
Saqqâra. Tomb of Shepsipuptah. End of Dyn. V or Dyn. VI.
i.2,608
False door of Tjeset, wife of Tjetui.

see Brunton in ASAE xl (1940), 617-18
Qift. Miscellaneous.
v.132-3A and vii.338
Correction of Rowe’s article about statue... Sen-nuushepsi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 70031.

Rowe in ASAE xl (1940), 623-7 pl. lxvii
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i.2,584
Fourth model coffin with text of Queen Teye containing lock of hair, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60700.

see Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 641
Thebes. TT 35, Bekenkhons
ii.62
Torso of statuette of deceased, probably from here.

Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 645-8 pl. lxix
Karnak. Ninth Pylon in front of South face.
ii.182
Lower part of squatting statue of Ptahmosi vizier, temp. Amenophis III, in Karnak Magazine.

see Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 652 fig. 68 (from Davis)
Valley of the Kings. KV 46, Yuia and Tjuiu.
i.563
Scenes from back of chair of Sitamun, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 51113.

Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 653 fig. 69 (from Davis)
Valley of the Kings. KV 46, Yuia and Tjuiu.
i.563
Chair of Queen Teye, scene, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 51112.

see Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 653-4
Thebes. Miscellaneous Various
i.838
Text from fragments of ebony box of Amenophis III and Sitamun, in London, British Museum, EA 5899 A, B.

see Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 654-5
El-‘Amârna. Royal Tomb. Finds
iv.236A
Text of Sitamun from alabaster bowl, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 18459.

Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 655
8

see Varille in ASAE xl (1940), 655-6
8
Faience knob of Amenophis III, Sitamun and Teye, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67962.

Engelbach in ASAE xl (1940), 659-61 pl. lxx
Buto.
Omit.
Scarab recording parentage of Queen Teye and arrival of Queen Kirgipa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 85739.

Piankoff in ASAE xl (1940), 666 pl. lxii [right]
Sammanûd. Finds
iv.44A
Sarcophagus of ‘Chebmin’, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 48447.

see Piankoff in ASAE xl (1940), 666

Sammanûd. Finds
iv.44A
Sarcophagus of Ankh-hor, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 48446.

Piankoff in ASAE xl (1940), 666-7 pls. lxvi, lxvii [left]

Saqqâra. Objects from tombs.
iii^2.766
Scenes from ‘cuve’ of sarcophagus of Djeho, son of Pedepeamankhib, Ptolemaic, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, D 9 [N. 345].

see Piankoff in ASAE xl (1940), 668

Cairo. Island of Roda. Building near Nilometer.
iv.73A
Block with text of second scene of Book of Caverns, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65919.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 675-80 pls. lxxiii, lxxiv

Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Iyka. Dyn. V.
iii^2.637
Wooden false door of Iyka, Dyn. V, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72201.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 680 [bottom]

Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Tomb of Iyka. Dyn. V.
iii^2.637
Text of offering basin, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72202.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 683 fig. 72

Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii^2.652
False door of Nubhotp good name Bebi, temp. Unis

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 683 fig. 73

Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.
iii^2.622
False door of Iati, mid-Dyn. VI, temp. Unis

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 681 pls. lxxv, lxxvi

Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
Omit.
Views of excavations

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 681 pl. lxxvii [lower]

Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Finds
iii^2.652
Faience chalice, Third Intermediate Period, presumably found here (not mentioned in letterpress).

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 683-4

iii^2.624-5
Description.
Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 683 pl. bxviii
iiii.624-5
Relief, deceased (5).

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 683 pl. bxix
iiii.624-5
Relief, female attendants and female dwarf at (8).

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 684
iiii.624-5
Lower part of statuette with names of Unis.

see Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 684-5
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Twin-mastaba
iiii.623
Account of mastaba of Queen Khenut, Dyn. V.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 685-6 fig. 74
Saqqâra. South of Step Pyramid.
iiii.615
Mastaba of Unis-haishtef.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 686-7 fig. 74
Saqqâra. South of Step Pyramid.
iiii.616
Double scene, deceased before father Kai (4).

see Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 685-7
Saqqâra. South of Step Pyramid.
iiii.616
Double scene, deceased before father Iynefer.

see Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 687
Saqqâra. South of Step Pyramid.
iiii.616
Double scene, deceased before father Unisankh.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 687
iiii.133(5)A
Titles from scene.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 690 fig. 75
iiii.620-1
Turtle and fish from marsh-scene at (13).

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 687-90 pl. lxix
iiii.620-1
View of Room II.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 687-90 pl. lxxxi
False door at (23).

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 690, 692 fig. 76
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Mastaba of Bia, Dyn. VI. iii², 623
One face of false door.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 690, 692 fig. 77
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Mastaba of Bia, Dyn. VI. iii², 623
Block with offering texts (referred to as fig. 78).

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 690, 692 fig. 78
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Mastaba of Bia, Dyn. VI. iii², 623
Block, probably jamb from entrance (referred to as fig. 77).

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 690, 692
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Seshseshet, good name Idut. Dyn. VI. iii², 617
Description.

Saad in ASAE xl (1940), 693 pl. lxxxii
Saqqâra. Around Unis Pyramid. Tomb of Amentefnakht. iii², 650
Position.

see Donadoni in ASAE xl (1940), 717
Antinoë. Account of Italian excavations in 1940. iv.175
Statue of Hathor-cow suckling Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89613.

see Donadoni in ASAE xl (1940), 717
Antinoë. Account of Italian excavations in 1940. iv.175
Standing statue of Sekhmet, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89614.

see Donadoni in ASAE xl (1940), 717
Antinoë. Account of Italian excavations in 1940. iv.175
Statuette of hawk-headed Horus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89615.

see Donadoni in ASAE xl (1940), 717-18
Antinoë. Account of Italian excavations in 1940. iv.175
Seated statue of a goddess, with cartouches of Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89616.

Habachi in ASAE xl (1940), 721-32
Biyahmu. Colossi of Amenemhet III.
iv.98A
Account.

Habachi in ASAE xl (1940), 721-32 pl. lxxxiv [1, 2]
Biyahmu. Colossi of Amenemhet III.
iv.98A
Fragment from jamb of doorway in Courtyard.

Habachi in ASAE xl (1940), 721-32 pls. lxxxv [1, 2], lxxxvi [1]
Biyahmu. Colossi of Amenemhet III.
iv.98A
Fragments from base of Colossus

Habachi in ASAE xl (1940), 721-32 pl. lxxxvi [2]
Biyahmu. Colossi of Amenemhet III.
iv.98A
View of base of Colossus

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 761-8
Ain Amûr. Temple.
vii.295
General account.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 766-7
Ain Amûr. Temple.
vii.295
Text from scene on rear wall of sanctuary.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 761-8 pl. xciv
Ain Amûr. Temple.
vii.295
Plan.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 761-8 pls. xcix-xciii
Ain Amûr. Temple.
vii.295
Views

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 779-85, 787-8
Oasis of Siwa. Qâret el-Musabbirûn (Gebel el-Mûta).
vii.313
Description.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 779-87
Oasis of Siwa.
vii.311
Description.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 785-6
vii.313
Description.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 788 pl. c
Oasis of Siwa. Qâret el-Musabberîn (Gebel el-Môta).
vii.313
View of tombs

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 787
vii.316
Texts from thicknesses

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 798-90 pls. ci, cii, fig. 84
Siwa Oasis. Qâret el-Musabberîn. Middle Terrace.
vii.314
Plan and scenes from ‘Tomb of Crocodile’.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 790-2 fig. 85
Siwa Oasis. Qâret el-Musabberîn. Tomb of Padjehut.
vii.314
Description and plan.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 791 pl. ciii [a]
Siwa Oasis. Qâret el-Musabberîn. Tomb of Padjehut.
vii.314
Scene omitting hymn, from right wall of sarcophagus chamber.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. ciii [b]
Siwa Oasis. Qâret el-Musabberîn. Tomb of Padjehut.
vii.314
Scene from left wall of sarcophagus chamber.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 792-3 pls. civ, cv
Oasis of Siwa. Qâret el-Musabberîn. Tomb of Mesueset
vii.315
Description, view of entrance and doorway.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 793-9 pls. cvi-cix figs 86-9
Siwa. Qâret el-Musabberîn. Tomb of Siamun.
vii.315-16
Description, plan and scenes

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 824-8
vii.310-311
General account, plan and views

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 824-8 pl. cxxi [1]
Oasis of Bahriya. Qâr el-Megysba. Temple of Alexander the Great.
vii.310-311
Scene on jamb at entrance.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 824-8 pl. cxxiii, on cxxii [2]
Oasis of Bahriya. Qasr el-Megysba. Temple of Alexander the Great.
vii.310-311

Lower register. Sanctuary.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 827
Oasis of Bahriya. Qasr el-Megysba. Temple of Alexander the Great.
vii.310-311
Block from top register.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 827-8
Oasis of Bahriya. Qasr el-Megysba. Temple of Alexander the Great.
vii.311
Remains of text of statuette of prophet of Re, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 845-7
Wadi Natrun. Fort and Temple. Dyn. XII.
vii.317
General account.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 845-7 pl. cxiv
Wadi Natrun. Fort and Temple. Dyn. XII.
vii.317
Plan.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 845-7 pls. cxv, cxvi [1]
Wadi Natrun. Fort and Temple. Dyn. XII.
vii.317
Granite gateway of Amenemhet I.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 845-7 pl. cxvi [2]
Wadi Natrun. Fort and Temple. Dyn. XII.
vii.317
Bust of Chancellor, Dyn. XVIII.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 847
Wadi Natrun. Fort and Temple. Dyn. XII.
vii.317
Granite pyramidion.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 856-60 pl. cxvii
vii.302
Description, plan and sect.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [i, ii]
vii.302(1) and (2)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [iii]
vii.302(6)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [iv]
vii.302(7)

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [v, vi]
vii.302(11)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [vii]
vii.302(8)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [x-xii]
vii.302 (9)-(10)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [xiii-xiv]
vii.302 (4)-(5)

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [xv]
vii.302(3)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 857 [xvi-xxi]
vii.302 Pillars I-IV.
Pillars I-IV.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 858 [xxiv] fig. 91.
vii.302 Pillars IIIa

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 858-9 [xxxii]
vii.302(12)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 859 [xxxiii]
vii.303(14)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 859 [xxxiv, xxxv]
vii.303(15) and (16).

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 859 [xxxvi, xxxvii]
vii.303(17) and (18)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 859 [xxxviii, xxxix]
vii.303(13)
Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 859 [xl]
vii.303(23)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 859-60 [xlii-iii]
vii.303(20) and (22).

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 860 [xliv]
vii.302-3
Sarcophagus

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvii = Bibl. vii.582
vii.302-3
Plan and section.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxix
vii.302(4)-(5)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxx [left]
vii.302(12)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxx [right]
vii.303(13)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxi [left]
vii.303(15) and (16)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxi [right]
vii.303(14)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxii
vii.303(23)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cviii
Oasis of Bahriya. Tomb of Pedeastarte.
vii.302
View of Pillared Hall.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 862 [i-iv]
vii.303(1)-(4)

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 862 [v-vi]
vii.304(9) and (10)

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 862 [viii-ix]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303-4
Pillar I (a) and (b).

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 862 [x-xiii]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303-4
Pillar II (a) and (b).

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 862 [xiv-xvii]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303-4
Pillar III.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 862 [xviii-xxi]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303-4
Pillar IV.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 863 [xxii-xxiii]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303(5)-(6)

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 863 [xxiv]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303(7)-(8)

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 866 [xxv]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.304(11)-(13), (14)-(15)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), cf. 866 [xxvi]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.304(16)-(19)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 866 [xxvii-viii]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.304(20)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 866 [xxix]
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.304(21)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxiii
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303
Plan and section.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 860-7 pl. cxxiv
Oasis of Bahriya. Necropolis of El-Qa'r and El-Bawiti. Tomb of Tjati.
vii.303(7)-(8)

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxv fig. 96
vii.304(11)-(13), (14)-(15)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxv [right] fig. 97 [left]
vii.304(20)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxvi fig. 97 [middle and right]
vii.304(16)-(19)

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), figs. 93-4
vii.304

Pillar II.

Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 870-1[v]
Oasis of Farāfra.

Omit.

Description.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 898-905
Medînet Qûta.
iv.97A

Account of boundary stone.

see Fakhry in ASAE xl (1940), 904
El-Faiyûm. Miscellaneous.
i.103A

Names and titles on fragmentary statue of Sankhkare, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67851.

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxxvii
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i.765(33)-(35)

Osiris (sketch).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxxxviii
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i.764(29), (30), (31)

Two guardians and prince (sketch).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pls. cxxxix, cxl, cxli
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i.765(33)-(35)
Bull-headed genius, deceased and first pair of guardians, Anubis (sketches).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxlii
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i 765(37)
Deceased on right wall.

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), 943 pl. cxiii
v.174(9)A
Horus with linen before Osiris, from lower part.

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), 945, 947 pl. cxlv
Thèbes. TT 69, Menna.
i 137(7)
Deceased and wife on left from top register.

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [a]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari. Outer Hall
i 762(2)-(4)
Both registers (sketch).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [a, right]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i 764(19)
Four sons of Horus and hawk (sketch).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [b, left]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i 763(10)
Deceased led by Isis (sketch).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [b, middle]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i 762-3
Re-Harakhti and Hathor at (8), Khepri at (9) (sketches).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [b, right]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i 762(7)
Deceased led by Harsiesi.

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [c, left]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i 763
Deceased offers cloth to Ptah at (10).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [c, middle left]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i 763
Deceased offers palette to Thoth at (14).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxvi [c, middle]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i. 764(18)
Deceased consecrates offering to Osiris and to Atum.

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxlvi [c, middle right]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i. 763(16) and (17)
Deceased adores bull and seven cows (sketch).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxlvi [c, right]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i. 763(15)
Ram-headed mummiform Re between Nephthys and Isis (sketch).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxlvi [d]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV 66, Nefertari.
i. 764(22), (23)
Deceased offers two pots to Hathor and Selkis with winged Maat beyond at (23).

Stoppelaëre in ASAE xl (1940), pl. cxlvi [e]
Thebes. Valley of the Queens. QV Tomb 66, Nefertari.
i. 764(22), (23)
Similar scene with Nephthys at (22) (sketches).

Badawi in ASAE xl (1940), 971-2
iii. 596
Account of excavations in 1938.

Badawi in ASAE xl (1940), 971-2 fig. 113
iii. 596
Plan of area around tomb of Ptahhotp [I].

Badawi in ASAE xl (1940), 971-2 pl. cxlvii
Omit.

Abdallah in ASAE xl (1940), 975-80 pls. cxviii-c
Karnak. Portico of the Bubastides
ii. 35
Plan, sections, and elevations

Abdallah in ASAE xl (1940), pls. cl-clii
Karnak. Portico of the Bubastides
ii. 35
Views

Drioton in ASAE xlii (1942), 21-7 (a) pl. i
Saqqâra. Objects connected with Serapeum.
iii. 817-18
Statue of Prince Khaemweset, temp. Ramesses II, now in court of House of Service des Antiquités at Saqqâra.
Drioton in ASAE xli (1942), 27-35 (b) pl. ii
Saqqâra. Objects connected with Serapeum.
iii.817-18
Statue of Khaemweset, temp. Ramesses II, now in court of House of Service des Antiquités at Saqqâra

Drioton, É. in ASAE xli (1942), 29
part of text
801-602-880
Statuette, Esinefert 3st-nfrt, King’s great wife (of Ramesses II), and sons Khaemweset Hm-w3st and Rameses R3-msw, General, etc., with text mentioning Hwt K3-hm-mntwmd Sokari-Osiris lord of the Two Lands, fragment, red sandstone, temp. Ramesses II, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, N.2272.

see Drioton in ASAE xli (1942), 32 [c]
Abydos. Miscellaneous
v.97A
Stela of Haremwi, Dyn. XIX, at one time with dealer, now in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 97/66.

see Grdseloff in ASAE xli (1942), 53, 64-6
Saqqâra. Person.
iii.165A
Mention of Queen Nefertetka in text behind offering bearers on north wall.

see Grdseloff in ASAE xli (1942), 65-6
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Userkaf.
iii.85A
Queen’s Pyramid, perhaps of Nefertetka.

%Leibovitch, J. in ASAE xli (1942), 79 fig. 6 (probably from Roeder)
803-055-033

Leibovitch in ASAE xli (1942), cf. 81-84 pl. viii
8 (Fake)
Fragment of coffin with copy of stela of Huy, son of Seba, with Kadesh etc. (Louvre C.86), Graeco-Roman, in Roanne Museum.

Leibovitch in ASAE xli (1942), cf. 81-86 pl. ix
Thebes. D.M. Miscellaneous
i.720
Stela of Huy, with Kadesh etc., Dyn. XIX, in Louvre C.86.

see Lucas in ASAE xli (1942), 135-147
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
Omit, except for those on next slip.
Corrections to previous publications

see Lucas in ASAE xli (1942), 137 [p.19]
Valley of the Kings. KV 62, Tutankhamun.
ii.579
Correction to description of trumpets.
see Lucas in ASAE xli (1942), 137 [p.90, 255]
Valley of the Kings KV 62, Tutankhamun.
i2.579
Correction to description of perfume-box, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 61496.

Piankoff in ASAE xli (1942), 151-155, 157 [middle lower] cf. 155-8
Thebes. TT 132, Ramosi.
i2.247(2)
Texts of eight hours of the day, etc.

Piankoff in ASAE xli (1942), 157 [middle upper]
Thebes. TT 132, Ramosi.
i2.247
Text of Apophis above Sun-bark.

Keimer in ASAE xli (1942), cf. 178 pl. xii
Rock Temple of Beit el-Wâli. Forecourt.
vi.23 (6)-(7)
Right scene.

Shiah in ASAE xli (1942), 191 fig. 28
Omit.
Statuette of god Bekhenu, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 38701. [Too small for Bibl.]

Grdseloff in ASAE xli (1942), 215 cf. 214 fig. 30
Qâlyûb. Kâfir Gamûs.
iV.59A
Part of false door of Niankhduau, Old Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1452.

Grdseloff in ASAE xli (1942), 217 fig. 31
Abû Ghurâb. Sun Temple of Neuserre.
iIII.316
Men carrying standard of Duau from heb sed procession (from von Bissing & Kees).

see Engelbach in ASAE xli (1942), 221
8
Blue faience tablet of Snefru, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67977 (formerly in King Fouad collection).

see Engelbach in ASAE xli (1942), 221, 226
8
Plaques from foundation deposits of Ramesses IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 85253-4, 85588-93.

see Engelbach in ASAE xli (1942), 229
iV.480
Faience plaque from foundation deposit of Shepenwept, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 85595.

Zaky and Iskander in ASAE xli (1942), 295-313 fig. 52
iV.444
Two inscribed jars containing cheese.

Keimer in ASAE xli (1942), 326 fig. 63
iii.452
Hieroglyph of nh-bird from block, in Brooklyn NY, Brooklyn Museum of Art (Hist. Soc. colln. No. 26), 37.26E.

Keimer in ASAE xli (1942), 328-9 figs. 64-5
Sakkara. Pyramid of Unis Causeway.
iii.419
Hieroglyph of nh-bird from block.

Lucas and Rowe in ASAE xli (1942), 348 fig. 73
Giza. G 2041. Senenuka
iii.69
Title of false door of Tefnen, Dyn. VI, from G 1304, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56994.

Abdallah in ASAE xli (1942), 359 pls. xix, xx [a]  
Karnak. Great Temple. Forecourt  
Omit.  
Views of S. Colonnade with cro-sphinxes

Abdallah in ASAE xli (1942), 362-4 pls. xx [b]-xxii  
Karnak. Great Temple. Forecourt  
Omit.  
Views of Colonnade of Taharqa

Abdallah in ASAE xli (1942), cf. 365  
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds  
i.53  
Blocks with captives

Abdallah in ASAE xli (1942), 365 on pl. xxv  
Karnak. Miscellaneous Reliefs  
i.297  
Fragment with prenomen of Tutankhamun (not from Hypostyle like other blocks on plate, but exact provenance unknown).

Saad in ASAE xli (1942), 391-3, with views pl. xxviii  
Sakkara. E. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Hor Neferebre-emakhet. Temp. Apries  
ii.587  
Description.

Saad in ASAE xli (1942), 391 pl. xxix  
Sakkara. E. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Hor Neferebre-emakhet. Temp. Apries  
ii.587  
Sarcophagus with Pyramid texts

Saad in ASAE xli (1942), 393 pl. xxx  
Sakkara. E. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Hor Neferebre-emakhet. Temp. Apries  
ii.587  
View of south wall with offering list.

Saad in ASAE xli (1942), 382-91 pls. xxvi, xxvii figs. 75-79  
Sakkara. South of Userkaf Pyramid.
Tomb of Amentefnakht, Dyn. XXVI.

Saad in ASAE xlii (1943), 1-23 pl. i
iii².846
Stela of Amenophis II with text of Syrian campaign, re-used as ceiling, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86763.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 26-38 figs 1, 2
Saqqâra. Tomb of Iaret.
iii².181A
Lintel with will in favour of Khenemti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1635.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 40 fig. 4
Giza. Group of Seshemnufer [III].
iii².304
Plan.

Badawi in ASAE xlii (1943), 1-23 pl. i
iii².1479
Stela of Amenophis II, quartzite, re-used, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86763.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 26-38 figs 1, 2
Saqqâra. N.W. of Pyramid of Menenre I. Tomb of Iarti, Dyn. VI.
iii².674
Lintel with figures of deceased text concerning appartment of Khnemti, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1634.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 39 fig. 3 cf. 39-43
iii².82
Will.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 40 fig. 4
Giiza W. Field.
iii²:153
Plan showing position of G 5170, etc.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 52-3 fig. 5
Giiza Central Field. Nimaatre.
iii²:283(1), (2)
Lower part of right thickness, estate and text.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 57 fig. 6
Giiza Central Field. Nimaatre.
iii²:283(1), (2)
Deceased in palanquin greeted by servant from east wall of Chapel.

see Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 65-6
Abû Rawâsh. Pyramid complex of Radjedef. Statues. Neferhetpes
iii²:3

see Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 66-9
Giiza Central Field. Bunufer.
iii²:256
Identified as daughter of Shepseskaf, and probably wife of his successor. Tomb.

Engelbach in ASAE xlii (1943), 71-3 pls. ii, iii
Karnak. Miscellaneous.
ii²:285

Bakir in ASAE xlii (1943), 83-91 pls. iv-vii
Tura. Quarries
iv.74A
Hieratic graffito, hymn to Amen-re, late Dyn. XVIII or Early Dyn. XIX.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlii (1943), 93-5 fig. 11 and 104 fig. 14 [right]
Thebes TT 192, Kheruef.
i²:299(8)
Throne of Queen Teye with female sphinx and captives.

%Grdseloff, B. in ASAE xlii (1943), 107-12 fig. 16 (as Werba)
804-006-400
Left part of tomb lintel with Werbaba Wr-b3-b3, Judge and Boundary official, and wife Rpeputnebti Rpwtnbti, Royal acquaintance, Dyn. VI, formerly in Michaelidis colln., then in New York, Royal-Athena Galleries, in 1965.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 112-14 fig. 17
Saqqara. Necropolis. Tomb S 3035. Hemaka
iii²:441
Tablet of Djer.
see Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 114 fig. 19
Hierakonpolis. Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v.194A
Female dancers before princesses in palanquins from larger mace-head, in Oxford, Ashmolean Museum,
E.3632.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), cf. 116 n. 2 fig. 20
iii².670
Determinative of title wr ḥ3w from Pyramid texts

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 116
Giza. Great West Cemetery. Tombs of Soneb and Ankhu.
Omit.
Correction of titles

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 118 fig. 22
iii².523(21)
Upper part figure of deceased (from von Bissing).

see Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 121 with n. 4
8
Libation basin of Niankh-khnum, Dyn. IV, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 11664.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 123 fig. 33 cf. 121
804-005-660
Drum from tomb of Niankh-khnum-nemeh[u] Nj-rˁ-hnnw-nmh[v], Rower of the Great Barque, Keeper
of the gang-plank, Overseer of the store-room of the sun Temple of Userkaf, Dyn.V, in Cairo, Egyptian
Museum, CG 1714.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlii (1943), 125 fig. 24 cf. 124
iv.249A
Ink sketch, deceased and wife embarking.

Badawi in ASAE xlii (1943), 127-9 pl. viii [b]
Saqqara. Finds from the area of D. 63-5 and adjoining tombs. Finds
iii².608
False door of Ipti, Dyn. VI.

Badawi in ASAE xlii (1943), 129-30 [a] pl. viii (a)
Saqqara. Finds from the area of D. 63-5 and adjoining tombs. Finds
iii².608
False door of Ptahhotp and Ipti, Dyn. VI.

Badawi in ASAE xlii (1943), 130-1 [b] pl. ix
Saqqara. Finds from the area of D. 63-5 and adjoining tombs. Finds
iii².608
Upper part with Ikri, Dyn. VI.

Keimer in ASAE xlii (1943), 137-9 pls. x-xii
Saggara. Between Pyramid of Queen Wedjebten and Shepseskaf.
Omit.
Plaster head of Asiatic, late or Ptolemaic, probably from here, at dealer’s in Cairo in 1943, now in
Chicago IL, Oriental Institute Museum, 17971.

Saad in ASAE xlii (1943), 147-9 pl. xiii figs. 25-27
Saggara. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².652
Statuette of Bes as fan-handle of Takelothis II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86161.

Saad in ASAE xlii (1943), 152 pls. xiv, xv
Saggara. Around Pyramid complex of Unis. Mastaba of Queen Nebet, wife of Unis
iii².624(8)
Deceased with female attendants

Lucas in ASAE xlii (1943), 165-6 figs. 30-1
iii².842
Measuring-vessel of Darius I, year 34, alabaster, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86754.

Lucas in ASAE xlii (1943), 165-6 figs. 30-1
Omit.
Alabaster measuring-vase, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86755.

see Brunton in ASAE xlii (1943), 187-91
iv.26A
Inscribed band faience beads from Burial of Sesonchis.

Keimer in ASAE xlii (1943), 261-2 figs. 42-3
Karnak. 4th Pylon. Obelisk of Hatshepsut.
ii².82
Hieroglyph iw.

Keimer in ASAE xlii (1943), 272 figs. 52-4 cf. 271
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XLIB.
ii².125(451)
Tuthmosis III spearing hippopotamus

Plankoff in ASAE xlii (1943), 352
ii².510(147)
Texts of [bark of Re and] Book of the Night below.

Saad in ASAE xlii (1943), 357 pl. xx
iv.75A
Plan.

El-Amir in ASAE xlii (1943), 359-63 pls. xxi, xxii
Mit Rahina. Miscellaneous
iii².863
Colossal Statue of Ramesses II wearing Blue Crown, granite, found at Hod el-Wissada

Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 372-5 fig. 96
Sais. Temple-Enclosure.
iv.46A
Plan of site.

Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 374 fig. 97
Sais. Temple Enclosure.
iv.48A
Text of block of Amasis

Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 372-5 fig. 98
Sais. Temple Enclosure.
iv.47A
Text from royal statue.

Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 378-90 figs. 99-108 pls. xxiv [a], xxvi, xxvii [a]
Rosetta. Blocks re-used in Fort St. Julien.
iv.2A
Blocks of Necho, Psammetikhos II, Apries, Amasis and Pyramid texts in name of Wehebre.

see Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 373
Sais. Miscellaneous.
iv.47A
Block with mention of Osiris Hemag, Late Period.

see Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 394-5
Rosetta. Dibi and Fua. S. of Rosetta.
iv.2A
Re-used blocks Necho, and part sarcophagus of Ankh-Pepy, Ptolemaic, last in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60597.

see Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 395 n. 4
Fua.
iv.2A
Basalt block, probably of Nektanebos II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67849.

Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 396-401 figs. 109-112 pls. xxvii [b], xxviii [a, b]
El-Nahhariya. Re-used blocks
iv.49A
Blocks of Necho, Apries, Amasis, and Psammetikhos II.

Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 402-3 fig. 13 pl. xxvii [c]
El-Nahhariya. Birma and Tilbant Queiser.
iv.49A
Re-used blocks, Dyn. XXVI, one of Apries.

see Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 403
Kôm Abû Billo. Re-used blocks.
iv.68A
Fragment of block of Necho.
see Habachi in ASAE xlii (1943), 406-7
Sæd-Hagar. Temples
iv.46A
Blocks removed to other sites

Hussein in ASAE xlii (1943), 417-25 cf. pls xxix-xxxiv
iii².619, 622
Plans, sections, and view of Court

Hussein in ASAE xlii (1943), 424 pl. xxxv
iii².619, 622
Inscribed Architrave

Fakhry in ASAE xlii (1943), 449-508 pls xxix-lii
Thebes. TT 192, Kharuef.
i².298-300
Scenes and texts of part previously buried

Keimer, L. in ib. xlii (1943), Addenda to 258-70 fig. 116
801-643-770
Hieroglyph of Bubalis
Block statuette of Iufankh Jw.f.¬nh, Processional priest (jmj-st), etc., dedicated by son Ankhefenhor ¬nh.f
n-hw, Master of the secrets of Hâthor mistress of Aphroditopolis, etc., front damaged, Dyn. XIX or later,
formerly in G. Michaelidis colln.

Drioton, É. in ASAE xliii (1943), 25-35 fig. 1
803-050-370
Upper part of rectangular stela with cornice, at top, the Aten disc, hymn to R e-Harakhty and Khay, Scribe
of the altar of the Lord of the Two Lands, 'Beloved of his god lord of Heliopolis', son of Panehesi,
Overseer of cattle of the temple of Re, wab priest, and wife Tuy, both kneeling adoring, and below,
remains of scene with [Panehesi and wife] before hawk-headed R e-Harakhty, temp. Amenophis IV, in
Paris, Musée du Louvre, C 321.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 35-43 with figs. 2, 3
8
Lintel of Hātîay, Dyn. XVIII, in Louvre, unnumbered.

Bakir in ASAE xliii (1943), 75-81 with pls i, ii
Kôm Firîn.
iv.51A
Donation stela of a prophet of Heka, temp. Sesonchis V, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 85647.

Michaelidis in ASAE xliii (1943), 97 fig. 30
8
Alabaster vâe of King Khebebes, Persian Period, in G. Michaelidis collection.

Michaelidis in ASAE xliii (1943), 101-2 figs. 34-35 [vii]
Mît Rahîna. Miscellaneous
iii².867
Fragment of statue of Udjahorresnet, granite, temp. Amais to Darius I, in G. Michaelidis colln.
Brunton in ASAE xlili (1943), 133-135, 137-48 pls. vii-x
Medinet Habu. Temple Area. Finds
i.777
Inner sarcophagus of Ramessu (i.e. Paramessu, afterwards Rameses-Meryamun), probably son of Sethos I,
in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72203.

Brunton in ASAE xlili (1943), 135-48 pl. xi
Kom Medinet Ghurab. Tomb of Paramessu.
i.114A
Outer sarcophagus of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, (lid JE 30707, cuve JE 46764).

Brunton, G. in ASAE xlili (1943), 145-6 fig. 37
802-002-790
Statuette of Amun seated on the ground, dedicated by Paramessu-nebweben P3-r'-ms-sw-nb-wbn, King’s
son (of Ramesses II), etc., bronze, temp. Ramesses II, in G. Michaelidis colln. in 1943.

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 369-79 with fig. 63
Thebes. TT 145, Nebamun.
i.257
Description, plan and section, and scenes

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 371-4 pl. xii
Thebes. TT 145, Nebamun.
i.257(1)
[Son] with offering list before deceased, etc.

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 371, 374-5 pl. xiii, xiv
Thebes. TT 145, Nebamun.
i.257(2), 258(3)
Three registers banquet.

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 371, 374-5 pl. xv
Thebes. TT 145, Nebamun.
i.257(2), 258(3)
Remains of clay statues of deceased and wife.

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 389-414 fig. 64 pls. xvi-xxv
Thebes. TT 367, Paer
ii.430-1
Description, plan and section, scenes and finds

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 410-13 pl. xxvi
i.677
Wooden stela of Iufaawa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65757.

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 410-13 pl. xxvii
i.677
Wooden stela of Harwodj as harper, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65756.

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 413 fig. 66
i\textsuperscript{2}.677
Fragment of coffin of Iufaawa.

Fakhry in ASAE xliii (1943), 412 [25]
i\textsuperscript{2}.677
Fragment of linen sheets with cartouches and Taharqa, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 65758-60.

Hussein in ASAE xliii (1943), 439-41 pls. xxxi, cf. xxviii, xxix [A] (views)
iii\textsuperscript{2}.418
Plans, sections and views

Hussein in ASAE xliii (1943), 441-2 pl. xxxii cf. views pls. xxix [B], xxx
iii\textsuperscript{2}.417
Plan, section and views

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 449 pl. xxxiii
Saqqara. N. of Teti Pyramid. Tomb of Mereruka
iii\textsuperscript{2}.525
View of exterior.

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 450-1 pl. xxxv
Saqqara. N. of Teti Pyramid. Middle Kingdom Finds
iii\textsuperscript{2}.551
Side-piece of Ipi, early Middle Kingdom, found north of tomb of Mereruka

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 451-2 pl. xxxvi [G]
iii\textsuperscript{2}.521(1)
Figure of deceased.

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 451-2 pl. xxxvi [right]
Saqqara. N. of Teti Pyramid. Mereruka
iii\textsuperscript{2}.526(5)
Titles

see Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 452
iii\textsuperscript{2}.536
Name of Meryteti from sarcophagus

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 452, 453 pls. xxxvii, xxxviii [B]
Saqqara. Mastabas north and west of Mereruka
iii\textsuperscript{2}.143A
Views

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 452-3 pl. xxxviii [A]
Saqqara. N. of Teti Pyramid.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.541
False door of Pehemefer.
Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 454 pls. xxix, xl
Saqqâra N. of Teti Pyramid.
iii².518-19
Mastaba of Mereru.

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 455 pls. xli-xliv
Saqqâra N. of Teti Pyramid.
iii².519
Mastaba of Wemu.

Saad in ASAE xliii (1943), 456-7 pls. xliv-xlvi
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².520
Chapel of Semdet.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 488-96
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².518-19
Tomb of Mereru.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 496-501 fig. 67
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².519
Tomb of Wemu.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 502-4
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².519
Tomb of Khui.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 504-5
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².519-20
Tomb of Thetut.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 505-6
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².520
Tomb of Desi.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 506-9
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².520
Tomb of Meru.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 509-11
Saqqâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii².520-1
Tomb of Semdet(?).

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), 512-13
Saggâra. Mastabas north of Teti Pyramid.
iii2.521
Tomb, Name lost.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid.
iii2.518
A. Mastaba of Mereri.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid. Plans
iii2.519
B. Mastaba of Wernu.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid. Plans
iii2.519
C. Mastaba of Khui.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943), pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid. Plans
iii2.519
D. Mastaba of Thetut.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943) pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid. Plans
iii2.520
E. Mastaba of Desi.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943) pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid. Plans
iii2.520
F. Tomb of Meru.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943) pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid. Plans
iii2.520
G. Tomb of Semdet.

Drioton in ASAE xliii (1943) pl. xlvi
Saggâra. North of Teti Pyramid. Plans
iii2.521
H. Tomb. Name lost.

Drioton in ASAE xliv (1944), 18-22 pl. i [A]
8
Scribe’s palette of Rennufer, in Paris, Musée Guimet.
Block statuette of Iufankh, Processional priest (jmj-st), etc., dedicated by son Ankhefenhor, Master of the secrets of Hathor mistress of Aphroditopolis, etc., front damaged, Dyn. XIX or later, formerly in G. Michaelidis colln.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlv (1944), 103 fig. 11
Kharga Oasis. Temple of Hibis. 2nd Hypostyle.
vii.280(38)
Lower register, Sutekh slays snake.

%Leibovitch, J. in ASAE xlv (1944), 104-5 fig. 12
803-055-260
Upper right part of round-topped votive stela, bull-headed winged Seth ‘bull of Ombos’ in barque spearing [Apophis], Dyn. XIX, in Copenhagen, Ny Carlsberg Glyptotek, A.E.I.N. 726.

Drioton in ASAE xlv (1944), 112-132 [A]
At base of (148).

Drioton in ASAE xlv (1944), 132-157 [B]
At base of (148).

Leibovitch in ASAE xlv (1944), 163-4 pl. xiv
Qantir. Miscellaneous
iv.10A
Stela with Amun-Re, Reshef, and Hauron, probably temp. Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86123.

see Leibovitch in ASAE xlv (1944), 171
Tell el-Maskhuta (Pithom). Temple.
v.55A
Granite fragment from base of sphinx, with name of Hauron, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 20.11.48.6.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlv (1944), 172 fig. 21
El-Simbillawein.
v.37A
Small stela of Reshef, Ramesside, in Strasbourg, Institut d’Égyptologie, 1398.

see Badawi in ASAE xlv (1944), 181 n. 2
Mit Rahina. Ptah Enclosure. Tombs of High Priests of Memphis, Dyn. XXII.
iii².847
Tomb of Harsiesi, temp. Pemu or later.

Badawi in ASAE xlv (1944), 182-202 pls. xvi-xx
iii².847
Outer sarcophagus of Amenhotep called Huy temp. Ramesses II, re-used.

Badawi in ASAE xlv (1944), cf. 185 n. 1 pl. xxi
Anthropoid silver inner coffin.

see Badawi in ASAE xlv (1944), 181
iii².847
General description.

see Badawi in ASAE xlv (1944), 182 n. 1
iii².847
Anthropoid sarcophagus of Amenhopt called Huy, granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59128.

Badawi in ASAE xlv (1944), 202-5 pl. xxii
Mit Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure. Temple of Ramesses II.
iii².844
Sandstone torso of Amenhotp called Huy temp. Ramesses II.

Badawi in ASAE xlv (1944), 202-5 pls. xxiii, xxiv
Mit Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure. Temple of Ramesses II.
iii².844
Views of Sanctuary.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 285-6 pl. xxv fig. 29 [d]
Abû Ghurâb. Sun Temple of Neuserre.
iii².317

Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 285-6 fig. 29 [e]
Abû Ghurâb. Sun Temple of Neuserre.
iii².317
Figures of jrj-netr official from other scenes, e=45a, Berlin 20081.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 285 fig. 29 [f]
Abû Ghurâb. Sun Temple of Neuserre.
iii².317
Block 53 with doaked official [jrj-ntr].

Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 288-9 pl. xxvi 8
Left part of lintel of Senu-wen (jmj-r ts), Dyn. V, formerly in A. Bircher collection, now in New Haven CT, Yale University Art Gallery, 1937.188.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 290 fig. 30
Saggara. Step Pyramid.
iii².403
Titles of King Wenedj, Dyn. II, from vases, a=No. 104, b=No. 107.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 294
Saggara. Tomb B.3 Shery.
iii².490
Text of lintel of false door, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1384.
Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 301 fig. 32
Omit.
Statue-base dedicated to Seth, New Kingdom, in G. Michaelidis colln.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlv (1944), 302 [4] fig. 33
Saqqâra. Tomb of Sesheshef, usurped from Ihy.
iii.618(9)
Fragment of text from scene of boats in register VI (E. Wall of Hall B).

Varille in ASAE xlv (1947), 2-3 pls i-vi
Thebes. TT 383, Merimose, Viceroy of Kush.
i.436
Outer sarcophagus, at Thebes.

Varille in ASAE xlv (1947), 3-4 pl. vii
i.436
Middle sarcophagus, in London, British Museum, EA 1001A.

Varille in ASAE xlv (1947), 4-5 pls viii-xi
Thebes. TT 383, Merimose, Viceroy of Kush.
i.436

Varille in ASAE xlv (1947), 5-14
Thebes. TT 383, Merimose, Viceroy of Kush.
i.436
Texts of three sarcophagi.

see Varille in ASAE xlv (1947), 33-4
Thebes. TT 270, Amenemwia.
i.350
Mention (tomb destroyed).

Varille, A. in ASAE xlv (1947), 33-4 pl. xii
803-055-450
Lower part of votive stela, probably originally set up in TT 383, dedicated to Merymosi Mrjj-m3, King’s son of Kush (TT 383), by ‘servant’ (b3k) Amenemwia Jm-mw3, Sandal bearer of the King’s son (of Kush) Merymosi, temp. Amenophis III, formerly in Liverpool, Liverpool Museum, M.13970 (lost). (Probably from Thebes, Qurnet Murâr, TT 383.)

Drioton in ASAE xlv (1947), 54
8
Steatite cylinder-seal with Horus-name of Menkaure, formerly in King Fuad colln., now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Drioton in ASAE xlv (1947), 55-6 fig. 3
8
Gold cone of Pepy I and Merenre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87193.

Drioton in ASAE xlv (1947), 64 cf. 65-7
8
Prism of Bekenkhons, 1st prophet of Amun, glazed ivory, temp. Setnakht to Ramesses III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1947), 85-9 pl. xiv
Tanis. Miscellaneous
iv.26A
Scarab, year 2 Amenophis III, of bull-hunt, in A. Groppi colln.

Drioton in ASAE xl (1947), 89-92 pl. xv
8
Scarab year 11 Amenophis III concerning digging of canal at Djarukha, in A. Groppi colln.

see Drioton in ASAE xl (1947), 99-106
iii².225A
Stela of Amenophis II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86763.

see Drioton in ASAE xl (1947), 57-64, 99-106
i³².847
Stela of Amenophis II, quartzite, re-used, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86763.

see Grdseloff in ASAE xl (1947), 107-120
Mit Ra'hîna. Tombs of High Priests of Memphis. Sheshonk.
i³².847
Stela of Amenophis II, quartzite, re-used, in Cairo Mus. JE 86763.

Mustaki in ASAE xl (1947), 121-2 fig. 10
8
Copper adze-head of Amosis, in Mustaki colln.

Michailidis in ASAE xl (1947), 123-4 figs. 11, 12
Deir Rîfa. Miscellaneous
v.4A
Sistrum-handle or pendant of Sitamun, daughter of Amenophis III, in G. Michailidis colln.

Michailidis in ASAE xl (1947), 124 fig. 13
Deir Rîfa. Miscellaneous
v.4A
Fragment of mirror-handle of Sitamun (daughter of Amenophis III), in G. Michailidis colln.

Michailidis in ASAE xl (1947), 124-5 figs. 14, 15
8
Steatite sistrum-handle or pendant of Queen Ahhotp I (? (wife of Taa II), in G. Michailidis colln.

see Michailidis in ASAE xl (1947), 125 fig. 16
Sâqqârâ. Serapeum. E. Part. Apis III.
i³².781
Three glass pendants of Tutankhamun, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, No. 456.

see Michailidis in ASAE xl (1947), 125 fig. 17 [=Petrie, Scarabs and Cylinders, pl. xxiii [26]]
Omit.
Bead.
Korostovtsev in ASAE xl (1947), 127-31 fig. 18

Persépolis
vi.398
Military standard(? with bull’s head and cartouches of Wehebre (Psammetikhos I or Apries), in Teheran, Museum Iran Bastan.

Emery in ASAE xl (1947), 147 pl. xvi [b]

Gebel e1-“Araq
v.107A
Recto of knife-handle with battle-scene, in Louvre, Musée du Louvre, E. 11517.

Emery in ASAE xl (1947), 150 pl. xvii [a]

Giza. E. Field. Exact Position Unknown. (b) Various
iii.216
Sarcophagus of Khufuankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1790.

Emery in ASAE xl (1947), 150 pl. xvii [b]

Abydos. Umm el-Qa’âb. Wadjit (Djet)-Hi.
v.83A
Lower part of Great Stela, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 11007.

Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 25-6 pl. v [1]

v.122A
Remains of fishing-scene on jamb.

Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 25-6 pl. v [2]

v.122A
Block with titles.

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 30 [3]

ii.130(481)
Nilometer, Ramesses II.

Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 30 [5]

Karnak. 4th Pylon. Hatshepsut Obelisks
ii.83
Foundation deposit, five vases, in Cairo JE 86725-9, bronze tools, JE 86730, 86733-9, 86741-2.

Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 32 pl. vi

Thebes. TT 181, Nebamun and Ipuky.
i.287(4)
View showing recent damage.

Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 33 fig. 7 pl. vii

Thebes. TT 38, Djoserarka-sonb.
i.70(6)
Part of 1st and 2nd registers showing blocks cut out recently, upper part of guest and maid.

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 34 [B, 1]
Thebes. TT 389, Ba'a.
i.440
Mention.

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 34 [B, 2]
Thebes. TT 358, Name unknown.
i.439
Mention.

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 34 [B, 3]
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet. Chapel. Akia
i.100
Mention.

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 34 [B, 4]
Thebes. TT 387, Meryptah.
i.439
Mention.

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 34 [B, 5]
Thebes. TT 401, Nebesny.
i.444
Mention.

Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 38-45 cf. 37
Names and titles in TT 335-367
i.415-429

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 47
Hagar Edfu. Cemetery.
v.205A
Rock-tomb, man with wife Ahmosi, temp. Amenophis I.

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 48 [5, A]
El-Qattara Quarries
v.221A
Rock-texts

see Fakhry in ASAE xlvi (1947), 51-4
Wadi el-Hüdi. Amethyst Mines
vii.319
Mention of rock-texts

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 149-51 pl. xxxiii
Karnak. Great Temple.
i.72
Two lintels from porch of Tuthmosis IV near 3rd Pylon.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 149-51 pl. xxxiv
Karnak. Great Temple.
i.73
Block Dyn. XI, from porch of Tuthmosis IV near 3rd Pylon.
Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 149-51 pl. xxxv, xxxvi
Kamak. Great Temple.
i2.51
Architraves from Hypostyles.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 151-3 pls. xxxviii, xxxix
i2.3(8)
View of North face.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 151-3 pls. xl-xl
i2.4(8)
View of South face.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 157 pl. xlvi
Kamak. L. columned building of Nitocris.
i2.19
View.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 154, 157-8 pl. xliii [right]
Kamak. Great Temple of Amun.
Omitted.
Figures of Ramesses and Ptolemy VII from Entrance to hypostyle at (20.1).

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 154, 157-8 pl. xlviii
Kamak. Great Temple of Amun.
i2.21
View of Quay.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 246-59
i2.11-12
Description.

see Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 246, 248
i2.11-12
Description.

see Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 259
i2.11-12
Description.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 246-59 pl. lxvii
i2.11-12
View.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 246-59 fig. 17 pl. lxviii
i2.11-12
Plan.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 249 fig. 18 [upper] cf. 255
iii 2.20-1
Plan of Mortuary Temple.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 249 fig. 18 [lower] cf. 255
iii 2.19
Plan of Valley Temple.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 250 fig. 19 cf. 256
iii 2.32
Plan of Mortuary Temple.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1947), 249 fig. 20
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Userkaf.
iii 2.397
Plan of Mortuary Temple.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 311-17
Tanis. Royal Tombs
iv.26A
Dovetail of Queen Nedjemetmut, from Tomb of Psusennes I.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 317
Tanis. Royal Tombs
iv.26A

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 317-20
Tanis. Royal Tombs
iv.26A
Tomb of Osorkon II.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 320-1
Tanis. Royal Tombs
iv.26A
Anonymous tomb.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 321
Tanis. Royal Tombs
iv.26A
Tomb of Sesonchis III.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 311-22 pls. lxviii, lxxx
Tanis. Royal Tombs
iv.26A
Plan and reconstructions of tombs

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 311-22 pl. lxxix
Tanis. Royal Tombs.
iv.26A
Section of tomb of Psusennes I.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 312 [lower]
Tanis. Tomb of Psusennes I. Sarcophagus Chamber III.
iv.26A
Text of Queen Nedjemtmut from west side of cuve of granite sarcophagus.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 314 [top]
iv.26A
Text of canopic jar of Ramesses ankhfenmut [No. 308], in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87864.

Well in ASAE xlvi (1947), 324-35 with fig. 22
Dara. Cemetery, Dyn. VI.
iv.258A
Description, and plan and section of mastaba (or pyramid).

see Capart in ASAE xlvi (1947), 337-55
El-Kâb. Town Enclosure.
v.173A
Description of excavations in 1945.

see Capart in ASAE xlvi (1947), 354
El-Kâb. Town Enclosure.
v.173A
Discovery of fragment of stela with Canopus Decree.

see Capart in ASAE xlvi (1947), 352-3
El-Kâb. Town Enclosure. Finds.
v.173A
Statue of Haremakhet, head and feet lost, sandstone, temp. Ptolemy IV Philopator.

Badawy in ASAE xlvi (1947), 364 fig. 32
El-Kâb. Town Endclosure. Fort.
v.173A
Plan of Fort.

Bayomyi and Guéraud in ASAE xlvi (1947), cf. 373-83 pl. lxxi
El-Kâb. Outside Enclosure. Temple of Nektanebos.
v.176A
Fragment of stela with part of Decree of Canopus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 17.3.46.1.

Abdullah in ASAE xlvi (1947), 385-99 pls. lxxii-lxxxv, lxxix
Philae. Kiosk.
vi.250
Views.

Abdullah in ASAE xlvi (1947), 385-99 pl. xci
Philae. Kiosk.
vi.250
Plan and sections.
Hamada, A. in ASAE xlvii (1947), 15-21 pls. iii-v
801-631-090
Scribe statue of Amenmosi, Overseer of the treasury of Amun, Chief steward in the Western River,
Overseer of works in the cult-temple of Ramesses III, etc., son of Pawia and Nebtyunet, lower part, grey
granite, temp. Ramesses III, formerly with Hamad Ibrâhim (dealer in Gîza), now in Cairo Mus. JE 87194.

Hamada in ASAE xlvii (1947), 20 [bottom]
Thebes. Temple of Amenophis I.
i.2.423
Titles from statue of Amenmosi, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1221.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 31 fig. 1 cf. 32
Luxor Temple. Processional Colonnade.
i.2.314(76)
Head of Tutankhamun from 1 (called Amenophis IV).

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 32 fig. 2
Thebes. TT 55, Ramosi.
i.2.109, 110
Amenophis IV enthroned with goddess Maet at (7).

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 33 fig. 3
Thebes. TT 55, Ramosi.
i.2.109, 110
Amenophis IV and Queen with sun's rays at (13).

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 34 fig. 5
Thebes. TT 57, Khaemhet.
i.2.115(11)
Head of Amenophis III, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14442.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 36 fig. 6
Amârna. Miscellaneous.
i.4.233A
Trial-piece, Merytaten offers flowers to Smenkhkare, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 15000.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 37 fig. 9
Amârna. Miscellaneous.
i.4.233A
Relief with heads of Amenophis IV and Nefertiti, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14511.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 38 fig. 8
Amârna. Miscellaneous.
i.4.232A
Stela, Amenophis IV, Nefertiti, and three princesses, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14145.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvii (1947), 37 fig. 9
Amarna. Miscellaneous
iv.233A
Fragment with head of Amenophis IV, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14512.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvi (1947), 38 and 37, 39 fig. 10
Karnak. A. Building of Amenophis IV. Eastern Group.
ii.253
Colossal statue of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49529.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvi (1947), 37-9 pl. vi [middle]
Karnak. A. Building of Amenophis IV. Eastern Group.
Omit.
Colossal statue of Amenophis IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49529.

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvi (1947), 39 pl. vi [left]
Thebes TT 36. Ibi.
i.65(8)
Deceased from scene of industries (probably from Mackay, but incorrectly called TT 92).

Badawy in ASAE xlvi (1947), 145-51 figs. 32-6 pls. xix, xx
Thebes Temples. Objects Various
ii.536
Foundation deposit with building-tools and plaques of Tuthmosis III, formerly in possession of Mansûr
(dealer) now in Chicago IL, Oriental Institute Museum, 18799-18814 (tools) and 18815-24 (plaques).

Ghalioungui in ASAE xlvi (1947), 39 pl. vi [right]
Thebes TT 52, Nakht.
i.101(4)
Deceased and wife offering (probably taken from Mackay).

Moustafa in ASAE xlvi (1947), 77-9 pls. vii, viii, xiii, xiv
v.26A
Gold head of coffin of Amenemopet before and after restoration, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Batrawi in ASAE xlvi (1947), 100
iii.424
Fragment of canopic jar with King’s name.

Brunton in ASAE xlvi (1947), 125, 132-3 pl. xv
Saqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.645
Sarcophagus of Ptahshepses, King’s son, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87077.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 164 pl. xxii
ii.208
View.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvi (1947), 165-9 pl. xxvii [right]
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Alabaster Bark. Shrine of Amenophis I.
ii².63
Description.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvii (1947), 165-9 pl. xxiv
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Alabaster Bark. Shrine of Amenophis I.
i².63
View of south side of exterior.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvii (1947), 165-9 pl. xxv [1]
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Alabaster Bark. Shrine of Amenophis I.
i².63
View of west entrance.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvii (1947), 169 pl. xxv [2]
Madâmu'l. Miscellaneous. From Main Temple.
v.145A
Portal of Sesostris III, re-used Sebkemsaf I, now erected north of Hypostyle at Karnak.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvii (1947), pl. xxvi cf. 170 pl. xxvii
Karnak. Court N. of 7th Pylon. Gate of Amenophis I. Outer Lintel.
i².133
Block with heb-sed of Amenophis I, now set up north of Hypostyle.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvii (1947), 172-73
Karnak. Third Pylon. Finds Miscellaneous
i².74
Description of finding of limestone blocks from two monuments of Amenophis I.

Chevrier in ASAE xlvii (1947), 173 [middle]
Karnak. Court N. of 7th Pylon.
i².134
Found in court, seven small chapels of Amenophis I.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlvii (1947), 205 fig. 39

Grdseloff in ASAE xlvii (1947), 208
Tanis. Royal Tombs Psusennes I (III).
iiv.26A
Cartouches of Psusennes I and Neferkare from gold ends of bow, found in Antechamber, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 85886-7.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlvii (1947), 209-11
Saggâra. Objects from tombs
i³.751
Name of Amenemnesut (prenomen of Neferkare) mis-named as Amenemopet on block ‘Genealogy of a Memphite Priest’, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 23673.

Grdseloff in ASAE xlvii (1947), 212
Mît Rahîna. Miscellaneous
i³.866
Names of titles of wife Tashepenesi (formerly read Tapsheneset) from double-statue of Shedsunefertem and wife, temp. Sesonchis I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 741.

Vercoutter in ASAE xlvi (1947), 217-222 fig. 40
Tôd. Building of Tuthmosis III (destroyed).
v.164A
Blocks built into Coptic convent.

see Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 249
Tanis. Royal Tomb. IV. Amenemopet.
v.26A
Sarcophagus chamber made for Nedjemmtmut, mother of Psusennes I, and Antechamber for Ankhefenmut, General.

see Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 249-54
Tanis. Royal Tombs. Pit of Wendjabaundjadjat.
v.26A
Description.

Montet in ASAE xlvi (1947), 257-8
Tanis. Great Temple. Propylon
iv.14A
Foundation deposits of Osorkon II.

Habachi in ASAE xlvi (1947), 277-8 pl. xxxii
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet.
i.59
Statue in niche (called TT 36).

Habachi in ASAE xlvi (1947), 262-82 pl. xxxii
Kafir Saqr.
v.27A
Statue of Osiris made for Ankhefamun, and Imutpanufer, Dyn. XXI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86125.

Keimer in ASAE xlviii (1948), 49 fig. 1
Armant. Temple Area. Pylon of Tuthmosis III.
v.157A
Rhino as determinative, from stela Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67377.

Keimer in ASAE xlviii (1948), 53 fig. 5 cf. 52
v.98A
Rhino as determinative from stela of Irtisen, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, C. 14.

see Christophe in ASAE xlviii (1948), 153-4
Thebes. TT 222, Hekmaetre-nakht called Turo.
ii.323
Discussion of name and date.

Christophe in ASAE xlviii (1948), 155-6 [K]
Karnak. Temple of Khons. Corridor Round Sanctuary.
ii.235(39)
Part of hymn from scene of Ramesses IV before Theban Triad, in II.

Rostem in ASAE xlviii (1948), 169 fig. 3
ii.496(83)
Bottom row, Philistine prisoners.

Rostem in ASAE xlvi (1948), 170 fig. 4
i.54(167) II
Fortress of Yenoam from middle register.

Rostem in ASAE xlvi (1948), 172 fig. 8
Thebes TT 16, Panehesi.
i.28(4)
Second group of ploughing from II.

Rostem in ASAE xlvi (1948), 173 fig. 9 cf. 172-3
Thebes TT 52, Nakht.
i.1001(1)
Cording from 3rd register.

Rostem in ASAE xlvi (1948), 174 figs. 10, 11 cf. 173
Thebes TT 57, Khaiymhet.
i.116(13)
2nd register chariots and upper row of 3rd register, reapers and trees.

Rostem in ASAE xlvi (1948), 176 fig. 17
Thebes TT 17, Nebamun.
i.29(4)
Two registers, granaries and counting corn.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlvi (1948), 247-8 fig. 3 [a]
Heliopolis Hilmîya.
v.62A
Vase with wild goats.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlvi (1948), 245, 248-58 figs. 6, 7
Heliopolis Hilmîya.
v.62A
Ivory female statuette, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 85750.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlvi (1948), 246 fig. 1
Thebes M.H. Palace Amenophis III. Finds
i.781
Fragment of stela with goats and tree, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43592.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlvi (1948), 249 fig. 5 [b] cf. 248
Tell Basta. Miscellaneous Hoards
iv.34-5A
Goat handle from jug of Temtoneb, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 53262.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlvi (1948), 252 pl. i
Axe of Amosis, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 52645.

Lauer in ASAE xlvi (1948), 355 pls i-iii
iii².406
Views before and after restoration.

Keimer in ASAE xlvi (1948), 374-7 fig. 1 pl. i n. 2 on 374
Giza. W. Field. Mastaba of Ise-mer-nereter (G 2097).
ii².70
Block with two caracals (lynxes).

Keimer in ASAE xlvi (1948), 381 pl. viii
Beni Hasan. Tomb 3. Khnemhotep III.
iv.145(9)-(11)A
Wild cat identified as caracal (lynx).

Keimer in ASAE xlvi (1948), 384 fig. 5 cf. 383-4
Thebes. TT 60, Antefoker.
i².122(9)
Identification of caracal (lynx) from hunting-scene (reversed from Davies).

Leibovitch, J. in ASAE xlvi (1948), 435-42 pls. i, ii
803-055-130
Round-topped votive stela, Usersetekhi War-shi, Stone-worker, in adoration before the god Keserti, and below, wife Bay B3jj kneeling, followed by four children, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87230.

Leibovitch in ASAE xlvi (1948), 443 fig. 3
Sinai.
Omit.
Proto-Sinaitic stela

Maystre in ASAE xlvi (1948), 449-55 pl. i
Memphis. Miscellaneous.
iii².871
Sandstone stela of two men Hori, each greatest of the directors of craftsmen, Dyn. XIX, in G. Michaelidis colln.

Labib in ASAE xlvi (1948), 483 pl. i
Kamak. Court between 7th and 8th Pylons.
i².172
Bottom register, Amenhotp rewarded by Ramesses IX.

Batrawi in ASAE xlvi (1948), 492-4 pl. ii cf. pl. iii
iii².638
Five statues of deceased and one of wife from mastaba of Akhtihotp.

Youssef in ASAE xlvi (1948), 513-16 pls. i [1], v, vi [9-11], vii [14]
Thebes. TT 139, Pere.
Deceased and family offering at (0.1).

Youssef in ASAE xlviii (1948), pl. facing 516
Thebes. TT 139, Pere.
i.2.253(1), 252
Plan.

Baumgartel in ASAE xlviii (1948), 533-53 pls i-iii
Qift. Miscellaneous. Statues
v.130A
Two colossal statues and head of Min, in Oxford, Ashmolean Museum, 1894.105.

Baumgartel in ASAE xlviii (1948), 533-53 fig. 1
Qift. Miscellaneous. Statues
v.130A
Reliefs from colossal statue of Min, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36770.

Baumgartel in ASAE xlviii (1948), 540 fig. 2
Hierakonpolis. Town Enclosure.
v.191A

Baumgartel in ASAE xlviii (1948), 542-3, 553 fig. 3 [=Quibell, i, pl. vi [6]]
Hierakonpolis. Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v.195A
Ivory tablet.

Baumgartel in ASAE xlviii (1948), 543, 546-9 fig. 4 [=Quibell, i, pl. xix [upper left.]]
Hierakonpolis. Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v.195A
Ivory statuette woman.

Baumgartel in ASAE xlviii (1948), 547-8 fig. 6
El-Badâri. Cemetery.
v.6A
Ivory female statuette, Predynastic.

Baumgartel in ASAE xlviii (1948), 547-9 fig. 7
Abydos. Umm el-Qârâb. Tomb of Benerib.
v.88A
Ivory female statuette, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 01.7367.

Baumgartel, E. J. in ASAE xlviii (1948), 549-50 fig. 8
801-480-070
Upper part of female statuette, schist, late Dyn. XII, formerly in Berlin Museum, 14475.

Michaelidis in ASAE xlviii (1948), 619-21 pl. i
Ihnâya el-Medina. Miscellaneous
iv.121A
Statuette of Harpocrates with Cypriot text, Late Period, in G. Michaelidis colln.
Michaelidis in ASAE xlviii (1948), 621-3 pl. ii
Qift. Miscellaneous
v.131A
Statue of Min with Lycian text, Late Period, in G. Michaelidis colln.

Hickmann in ASAE xlviii (1948), 659-60 fig. 22
iii².710(7)
Priest and musicians from right wall, in Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, AMT.1-35.

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 4, 5 pls v, vi [a]
Kamak. Temple of Apet. Western approaches
ii².245
Description and views

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 5 pl. iv
Kamak. Temple of Apet. Western approaches. Gate of Nektanebos
ii².245
View and cartouche.

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 7-8 pl. viii
Kamak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii².40
Architraves of Ay and Tutankhamun.

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 10 pls ix, x [upper]
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Bark-shrine of Amenophis I.
ii².63
Views

see Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 11
Kamak. F. Temple of Ptah.
ii².196
Blocks of Hatshepsut, re-used in foundations of Tuthmosis III.

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), cf. 12-13 pl. x [lower]
Kamak. Great Temple. Central Court.
ii².108
Base of alabaster naos in sanctuary [of Temple of Sesostris I].

Keimer in ASAE xlix (1949), 37-9 pls i-v
Thebes. Theban Temples. Objects
ii².534
Statuette of captive, dedicated by Khnememhet, New Kingdom, formerly in M.L. de Benzon colln.

see Piankoff in ASAE xlix (1949), 51 fig. 1
Iran. Sialk.
vii.398
Scarab imitating name of Sethos I.

see Piankoff in ASAE xlix (1949), 54
Russia.
vii.400
Mention of sites with bibliography.

Brunton in ASAE xlix (1949), 101 [7] fig. 1
8 Cylinder of Kanemt-neferhet-ert, King’s wife (of Sesostris II), in Blanchard colln., later in G. Michaelidis colln.

Brunton in ASAE xlix (1949), 101 [8] fig. 2
8 Cylinder of Kanemt-neferhet-ert, King’s wife (of Sesostris II), in Iversen colln.

Lauer in ASAE xlix (1949), 113-14 pl. i
iii2.11-12
Block, upper part of King.

Lauer in ASAE xlix (1949), 114-15 pl. ii
iii2.11-12
Block of King in heb-sed.

Lauer in ASAE xlix (1949), 116-23 figs 1-5
iii2.11-12
Discussion of plan.

Barucq in ASAE xlix (1949), 183-202 pls. i, ii
Qift. Miscellaneous.
v.128A
Two fragments of stela of Amenophis II, with damaged cartouche (probably by Amenophis IV), in Lyons Musée Guimet, 3, a. b.

Junker in ASAE xlix (1949), 207-15
Saggara. North of Teti Pyramid.
iii2.519
Titles of Wenu.

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 243 pl. xi
ii2.192
A. Colonnade of Sabacon, view.

see Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 245
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks.
i2.40
Head of statue of Amenophis IV.

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 250 pl. iv [2]
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch of Tuthmosis IV.
i2.72
Pillars with scenes (reconstructed).

Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 253 pl. vii
Karnak. N. East. Small Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii².216
Views
Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 263-4 fig. 2
Karnak. N. East. Small Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii².218
Fragment of stela with ram, found near.
see Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 255
Karnak. N. East. Small Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii².218
Statuettes found near.
Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 257-9 pl. xii
Karnak. Great Temple. Central Court.
ii².107
Views and description
see Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 257-8
Karnak. Great Temple. Central Court.
ii².108
Offering tables with Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 88803.
Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 258, fig. 3
Karnak. Great Temple. Central Court.
ii².108
Boundary-stela Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 88802.
Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 261 pl. xvi [left]
Karnak. Great Temple. Colonnade Tuthmosis I. Finds
ii².84
Royal head, Dyn. XVIII, found by N. wing of 5th Pylon.
Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 262 pl. xvii
Karnak. Bark-shrine of Psammuthis and Achoris
ii².23
Views
see Chevrier in ASAE xlix (1949), 263-4
Karnak. N. East. Small Temple of Tuthmosis III.
ii².216
Description of excavations 1948-9.
Ghalioungui in ASAE xlix (1949), 304 fig. 1
Deir el-Bahri. Great Temple. Middle Colonnade.
ii².345(10, V)
Fragment, Queen of Punt with two men, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 14276.
Nagel in ASAE xlix (1949), 317-26 pls i-iii
i².660
Part of mummy-wrapping of Tuthmosis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, 40001 and Boston MA,
Museum of Fine Arts, 82.31.

see Nagel in ASAE xlix (1949), 327

Thebes. DAN. Finds. Burial of Saa

ii. 614

Mummy-cloth with Book of the Dead, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 33984.

see Nagel in ASAE xlix (1949), 329 n. 1

Akhmîm. Miscellaneous. Coffins

v. 24A

Mummy of Es-shu wrapped in papyrus with text of Book of the Dead, in Switzerland, Yverdon Museum.

Goyon in ASAE xlix (1949), 364-6 fig. 10

Wâdi Hammâmât. New Kingdom.

vii. 333

Bas-relief of Sethos I, usurped from Amenophis IV.

Goyon in ASAE xlix (1949), 370-2 fig. 13

Wâdi Hammâmât. Wâdi Shagg.

vii. 329

Graffito naming pool.

Hickmann in ASAE xlix (1949), 432 n. 2 fig. 9

Sqqâra. E. and SE. of Teti Pyramid. ‘Greek Serapeum’ enclosure-area. Early Middle Kingdom Tomb.

iii. 561

Harpist from model of group of musicians, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 39130.

Hickmann in ASAE xlix (1949), 437 fig. 12

Sqqâra. N. of Teti Pyramid. New Kingdom Finds

iii. 557

Block, musicians before deceased and wife, Merya and Sitti, late Dyn. XVIII or Ramesside, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44926.

Hickmann in ASAE xlix (1949), 438 fig. 13 cf. 436

Madâmûd. Temple. Blocks of Priestesses etc.

v. 144A

Block, concert of animals, crocodile playing lute, etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 58924-5.

Hickmann in ASAE xlix (1949), 441-2 fig. 16

Gîza. Miscellaneous. Tombs Ptahmey, temp. Amenophis IV.

iii. 303

Block of Ptahmey, musicians etc. before deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 14.6.24.2.

Hickmann, H. in ASAE xlix (1949), 443 fig. 18

801-645-050

Small statuette of lutist seated on the ground, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 773.

Hickmann in ASAE xlix (1949), 472 w. fig. 12

Thebes. TT 181. Nebamun and Ipuky.

i. 287(4)

Woman with cymbals (in front of oxen drawing coffin) in II.

see Hickmann in ASAE xlix (1949), 472, 474
Two women ‘purifying musician with incense’ interpreted as women with cymbals.

Hickmann in ASAE xlix (1949), 531 fig. 51
Saggara. Objects from Tombs
iii.754
Bas-relief, women with tambourines, etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 4872.

Montet in ASAE I (1950), 33-5 fig. 1
iv.25A
Re-used blocks, including Horus name and prenomen of Petubastis (Sehetepibre).

Tony-Révillon, A. in ASAE I (1950), 47-63 fig. 1 (from Bothmer) (as Dyn. XI)
802-110-720
Statuette of hippopotamus on sled, terracotta, Predynastic, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts, 42.252.

Tony-Révillon in ASAE I (1950), 54-5 with fig. 6 [left]
Asyût. Miscellaneous Various.
iv.269A
Limestone boat with hippopotamus, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 19.11.25.10.

Tony-Révillon, A. in ASAE I (1950), 59-60 [a] fig. 7 (as from Asyût)
802-110-725
Statuette of hippopotamus, terracotta, probably Middle Kingdom, in Cairo Mus. JE 6585.

Rostom in ASAE I (1950), 66-7 pl. i
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I.
vi.1
Plan.

Rostom in ASAE I (1950), 66-7 pl. ii
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I.
vi.3
View of 2nd Court.

Rostom in ASAE I (1950), 66-7 pl. iii
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I.
vi.1
Section.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 127-35 figs. 1, 2
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXX.
ii.120
View and plan

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 131, 133 fig. 3
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXX.
ii.120
Fragment of statue of Tuthmosis III, granite, from foundation deposit B [= Varille in Ann. Serv. I (1950), 133 fig. 6], from same monument as fragment of altar held by statue of Tuthmosis III, from foundation.
deposit A [= Varille in Ann. Serv. I (1950), 131 fig. 3].

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 127-35 fig. 4
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXX.

ii/2.120
Head of Hatshepsut with titles of Tuthmosis I, from foundation deposit.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 127-35 figs. 5, 6
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXX.

ii/2.120
Fragments of royal statues, from foundation deposit.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 127-35 fig. 7
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXX.

ii/2.120
Fragments of schist obelisk of Haremhab, from foundation deposit.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 127-8
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXX.

ii/2.120
Description of altar Tuthmosis III, from foundation deposit.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 130
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXX.

ii/2.120
Description of blocks of Hatshepsut.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 138 pl. i [left]

ii/2.129
View of East Side, South half.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 137-72, pls i-xli figs. 1-4, 6-12
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Staircase. Texts, etc.

ii/2.215-16
Plan, views and scenes.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 168-69 pl. xxxviii
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Staircase. Texts, etc.

ii/2.218
Sphinx of Tuthmosis III, found in débris.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 169-70 pl. xxxix fig. 10
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Staircase. Texts, etc.

ii/2.216
Offering table usurped by Psammetikhos, found near approach.

see Varille in ASAE I (1950), 140-2 fig. 1

ii/2.218
Bases in situ, etc.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 140 pls. iv, v
i2.218
South obelisk at (32).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 141 pl. vi
i2.218
Obelisk face 1.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 146 fig. 2 pls. vii, viii [1]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Court.
i2.216-17
Jambs of naos at (18) and (19), (a)-(b).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 145-6 pls. xii [2, 1] xi [A, C]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Court.
i2.216-17
Scenes from naos at (18) and (19), (c), (d).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 144-5 pls. ix, x, xi [B, D-F]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Court.
i2.216-17
Scenes from naos at (18) and (19), (e), (f).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 142-4 pls. vii, viii
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Court.
i2.216-17
Statue at (19).

see Varille in ASAE I (1950), 146-7
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Room III.
i2.217
Scene at (27).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 147 [A] pl. xiii
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Room II.
i2.217
Outer doorway at (24).

see Varille in ASAE I (1950), 147-8
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Room II.
i2.217
Scene at (25).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 148 pl. xiv
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Room II
i2.217
Scene at (26).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 148-9 [B]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Room I.
i2.217
Jambs and thicknesses at (20).
Varille in ASAE I (1950), 149 pl. xv
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Room I
ii²:217
Scenes at (21) and (22).

see Varille in ASAE I (1950), 152 [D, E]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Court.
ii²:216-17
Kneeling offering bearers at (15) and (16).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 151-2 [C] pl. xx
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Court.
ii²:216-17
Kneeling offering bearers at II (17).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 150-1 pl. xvi fig. 3
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Court.
ii²:216-17
Double statue, Hatshepsut and Amun, at (23).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 152-5 pls. xvii-xix and 155-6 (fig. 4) pls. xx, xxiii
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Façade.
ii²:216
Six Osiride colossi, texts and scenes from Pillars 4-6, Intercolumnar walls at (10)-(13).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 156 fig. 5
ii²:298
Re-used block with relief superimposed on Horus name of Ramesses II.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 157-8 pl. xxvi [2]
ii²:130(478)-(479)A
E. Side N. Half, feet of [Amun] in scene at left end.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 158-9 [T] pls. xxvi [1], xxxi [1, right]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. N. Chapel of Nektanebos I.
ii²:217
Jambs at (30), (a), (b).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 159 [T]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. N. Chapel of Nektanebos I.
ii²:217
Remains of text at (30) (c), (d).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 162-3 pl. xxvii figs. 6-8
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. N. Chapel of Nektanebos I.
ii²:217
Re-used blocks.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 156-7 [F, L] pls. xxiv, xxv
ii²:218
Scenes at (36) and (37).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 159-60 [U, S] pls xxx, xxvii
ii².218
Scenes at (39) and (40).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 160-1 [E]
ii².218
Text of Pedeamun-nebnesuttaui at (42).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 161-2 [R] pl. xxix
ii².218
Scene at (41).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 163-6 [V] pls xxxi [left]-xxxiii
ii².218
Scene at (38).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 167 [W] pl. xxxv
ii².218
Scene at (35).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 167-8 [Y] pls xxxiv [2], xxxvi, xxxvii
ii².218
Scene at (34).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 166-7 [X] pl. xxxiv [1]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. S. Chapel of Nektanebos I.
ii².217
Jamb scene at (28) (a).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 166 [O]
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. S. Chapel of Nektanebos I.
ii².217
Remains of two scenes at (29).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 168 pls xxii, cf. iii
Karnak. N. E. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Domitian. S. Entrance (called Trajan).
ii².216
Jambs at (14).

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 170-2 pl. x [1]
ii².216(3)
Altar with staircae, Graeco-Roman.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 172 [s, t] pl. xl [2]
ii.2.216(2)
Offering place with libation table.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 172 fig. 12
ii.2.216(2)
Fragment of inscribed granite offering table re-used in above.

Varille in ASAE I (1950), 249-55 with figs. 1-4
ii.2.203
Columns with text of Djedjehutefankh, Dyn. XXII.

see Desroches Noblecourt in ASAE I (1950), 257-67
Rome. Obelisks.
Omit.
Base of Lateran obelisk (at Karnak).

see Desroches Noblecourt in ASAE I (1950), 257-67
Karnak. M. Temple of Amen-re (at Karnak). Ramesses II.
Omit.
Base of Lateran obelisk found in situ.

Desroches Noblecourt in ASAE I (1950), 258 with note 6
Tell el-Duweir.
Omit.
Commemorative scarab of Tuthmosis III, in Jerusalem, Israel Museum, 343091.

Desroches Noblecourt in ASAE I (1950), 263-4 fig. 3 cf. 263 n. 2
Thebes. TT 341, Nekhtamun.
ii.4.09(5)-(7)
Ptah-Sokar-Osiris and Ramesses II from scene.

Desroches Noblecourt in ASAE I (1950), 266 fig. 9
ii.4.512(153)
2nd register Ramesses III adores Hapi and cuts corn.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 270 fig. 1
Karnak. Temple M. of Amun Re-Harakhti dedicated by Ramesses II and N. East Small Temple. Tuthmosis III.
ii.2.212
Plan of Temple M.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 272-4 fig. 2-6
Karnak. Temple M. of Amun Re-Harakhti dedicated by Ramesses II and N. East Small Temple. Tuthmosis III.
ii.2.212
Base of Lateran obelisks.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 273 fig. 3
Karnak. Temple M. of Amun Re-Harakhti dedicated by Ramesses II and N. East Small Temple.
Tuthmosis III.
i^{2}.212
View of Temple L.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 277 fig. 7
Karnak. Temple M. of Amun Re-Harakhti dedicated by Ramesses II and N. East Small Temple. Tuthmosis III.
i^{2}.212
South jamb at (41).

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 277 fig. 8
Karnak. Temple M. of Amun Re-Harakhti dedicated by Ramesses II and N. East Small Temple. Tuthmosis III.
i^{2}.212
Osiride pillars of Temple M.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 269-80 with plans figs. 1, 2 and views figs. 3-6
i^{2}.213
Base in situ of the Lateran obelisk.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 270 fig. 1
i^{2}.208
Plan omitting Gate.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 274 [top]
i^{2}.213(47)
Title of Amun in II, 1.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 274 [middle] fig. 7
i^{2}.211(29)
Lintel, scene at (29) (a) 2, with name of door.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 276 fig. 8
i^{2}.212(38) and (39)
Two Osiride colossi of Ramesses II.

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 276
i^{2}.212(42)
Name of door at (42).

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 278 [top]
i^{2}.212
Name of door of Mut at (41).

Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 278 [bottom]
Dedication text of Ptolemy VII, from (40) at (a).

see Barguet in ASAE I (1950), 279 with note 1
Omit.
Thicknesses, five registers with Ptolemy VII.

Jelínkova in ASAE I (1950), 321-38
Omit.
Article on title hpr hwt rt Nt.

Habachi in ASAE I (1950), 363-4 Abb. 1
Bahbît el-Higâra. Miscellaneous
iv.42A
Fragment of sarcophagus(? of Harsiesi, Vizier, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 28.5.25.5.

see Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), 433
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Finds. Miscellaneous
ii.2.74
Fragments from jambs of Amenophis III.

see Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), 433
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii.2.73
Fragments stela with text of Amosis.

Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), 436
Karnak. 10th Pylon. South Face.
ii.2.190(588)
Sphinx on shrine with cartouches of Sethos II.

Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), 436-7 pl. v
ii.2.219
View of staircaee to Lake.

Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), 439 pl. v [upper]
ii.2.209
Bricks of Necho.

Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), 438 pl. xii
ii.2.293
Destroyed statue of Amenemhet Surer holfing stela.

Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), 440 pl. xiii
ii.2.293
Statue of flute-player, unfinished.

Chevrier in ASAE I (1950), pl. x after 452
Karnak. L. Chapel of Osiris of Koptos
ii.207
View.

see Batrawi in ASAE I (1950), 447-9
iii.651
Names from subsidiary burials

Batrawi in ASAE I (1950), 478 fig. 1
iii.651
View.

Batrawi in ASAE I (1950), 447-9 pl. iii cf. pls. i, ii
iii.651
Plan of tomb.

Batrawi in ASAE I (1950), 447-9 pl. iii cf. pls. i, ii
iii.651
Coffin-lid and mask of Kanufer.

Habachi in ASAE I (1950), 501-7 fig. 1 [=de Morgan 87 (39)]
Siheil. Rock-texts. Texts with Royal Names
v.250A
Sesostris III before Anukis

Habachi in ASAE I (1950), 501-7 fig. 21 [=de Morgan 87 (40)]
Siheil. Rock-texts. Texts with Royal Names
v.250A
Neferhotep I before Anukis

Zába in ASAE I (1950), 510 fig. 1
i.436

Zába in ASAE I (1950), 511 fig. 2
i.436

Bruyère in ASAE I (1950), 515-22 fig. 1
v.23A
Upper part stela, Isis or crocodiles, probably New Kingdom, in Ismailia Museum, 96.

Hickmann in ASAE I (1950), 524-34 fig. 1 [left] pl. i
Valley of the Kings. KV 11, Ramesses III. Room J.
i.521(16)
Harper at (14).

Hickmann in ASAE I (1950), 524-5, 533-4 fig. 1 [right] pl. ii
Valley of the Kings. KV 11, Ramesses III. Room J.
i.521(16)
Harper at (16).
Hickmann in ASAE I (1950), 535 fig. 3 cf. 534
Thebes. TT 38, Djeserkara‘enb.
i.70(6)
Female musicians from 2nd register (probably from Siheil).

Hickmann in ASAE I (1950), 544 fig. 13
Thebes. TT 367, Pa‘er.
i.430(2)
Harp with goose-head.

von Bissing in ASAE I (1950), 547-54
Akhmîm.
v.17A
General account of cemeteries

von Bissing in ASAE I (1950), 556-9 fig. 1 pl. 1
v.18A
Tomb visited in 1897.

von Bissing in ASAE I (1950), 560-3 fig. 7
v.18A
Tomb visited in 1913.

von Bissing in ASAE I (1950), 565-6 fig. 10
v.18A
Description of tomb with twenty mummies and plan.

Badawy in ASAE II (1951), 12 fig. 8
iii².50
Sketch of vaulted room in mastaba of Neferi.

Badawy in ASAE II (1951), 17 cf. 15 fig. 12
iv.75A
Ivory bundle lotus buds representing column, Dyn. I.

de Bono in ASAE II (1951), 81-2 cf. 90 pl. xv
Wâdi Hammâmât. Wâdi Fawâkhîr.
vii.332A
Stela of Sebkhotep IV, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see de Bono in ASAE II (1951), 82, 89
Wâdi Hammâmât. Wâdi Fawâkhîr.
vii.329A
Series of five cartouches, Khufu, etc.

Grdseloff in ASAE II (1951), 129 pl. i
Saqqâra. Tomb of Waskpah. 
iii².456
Left jamb, four blocks (one recently discovered), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1702, 1673, JE 55937, CG 1570.

see Grdseloff in ASAE li (1951), 131 n. 1 fig. 1
Omit.
Courtiers bowing, from relief Anubis before King (from Borchardt), in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 16100.

Grdseloff in ASAE li (1951), 137 fig. 3 pl. ii
Aswân. “Cecil Tomb”. Tomb Hekâb-aa
v.241A
Funerary procession and rites from interior of coffin of Hekat, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28127.

Grdseloff in ASAE li (1951), 137 fig. 4
Thebes. TT 21, User.
Omit. (Prob. not original).
Purification-scene from 3rd reg. at (8).

Grdseloff in ASAE li (1951), 143-6 fig.
Het-nub. Main Quarry P. Ink Graffiti.
v.238A
Fragment stela with text year 22 of Sesostris I, seen at dealers in Cairo about 1945 (adjoins fragment published later by Posener giving name of Sebekhotep).

see Grdseloff in ASAE li (1951), 148
Lisht. S. Pyramid. Sesostris I.
v.81A
Name of Pyramid as Kheperkare-Khenemisut.

see Grdseloff in ASAE li (1951), 148, 150-1
Lisht. S. Pyramid. Sesostris I.
v.82A
Neferuptah as wife of Sesostris I (not daughter of Amenemhet III).

Lefebvre in ASAE li (1951), 167-200 cf. 167-75 pl.
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses I. Various
vi.33A
Dedication stela of Sethos I.

Janssen and Mekhitarian in ASAE li (1951), 314-15 figs. 1, 2
El-Kâb. Rock-texts. Near Temple Amenophis III.
v.190A
Graffito of Ankhu, Dyn. VI.

Janssen and Mekhitarian in ASAE li (1951), 316 fig. 3
El-Kâb. Rock-texts. Near Temple Amenophis III.
v.190A
Graffito of Ptahhotep and others, Old Kingdom.

Hickmann in ASAE li (1951), 322 cf. 321 fig. 2
Thebes. TT 75, Amenhotp-si-se.
i.147(4)
Woman with rectangular tambourine, from 3rd register.

Hickmann in ASAE li (1951), 333 pl. ii
W. Silsila. Shrines near river. Shrine of Sennufer.
iv.214A
N. wall, two registers of musicians from banquet.

Christophe in ASAE li (1951), 343 n. 1
Saqqâra. Serapeum. Apis X-XIV.
iii.784
Stela of Memnon, son of Ramesses II, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, IM.3747.

Christophe in ASAE li (1951), 345-6 fig. 1
Neighbourhood of Fâqus. Miscellaneous
iv.10A
Commemorative scarab of Prince Memnon, in L. Keimer colln.

see Christophe in ASAE li (1951), 346 [T]
Tanis. Great Temple. Transverse line of Statues
iv.18A
Text of Prince Memnon from colossal statue of Sesostris I usurped, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37465.

Daumas in ASAE li (1951), 381
Dendera. Great Temple. Chapel XIII. Frieze
vi.61A
Part of building-text.

Daumas in ASAE li (1951), 384-5
vi.86(810)-(63)
Texts at (60)-(61).

Daumas in ASAE li (1951), 388-9
vi.86(810)-(63)
Texts at (62)-(63).

Daumas in ASAE li (1951), 395
Dendera. Great Temple. Court XII. Inner doorway.
vi.59(122)-(123)A
Hymn to Re.

Daumas in ASAE li (1951), 397
vi.105A
Texts

Fakhry in ASAE li (1951), 412-13 [1-3] figs. 21-23
Kharga Oasis. Gebel el-Téir. Rock-texts
vii.290A
Figures of gods, etc.
Fakhry in ASAE li (1951), 413-16 [4-14] figs. 24-34 pl. iv [A]
Kharga Oasis. Gebel el-Téir. Rock-texts
vii.290A
Texts and sketches.

Kharga Oasis. Gebel el-Téir. Rock-texts
vii.290A
Demotic inscriptions.

Černý in ASAE li (1951), 441
date
801-755-230
Block statue of Iti Jtj, Overseer of the harím who is on duty, Head of the 2nd and 3rd phylai of the
temple of Khonspekhrod, The great one of the palanquin of King Piye (Piankhy), etc., son of Irakhons Jr-
3-hnw, Overseer of the harím of Khonspekhrod, etc., year 15 of Sabacon, in London, British Museum,
EA 24429.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 447 et seq. pl. i
Luxor Temple. Temple Area
ii.336
Plan showing position of objects.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 447 et seq. pl. ii
Luxor Temple. Temple Area
ii.336
View showing excavations.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 450-2 [i] fig. 1 cf. pl. i [F]
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii.337
Osiride statue of R amasses II.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 453-5 [iii] figs. 2-4 cf. pl. i [G]
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii.337
Statue-base Sethos II.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 455-6 [III] pl. iii cf. pl. i [H]
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii.337
Statue-base Sheshonk, son Osorkon I.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 456-8 [iv] pl. iv cf. pl. i [I]
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii.338
Statue of Amenardais I, dedicated by Shepenwept II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67871.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 458-60 [v] figs. 5, 6 cf. pl. i [J]
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii.339
Statue-base of Mentemhet, Dyn. XXV.
Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 460-1 [vi] fig. 7
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii².339
Offering stand of Amenophis III in form of column.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 463 [viii] figs. 10, 11 cf. pl. i [E]
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii².337
Block statue of Ramosi, Dyn. XIX or XX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 68596.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 464-8 [ix] with fig. 12 and pl. v cf. plan pl. i [M]
Luxor. Temple Area. Finds
ii².339
Offering table Tuthmosis III.

Habachi in ASAE li (1951), 466, 468 and fig. 13
Luxor. Court of Ramesses II.
ii².311-(55)-(56)
Fragment of architrave Tuthmosis III, re-used by Ramesses II, and text of another, re-used as basin.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 470-84 with plan pl. i and views pls. iii-v
Saqqâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii².587
Description, plan and views

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), pl. ii
Saqqâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii².587
View of N. vaulted tomb of Neferebre-sineit, with sarcophagus

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 474, with text, pls. vi, vii
Saqqâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii².587
Lid of inner sarcophagus of Neferebre-sineit.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 481 pls. ix-x, xiv [1]
Saqqâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii².587
Outer sarcophagus of Wehebre-men.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 480-1 pls. xii, xiii [2, 3]
Saqqâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii².587
Four canopic jars of Wehebre-men, alabaster, in Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet, MM 19233.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 475 pl. xiii [1]
Saqqâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii².587
Three canopic jars Neferebre-sineit, alabaster.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 481-2 pls. xiv [2], xv [1]
Saqqâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii².587
Inner coffin, wood, of Wehebre-men.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 470 pl. xvi [2]
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
Inscribed blocks, fragments, probably Dyn. XXVI.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 470 pl. xvi [1] figs. 1, 2
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
Palm-capitals, fragments, probably Dyn. XXVI.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 473
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
Outer sarcophagus of Neferebre-sineit.

Lauer in ASAE li (1951), 479 fig. 5
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
Hieratic Inscriptions on blocks from tomb of Wehebre-men.

Drioton in ASAE li (1951), 485 [A]
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
Text of outer sarcophagus of Neferebre-sineit.

Drioton in ASAE li (1951), 486 [B]
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
Text of inner sarcophagus of Neferebre-sineit.

Drioton in ASAE li (1951), 486-9 [C]
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
N. vaulted chamber, Neferebre-sineit. Texts on walls.

Drioton in ASAE li (1951), 490
Saggâra. E. of Step Pyramid. Double tomb. Late Dyn. XXVI or early XXVII.
iii.587
Text of outer sarcophagus of Wehebre-men (copied by Firth & Lauer).

Barguet, Goneim and Leclant in ASAE li (1951), 491-501 pls i and iii with figs. 1, 2
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet. First Court.
i.56
Offering table of deceased. Granite.

Barguet, Goneim and Leclant in ASAE li (1951), 491-501 pl. ii figs. 1, 2
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet. First Court.
i.56
Offering table of wife Udjarenes. Granite.

Barguet, Goneim and Leclant in ASAE li (1951), 491-501 pl. iv figs. 1, 2
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet. First Court.
i.57
Offering table of son(?) Pasherenmut, granite.

Barguet, Goneim and Leclant in ASAE li (1951), 491-501 pl. v figs. 1, 2
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet. First Court.
i.57
Offering table of Pesdimen, granite.

Barguet, P. et al. in ASAE li (1951), 493 n. 2
title and name of Mentuemhet
801-753-030
Lower part of statue of Espah Ns ph, son of Mentuemhet Mntw-m-h3t, Great mayor of Thebes, etc.
(TT 34), kneeling holding [an object], grey granite, temp. Taharqa to PsammetikhosI, in Brooklyn NY,
Brooklyn Museum of Art, 16.580.185.

see Barguet, Goneim and Leclant in ASAE li (1951), 501 with n. 6, 502
i.7,777

Barguet, Goneim and Leclant in ASAE li (1951), 503-4 [vi, vii] pl. vi [a-c]
Thebes. TT 34, Mentuemhet. Court.
i.57
Two offering tables without inscriptions.

Barguet, Goneim and Leclant in ASAE li (1951), 506-7 pls. vii, viii
i.7,777
Offering table of Shepenwept II.

Fakhry in ASAE li (1951), 509-13 pl. i
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
i.3.881
Views of Bent Pyramid (exterior).

Fakhry in ASAE li (1951), 509-13 pl. ii [A]
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
i.3.881
Views of Bent Pyramid (interior).

Fakhry in ASAE li (1951), 513-21 figs. 1 and 2 pl. ii [B]
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
i.3.881
Views and plan of Upper Temple.

Fakhry in ASAE li (1951), 518-21 figs. 3-5 pls. iii, iv
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
i.3.881
Altars of Snefrusonb the younger from Upper Temple.

Fakhry in ASAE li (1951), 518-21 fig. 1
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
iii.2.881
Plan of Upper Temple.

see Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 552-4
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Re-used blocks.
Omit.
Description of excavations.

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 554-5
Karnak. Subsidiary buildings. Chapel I.
ii\textsuperscript{2}.203
Description.

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 554
ii\textsuperscript{2}.203
Description.

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 554 pl. ii [1]
ii\textsuperscript{2}.204
Three Hathors from scene at (7).

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 554-5 pl. ii [2]
Karnak. Subsidiary buildings. Chapel I
ii\textsuperscript{2}.203
Window with cartouches of Queens Makare and Henuttai.

see Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 555
Karnak. Subsidiary buildings. Chapel I
ii\textsuperscript{2}.203
Lintel of Amenardais, stela of man and woman before lion-headed gods, statue of ape adoring.

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 555 pl. iii [1]
ii\textsuperscript{2}.204
Upper part of statue of Tuthmosis III usurped Amenophis III.

see Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 555
ii\textsuperscript{2}.204
Lower part of statue of Tuthmosis III usurped Amenophis III.

see Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 560
ii\textsuperscript{2}.269
Fragment of statues of Menna and Amenopet, New Kingdom.

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), pl. vii [2]
ii\textsuperscript{2}.45
Block of Pinedjem.
see Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 563
ii.45
Blocks of Amenophis IV, all re-used in sphinx construction.

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 568-72, 550-1 figs. 1-7
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch of Tuthmosis IV
ii.72
Blocks with ritual scenes

Chevrier in ASAE li (1951), 568-72, 550-1 fig. 8
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch of Tuthmosis IV
ii.72
Block with bringing cattle etc.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 19 fig. 1
ii.45(154)
Bottom register, 3rd scene, Sethos I led by gods.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 20-8 fig. 2
Karnak. Court N. of 7th Pylon.
ii.131(484)
Part of S. stela, year 20 of Ramesses III.

see Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 23-4 n. 6
Karnak. Court N. of 7th Pylon.
ii.131(483)
N. stela of Ramesses III.

Sauneron in ASAE lii (1954), 30-1 pl. i [A, B]
vi.111(8)A
Base; two Nile gods

Sauneron in ASAE lii (1954), 31-35 pls i [C], ii [A]
vi.117(40)-(41)A
King smites foes, bottom register at (40).

Sauneron in ASAE lii (1954), 31-5 pl. ii [B]
vi.117(40)-(41)A
Three scenes, bottom register at (41).

Sauneron in ASAE lii (1954), 31-5 pl. iii
vi.117(40)-(41)A
Base, bound prisoners with names of countries at (40).

Sauneron in ASAE lii (1954), 31-5 pl. iv
vi.117(40)-(41)A
Bae, Nile gods and Field goddesses at (41).

Sauneron in ASAE lli (1954), 36 fig. 2
Esna. Temple of Khnum. Finds
vi.117A
Sandstone block of Amenophis II.

Sauneron in ASAE lli (1954), 37
vi.115A
Mention of Tuthmosis III on Column 14.

% Cassirer, M. in ASAE lli (1954), 41-4 pl. 803-026-900
Round-topped stela, two registers, I, Hepi Hj, Prospector, son of woman Itjetu, seated at table, with offering text; II, Siamun, Prospector, seated at table, with offering text invoking Amun-Re and Nebhepetre (Mentuhotep II), late Dyn. XII or Dyn. XIII, at Sotheby's in 1948, then in M. Cassirer colln. and in private possession, probably in Switzerland, in 1978.

Pillet in ASAE lli (1954), 78-81, 102 cf. 94, 104, figs. 1-7, 12 pls. i-v
ii².271
Birth scenes, including circumcision, at (8)-(10).

see Pillet in ASAE lli (1954), 90
Dendera. Finds
vi.110A
Relief, pregnant goddess with two cow-headed goddesses, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40627.

Pillet in ASAE lli (1954), 90-1 fig. 8
Thebes. TT 253, Khnemmosi.
ii².338
Wooden birth-chair(?), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56353.

Pillet in ASAE lli (1954), 96-9 pl. vi fig. 10
Saqqâra. N. of Tet Pyramid. Tomb of Ankhmahor.
iii².514(21)
Doorway, circumcision in lower register at (b).

Pillet in ASAE lli (1954), 100-1 fig. 11 (by Épron)
iii².637-8(2)
Two men in 2nd register.

Drioton in ASAE lli (1954), 105-6, 106-7, 107-22
iii².650
Pyramid texts from sarcophagus and walls.

Drioton in ASAE lli (1954), 122-7
Saqqâra. S. of Pyramid of Userkaf. Tomb of Hor, temp. Psammetikhos I and II.
iii².587
Pyramid texts from tomb and sarcophagus

see Steindorff in ASAE lli (1954), 129-31
Swa Oasis. Qaret el-Musabberin. Tomb Pa-djehut.
vii.314A
Discussion of Fakhry’s article.

Lauer in ASAE lli (1954), 133-6 pls i, ii
Saggâra. E. of the Step Pyramid. Tomb of Hor.
iii.587
Plans and sections, temp. Apries or later.

Badawy in ASAE lli (1954), 138 fig. 4
Abydos. Umm el-Qarâb. Tomb of Djer.
v.78A
Ornamentation from upper part of stela of Djer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34992.

Sauneron in ASAE lli (1954), 145-9
Kamak. K. Chapel of Osiris Hekzet.
ii.293
Text of stela from statue of Amenemhet Surero.

Vikentiev in ASAE lli (1954), 151-9 figs. 1-4 pls i, ii
Qena to Safaga. Wâdi el-Gaus. Temple.
vii.339A
Stela, Psammetikhos I and Nitocris.

Hickmann in ASAE lli (1954), 172 fig. 6
Thebes. TT 93, Kenamun.
i.192(16)
Lute player.

Hickmann in ASAE lli (1954), 172-5 figs. 7, 8
Thebes. TT 80, Djehutnufer
i.158(6)
Lute player from 3rd register.

Hickmann in ASAE lli (1954), 177 fig. 9
Thebes. Miscellaneous. Reliefs
i.817
Female guests and musicians from wall-painting, Dyn. XVIII, in London, British Museum, EA 37981.

Hickmann in ASAE lli (1954), 177-80 figs. 10, 11
Thebes. TT 341, Nekhtamun.
i.409(5)-(7)
Lutist and clapper from lower register.

Lacau in ASAE lli (1954), 185-90 figs. 1, 2
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Finds. Miscellaneous
ii.74
Jamb of Hatshepsut from incense storeroom.
Lacau in *ASAE* lii (1954), 191-4 [K]
Karnak. Chapels N. of Court VI. Entrances
ii.93
Left jamb at (58).

Lacau in *ASAE* lii (1954), 194-6 [E-H]
Karnak. Chapels N. of Court VI. Entrances
ii.93
Texts of presenting oils from scenes.

Lacau in *ASAE* lii (1954), 196-8 [[J]] fig. 4
Karnak. Chapels N. of Court VI. Entrances
ii.93
King offers incense trees to Amun.

Lacau in *ASAE* lii (1954), 191-8 pl. i
Karnak. Chapels N. of Court VI. Entrances
ii.93
Plan showing position at (63.1).

Christophe in *ASAE* lii (1954), 201 [1]
Karnak. Great Temple. Hypostyle Columns
ii.51
Epithet of Ramesses IV from Column 38.

Christophe in *ASAE* lii (1954), 202 fig. 1
Karnak. In front of N. face.
ii.168
Views of statues and stelae in situ.

Christophe in *ASAE* lii (1954), 202-3 [3] fig. 1
Karnak. In front of Pylon VII, N. Face.
ii.168
Epithet of Ramesses IV from Osiride statue of Tuthmosis III.

Christophe in *ASAE* lii (1954), 203, 204 [8] fig. 2 [right]
Karnak. Temple of Khons. Entrance to Room IV.
ii.238(64)
Jamb at (a) with text of Ramesses IV.

Christophe in *ASAE* lii (1954), 203 [4]
Karnak. Court III between 8th and 9th Pylons. West Wall.
i.178(533)
Epithet of Ramesses IV from base.

Christophe in *ASAE* lii (1954), 203-4 [5]
Karnak. Court IV between 9th and 10th Pylons. West Wall.
i.184(556-8)
Epithet of Ramesses IV from base.

Christophe in *ASAE* lii (1954), 204 [6]
Karnak. Court IV between 9th and 10th Pylons. E. Wall.
i.183(551)
Epithet of Ramesses IV from base.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 204 [9]
Medinet Habu. Great Temple. 1st Court.
i^2.493(66)
Epithets of Ramesses IV from base.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 205 [10]
i^2.51
Epithet of Ramesses IV from column 84.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 205 [12]
i^2.47(155)
Epithet of Ramesses II from W. wall at III, 6.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 206 n. 8
i^2.51
Epithet of Ramesses IV from column 45.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 205 [11, 15]
i^2.29
Epithets of Ramesses IV from Osiride pillars in 1st Court.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 206 with n. 4
Karnak. Great Temple. Colonnade of Tuthmosis I.
i^2.80(212)
Epithet of Sethos II from doorway.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 206 with n. 7
i^2.78
Epithet of Ramesses IV from base.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 207 [22]
i^2.237
Epithets of Ramesses IV from doorways.

Christophe, L.-A. in ASAE lii (1954), 207 [23]
804-047-067

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 209 [32, 33], cf. 203 fig. 2 [left]
Karnak. Temple of Khons. Corridor round Sanctuary.
i^2.236
Epithets of Ramesses IV from base.

Lacau in ASAE lii (1954), 215-18 figs. 1, 2
vi.155A
Plan.

Lacau in ASAE lii (1954), 221-8 fig. 5 pl. i 
Kom Ombo. Temple of Haroeris and Sobk Triads.
vi.179A
Plan (corrected).

Chevrier in ASAE lii (1954), 230-1 pl. i [upper]
Kamak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks.
ii^2.41
Two architraves of Tutankhamun.

Chevrier in ASAE lii (1954), 230-1 pl. iv [right]
Kamak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks.
ii^2.41
Blocks of Ramesses I, re-used by Ramesses II.

see Chevrier in ASAE lii (1954), 233 [bottom]
ii^2.202
Mention.

Chevrier in ASAE lii (1954), 236 pl. i [lower]
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch of Tuthmosis IV.
ii^2.72
Detail of hieroglyphs from a block.

Chevrier in ASAE lii (1954), 236 pl. viii [upper]
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch of Tuthmosis IV.
ii^2.72
Blocks with two registers of bringing bulls.

see Chevrier in ASAE lii (1954), 237
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous Finds
ii^2.73
Stela of Amosis, 2nd fragment.

Chevrier in ASAE lii (1954), 237-9 pl. vi, ix
Kamak. M. Temple of Amun R.e-Harakhty dedicated by Ramesses II.
ii^2.209
Colonnade of Taharqa (reconstructed), two columns.

see Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 257-8
Kamak. Festival Temple. Corridor XLA.
ii^2.122-4
Long cartouche and dedication-text of Tuthmosis III, probable connection with former Staircases.

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 254-8
Kamak. Festival Temple. Room XXXV.
ii^2.122
Description of scenes.
Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 255
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXXV.
ii^2.122
Dedication-text of Ramesses IV at (423).

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 254-8 pl. i [1, 2]
Karnak. Festival Temple. Room XXXV.
ii^2.122
Scene at (423).

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 259-260 pl. ii [3(A, B)]
Karnak. Festival Temple. Rooms IA and III.
ii^2.112(346-49)
Cartouches Ramesses II and IV from entrance of Room IA at (346).

Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 261-4 pls. iii-iv [4-6]
Karnak. Festival Temple. Rooms IA and III.
ii^2.112(346-49)
Scenes Sethos II, and cartouches of Ramesses IV, on walls of Ramesses III at (347).

see Christophe in ASAE lii (1954), 261 n. 1
Karnak. Festival Temple. Rooms IA and III.
ii^2.112(346)-(349)
Procession of barks, etc. in Room III.

Badawy in ASAE lii (1954), 282 fig. 14
8
Statue of nude girl carrying vessel, late Dyn. XVIII, in Leiden, Rijksmuseum van Oudheden, Inv. AH.116a.

Badawy in ASAE lii (1954), 294 fig. 30
8
Small pottery vase for milk (?) with woman holding child, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14476.

Roeder in ASAE lii (1954), 319-57 pl. i
Ashmunein. Temple of Thoth, Dyn. XIX. Pylon.
iv.167A
View of façade.

Roeder in ASAE lii (1954), 319-57 pls. ii-vi
Ashmunein. Temple of Thoth, Dyn. XIX. Pylon.
iv.167A
Stela of Merneptah with hymns to Thoth, on north side of Façade.

Roeder in ASAE lii (1954), 358-61 fig. 1
Ashmunein.
iv.165A
General plan.

Roeder in ASAE lii (1954), 361-6 fig. 2
Ashmunein. Temple of Thoth and Amun. Dyn. XIX.
iv.167A
Description and plan.
Roeder in ASAE lli (1954), 375-7 fig. 3
Ashmunein. Sphinx Gate.
iv.168A
Plan showing positions of stelae, obelisks, statues and sphinxes.

Roeder in ASAE lli (1954), 375-425 pls. vii-xiii
Ashmunein. Sphinx Gate.
iv.168A
Stela years 4-8 Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 72130.

Roeder in ASAE lli (1954), 429-35 fig. 4
Ashmunein.
iv.165A
Description of various temples, including reconstruction of Temple of User-Nehehmawat.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 448-58 pls. ii-iv
Khâhta. Remains of Temple. Dyn. XII.
iv.9A
Gate of Amenemhet I and Sesostris III.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 448-58 pl. v
Khâhta. Remains of Temple. Dyn. XII.
iv.9A
Statue of Amenemhet I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60520.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 448-58 pl. vii [A]
Khâhta. Remains of Temple. Dyn. XII.
iv.9A
Block with fragment foundation ceremony, Dyn. XII.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 453-4
Neighbourhood of Faqûs. Miscellaneous.
iv.10A
Texts of stela of Amenemhet I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. 22.10.48.20.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 454
Neighbourhood of Faqûs. Miscellaneous.
iv.10A
Text of alabaster offering table of Sesostris III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. 22.10.48.17.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 458-61 cf. 468-70 pl. vi
Khâhta. Building at Tell el-Dabra. Dyn. XII-XIII.
iv.9A
View of statues in situ.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 458-61 cf. 468-70 pl. vii
Khâhta. Building at Tell el-Dabra. Dyn. XII-XIII.
iv.9A
Kneeling statue of Queen Sebekneferure.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 458-61 cf. 468-70 pl. viii
Khâhta. Building at Tell el-Dabra. Dyn. XII-XIII.
iv.9A
Seated statue of Queen Sebekneferure.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 458-61 cf. 468-70 pl. ix [left]
Khatâna. Building at Tell el-Dabra. Dyn. XII-XIII.
iv.9A
Statue base, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 42906.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 458-61 cf. 468-70 pl. ix [right]
Khatâna. Building at Tell el-Dabra. Dyn. XII-XIII.
iv.9A
Statue of King Siamu-Hamedjherotef.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 460 [3]
Khatâna. Building at Tell el-Dabra. Dyn. XII-XIII.
iv.9A
Text of seated statue of Queen Sebekneferure.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 461 [1] pls. x, xi [A]
El-Atâwla. Temple. Middle Kingdom.
iv.246A
Block of King Siamu-Hamedjherotef, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. 25.4.22.3.

Palestine. Tell el-Sultân (Jericho).
vi.373A
Scarab of Siamu-Hamedjherotef, in Jerusalem, Israel Museum.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 462 [1] xi [C]
Khatâna. Building. Dyn. XII-XIII.
iv.9A
Text of sphinx of Queen Sebekneferure, still on site (from Naville).

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 462 [2, 3] pls. xi [D], xii [A, B]
Hawâra. Labyrinth.
iv.100A
Fragments blocks Queen Sebekneferu[re] (from Lepsius and Petrie).

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 463 [5] xii [A]
8
Cylinder seal with titulary of Queen Sebekneferure, in London, British Museum, EA 16581.

iv.100A
Fragment of colonnette with dedication-text of [Queen Sebekneferu] (from Petrie).

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 463 [7] xiii [C]
Semna East. Rock-Texts.
vi.156A
K.11. Year 3 of Queen Sebekneferu[re] (from Reisner).
804-038-080
Papyrus column fragment with names of Amenemhet III and Sebekkare Neferusobek, from a temple, red granite, temp. Sebekkare Neferusobek, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 471-2
Karnak. Blocks. Objects in Museums
ii².295
Fragment lintel with prenomen of Ay (Memeferre), Dyn. XIII, found near Sacred Lake, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41468.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 472-6 pls xvi, xvii
Khatāna. Miscellaneous
iv.10A
Pyramidion of Ay (Memeferre), Dyn. XIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 43267.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 472-6 pl. xviii [A]
Khatāna. Miscellaneous
iv.10A
Basalt pyramidion, uninscribed, Dyn. XIII.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 479-8 pl. xx cf. 481-2, 486-8
Neighbourhood of Faḵûs. El-Samañā
iv.10A
Lintel of Pešiur, temp. Ramesses II.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 479-8 pls xxi-xxiii cf. 481-2, 486-8
Neighbourhood of Faḵûs. El-Samañā
iv.10A
Blocks of Ramesses II, etc., built into well.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 488 with n. 3
Neighbourhood of Faḵûs. El-Samañā
iv.10A
Diorite royal head, Dyn. VI, in Washington DC, Freer Gallery of Art, 38.11.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 482-5 pl. xxiv [A]
Kôm el-Abqârēn. Temple (destroyed). Ramesses II.
iv.50A
Plan.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 482-5 pl. xxiv [B]
Kôm el-Abqârēn. Temple (destroyed). Ramesses II.
iv.50A
Well with cartouches

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 482-4
Kôm el-Abqârēn. Temple (destroyed). Ramesses II.
iv.50A
Door of Ramesses II, part in Alexandria, Graeco-Roman Museum, 21009.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 489 n. 1
Qantîr. Miscellaneous
 iv.10A
Jamb of Ptahmey, temp. Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 64730.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 490-9 pl. xxv

Qantîr. Miscellaneous
 iv.10A
Door of Setepenre, son of Ramesses II, usurped by Ramessu-setekhemnakhti.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 490-9 pl. xxvi

Qantîr. Miscellaneous
 iv.10A
Door of Iyroy of Bubastis, temp. Ramesses III.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 490-9 pl. xxvii [B]

Qantîr. Miscellaneous
 iv.10A
Block from lintel of Tjenry, temp. Ramesses II.

see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 499-500

Qantîr. Miscellaneous
 iv.10A

see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 499-500, 517, 544, 554

Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Blocks from Chapels
 iv.10A

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 501-14 pl. xxviii

Qantîr. Miscellaneous
 iv.10A
Stela of Setekh-hirkhopshf, son of RamessesIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87829.

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 501-14 pl. xxix

Qantîr. Miscellaneous
 iv.10A

Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 505

Thebes. Valley of Queens. QV 43, Setekh-hirkhopshf.
i.753
Titles of Setekh-hirkhopshf.

see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 534
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae.
 iv.10A

see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 542-3
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae.
 iv.10A
Userhet before royal statue, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E.3049.
see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 543
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae.
iv.10A
Man before royal statue, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E.3047.
see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 517, 535
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae.
iv.10A
Upper part stela, Khonsu before statue of Ramesses II, in Stockholm, Medelhavsmuseet, EM.1450.
Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 519-24 pl. xxx [A]
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae, etc.
iv.10A
Redjekbuti before statue of Ramesses II ‘Montu-em-tau’, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 519-24 pl. xxx [B]
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae, etc.
iv.10A
Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 519-24 pl. xxxi
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae, etc.
iv.10A
Man before royal statue, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86124.
Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 519-24 pl. xxxii
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae, etc.
iv.10A
Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 519-24 pl. xxxiii
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive stelae, etc.
iv.10A
see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 524 with n. 1
Qantîr. Miscellaneous.
iv.10A
Lintel of Matimen, temp. Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87831.
see Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 525 n. 3
Hurbât.
iv.26A
Block of Nektanebos II, beside mosque in village.
Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 529-34, 535-42, 543-4 pls. xxxiv-xxxv, xxxvi [B], xxxvii [a, b], xxxviii
Qantîr. Miscellaneous. Votive Stelae, etc.
iv.10A
Stelae, in Hildesheim, Roemer-und Pelizaeus-Museum.
Habachi in ASAE lli (1954), 529-34, 535-42, 543-4 pl. xxxvi [A]
Faience cup, Hildesheim, Roemer-und Pelizaeus-Museum.

Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 529-34, 535-42, 543-4 pl. xxvii [c, d]

Qantîr. Miscellaneous Votive Stelae, etc.

iv.10A

Lintels, in Hildesheim, Roemer-und Pelizaeus-Museum.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 535

Qantîr. Miscellaneous Votive Stelae.

iv.10A


see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 535

Qantîr. Miscellaneous Votive Stelae.

iv.10A


see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 535

Qantîr. Miscellaneous Votive Stelae.

iv.10A

Unfinished stela, solder before royal statue, Ramesside, in Lund, Kulturhistoriska Museum, 32156.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 542

Qantîr. Miscellaneous Votive Stelae.

iv.10A


Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 554 n. 1

Cairo. Monuments Found. New Kingdom.

iv.70A

Title from statue of Ramesses II in Zeitun.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 554

Qantîr. Miscellaneous Votive Stelae etc.

iv.10A

Bronze head, probably Ramesses II, in Hildesheim, Roemer-und Pelizaeus-Museum, 384.

see Habachi in ASAE lii (1954), 555

Qantîr. Miscellaneous Votive Stelae.

iv.10A

Stela, Ramesses II offers to statue Ramesses II Heka-hekau, dedicated by Rahotep, Vizier, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, 287.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 564-5

Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.

iii.880

Description of Upper Temple.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 565-8 pls. ii [A] cf. i [B]
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.

iii².882

Views of subsidiary Pyramid.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 566
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
Omit.
Offering Temple.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 566 pls ii [B], iii
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
iii².882
Upper part (lower part broken off, uninscribed) stela of Snefru from ka Pyramid in situ, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89289.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), fig. 1 on 567
Dahshûr. Southern Pyramid complex of Snefru.
iii².877
Plan.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 569-93 pls i [A], iv, v [A], vi, vii, fig. 3
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².877
Description, plan and views.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 572, 573, 577-83 pls v [B], viii-x figs 4-6
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².877
Procession of nomes of Upper Egypt (1)-(7).

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 584-7 [1, 4, 8, 9, 11] pls xi [A], xii [B], xiv [A], xv [A]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².877
Relief fragments. King alone or with gods.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 573, 585-7 [2, 5-7] pls xi [B], xii [B], xiv [B] fig. 7
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².877
Relief fragments. King and nomes.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 590 [top]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².878
Text of Wemêt[ka], from squatting statue.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 585 [3], 587 [10], 588 pls xi [A], xv [B], xvii
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².878
Relief-fragments of the King, gods and names, original position uncertain.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 575 [2], 588 pls xviii, xix
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².877-7
Fragments of three statues of the King.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 591-2 pl. xxi
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².879
Stela of Neteraperef, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89290.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 573-4 [A]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².877
Fragments of two stelae with names of Snefru.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 589 pl. xxi [A]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².878
Fragment of scribe statue of Duare, Dyn. V.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), pl. xxii [B] after 594
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².878
Statue of a prophet of Snefru, Dyn. V.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 590 pl. xxiii
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².879
Ebony statue of Snejruhotep, Middle Kingdom.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 590 pl. xxiv [A]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².879
Block statue of Si-hathor.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 590 xiv [B], xxv [A] and [B]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².879
Four uninscribed statue fragments.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 590 pl. xxvi [A]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².879
Statue bâe of Snejru-hirkhent Middle Kingdom.

Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 590 pl. xxvi [B]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².878
Statue bâe of Iti and Kerhi, Middle Kingdom.

see Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 590
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².878
Block statue of Faihedjui.

see Fakhry in ASAE lii (1954), 591 [11]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Lower Temple.
iii².880
Pedestal and offering table of Snefru, Middle Kingdom.

Mustapha in ASAE lii (1954), 599 pls ii and iii
iii².881
Views

Mustapha in ASAE lii (1954), 599 fig. 4 pls. iv-vi
iii².881
Plans and sections

Ricke in ASAE lii (1954), 605-8 figs. 1-2 pls. i, ii [a]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Upper Temple.
iii².881
Plans and views of Upper Temple.

Ricke in ASAE lii (1954), 609-10 fig. 3 pls. ii [b], iii
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Upper Temple.
iii².880
Plans and views Upper Causeway.

Ricke in ASAE lii (1954), 610-16, 618-23 figs. 4, 6 pls. iv-vi [a]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Upper Temple.
iii².887
Plans and views Lower Temple.

Ricke in ASAE lii (1954), 622-3 fig. 5 pl. vi [b, c]
Dahshûr. S. Pyramid complex of Snefru. Upper Temple.
iii².887
Two fragments from chapel in Lower Valley Temple.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 11 fig. 1 pl. i
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii².40
Block with soldiers and group Nubian captives, temp. Amenophis IV.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 10 pl. vi [B]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi.
ii².37(133)
Fragments colossal Osiride statue of Ramesses II, usurped by Pinedjem (from group with Bentanta).

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 11 pl. vii
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii².40
Block with ship and prisoner in cage, Dyn. XVIII., in Karnak magazine.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 12 pl. viii [B]
Karnak. Eastern Group. A. Building Amenophis IV.
ii².253
View during excavation.
Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 13-15 fig. 2
Karnak. Great Temple. Court between 5th and 6th Pylons. Chapel S. of S. Pillar of Court IV
ii².87
Pl. 3-2.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 15-18 figs 3-5
Karnak. Great Temple. Central Court.
ii².108
Red granite thresholds from Temple of Sesostris I.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 18-19 pls ix-xi
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
ii².196
Plans and sections.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 22 pl. i
Omit.
Views.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 23-4 pl. iii
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks.
ii².41
Blocks of Haremhab re-used by Ramesses I and II.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 25-7 pl. iv
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi. Fragment of Statue-group of Ramesses II re-used by Pinedjem.
ii².37(133)
Upper part statue Divine Adoratrice.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 25-7 pl. v [A]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi. Fragment of Statue-group of Ramesses II re-used by Pinedjem.
ii².37(133)
Feet from group.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 25-7 pl. v [B]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi. Fragment of Statue-group of Ramesses II re-used by Pinedjem.
ii².37(133)
Text of Pinedjem from underside of feet.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 25-7 pl. vi [A]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi. Fragment of Statue-group of Ramesses II re-used by Pinedjem.
ii².37(133)
Text from group.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 25-7 pl. vi [B]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi. Fragment of Statue-group of Ramesses II re-used by Pinedjem.
ii².37(133)
Osiride statue Pinedjem.

see Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 27-8
Karnak. Great Temple. IX-X Granite Sanctuary.
ii².99
Blocks from red granite bark shrine of Tuthmosis III.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 30-1 pl. xviii [upper]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii².41
Block, Ramesses II in penna-tree.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 30-1 pl. xviii [lower]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii².41
Block, head of Ramesses I, altered for Sethos I and Ramesses II.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 31-2 pls x [B], xi [B], xiii [A, B] cf. fig. 1
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii².39
Blocks of Amenophis IV in situ.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), pl. ix after 42
Karnak. Hypostyle Entrance.
i².42(148)(g)
Thickness. King with gods, and offering to barks, on left side, IV and V.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 33 with pl. xiv
Karnak. Porch to 2nd Pylon.
i².39
Blocks of Amenophis III, re-used in wall.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 36 pl. xix
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks of Amenophis IV.
i².40
Four blocks, including hyena.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 37 pl. xx
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch of Tuthmosis IV.
i².72
Pillar with scenes. King with gods.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 40 pl. xxii
Karnak. Court I. Finds
ii².135
Two blocks of Hatshepsut, one with Ahmosi Merytamun.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 37-9 pls xxiii-xxvi
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Bark-Shrine of Hatshepsut.
i².64
Model.

Chevrier in ASAE liii (1956), 39 pl. xxvi
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Shrine of Hatshepsut.
i².64
Middle doorway, view of both faces.

see Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 43-6
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks.
i².41
Block from cornice re-used by Ramesses I and II.

Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 47-8
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi
i².37(133)
Cartouche of Ramesses VI (usurped by Pinedjem) on base of colossal-group of Ramesses II.

Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 49-56 pl. i
Karnak. Cachette.
i².154
Statue of Ibi, temp. Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36698.

Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 63-5 [P.1] pl. i [1]
vi.245(375)-(377)
Augustus consecrates temple before Isis, 7th scene in 3rd reg. at (377).

Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 64-7 [P.2], 67 [A], pl. i [2]
Philae. 2nd East Colonnade. Room of Tiberius V.
vi.222(152)-(153)
Tiberius consecrates temple from 3rd register.

Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 67-8 [B]
vi.229(234)
Text from 7th scene (Ptolemy XIII consecrates temple before goddess).

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 79-109 pl. i
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Western Approaches. Ptolemaic Gate usurped from Nektanebos I.
i².245
View.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 79-109 pls. ii-xiii
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Western Approaches. Ptolemaic Gate usurped from Nektanebos I.
i².245
Scenes on façade, thicknesses and inner face.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 79-109 pls. xiv, xv
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Western Approaches. Ptolemaic Gate usurped from Nektanebos I.
i².245
General views of Approaches.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 79-109 pls. xvi-xviii
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Western Approaches. Ptolemaic Gate usurped from Nektanebos I.
i².245
Statue of Sekhmet at (6).

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 86 fig. 1 (from Daressy)
i².863
Bronze lion bolt, prob. Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37765.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 86-9 fig. 2 pls. xxvi-xxvii
iv.98A
Bronze lion bolt, Ptolemaic, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 15424.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 89 fig. 2
Hurbé: Miscellaneous
iv.26-7A
Lion door bolt of Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 48887.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 89 n. 1 fig. 4
vi.229(227)A
Lion with knife from 4th register.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 90 pl. xxviii
Philae. Gate of Hadrian.
vii.255(6)-(7)A
Part of 2nd scene from 2nd register, divinities approaching temple (Isis holding lion bolt).

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 92 n. 1 pl. xxix
ii.243(121)-(22)
Lion gargoyle, with texts.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 93-4 figs. 5, 6
8
Two lions with knives and papyrus-flowers, probably from Late Period temples.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 94 pl. xxxii
vi.199(21)-(22)
Lower register, scene King in boat, etc.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 95-6 figs. 7, 8 pls. xxx, xxxi
Karnak. Temple of Ramesses III. Portico.
i.30(76), (77)
Statue bases of Sekhmet-Menhyt, dedicated by Ramesses III.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 110-11 pl. xix
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Rooms VIII-X
ii.2,249
Osiris on couch from upper register at (28) I.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 111 pl. xx
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Rooms VIII-X
ii.2,249
Crowned hawk, etc. above door at (29)(e).

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 111 pl. xxi
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Rooms VIII-X
ii.2,249
Scene in lower register (incomplete) at (32) II.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 110-13 pl. xxii, xxiii
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Rooms VIII-X
ii².250
Double-scene in upper register at (34) I.

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 110-13 pl. xxiv
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Rooms VIII-X
ii².251
Ptolemy before Apet in niche at (43).

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), 110-13 pl. xxv
Karnak. Temple of Apet. Rooms VIII-X
ii².251
Ptolemy before Apet-standard in niche at (45).

Varille in ASAE liii (1956), pl. xxxii
Karnak. Temple of Apet.
ii².244, 246
Plan showing recently discovered Approach.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 119-33 pl. i
iii².397
View.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 119-33 pls ii, iii
iii².397
Plans.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 119-33 pl. iv
iii².397
View of court of Queen’s Pyramid.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 119-33
iii².397
Description.

see Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 121
Saqqâra. Pyramid of Userkaf.
iii².398A
Fragment of text, perhaps from restoration text of Khaemweset (son of Ramesses II).

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 153-5 pls i, ii
iii².406
Reconstruction of entrance.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 155 pl. iii
Saggâra. W. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent, temp. Pepy II.
iii.610-11
False door.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 155-6 pls iv-vi [1]
Saggâra. W. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent, temp. Pepy II.
iii.610-11
Statues, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89600-1, 89599.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 156 pl. vi [2]
Saggâra. W. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent, temp. Pepy II.
iii.610-11
Offering table, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89602.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 158 pl. vii
Saggâra. W. of Step Pyramid.
iii.609
False door of deceased from tomb of Akhtihotep I pi, Dyn. VI.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 159 pl. viii
Saggâra. W. of Step Pyramid.
iii.611
False door of Ankhi from his mastaba, Dyn. V.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 159 fig. 5
Saggâra. W. of Step Pyramid.
iii.611
Coffin, Dyn. XXX, from intrusive burial, S. of mastaba of Sebkemkhent.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 165 fig. 7
iii.400
View, shaft with roof blocks

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 174-80 (with texts) pl. i
iii.587
Jars, hieratic giving ingredients for embalming, Late Period.

Lauer in ASAE liii (1956), 167-174 figs. 1, 6 pl. ii
ii.89A
Three foundation deposit jars, one with hieratic text, Late Period.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 196-8 fig. 1
ii.37
Heb-sed scene of [Amenophis III].

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 196-8 fig. 2
ii.37
Desert with people and jackal, temp. Amenophis IV.
Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 198-202 pl. i
Kamak. 2nd Pylon. Colossi. Re-used blocks in foundations; statue Pinedjem.
i12.37
Victory-stela of Kamosi.

Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 221-6 figs. 1-3 pl. ii
Kamak. Great Temple. Court VII.
i12.96
View of S.W. column.

Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 222 pl. i
Kamak. Great Temple.
i12.21
Plan (3rd Pylon to Granite Sanctuary).

Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 227-9
Kamak. Great Temple. S. Passage XXIV.
i12.106(328)
Correction to line 30 of biographical text of Tuthmosis III (concerning columns).

see Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 231-3
Kamak. Great Temple. Colonnade of Tuthmosis I.
i12.80
Columns

see Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 235-6
Kamak. Great Temple. 6th Pylon. Entrance.
i12.89(239)
Door of Tuthmosis III.

Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 236 pl. iii cf. pl. i [D]
Kamak. Great Temple. VIII. Passage round Granite Sanctuary.
i12.97(278)
Niles from base of left outer jamb.

see Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 237-41 pl. i
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Bark-Shrine of Hatshepsut.
i12.64
Doorways

see Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 237 pl. i [F]
Kamak. Great Temple. Enclosure Tuthmosis III.
i12.87(228)
Doorway of Tuthmosis III.

Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 237-40 figs. 6, 7 cf. pl. i [E]
Kamak. Great Temple. S. Court. VII.
i12.95
Lintel and jamb from outer doorway of shrine of Hatshepsut, re-used by Tuthmosis III, found in situ in wall of Sethos II.

Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 243 pl. iv
Kamak. Great Temple. Court between 3rd and 4th Pylons
ii².75
Block, King offers wine to Amun-Re, from obelisk of Tuthmosis III.
see Lacau in ASAE liii (1956), 244-7 with fig. 8
ii².82
Gold decoration of obelisk.

ii².49(160)
5th scene from 4th register, Ramesses II before Amun-Re, embraced by Mut.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 320-37 pls i-xxiii
Abû Ghurâb. Sun Temple of Neuserre.
iii².584
Blocks from scenes of seasons, and nomes of L. and U. Eg., some in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, others in Cairo, Egyptian Museum (JE 34189, etc.).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 326-8 pl. i
iii².322
Block birds in net and head of elephant, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 34193.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 328 pl. ii [A]
iii².323
Block, two oryxes(?), in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 240.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 328 pl. ii [B]
iii².323
Block, two register, dog, antelope, cat, oryx, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14814 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 321 pl. iii [a]
iii².320
Fragments, nomes, etc., in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20057 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 323 pl. iii [b]
iii².320
Upper part of block, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57118.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 324 pl. iii [c]
iii².322
Block, nomes, etc., in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 273.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 324 pl. iii [d]
iii².322
Block, nomes, etc., in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20050 (lost).
von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 321-2 pl. iv
i320
Block, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57116.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 322 pl. v
i320
Lower part of block, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57117.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 324 pl. vi [a]
i324
N. wall, block with nomes and divinities, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20059 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 324 pl. vi. [b]
i324
N. wall, block with nomes and divinities, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20061 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 325, 326 pls. vii, viii
i321
Head and middle part of Shemu, etc., in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20040 (middle part lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 325 pl. ix
i321
Block with part of Akhet and registers with mallet, giraffe, kingfisher (incomplete), in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20041 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 325-6 pl. x [a]
i320
Shoulder of personification and kingfishers, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20055 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), pl. x [b]
i320
Block with birds, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20039.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 328-9 pl. xi [a]
i319
Left part of block with fish and animals, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20036.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 329 pl. xi [b]
i319
Water's edge, with animals, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20036.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 329-31 pl. xii
von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 331-2 pl. xiii
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, prophets bringing pelicans, boat-building, zorils, etc., in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20037.

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 333 pl. xiv
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, honey-harvest, sheep and goats etc., in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20035.

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 333-4 (called b) pl. xv [a]
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, date-palms, plants, birds, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20035.

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 333 (called a) pl. xv [b]
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, two registers, men with fowl, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20045 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 334 pl. xvi [a]
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, two men in boat netting mullet, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20039.

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 334 pl. xvi [b]
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Remains, netting fish, and shrine of Sobk, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20068 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 334 pl. xvii [a]
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, fishing and men in canoe, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20047 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 334 pl. xvii [b]
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, men hacking ground, and stern of boat, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20046 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 335 pl. xviii
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre. Weltkammer.

Block, birds, men, pelicans sitting on eggs, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20063 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE iii (1956), 335-6 pl. xix
Abû Ghurāb. Sun Temple of Neuserre.

Block, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20039, watcher with text and shrine of Sobek.
von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 336 pl. xx [a, b]
iii².323
Two blocks, birds hovering, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum 15070 (lost) and Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, ÄS 3925.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 336 pl. xx [c]
iii².323
Block, hoopoe, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 268.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xx [d]
iii².323
Block, plants at water's edge, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 271 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xx [e]
iii².323

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), pl. xxi [a, upper left]
iii².323
Block with dogs, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 237.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), pl. xxi [a, upper right]
iii².323
Block with sheep, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 239.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxi [a, lower left]
iii².323
Block with gazelle, left on spot.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), pl. xxi [a, lower right]
iii².323
Block with dogs, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, ÄS. 3921.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxi [b]
iii².321
Block, Libyan cat and oryx, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20058 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxi [c]
iii².321
Block, antelopes, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 198.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxi [d]
Block, two registers, dog, antelope, cat, oryx, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14814 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxi [e]

Block, birds hovering, in Erlangen Museum.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxii

Block, four registers, officials and animals

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxiii [a]

Block, asses, hare, hedgehog, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14822 (lost).

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxiii [b]

Block, hedgehog, gazelle, etc., in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20060.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), pl. xxiii [c, upper]

Block, hedgehog, back of leopard, etc., in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 14093.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxiii [c, lower left]

Block with dogs, in Erlangen Museum.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxiii [c, lower right]

Block, zoril, in Munich, Staatliche Sammlung Ägyptischer Kunst, Gl. 245.

von Bissing in ASAE liii (1956), 337 pl. xxiii [d]

Block, nome, hunting scene and lion attacking antelope, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 20043 (lost).

Spiegel in ASAE liii (1956), 339-439 pls. i-iv
Saqqara. Pyramid of Unis. Inscribed Chambers

iii2.422
Views of texts in Burial Chamber and Antechamber, and description of ritual.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 441-51 figs. 1-3
Tell Baqlîya

iv.39-40
Views of Tell el-Naqûs.
Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 441-51 fig. 4
Tell Bagliya
iv.39-40
Fragment of sarcophagus of Ahmosi, Saite.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 441-51 fig. 5
Tell Bagliya
iv.39-40
Block of Nektanebos I.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 441-51 fig. 6
Tell Bagliya
iv.39-40
Torso of Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38167.

see Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 444-5, 450
Tell Bagliya
iv.39-40
Naos of Apries, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 70008.

see Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 446
Tell Bagliya
iv.39-40
Blocks from jamb Psammetikhos I.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 452-8 figs. 7, 8
Tell Balala. Mit Salsî.
iv.39A
Column with name of Bah (Hermopolis Parva) built into Great Mosque.

see Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 456, 458
Tell Balala. Mit Salsî
iv.39A
Block of Ramesses II.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 458-61 figs. 9-11
Mit Ghamr.
iv.39A
Naos of Ptolemy I, in mosque.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 460-1 fig. 12
Tell Bagliya. Miscellaneous
iv.40A

see Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 462
Saqqâra. Miscellaneous Stelae.
iii.2-828
Stela, a Ptolemy (names erased) before bull-headed god and Theban triad, Lords of Bekhen, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 22161.

see Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 462
Mit Ghamr.
iv.39A
Royal statue-base mentioning Amun-Re of Per-nesut, Late Period, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1120.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 464-5 figs. 13, 14
Damietta Finds
iv.1A
Granite libation bowl of Harwodj, Saite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86848.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 465-6 figs. 15-19
Tell Baqliya Miscellaneous
iv.40A
Blocks from naos of Nektanebos I, found at Shubra Hor.

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 466-8 fig. 20
Tell Baqliya Miscellaneous
iv.40A

Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 468 [c]
Tell Baqliya Miscellaneous
iv.40A
Text of granite block from jamb Nektanebos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum (lying outside).

see Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 468-9 [d]
Italy. Rome. Iseum.
vii.414A
Two granite lions of Nektanebos I, in Vatican, Museo Gregoriano Egizio, 21, 23.

see Habachi in ASAE liii (1956), 474 n. 1
Matariya
iv.13A
Block with cartouche of Teos

Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 481 [P.1]
v.245(375)-(377)
Correction to text from 7th scene in 3rd register at (377) published in ASAE liii (1956), 65 [P.1].

Christophe in ASAE liii (1956), 481 [P.2]
Philae. 2nd East Colonnade. Room of Tiberius V.
v.222(152)-(153)
Correction to text published in ASAE liii, 65 [P.2].

Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 11-14
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. In Hatshepsut Temple. Middle Terrace.
iv.650
Cache of coffins of priests and viziers, Dyn. XXII-XXIV.

Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 14
Thebes. Deir el-Bahri. In Hatshepsut Temple. Middle Terrace.
iv.650
Ushabti boxes
Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 14-20 pls. i-iii
Thebes. Déir el-Bahri. In Hatshepsut Temple. Middle Terrace.
i².650
Coffins of Espekashuti.

Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 14-20 pls. iv-v
Thebes. Déir el-Bahri. In Hatshepsut Temple. Middle Terrace.
i².650
Coffins of Pedeamun.

Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 14-20 pls. vi-ix
Thebes. Déir el-Bahri. In Hatshepsut Temple. Middle Terrace.
i².650
Coffins of Heribesnes.

Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 21
Thebes. TT 312, Espekashuti.
i².388
Fragment of lintel of deceased found in debris.

see Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 22
Karnak. Cachette.
i².149
Statue of Esamun II, son of Hor temp. Sesonchis II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42221.

see Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 22 [bottom]
Karnak. Cachette.
i².149

see Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 23
Karnak. Temple of Monthu. Entrance to Court.
i².7
Block statue of Djedjehutefankh called Nekhtefmut, Dyn. XXII, text.

see Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 26
i².645
Sarcophagus of Pemu, Dyn. XXII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41036.

see Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 27
i².647
Lid of sarcophagus of Pemu, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 3863.

see Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 27-8
i².647

see Bruyère in ASAE liv (1957), 27-8

see Chevrier in ASAE liv (1957), 35-8
Karnak. Great Temple Hypostyle.
ii
Dating of walls and pylons.

Iskander in ASAE liv (1957), 41 pls. i, ii
Saqqara. Pyramid of Pepy II.

Hammad in ASAE liv (1957), 47-9 fig. 1 pls i-viii
Karnak. Temple of Khons. Back Chapel V.

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 75-82 figs. 1, 2 pls. i [a], ii-vii
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 75-82 pl. i [b]
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 82
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.

Christophe in ASAE liv (1957), 83-100
Thebes. TT 27, Sheshonk.

Christophe in ASAE liv (1957), 83-100
Omit.

Christophe in ASAE liv (1957), 84 [3]
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Blocks

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 90 [2] and n. 2
Karnak. Objects in Museums. Statues

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 104 [A] pl. i
Sâqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.

iii.406
Enclosure wall, restoration of entrance.

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 104-5 [B] pls ii, iii
Sâqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.

iii.412
S. building views.

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 105-6 [C] pl. iv
Sâqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure.

iii.408
S. tomb, vestibule, view of panels imitating barred doors.

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 106-7 pls v [1], vi [1, 2]

iii.618
View of wall showing replaced blocks at (9).

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 109-10 pls i-ii cf. iii
Sâqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure. Girdle Wall.

iii.406
View of entrance after restoration, with reconstruction.

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 111-12 pl. iv

iii.779
Schist statuette of Apis-bull, Late Period or Ptolemaic, found in Hemicycle, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89607.

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 113
Sâqqâra. Step Pyramid of Sekhemkhet. Finds.

iii.417
Text from plaque with list of linen of Ankhnebydjesarty, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 92679.

Lauer in ASAE liv (1957), 114-16 fig. 3
Sâqqâra. Pyramid of Unis. S. face.

iii.421
Restoration text of Khaemweset, son of Ramesses II.

see Kees in ASAE liv (1957), 141-8
Thebes. Deîr el-Bahri. In Hatshepsut Temple. Middle Terrace.

i.650
Cache of coffins of priests and viziers, Dyn. XXII-XXIV.

Moustafa in ASAE liv (1957), 149-51 pls i-viii
Sâqqâra. Around Pyramid complex of Unis.

iii.645
Gold belt of Ptahshepses, King’s son found in his sarcophagus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87078.

Badawi in ASAE liv (1957), 157-77 Taf. i-iii [A]
iii².846
Views

Badawi in ASAE liv (1957), 157-77 Taf. iii [B]
Omit.
Jewellery.

Badawi in ASAE liv (1957), 157-77 Taf. iv-xi
iii².846
Burial chamber, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 88131.

Badawi in ASAE liv (1957), 157-77 Taf. xii [A]
iii².846
Canopic jars of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86764 A-D.

Badawi in ASAE liv (1957), 157-77 Taf. xv [A]
iii².846
Gold bracelet, inscribed.

Badawi in ASAE liv (1957), 157-77 Taf. xii [B]-xiv, xv [B]-xvi
Omit.
Jewellery, etc.

see Badawi in ASAE liv (1957), 157-8
iii².847
Tombs of Tjekerti, Harsesi [and Pedesi].

Vikentiev in ASAE liv (1957), 180-9 pl. i, figs. 1, 2
Qena to Safaga. Wadi el-Gaûs. Umm Huetat.
vii.339A
Rock-stela of Pedusiri, yr. 14 (or 16) of Psammetikhos I.

Vikentiev in ASAE liv (1957), 180-9 pl. ii fig. 3
Qena to Safaga. Wadi el-Gaûs. Umm Huetat.
vii.339A
Rock-text with name of lead mine.

Vikentiev in ASAE liv (1957), 184 fig. 4
Wâdi Hammamat.
Omit.

Hickmann in ASAE liv (1957), 213-34 pl. i

iii².186
Three statues in niches from (7).

Hickmann in ASAE liv (1957), 213-34 pl. ii

iii².186
False door with statue below at (3).

Hickmann in ASAE liv (1957), 213-34 pls iii-ix, xi-xii figs 1, 2, 10
Gîza. G 7102, Idu

iii².186
Deceased in palanquin and five registers: games, dancers, musicians and cooks, at (5).

Hickmann in ASAE liv (1957), 227 pl. x
Gîza. G 5080, Seshemnufer [II].

iii².146(3)
Two dancers, harper and singer.

%see Jelinková-Reymond, E. in ASAE liv (1956-7), 263
803-861-895
Donation stela, Amasis offers to Harsomtus [lord of] Pharbaethos, Harmerty and Hathor, with twelve lines of text concerning donation of six aourae of land to Osiris of Ramleh (near Hurbet), year 1 of Amasis, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, C 298 [E.10889].

Jelinková-Reymond in ASAE liv (1957), 275-87 cf. 253-60
Abydos. Miscellaneous Statues

v.99A

Vikentiev in ASAE liv (1957), 295-8 fig.
Saqqâra. Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom Tombs. S 3035, Hemaka.

iii².441
Top register of label of Djer.

Hammad in ASAE liv (1957), 299-304 fig. 1
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks

ii².39
Blocks from scenes of hunt, and a house, temp. Amenophis IV.

Hammad in ASAE liv (1957), 299-304 pl. i
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks

ii².39
View.

Hammad in ASAE liv (1957), 300-1 figs 2, 3
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks

ii².37
Blocks from scenes of hunt, and a house, temp. Amenophis IV.

Hammad in ASAE liv (1957), 302-3 fig. 4
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks

ii².37
Blocks from scenes of hunt, and a house, temp. Amenophis IV.

Hammad in ASAE liv (1957), 303-4 fig. 6
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks.
ii²:37
Blocks from scenes of hunt, and a house, temp. Amenophis IV.

Hammad in ASAE liv (1957), 303 n. 1 fig. 5
ii²:242(113)
Block, man in chariot, built in upside down.

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 305-16 pls. i-ii fig. 1
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.
iii²:324-5
Views and plan.

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 305-16 pl. iii
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.
iii²:324-5
Corner of shrine from Lower Temple.

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 305-16 pl. iv
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.
iii²:325
Fragments with dated inscriptions from Upper Temple.

Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 305-16 pls. v-vii fig. 2
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.
iii²:324-5
Plan and views of tombs and temple north of Causeway.

see Ricke in ASAE liv (1957), 311
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf.
iii²:324-5
Blocks with text of Amunedjeh, temp. Tuthmosis III.

Harari in ASAE liv (1957), 318-44 pl. i
iv.131(3)A
Will in favour of son Emref-ankh.

Christophe in ASAE lv (1957), 1-15, 18-23 fig. 1 pls. i-viii
Edfu. Temple of Ramesses III. Pylon.
vi.168A
Description, texts, views and plan.

Christophe in ASAE lv (1958), 15-18 fig. 2 pls. vii [A], ix [A, B]
vii.124(21)-(27)
3rd register, Ptolemy XIII before Horus with representation of Ramesside Pylon.

Christophe in ASAE lv (1958), 17 fig. 3 with n. 1
Luxor. Temple. Pylon of Ra-messes II.
ii².302
Reconstruction.

Vikentiev in ASAE Iv (1958), 25-33 fig. 1
iii².445
Ivory label of Sekhemka-sedj.

Goedicke in ASAE Iv (1958), 35-55 pl. i
Gîza. G 7211, Kaemankh.
ii³.192
False door of deceased, Dyn. VI (with mention of Hardjedef, temp. Khephern, in Boston MA, Museum of Fine Arts (Exped No. 25-1-319), on perm. loan to Providence RI, Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design.

Bakry, H. S. K. in ASAE Iv (1958), 63-5 fig. 1
803-026-228
Round-topped stela, date ‘year 13’ and cartouche of Kheperkare (Sesostris I), and twelve lines with offering text mentioning Wepwau, Heket, Khnum and ‘the gods in Abydos’ and ‘address to the living’ on behalf of Dedu Dw, Steward, his brother Renokeri Rn-jk, and his (Dedu’s) wife Inet Jnt, with Dedu seated below, dog under his chair, and three registers of relatives, including wife at table with offerings, temp. Sesostris I, formerly in G. d’Athanasi colln. and at Sotheby’s in 1837, now in Durham, Oriental Museum, N.1932. (Probably from Abydos.)

Bakry, H. S. K. in ASAE Iv (1958), 67-71 pl. iii
Saqqâra. N. of Teti Pyramid. New Kingdom. Finds
iii².557
Stela of Nefersekheru, Ramesside, in Saqqâra magazine.

Ricke in ASAE Iv (1958), 73-5 pls. i, ii
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf
ii².324-5
Description and views.

Ricke in ASAE Iv (1958), 76-7 pl. iii
Abûsîr. Sun Temple of Userkaf
ii³.324-5
Greywacke royal head, probably Userkaf, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 90220.

Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 98-125
8
Genealogies and titles of Saite officials.

%see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 110 [12, d], 112 [16, c]
803-078-830
Upper left part of round-topped stela, recto, text mentioning Weshberek W3h-jb-r, [Mayor] of Dep and Pe in the Saite nome, Director of the Mansions, Prophet of Resnet, etc., son of Pedehorresnet P3-dj-hw-rnt, Director of the Mansions, and of Nebkert Nt-jk, with niche with figures of Weshberek and Pedehorresnet in the round below, verso, names and titles in lunette, Weshberek before Pedehorresnet, and remains of three columns of text below, schist, temp. Amasis, formerly in Edinburgh, National Museum, 415, now in Royal Museum of Scotland, 1956.134. (Probably from temple at Sâ el-Hagar.)
Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 113 [20]
Statues in Louvre.
iv.46A

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 120 [65-6]
801-748-360
Harkheba Hw-(m)-3h-bjt, Director of the Mansions, etc., son of Udjahorresnet Wd-B-hrw-rsnt, Director of the Mansions, etc., and Iterau jIr-r.w, headless, holding naos with standard of the Saite nome, grey granite, Dyn. XXVI, formerly in Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, 34, now in Musée du Louvre, E.13103.

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 120 [67]
801-733-430

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 123-4 [89-90]
Omit.
Statue of Usirinakht, Dyn. XXVI, in Marseilles, Musée d'Archéologie (216).

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 124 [91]
Serapeum. Unassigned Apis stelae in Louvre.
iii².813
One name from stela of God's father, etc., Saite, IM.4015.

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 124 [92-5]
Serapeum. Unassigned Apis stelae in Louvre.
iii².814
Psammethek-sonb, fkt priest and Zeho, date uncertain, of the Temple of Ptah, IM.4105.

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 124 [96]
Serapeum. Unassigned Apis stelae in Louvre.
iii².812
Neferebre etc., Director of the Residences, Dyn. XXVI-XXVII, IM.4119.

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 124 [97]
Serapeum. Unassigned Apis stelae in Louvre.
iii².813
Irahor, Overseer of prophets, date uncertain, SN.47.

see Jelínková in ASAE Iv (1958), 124 [98]
Serapeum. Unassigned Apis stelae in Louvre.
iii².813
Haremhab and Psamethek-sonb (as Pasatemsonb), mostly Dyn. XXVI-XXX.

Zayed in ASAE Iv (1958), 127-137 pl. i
iii².638
Plan showing tombs

Zayed in ASAE Iv (1958), 128-36 cf. 136-7 pls ii-v
iii.638
False door of deceased in Hall.

Zayed in ASAE lv (1958), pl. vi
iii.638
View of serdab.

Zayed in ASAE lv (1958), 128-36 cf. 136 pls ix-xvii cf. vii, viii,
iii.638
Wooden statues from serdab in magazine at Saqqâra.

Zayed in ASAE lv (1958), 128 pl. i
Saqqâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom tombs
i.614
Plan of rock-cut tombs, south of causeway (from plan of Abd el-Salam).

Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 145-56 with plan and pls. i-ix
Valley of Kings. KV 1, Ramesses VII.
i.495
Plan, section, and scenes with description.

Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 158 cf. 161-5 pls. ii, v, vi
Thebes. KV 57, Haremhab.
i.568
Sarcophagus chamber, Judgment Hall of Osiris from 5th division of Book of Gates

Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 158-60 pl. i
Valley of the Kings. KV 9, Ramesses VI.
i.512(6)
3rd-5th divisions of Book of Gates

Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 159 pl. iii
iii.766
Judgment-hall of Osiris (from Book of Gates), from right side of sarcophagus of Djeho, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, D 9 [N.345].

Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 159 pl. iv
Saqqâra. Finds North of Step Pyramid. Ptolemaic
iii.507
Osiris and weighing-scene (from 5th division of Book of Gates) from sarcophagus of Djeho, Ptolemaic, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 29305.

see Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 170-2
v.134A
False door of deceased, found in situ.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 172-6 fig. 1 pl. i [A]
Deir el-Bahari. Dyn. XI Temple. Hypostyle etc.
Granite offering table of Khety, perhaps from here, Dyn. X or XI, formerly in Marquess of Dufferin and Ava colln., now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 67858.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 175 pl. i [B]
Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 229A
Offering table of Mentuhotep III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 23248 (called 23246).

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 176 pl. ii [A]
Elephantine. Cult-Chapels of Heka-ib. Royal Statues
Seated statue in heb-sek attitude, Dyn. XI.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 176-9 fig. 2 pls. ii [B], iii [A]
Elephantine. Cult-Chapels of Heka-ib. Royal Statues
Seated statue of Antef Wahankh, Dyn. XI.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 176, 179-80 fig. 3 pls. ii [C], iii [B]
Elephantine. Cult-Chapels of Heka-ib. Royal Statues
Seated statue of King Mentuhotep (probably father of last).

see Habachi, L. in ASAE lv (1958), 180-1 n. 2
800-345-500

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 185-6 with pl. iv
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous Finds
Block from building of Amenophis I with names of two Mentuhoteps (Nebhepetre and Sankhkenre) and priest Sesosiris

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 188 pl. iii [C]
Elephantine. Cult-Chapels of Heka-ib.
Statue of Ankhu, Dyn. XII, found in shrine F of Sirenput I.

Hammad in ASAE lv (1958), 199-202 figs. 1-3, 5-6
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
Re-used blocks in 2nd Pylon.

Hammad in ASAE lv (1958), 199-202 fig. 4
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used blocks
Statue of Ramesses II, with base usurped by Ramesses III.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 207-27, 251 pls i-iv, v [a-c], vii-xii, xiv-v, xvii-xix
Description, texts, plan, views, scenes and statues.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 234-7, 251 fig. 23, pls. xxi, xxii [a], xxiii, Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Mastaba of Neferkhuuptah, temp. Pepy I.
iii2.609
Views, false door in offering room, and remains of painted scenes with offerings and butchers.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 228 [a], 229 [a] pl. v [d]
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Found near tomb of Ishetji.
iii2.610
False door of Iši.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 234 pl. vi [b]
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Found near tomb Išetji.
iii2.610
Lintel of Ikui and wife Khuitenba.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 229-31 [b] pl. xx [a, b]
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Found near tomb Išetji.
iii2.610
False door of Sedekhi.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 229 [c], 231-3 [c] pl. xx [c]
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Found near tomb Išetji.
iii2.610
False door of Sefjet.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 233-4 pl. xx [d]
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Found near tomb Išetji.
iii2.610
Lintel of Imbi.

see Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 229 [d]
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Found near tomb Išetji.
iii2.610
False door of Ankhi.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 246-7 [1-3, 7]
Saggâra Tomb of Neferkhuuptah
iii2.609
Wooden statuettes, three women and one man.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 237-48 with plan on pl. i
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent. Temp. Pepy II.
iii2.609-10
Description.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 239-41 pl. xxiv
Saggâra W. of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent. Temp. Pepy II.
iii2.609-10
Lintel with offering text and jambs with titles.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 242-3 pl. xxv [a, left]
Saggâra. West of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent. Temp. Pepy II. iii2.609-10
Squatting statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89599.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 243 pl. xxv [a middle, and right, b]
Saggâra. West of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent. Temp. Pepy II. iii2.609-10
Two seated statues of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89600-1.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 241-2 fig. 17
Saggâra. West of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent. Temp. Pepy II. iii2.609-10
Offering table.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 244-5 [1] fig. 18
Saggâra. West of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent. Temp. Pepy II. iii2.609-10
Offering table, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89602.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 237-9
Saggâra. West of Step Pyramid. Tomb of Sebkemkhent. Temp. Pepy II. iii2.609-10
Texts of false door.

Drioton and Lauer in ASAE lv (1958), 249-50 cf. 251 pl. xxii [b] with plan on pl. i
Saggâra. West of Step Pyramid. Mastaba of Ankhi. Dyn. V. iii2.611
Chapel with false door.

Lauer and Sainte Fare Gamot in ASAE lv (1958), 256 pl. i
Saggâra. Pyramid complex of Teti. Pyramid. iii2.395
View of Antechamber.

Lauer and Sainte Fare Gamot in ASAE lv (1958), 256 pl. ii
Saggâra. Pyramid complex of Teti. Pyramid. iii2.396
New fragments of Pyramid texts, found by Sainte Fare Gamot and Lauer in 1951, 1955-6.

Bresciani, E. in ASAE lv (1958), 267-8 [i] pl. i [a]
8 Bronze stula of Darius, in G. Michaelïdis colln.

Bresciani, E. in ASAE lv (1958), 268 [ii] fig. 2
8 Bronze dagger of Darius, in G. Michaelïdis colln.

Bresciani, E. in ASAE lv (1958), 268-9 [iii] pl. i [b]
8 Alabaster vae of Artaxerxes with Aramaic inscription, in G. Michaelïdis colln.

Bresciani, E. in ASAE lv (1958), 269-70 [iv] fig. 3
8
Alabaster vae-fragment of Artaxerxes, in G. Michaelidis colln.

Bresciani, E. in ASAE lv (1958), 270-1 [v] fig. 4
8
Diorite vae-fragment of Artaxerxes, in G. Michaelidis colln.

Bresciani, E. in ASAE lv (1958), 271-2 [vi]
802-094-100
Small bull's head, with name of Іррііς Јраɛς, Goldworker, probably Dyn. XXVII, in G. Michaelidis colln. in 1958.

Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 285-300 figs. 1-5 pls i, ii
Valley of the Kings. KV 9, Ramesses VI. Corridor B.
i.512(6)
3rd-5th divisions of Book of Gates

see Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 285-6, 299
Valley of the Kings. KV 57, Haremhab. Golden Hall.
i.568(12)
Sarcophagus chamber, 5th division of Book of Gates with Judgment Hall of Osiris

see Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 286-300 [S.1]
Valley of the Kings. KV 17, Sethos I. Hall K.
i.543

see Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 286, 288, 290, 294-9
Cenotaph of Sethos I. Entrance. Passage.
vii.29(5)-(6)A
Texts of 5th division of Book of Gates with Judgment Hall of Osiris

Piankoff in ASAE lv (1958), 288-93, 294-5, 296-9
Valley of the Kings. KV 11, Ramesses III. Hall Q.
i.523(34)
Texts of 5th division of Book of Gates

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 301-3 pls i, ii, v [b]
Tell el-Muqdam. Mit Yarish.
v.39A
Excavations (with small Ptolemaic objects) 1950-1.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 303-4 pl. vi
Tell Atrib. Tomb of Queen Takhut (wife of Ptolemy II).
v.65A
Views

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 303-4 pl. vii [b, c]
Tell Atrib. Tomb of Queen Takhut (wife of Ptolemy II).
v.65A
Sarcophagus in situ.
Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 303-4 pl. viii [b]  
Tell Atrib. Tomb of Queen Takhut (wife of Ptolemy II).  
iv.65A  
Blocks of Psammetikhos II found near.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 303-4 pl. xi  
Tell Atrib. Tomb of Queen Takhut (wife of Ptolemy II).  
iv.65A  
Sarcophagus being transported to Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 305-6 cf. pl. i  
Neighbourhood of Faqûs, Ezbat Rushdi el Kebira  
iv.10A  
Various statues, Middle Kingdom, and Temple of Amenemhet I.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 306 [6], 318-20 cf. 320-4 pl. xxviii  
Qantûr. Temple of Ramesses II.  
iv.10A  
Base of colossus of Ramesses II, found in situ.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 306-7 [7], 314-18 [iv] pl. xxv  
Tell el-Yahudiya El-Mineiar.  
iv.58A  
Plan.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 306-7 [7], 314-18 [iv] pl. xxvi  
Tell el-Yahudiya El-Mineiar.  
iv.58A  
Block from jamb of Sethos I.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 306-7 [7], 314-18 [iv] pl. xxvii  
Tell el-Yahudiya El-Mineiar.  
iv.58A  
Lintel of Ramesses II and Merneptah.

see Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 307 [8] cf. pl. i  
Tell Basta Sefeta  
iv.35A  
Donation stela of Sabacon.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 308-12 [ii] pl. xii  
Tell el-Yahudiya  
iv.56A  
Map of site.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 308-12 [ii] pls. xiii-xvi  
Tell el-Yahudiya  
iv.56A  
Views of site.

Adam in ASAE lv (1958), 308-12 [ii] pl. xix  
Tell el-Yahudiya  
iv.56A
Fragment of block statue, Late Period, of Pa-anmeni.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 325-32, 345-50 pl. i
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.298
Plan of complex.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 325-32, 345-50 pl. ii
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.298
View of complex.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 325-32, 345-50 pls. iii, iv
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.298
Views

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 325-32, 345-50 pl. xxi
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.300
Statue of deceased at (10).

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 325-32, 345-50 pl. xxii [a]
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.298
Scene at (3).

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 325-32, 345-50 pl. xxii [b]
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.300
Graffito in Hall.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 333 pls. ix [5], xii [1]
Thebes TT 196, Pedehorresnet.
i.302
Fragment of coffin of deceased (found in TT 192).

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 333-4 pl. v [b]
i.626
Fragments from scenes in tomb of [Viceroy] of Kush, Dyn. XVIII, found in Hall of TT 192.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 331-2, 336-45
i.626
Burials, Dyn. XXII-XXVI, in TT 192.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 336-8 pls. viii, ix [1-3], xii [2-8]
Thebes ‘Asâf. Finds
i.626
Burial of Esmin and other fragments
Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 338-43 pl. xi [a]
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.626
Burial with six coffins.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 339-40 pls xiii, xvi [a]
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.626

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 340-1 pls xiv [3, 4], xvi [6]
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.626
Coffin and cartonnage of Tjaenweset.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 341-2 pls xv [1], xvii [a]
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.626
Coffin and cartonnage of Tashebet.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 342-3 pl. xiv [1, 2], xviii [b]
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.627
Coffin and cartonnage of Kapatjau.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 343 pls x, xv [4, 5]
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.627
Coffin-lids of Esmut, wab priest of Amun.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 343-5 pls xi [b], xv [2, 3], xix
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.627
Coffins of Ilerau and Djehefanikh.

Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 345 pl. xx
Thebes, 'Asâaf. Finds
i.627
Burial of Harsiesi.

see Habachi in ASAE lv (1958), 349
Thebes. TT 406, Play and TT 407, Bintenduaniter.
i.446
Names and titles.

Vikentiev in ASAE lvi (1959), 4, 30 fig. 2 pl. ii (=Emery, Gt. Tbs. lii fig. 105)
iii.445
Ivory tablet with name of Djet etc.

Vikentiev in ASAE lvi (1959), 4-16, 29-30 fig. 1 pls i, iii
429

iii².445
Second ivory tablet, with seasons of same man, now in E. and M. Kofler-Truniger colln.

Vikentiev in ASAE lvi (1959), 16-23 figs. 1 [a, c], 6 [a] pls. iv, v [a]
Madâmûd. Miscellaneous. From Main Temple.
v.145-6
Lintel of heb-sed portal of SesostrisIII with cryptographic text, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56497.

Vikentiev in ASAE lvi (1959), 16-23 figs. 1 [b, c], 6 [b] pl. v [b]
Madâmûd. Miscellaneous. From Main Temple.
v.145-6
Cryptographic text from lintel of heb-sed portal of Amenemhet-Sebkhotep II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 564968.

see Vikentiev in ASAE lvi (1959), 20-3 figs. 7, 7 bis (=Roy. Tbs. I, pl. xv [16-18])
Abydos. Unm el-Qarâb. Tomb of Wedemu (Den)-Semt.
v.84A
Tablets of King.

see Vikentiev in ASAE lvi (1959), 24 fig. 8 (=Roy. Tbs. ii, pl. v [11])
Abydos. Unm el-Qarâb. Tomb of Djer.
v.78A
Ebony label.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 39-40 pl. v [A]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Blocks beneath South Colossus
ii².39
Jambs AmenophisII, now set up in Vestibule.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 39-40 pl. v [B], vii [B]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Blocks beneath South Colossus
ii².38
Decorated blocks, probably temp. AmenophisIV.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 39-40 pl. vi [A-C]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Blocks beneath South Colossus
ii².38
Heads and statue.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 40 [h]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Blocks beneath South Colossus
ii².38
Fragment with prenomen AmenophisIII.

see Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 39 [b]
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Blocks beneath South Colossus
ii².37(135)
Additional fragments of stela PsammetikhosII.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 41-3 pls. viii, ix
Karnak. Seventh Pylon. N. Face.
ii².168
View showing statues (after recent restoration).

see Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 43-4
Karnak. Great Temple. 2nd Pylon. Re-used in foundations
ii\textsuperscript{2}.37
Removal of stela of Kamosi to Karnak magazine.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 44-6 pls xi, xii
ii\textsuperscript{2}.37(133)
Statue-group Rameses II and Bentanta, usurped by Pinedjem, now re-erected west of N. Colossus of Rameses II.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 47 pl. xiii
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Re-used blocks
ii\textsuperscript{2}.72, 73
Two sandstone blocks, one of Tuthmosis IV.

see Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 47
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii\textsuperscript{2}.72, 73
Fragments from stela of King Mentuhotep, Dyn. XI.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 47-8 pls. xiv, xv
ii\textsuperscript{2}.223
Description and views.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 50 pls. xvi [A], xvii [A]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds. Three statues of Sethos II.
ii\textsuperscript{2}.52
Standing statue North of Column 70.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 50 pls. xvi [B], xvii [B]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds. Three statues of Sethos II.
ii\textsuperscript{2}.52
Standing statue North of Column 71.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 50 pls. xvi [C], xvii [C]
Karnak. Hypostyle. Finds. Three statues of Sethos II.
ii\textsuperscript{2}.52
Kneeling statue north of Column 4.

Adam and El-Shaboury in ASAE lvi (1959), 51 pls. xviii, xix
ii\textsuperscript{2}.49(162)
Views showing replacement of block with top register of inner right jamb.

Goedicke in ASAE lvi (1959), 55-8 figs
Hetnub. Miscellaneous
iv.239A
Two alabaster fragments with text of Sesostris, temp. Sesostris III, in G. Michaelidis colln.
Goedicke in ASAE lvi (1959), 59-62
8
Alabaster bowl with texts of a) a prophet of Hemen, etc., Old Kingdom, b) Senusert-ankh, Dyn. XII, in G. Michael's colln.

%See Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lvi (1959), 87-8
803-091-020
Round-topped stela, Pa[iu(en)]hor P3-jw-[n]-hw, God's father and Prophet of Amun at Karnak, Scribe of the god's treasure of Amun in the 3rd phyle, etc., son of woman Takhybiat T3-hj[t]3t, Sistrum player of Amun-Rê, led by Anubis to seated Osiris followed by Isis, Nephthys, Harsiesi and Hathor, and ten lines of decree of 'King' Onnophris addressed to gods of the realm of the dead, etc., wood, mid- to late Ptolemaic, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 1569.

%See Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lvi (1959), 87-8
803-091-025
Round-topped stela, woman Estaneterteten Ns[t]-nt, Sistrum player of Amun-Rê, daughter of Ahmosi J3-h, God's father, hpt-wgBt priest, hnk priest, and of woman Takshe T3-k3t, Sistrum player of Amun-Rê, led by Anubis to seated Osiris followed by Isis, Nephthys and Harsiesi, and twelve lines of decree of 'King' Onnophris addressed to gods of the realm of the dead, etc., wood, mid- to late Ptolemaic, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 1599.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lvi (1959), 87-8 [C], 90-104 [C] pl. i.
803-090-740
Round-topped stela, woman Nehemserattaui Nh-m-sj-r-t3wj, Sistrum player of Amun-Rê, daughter of Ankhpekhered Nh-p3-h, God's father, hpt-wgBt priest, and of woman Esiwert 3st-wrt, Sistrum player of Amun-Rê, led by Anubis to seated Osiris followed by Isis, Nephthys, Harendotes, Hathor and Wepwaut, and fourteen lines of decree of 'King' Onnophris addressed to gods of the realm of the dead, etc., painted wood, mid- to late Ptolemaic, formerly in A. Raifé colln., now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 88877.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lvi (1959), 87, 88-9 [L.(a)], 93-102 [L.(a)] pl. ii
803-090-900
Round-topped stela, two registers, I, Usriwer, First prophet of Amun, etc., son of Espautitaui, First prophet of Amun, etc., and of woman Nehemserattaui, Sistrum player of Amun-Rê, kneeling in adoration, preceded by ba bird, before barque with sun god and nine deities. II, two scenes, on left, Usriwer in adoration before seated Atum, with Shu and Tefnut, on right, Usriwer in adoration before seated Osiris, with Isis, Nephthys and Anubis, and fourteen lines of decree of 'King' Onnophris addressed to gods of the realm of the dead, etc., painted wood, early Ptolemaic, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, N.2699.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lvi (1959), 87, 90 [L.(b)], 93-7 [L.(b)] pl. iii
803-090-902
Round-topped stela, Harsiesi Hw-3-3st, Scribe of the god's book of Amun, etc., son of Sheshonk(?) Sõk(?) (?), Scribe of the god's book, and of woman Nehemserattaui Nh-mhj-t3wj, Sistrum player of Amun, led by Anubis to seated Osiris, with Isis, Nephthys and Horus, and nine lines of decree of 'King' Onnophris addressed to gods of the realm of the dead, etc., painted wood, mid- to late Ptolemaic, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, N.2701.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lvi (1959), 103 n. 2 pl. iv (as Persian period) (probably from Farina) nearly complete
803-091-030
Round-topped stela, I, ba of woman Tashenubate, Sistrum player of Amun-Rê, daughter of Psametek, God's father, in adoration before ba with sun god and five other deities, and two registers with three adoring baboons in each behind, II, Tashenubate in adoration before Re-Harakhti, Atum, Khepri, Osiris,
Harsiesi, Isis and Nephthys, and five lines of offering text below, wood, early Ptolemaic, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 1637.

Abdul-Kader Mohammad in ASAE lvi (1959), 132 pl. i
Karnak. 2nd Pylon. Re-used Blocks
ii. 40
Block with barge and captive in cage, temp. Amenophis II.

Harari in ASAE lvi (1959), 139-201 pls i, ii
Karnak. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous Stelae
ii. 73
Stela of Amosis and Ahmosi-Nefertari with installation-text (three fragments, last found in 1956).

Adam in ASAE lvi (1959), 207-21 pls i-xiv, xvii-xx
Neighbourhood of Faqûs. Ezbet Rushdi el-Sagira
iv. 10A
Temple of Amenemhet I. Finds from Temples and Town. Middle Kingdom.

Bakry in ASAE lvi (1959), 227-8 fig.
iv. 59A
Mnevis stela of Yunay, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, “G.165”.

Piankoff in ASAE lvi (1959), 229-45 [R. III] pl. i
Valley of the Kings. KV 11, Ramesses III.
i. 524(36)
Texts of 6th division of Book of Gates

Piankoff in ASAE lvi (1959), 229-45 [R. VI] pl. i
Valley of the Kings. KV 9, Ramesses VI.
i. 512(10)
Texts of 6th division of Book of Gates

Piankoff in ASAE lvi (1959), 229-45 [SIs] pl. i
Valley of Kings. KV 17, Sethos I.
i. 543

see Piankoff in ASAE lvi (1959), 229-45 [O] pl. i
Abydos. Cenotaph of Sethos I.
v. 29(5)-(6)A
Texts of 6th division of Book of Gates [= Frankfort, pls. lviii, lix].

Abd-ur-Rahman in ASAE lvi (1959), 247-9 pl. i
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
i. 254
Head of King with 4 feathered crown (a), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Abd-ur-Rahman in ASAE lvi (1959), 249 pl. ii
Karnak. Building of Amenophis IV.
i. 253
Nude statue of King, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 55938.
Andrzejewski in ASAE lvii (1962), 1-6
Valley of the Kings KV 11, Ramesses III. Sarcophagus Chamber V.
i.525(49)-(54)
Texts from Book of Gates

Bakry in ASAE lvii (1962), 7-8 fig.
Saqqâra. Miscellaneous Stelae
iii.828
Faience stela of Pahhaty, Ramesside

Bakry in ASAE lvii (1962), 9-10 pl. i
Heliopolis. Miscellaneous Stelae.
i.64A
Stela of Sumesu, re-using jamb of Bekenamun, Dyn. XIX.

Bakry in ASAE lvii (1962), 10-14 pls. ii, iii
Saqqâra. Objects from tombs
iii.737
Stela of Kasa and wife Hetep-t, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 8778.

Edel in ASAE lvii (1962), 32-40
Aswân. Rock-Tombs ‘Grenfell Tombs’ Old and Middle Kingdoms
v.240A
Excavations by Edel 1959-60.

Edel in ASAE lvii (1962), 40-1
Aswân. Rock-Tombs ‘Grenfell Tombs’ Old and Middle Kingdoms
v.240A
Names from pots found in shaft of Sennu (B.4).

Michałowski in ASAE lvii (1962), 67-77 pls., i, v bis [B]
Tell Atrib. Roman Town
iv.65A
Description of excavations, plan, and finds

Rostem in ASAE lvii (1962), 99-100 fig. 1
Saqqâra. Miscellaneous Stelae
Omit.
Small stela with representation of a tower, undated.

Zayed in ASAE lvii (1962), 131-3 figs. 1, 2
El-Minshâh. Finds
v.36A
Limestone sphinx, Ptolemaic.

Zayed in ASAE lvii (1962), 137-42 figs 1-4
Antinoë. Temple of Ramesses II.
i.175A
Statue of Hathor-cow suckling Ramesses II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89613.

Zayed in ASAE lvii (1962), 143-9 fig. 1 pls i-iii
Karnak. Cachette. Statues Ptolemaic
ii.158
Block statue of Paiuenhor, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37335.

Zayed in ASAE Ivii (1962), 150-6 figs. 2-4 pls. iv-vii bis, x, x bis
i:2.156
Statue of Pired, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37076.

Zayed in ASAE Ivii (1962), 159 pls. viii, ix
i:2.158
Statue-group of three priests, Harsiesi etc., in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37376.

Zayed in ASAE Ivii (1962), 159 pl. xi
i:2.158
Double statue of Hor and Wehebre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37339.

Bakry in ASAE Ivii (1964), 1-2 pl. i
Cairo. Monuments, etc. After Dyn. XX.
i:4.72A
Block with complete titulary of Achoris, in magazines at Giza (re-used in Mosque El-Khatury).

Charles in ASAE Ivii (1964), 3, 6-23 fig. 1 pl. i
Cyprus. Finds.
vii.404A
Scarabs, New Kingdom, found E. of Pyrga, near Lamaca, in Nicosia Museum.

Dabrowski in ASAE Ivii (1964), 43-8
Deir el-Bahari. Temple of Amun. Tuthmosis III.
i:2.378
Account of discovery in 1961-2, and mention of inscribed fragments from columns, scenes, etc.

Dabrowski in ASAE Ivii (1964), 43-8 pl. i [a]
Deir el-Bahari. Temple of Amun Tuthmosis III.
i:2.378
Plan showing position.

Dabrowski in ASAE Ivii (1964), 43-8 pl. iii
Deir el-Bahari. Temple of Amun Tuthmosis III.
i:2.378
Distant view.

Dabrowski in ASAE Ivii (1964), 43-8 pl. iv [2], v-vii
Deir el-Bahari. Temple of Amun Tuthmosis III.
i:2.378
Views of colonnade and re-used blocks in pavement.

Farid in ASAE Ivii (1964), 87-90 pl. i
Tell Basta. Cemetery in Enclosure. Middle Kingdom.
vii.32A
View.

Farid in ASAE Ivii (1964), 87-90 pl. ii
Tell Basta. Cemetery in Enclosure. Middle Kingdom.
iv.32A
Offering table of Maet.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 87-90 figs. 1-3
Tell Basta. Cemetery in Enclosure. Middle Kingdom.
iv.32A
Plans

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 86
Tell Basta. Cemetery in Enclosure. Middle Kingdom.
iv.32A
Mention of tomb of Antef.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 fig. 4
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
Plan of Temple.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 fig. 5
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
Text of statue of Khakheper-re-soneb.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 fig. 6
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
Steatite pendant of Amenemhet III.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 pl. iii
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
View of Temple.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 pls. iv-viii
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
Three statues found in Hypostyle.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 pl. ix
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
Quartzite heads found in Court.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 pl. x
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
Block with King in heb-sed scene.

Farid in ASAE Iviii (1964), 90-5 pl. xi
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
Two blocks with relief.
Farid in ASAE lviii (1964), 90-5 pl. xii
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III.
iv.32A
View of part of Temple.

Farid in ASAE lviii (1964), 98 pl. xiv
Tell Basta. Temple of Amenemhet III. Finds in the Temple area.
iiv.32A
Schist pendant of Menkheperra-sonb (TT 86), temp. Tuthmosis III.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 113-65 fig. 1
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Palace of the King.
vi.27A
Plan.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 113-65 figs. 2-49
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Palace of the King.
vi.27A
Blocks, columns, etc.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 113-65 pls i [B], iii [B], iv-v, xi [A], xii, xiv [B], xv [A], xvi, xvii, xix, xxii
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Palace of the King.
vi.27A
Views.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 113-65 pls ii, vi-x, xv [B], xviii, xxiii
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Palace of the King.
vi.27A
Blocks, columns, etc.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 113-65 pl. iii [A]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Palace of the King.
vi.27A
Graffito.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 113-65 pls xi [B], xiii, xiv [A]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Palace of the King.
vi.27A
Decoration.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 113-65 pl. xx
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Palace of the King.
vi.27A
Wooden fragments of uraei.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 167-9 pl. xxiv [B]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon.
vi.1A
Cartouches of Sethos I from corner-stones.

Ghazouli in ASAE lviii (1964), 167-9 pl. xxv
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Pylon.
vi.1A
View of S.E. corner showing doorway.

Ghazouli in ASAE lvi (1964), 169-72 pl. xxvi
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Terrace
vi.1A
Description and views

Ghazouli in ASAE lvi (1964), 172-8 fig. 55 pls. xxvii-xxx [A]
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Terrace
vi.1A
Battle-scenes of Ramesses II on east face.

Ghazouli in ASAE lvi (1964), 178-9 fig. 56
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Ramp and Terrace
vi.1A
Remains of text of Ramesses II on South face of Ramp.

Ghazouli in ASAE lvi (1964), 180-5 pl. xxx [B] fig. 57
Temple of Sethos I. Palace. Finds
vi.27A
Stela of Iusetnairi, Sait.

Ghazouli in ASAE lvi (1964), 180-5 pl. xxxi [C]
Temple of Sethos I. Palace. Finds
vi.27A
Stela man before gods, no texts, Graeco-Roman.

Ghazouli in ASAE lvi (1964), 180-5 pl. xxxii fig. 60
Temple of Sethos I. Palace. Finds
vi.27A
Stela of Tiberius(?), with hieratic text below.

Iskander in ASAE lvi (1964), 194-5 pls. ii, iii, x-xiii, xv-xvii
Edfu. Temple of Horus
vi.121A
Views showing various scenes before and after removal of bees' nests from 1951-6.

Iskander and Shaheen in ASAE lvi (1964), 200-1 pls. i-iii
iv.62A
Two jars of Ramesses II.

Michalowski in ASAE lvi (1964), 235-7 pls. i-iii
iv.65A
Plan and sections

Michalowski in ASAE lvi (1964), 235-7 fig. 2 on pl. i
iv.65A
Views
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Michałowski in ASAE lviii (1964), 235-7 fig. 4 on pl. iii
iv.65A
Views

see Michałowski in ASAE lviii (1964), 236
iv.65A

Youssef in ASAE lviii (1964), 273-80 pl. i
vii.67(5)A
Setau kneeling before stela of year 4 of Meneptah, in lower register.

Bakry in ASAE lix (1966), 9-13 pls. ii, ii bis
Karnak. Objects from Karnak. Reliefs, etc.
ii.2.298
Two blocks from building of Nitocris. Psammetikhos I and Nitocris led by divinities, built into Antiquities House at Karnak.

Bāṣṭa in ASAE lix (1966), 15, 17-18, 20 pl. i
Sāqqāra. N. of Step Pyramid.
iii.941
Plan showing positions, Ptolemaic or Roman tombs, between tombs I and II of Bāṣṭa and no VI of Bāṣṭa.

Bāṣṭa in ASAE lix (1966), 17-18 pls. vi-x
Sāqqāra. N. of Step Pyramid.
iii.941
Tomb with sarcophagus and Osiride statue of Hapi, son of Pakhar.

Bāṣṭa in ASAE lix (1966), 20 pl. x
Sāqqāra. N. of Step Pyramid.
Omit.
Coffin of Pernufer, son of Tadeusiri.

Bāṣṭa in ASAE lix (1966), 20 pl. xi
Sāqqāra. N. of Step Pyramid.
iii.941
Coffin of Pernufer, son of Tadeusiri.

Kamel in ASAE lix (1966), 27-31 pls. i, ii
Timai el-Amdîd (Mendes). Miscellaneous.
iv.27A
Stela of Ptolemy II.

Lauer in ASAE lix (1966), 53-61 pl. i
Sāqqāra. Pyramid of Sekhemkhet. S. Tomb.
iii.417
Plan of enclosure showing position.

Lauer in ASAE lix (1966), 53-61 pls. ii-x
iii.417
Views

Lipinska in ASAE lix (1966), 63-5 figs. 1, 2 after 98
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Amun. Tuthmosis III.
i2.378
General account and views

Lipinska in ASAE lix (1966), 67-8 [1-3] pls. i-iii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Tuthmosis III. Finds
ii2.379
Statues of Amenemonet and Piay, temp. Ramesses II and Dyn. XIX.

Lipinska in ASAE lix (1966), 68-71 [4-14] pls. iii bis-v [1]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
i2.378-80
Finds. Heads

Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
i2.378-80
Bowl with Hathor-head and inscription.

Lipinska in ASAE lix (1966), 73-80 [18-41] pls. vi-xvi bis
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
i2.378-80
Fragments of relief from procession.

Lipinska in ASAE lix (1966), 80-9 [42-52, 54-68] pls. xvii-xx, xxi bis-xxvi
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
i2.378-80
Fragments of reliefs with details scenes and inscriptions.

Lipinska in ASAE lix (1966), 83 [53] pl. xxi [1].
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
i2.378-80
Fragment of relief with head of Queen Mutnefert.

Lipinska in ASAE lix (1966), 91-2 [75-9] pl. xxvii bis
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Tuthmosis III.
i2.378-80
Fragments of inscribed architrave.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 124 pl. i
Abû Simbel. Great Temple. Great Hall.
vii.103(41)-(42)A
Battle of Kadesh.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 146 pls i, ii
Karnak. Great Temple. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii2.74
Two blocks, Amenophis III running to Amun.
Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 146-8 pls. iii, iv [a]
Kamak. Great Temple. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous. Blocks
ii², 73
Block of King Sekhhotp (Sekhemre Usetau), year 4.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 149 pl. v [a, b]
Kamak. Great Temple. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii², 73
Fragments of stela with text of Amosis.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 149 pl. iv [b]
Kamak. Great Temple. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii², 73
Fragment of stela with text of Amosis, year 17(?).

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 149 pls. vi, vii
Kamak. Great Temple. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii², 74
Fragments relief Amenophis I.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 150 pls. viii, ix
Kamak. Great Temple. 3rd Pylon. Miscellaneous
ii², 74
Blocks from offering scenes, and fragments of lintel with titles, all Tuthmosis II.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 150-1 pls. x-xi
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch Tuthmosis IV.
i², 72
Pillars, King embraced by Amun.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 150-1 pl. xii
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch Tuthmosis IV.
i², 72
Block, decorated bulls.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 150-1 pls. xiii-xvii
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. Pillared Porch Tuthmosis IV.
i², 72
Fragments, King with bouquet, etc.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 152-3 pl. xxi
Kamak. Sacred Lake. Enclosure Wall of Tuthmosis III(?)
i², 224
Jamb of Ankhef(en)khons, Late Period.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 152-3 pl. xxii
Kamak. Sacred Lake. Enclosure Wall of Tuthmosis III(?)
i², 224
Block, double scene, man before divinities, Late Period.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in *ASAE* lix (1966), 154 pl. xxiii
Temple Amenophis III. Found behind Colossi.
i², 451(5)
Re-erection of stela

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 154 pls xxiv-xxv
Temple Amenophis III. Found behind Colossi.
i.2.453
Colossal head of Amenophis III.

see Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 154
Temple Amenophis III. Found behind Colossi.
i.2.451
Statues of Sekhmet found in Forecourt.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 154-5 pl. xxvi
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.2.198-200A
View of exterior.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 154-5 pls xxvii, xxix
Thebes TT 192, Kharuef.
i.2.198-200A
Head, and small fragment of relief.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 165-180 pls i-xcii
Thebes TT 409, Simut called Kyky. Temp. Ramesses II.
i.2.461-2A
Plan, description, and scenes

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 166 pl. cvii
Thebes Tombs without Numbers El-Asâsîf.
i.2.462A
Inscribed coffin, Late Period, from unpublished tomb north of TT 188.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lix (1966), 181-4 pls i, ii [left], xciii-cii, cv-cvi
Thebes TT 408, Bekenamun.
i.2.446A
Plan, view, scenes, statue-group, and coffin of Dje-esefankh.

Messiha in ASAE lix (1966), 185
Heliopolis El-Mâhariya. Cemeteries at Ard el-Na’âm.
i.v.62A
Mention of inscribed sarcophagus, and canopic jar of Siptah.

Messiha in ASAE lix (1966), 186-7 figs 1a, 1b
i.v.62A
Plans of site.

Messiha in ASAE lix (1966), 190-2 figs 3-4 pls xv, xvi
i.v.62A
Two jars of Ramesses II.
Bakry in ASAE lx (1968), 1-6 pls i-iv
San el-Hagar. Miscellaneous
iv.47A
Bust (name lost) with text of Osiris of Temple of Neith at Saïs, Dyn. XXVII, in possession of Mr. J. F. Keane.

Bakry in ASAE lx (1968), 9 pls. xiv-xx
ii.538 (to 45(155))
Five registers, scenes of Sethos I.

Bakry in ASAE lx (1968), 9-13 pls. xxiii-xxvi
Kamak. 3rd Pylon. West Face.
ii.538 (to 60)
Texts of Amenophis III in mast-grooves.

Bakry in ASAE lx (1968), 15-25 pls. i-vi
El Mahalla el-Kubra. Found at Bishbish.
i.42A
Statuette of Pedeamun-nebnesuttaui, Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89618.

Bakry in ASAE lx (1968), 20 pls. vii, viii
Thebes. TT 23, Thay.
i.40(33)-(34)A
Deceased and wife led by Horus to Osiris in II.

Bakry in ASAE lx (1968), 27-35 pls. i-iii
v.258A
Stela of Pedusiri son of Pahnum, Ptolemaic, in Aswân Museum, 1037.

Bakry in ASAE lx (1968), 37, 41, 46-8 pls. ia, xxiii [34], xxvi-xxviii [41, 42], xl-xlib, xlvi-liii
Aswall el-Matâna. Cemeteries. Late Period.
v.165A
Inscribed gesso and fragments from coffins, including names of Irt-hareray son of Pakheru and Tadeamun, and of Psamtek, son of Painmu-mai.

Basta in ASAE lx (1968), 57-63 pl. i
Western Desert. Route from Sâqqâra to Fayûm.
vi.316A
View of route.

Basta in ASAE lx (1968), 57-63 pls. ii-iii, v-vi, ix-x
Western Desert. Route from Sâqqâra to Fayûm.
vi.316A
Stelae of Psammethikos I, found in 1963.

Basta in ASAE lx (1968), 57-63 pls. vii, viii
Western Desert. Route from Sâqqâra to Fayûm.
vi.316A
Two stelae of Psammethikos I published by Goedicke in 1962, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.
Kamel in ASAE lx (1968), 65-8 pls i-ix, xi-xiv
Tell Atrib. Miscellaneous Various
iv.67A
Hoard of bronze statuettes and stands. Ptolemaic.

Kamel in ASAE lx (1968), 69-70 pl. xv
Tell Atrib. Great Temple.
v.65A
Plan showing position of monuments, including quay seen by Jomard.

Kamel in ASAE lx (1968), 70-1 pl. x [a, b]
Tell Atrib. Miscellaneous. Blocks
iv.66A
Two blocks, one of Sesonchis I(?).

Edel in ASAE lx (1968), 77-89
Aswan. Rock-Tombs
v.231A
Numbering and names of new tombs.

Edel in ASAE lx (1968), 92
v.240A
Titles of Khui the Elder from cups found in tomb 107.

Edel in ASAE lx (1968), 92-3
Aswan. Rock-Tombs
v.240A
Titles of Sebkhotep, owner of tomb 107/1

Dabrowska-Smektala, Dabrowski, Lipinska, Gartkiewicz in ASAE lx (1968), 95-219 pls
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Amun. Tuthmosis III.
i2.540 (to 378-9)
Description.

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lx (1968), 95-130 pls i-ii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i2.540-1 (to 378-9)
Views

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lx (1968), 95-130 pl. iv
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i2.540-1 (to 378-9)
Statue of Si, son of Hori.

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lx (1968), 95-130 pls v-vi [1-3]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i2.540-1 (to 378-9)
Fragments of statues

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lx (1968), 95-130 pl. vii [2, 3]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i2.540-1 (to 378-9)
Libation-table, Hetepet.

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lxx (1968), 95-130 pls viii-xxx
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Fragments relief from walls

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lxx (1968), 95-130 pls. xxxi-xxxiv
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Fragments of architraves, columns, etc.

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lxx (1968), 95-130 pl. xxxvi [7, 8]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Bricks of Tuthmosis III.

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lxx (1968), 96
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Statue of Senenmut.

Dabrowska-Smektala in ASAE lxx (1968), 96 pl. vii [1]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Fragment of stela

Dabrowska in ASAE lxx (1968), 131-7 pl. i
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Plan.

Dabrowska in ASAE lxx (1968), 131-7 pls. ii-iii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Views

Dabrowska in ASAE lxx (1968), 131-7 pls. iv, v
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Plans of rock tombs

Dabrowska in ASAE lxx (1968), 131-7 pl. vi-x
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Plans and sections

Dabrowska in ASAE lxx (1968), 137
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
ii.540-1 (to 378-9)
Statue of Senenmut.

Lipinska in ASAE lxx (1968), 139-52 pls. i, iv-vi, viii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Views

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 139-52 pls. ii-vi
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Tombs, views and plans

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 139-52 pl. vii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)
Hieratic graffiti on column.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 139-52 pl. ix
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)
Granite doorway.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 139-52 pls. x, xi [17]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Hieratic graffiti on column.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 139-52 pl. viii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Heads and fragments of statues

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. i-v
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Stelae of Tuthmosis III.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. vi-ix, xviii [31]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Granite doorway.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pl. x [16]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Offering table of Piay.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. x [15], xi, xii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Stela of Panehesi.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pl. x [16]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Offering table of Piay.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. xi, xii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Other stela fragments

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pl. xiii [21]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Stela of Panehesi.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. xiii [21]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i\textsuperscript{2}.540-1 (to 378-9)

Offering table of Piay.
Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. xx-lxi [87]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i.540-1 (to 378-9)
Fragments of relief from walls.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. li [88], lxii-lxiii [91]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i.540-1 (to 378-9)
Fragments of architraves, etc.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 153-204 pls. lxiii-lxiv [92-3]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i.540-1 (to 378-9)
Ushabti boxes from tombs.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 205-12 pls. i-xvii
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i.540-1 (to 378-9)
Coffin fragments from tombs.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 205-12 pl. xviii [A]
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i.540-1 (to 378-9)
Face from statue.

Lipinska in ASAE lx (1968), 205-12 pl. xix
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i.540-1 (to 378-9)
Stela fragments.

Dabrowska and Gartkiewicz in ASAE lx (1968), 213-19 pls. i-v
Deir el-Bahri. Temple Tuthmosis III.
i.540 (to 379)
Restoration of E. wall of Pillared Hall with scenes of Festival of Amun.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 232-5, 269 pls. iii [b]-v [a], vii, viii
Luxor Temple. Approach. Avenue of Sphinxes
ii.538 (to 302)
Views of sphinxes of Nektanebos I.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 269 pl. vi
Luxor Temple. Approach. Avenue of Sphinxes
ii.538 (to 302(1))
Stela of Nektanebos I.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [a], 269 pl. ix [a]
ii.538 (to 302)
Stela, Graeco-Roman.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [a], 269 pl. ix [b]
i^2.538 (to 302)
Stela of Tuthmosis III.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 242-4, 269-70 pls. xi-xiii
i^2.538 (to 302)
Granite seated statue Ramesses III, in Luxor Museum, J.130.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [2], 245-7 pls. xiv [a], cvi [3]
i^2.539 (to 336)
Chapel.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 246, 270 pls. xiv [b]
i^2.539 (to 336)
Statue base of goddess.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [6], 246, 270 pl. xv
i^2.539 (to 336)
Two heads, Late Period and Roman.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 245-6, 270 pls. xvi, cvi [6]
i^2.539 (to 336)
Façade, Hathor-columns and frieze.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [4], 246-7, 270 pls. xvii, xviii
i^2.539 (to 336)
Stela, year 13.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [3], 247, 271 pl. xix [a]
i^2.539 (to 336)
Block, King offering.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [5], 247-8, 271 pls. xix [b], xx, xxii cf. plan pl. cvi [4]
i^2.539 (to 302)
Fragments, colossus Ramesses II, including captives on seat.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [7], 248, 271 pls. xxi-xxiii
i^2.538 (to 302)
Seated granite statue of Amenophis III.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [8], [10], 248-9, 271 pl. xxv
ii.538-9 (to 302)
Granite stela Tuthmosis IV and Queen Tia.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [8], [10], 248-9, 271 pl. xxvi [a]
ii.538-9 (to 302)
Lower part of statue-group.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 250, 272 pls. xxvi [b] and plan, cvi [5]
ii.540 (to 336)
Block with text of Nitocris, daughter of Psammetikhos I.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 251-4, 272-3 pls. xxvii, xxviii
ii.540 (to 336)
Views

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [15] pls. xxxi [b], cvi [14]
ii.540 (to 336)
Pillar of Tuthmosis III.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 251-4, 272-3 pl. xxxiv
ii.540 (to 336)
Statue of Queen, from Colossus of Ramesses II.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 251-4, 272-3 pls. xxxvi, xli
ii.540 (to 336)
Blocks from temple-walls re-used here.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 244 [14] pl. cvi [12]
ii.540 (to 336)
Pillar of Ramesses III.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 245 [21], 250, 273 pl. xxxviii
Luxor Temple. Finds. Various
ii.540 (to 336-9)
Bricks of Queen Esemkhebi, Dyn. XXI.

Abdul-Qaeder Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 273 pl. xlii
ii.538 (to 302)
View in front of east wing of Pylon.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 240, 244 [16-18], 257-8, 273-4 pls. xliv-liii
Luxor Temple. Pylon. In front of E. wing. Finds
ii.539 (to 302)
Three heads, and fragments, from colossi.
Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 258, 274 pls. liv, lv
i^2.539(5) (to 302)
Base, sides a) and d), adoring baboons and Nile gods

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 258, 274 pls. lvi-lix
i^2.539(5) (to 302)
Texts on shafts

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 262-3, 275-6 pl. lx
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. Wing.
i^2.539(5) (to 306)
Part of building-text at (17), III, 2.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 262-3, 275-6 pls. lixi, lixii
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. Wing.
i^2.539(5) (to 306)
Scenes and doorway at (17), III, 6-7.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 262-3, 275-6 pl. lixiiii
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. Wing.
i^2.539(5) (to 306)
King and Queen, and erecting shnt at (17), III, 5.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 262-3, 275-6 pls. lixiv, lxv [a]
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. Wing.
i^2.539(5) (to 306)
King offers to divinities at (17), I, 1-5.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 262-3, 275-6 pl. lxv [b]
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. Wing.
i^2.539(5) (to 306)
Upper part of Amun from scene, at (17), II, 1.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 262-3, 275-6
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. Wing.
i^2.539(5) (to 306)
Pylon, inner face at (17).

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 245, 261 [5], 276-7 pls. lxii-lxiv
Luxor Temples. Approach.
i^2.538(2-3) (to 302)
Two statues Memepthah at (2) and (3).

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 261, 263, 277 pl. lxv [a]
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. wing. Finds in this area
i^2.540 (to 336-9)
Small standing statue, headless

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 261, 263, 277 pl. lxv [c]
Luxor Temple. Pylon. Inner Face of E. wing. Finds in this area
i^2.540 (to 336-9)
Face from royal statue, perhaps Tuthmosis III.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 263-4, 277 pls. lxxvii, lxxviii
ii\textsuperscript{2}.539(71) (to 313)
Seated colossus of Ramesses II at (71) before and after restoration.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 262, 277 pls. lxxix, lxxx
ii\textsuperscript{2}.539(74) (to 313-14)
Double-statue Amun and Mut with restored head of Amun, found below mosque.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 264-5, 278 pl. lxxxi
ii\textsuperscript{2}.538 (to 302)
Blocks of Sethos I.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 264-5, 278 pl. lxxxvii
ii\textsuperscript{2}.538 (to 302)
Standing, headless, statue Amenophis III.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 265-6 pls. lxxxv-lxxxvi
Luxor Temple. Approach. Avenue of Sphinxes
ii\textsuperscript{2}.538 (to 302)
View of excavations and sphinxes in situ.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 273 pl. lxxxviii [a]
Luxor Temple. Finds. Stelae
ii\textsuperscript{2}.540 (to 336-9)
Ptolemy (?) before Osiris and Isis.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 278-9 pls. xc-cxiv
Luxor Temple. Approach. Avenue of Sphinxes
ii\textsuperscript{2}.538 (to 302)
Texts of sphinxes, Nektanebos I.

Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 279 pl. cvi
Luxor Temple. Approach and Area in front of E. wing of Pylon.
ii\textsuperscript{2}.538 (to 302)
Plan showing position of monuments.

Abdul-Qader Muhammed in ASAE lx (1968), 279 pl. cvi [16]
ii\textsuperscript{2}.539 (to 302)
Plan showing position of statue of a Queen.

Bakry in ASAE lxi (1973), 8 pls. iii, iv
Tâwyet Barmasha
iv.133A
Large wooden statues of Osiris

Donadoni in ASAE lxi (1973), 11-20, with views, pls. ii-vii
Thebes. TT 27, Sheshonk.
i.43A
Description with views.

Donadoni in ASAE lxi (1973), pl. i after 20
Thebes. TT 27, Sheshonk.
i.43A
Plan.

Donadoni in ASAE lxi (1973), 17 [bottom] pl. viii [8]
Thebes. TT 27, Sheshonk.
i.45A
Stairway to entrance, right side, deceased with staff leaving tomb.

Farid in ASAE lxi (1973), 22 pl. i [middle]
Kôm Abû Billo. Necropolis
iv.68A
Alabaster vases with name of Pepy I.

Farid in ASAE lxi (1973), 27-8 pls i-iii, v, vi
Tâfa. North Temple.
vii.9A
Description with views.

Farid in ASAE lxi (1973), 28 pl. iv
Tâfa. North Temple.
vii.9A
Block with lower part of a god.

Qustul. Cemetery.
vii.123A
Meroitic offering table with cursive text, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 90482.

Iskander in ASAE lxi (1973), 58 pl. ii
Dendera. Temple of Hathor.
vi.108A
East Gate, view of outer (east) face.

Iskander in ASAE lxi (1973), 58 pl. iii
Dendera. Temple of Hathor.
vi.75A
Exterior, east side, view of part covered by wasps.

Iskander in ASAE lxi (1973), 63 pls. vi-ixi
Dendera. Temple of Hathor.
vi.76A
Exterior, west side, views.

Iskander in ASAE lxi (1973), 63 pl. xii
Dendera. Temple of Hathor.
vi.41-2A
View.
see Yoyotte in ASAE lxi (1973), 80 [bottom]
Tanis
iv.17A
Three fragments of base of Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 531 or 392, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Yoyotte in ASAE lxi (1973), 81 [top]
Tanis
iv.22A
Fragment of red sandstone colossus, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Yoyotte in ASAE lxi (1973), 81
Tanis
iv.26A
Torso of Amenpayom, Commander of troops, Ptolemaic, granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

see Yoyotte in ASAE lxi (1973), 81 [middle]
Tell el-Maskhûta
iv.53A
Fragment of quartzite naos (adjoining those formerly at Ismailla, now in Cairo, Egyptian Museum), in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

Yoyotte in ASAE lxi (1973), 83 on pl. iii (b) (fig. 2)
Tanis, Area N. of Great Temple, Temple of Khons
iv.26A
Naos of Nektanebo II, fragment, basalt, and fragment of kneeling statue of Ramesses VI.

see Yoyotte in ASAE lxi (1973), 85 [middle]
Tanis, Subsidiary Buildings, South of Temple Enclosure.
iv.25A
Pottery ritual brazier with bound foes at each cardinal point, Graeco-Roman.

see Kaiser in ASAE lxi (1973), 87-91
Aswân, Elephantine Temples
v.224A
Account of excavations in 1969-70.

Lauer in ASAE lxi (1973), 126-32, 133-4 [a], 135 [a] pls. i-vii
Saqqâra, Step Pyramid enclosure of Netjerikhet, Heb-qed Court.
ii².410
Views of West Chapel No. 4.

Lauer in ASAE lxi (1973), 132-3 [b], 134-5 [b], 136 [b], 137 [a], 138-9 [a], 139-40 [a] pls. viii-xi, xii [b, background], xiii [a]
Saqqâra, Step Pyramid enclosure of Netjerikhet, Heb-qed Court.
ii².410
Views of Pavilion ‘à tores d’angles.'
Lauer in ASAE lxi (1973), 143 [b] pl. xii [a, b foreground] Sakkara. Step Pyramid enclosure of Netjerikhet. Heb-sed Court.
ii.411
View of Heb-sed pavilion.

ii.410
View of West Chapel No. 2.

iii.411
One of the East Chapels

Raslan in ASAE lxi (1973), 145-9 figs. 2-6 Abû Simbel.
vii.95A
Discussion of site and façades of both Temples

iii.417
Views of Valley Temple

Raslan in ASAE lxi (1973), 153-68 figs. 2, 3 [a], 4 [a], 5-9, 11, 14 [a, b] Sakkara. Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.418
Plans, sections, views and reconstruction of Causeway.

Raslan in ASAE lxi (1973), 154 [a] fig. 3 [b] Sakkara. Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.420
Block with famine scenes, from Causeway.

Saad in ASAE lxi (1973), 171 pl. iii Karnak. Eastern Group. B. Ptolemaic Temple
ii.254A
Plan.

ii.254A
View of Gateway.

Saad in ASAE lxi (1973), 172 pls. v-viii Karnak. Eastern Group. B. Ptolemaic Temple
ii.254A
Blocks re-used in Gateway, with name of Psammetikhos II, etc.

see Saad in ASAE lxi (1973), 172 Karnak. Eastern Group. B. Ptolemaic Temple
ii.254A
Stamped bricks of Menkheperre, High Priest of Amun, Dyn. XXI.

Saad in ASAE lxi (1973), 173 pl. ix [a]
i\textsuperscript{ii}.254A
Sandstone block of Ptolemy III Euergetes I.

Saad in ASAE lxi (1973), 173 pl. ix [b, c] figs. 1, 2
i\textsuperscript{ii}.254A
Faience plaque with names of Ptolemy II Philadelphus and Arsinoë II.

Saad in ASAE lxi (1973), 175-6 pls. xiv, xv
i\textsuperscript{ii}.254A
Statue, Amenmosi (TT 89) kneeling with stela, granite, temp. Amenophis III.

Arnold and Settgast in ASAE lxi (1973), 178-81 [1.1.1] with pl. i
i\textsuperscript{i}.437A
Description, with views.

Arnold and Settgast in ASAE lxi (1973), 181 pl. ii
i\textsuperscript{i}.437A
Sandstone head of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89858.

Arnold and Settgast in ASAE lxi (1973), 180 pl. iii [a]
i\textsuperscript{i}.437A
Block with head of man.

Arnold and Settgast in ASAE lxi (1973), 182-4 [1.2] pls. iii [b], iv
Deir el-Bahri. Buildings of Tuthmosis III. Causeway with Bark-station.
i\textsuperscript{ii}.377-8A
Foundation deposits.

Arnold and Settgast in ASAE lxi (1973), 187 pl. v
Thebes. TT 389, Baa.
i\textsuperscript{i}.440(8)A
Man with food-table before deceased and wife in II.

Arnold and Settgast in ASAE lxi (1973), 186-8 [1.3.2] pl. vi [a]
Thebes. TT 389, Baa.
i\textsuperscript{i}.440A
View of Court.

i\textsuperscript{ii}.398A
Block with Horus name of Mentuhotep.

Abou-Ghazi in in ASAE lxii (1977), 1-83 pls. i-xx
Gîza

iii².A
See book-list under Abou-Ghazi.

Iskander and Harris, J.E. in ASAE lxii (1977), 89 pl. iv
Sâqqâra. Tomb S 2405, Hesyre.
Omit.
Wooden niche-stela, deceased at table, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1426.

Lauer in ASAE lxii (1977), 204 pls i-vi
Sâqqâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Mortuary Temple.

iii².422A
Heads and fragments of statues of kneeling bound captives

Abou-Ghazi in ASAE lxiii (1979), 4 pls. i, ii
Sâqqâra. Tomb of Rakhuf.

iii².633A
Wooden statues of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 93164, and female servant.

see Badawy in ASAE lxiii (1979), 5-7
Gîza. G 2430, Hetepniptah.

iii².94A
Description.

Badawy in ASAE lxiii (1979), 7-26 with pl. i
Sâqqâra. Tomb of Ankhmahor Sesi.

iii².512A
Description with plan.

Badawy in ASAE lxiii (1979), 12-13 pl. ii
Sâqqâra. Tomb of Ankhmahor Sesi.

iii².513(7)A
Craftsmen.

Badawy in ASAE lxiii (1979), 16 pl. iii
Sâqqâra. Tomb of Ankhmahor Sesi.

iii².513(10)A
Bringing animals and overthrowing bull.

Badawy in ASAE lxiii (1979), 17-18 pls. iv, v
Sâqqâra. Tomb of Ankhmahor Sesi.

iii².512(12)(a)A
Mother and son before deceased and sons.

Badawy in ASAE lxiii (1979), 19 pl. vi
Sâqqâra. Tomb of Ankhmahor Sesi.

iii².514(21)A
Operations and circumcision.

Badawy in ASAE lxiii (1979), 24 pl. vii
Sâqqâra. Tomb of Ankhmahor Sesi.

iii².513(8)A
Gazelles brought by 5th man from right, in III.
Balboush in ASAE lxiii (1979), 27 pls. i, ii figs. 1-3
Heliopolis Tell Hisn.
iv.61A
Doorway of Ramesses II usurped by Ramesses IX, mentioning son Nebmaatre.

Balboush in ASAE lxiii (1979), 27 pls. iii, iv figs. 4, 5
Heliopolis Tell Hisn.
iv.61A
Thicknesses of doorway of Ramesses IX, mentioning son Nebmaatre.

Balboush in ASAE lxiii (1979), 28 pls. v-ix
Heliopolis Tell Hisn.
iv.61A
Fragments of colossal statues of Ramesses II.

Balboush in ASAE lxiii (1979), 28 pl. x
Heliopolis Tell Hisn.
iv.61A
Lintel with personifications of Amenophis III.

Balboush in ASAE lxiii (1979), 32 pls. xii, xiii
Heliopolis Tell Hisn.
iv.61A
Limestone embalming bed, re-used by Ramesenakht.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 36-7 [1] pls. vi-x
Saqqara. Burials in tomb of Niankh-khnum.
iii.651A
Coffin of Takhat, and Ptah-Sokari-Osiris figure, Late Period.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 38 pls. xv, xvi
Saqqara. Burials in tomb of Niankh-khnum.
iii.651A
Ptah-Sokari-Osiris figure of Irahor, Late Period.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 39 pls. xviii, xix
Saqqara. Finds from around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.651A
Statue of woman Nehbetka, head lost, Dyn. V.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 39-50 with pls. xxxi, xx, xxvii
Saqqara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.641A
Description with plan and views.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 40 pl. xxi
Saqqara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.644(28)A
Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp embracing.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 41 pl. xxv
Saqqara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.643(21 big)A
(c) Offering table of Hemre.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 41-2 pl. xxviii
Saggara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.643(15)A
Block with titles.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 40-1 pls. xxii, xxiii
iii.651A
Wooden statue of kneeling Nephthys, and wooden inscribed Ptah-Sokari-Osiris statue, Late Period.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 41 pl. xxiv
iii.651A
Parts of wooden decorated chests, Late Period.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 41 pl. xxvi
Saggara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.643(21 bis)A
(d) Offering table of Tjejat.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 42-4 pls. xxix, xxx, xxxii, xxxiii
Saggara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.643(16)(a)-(b)A
Lintel, drum, and jambs.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 46 pl. xxxiv
Saggara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.643(19)A
Some sculptors and metal-workers in I-II.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 47 pl. xxxv
Saggara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.643(21)(c)A
Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp embracing.

Basta in ASAE lxiii (1979), 47 pl. xxxvi
Saggara. Tomb of Niankh-khnum and Khnemhotp.
iii.643(21 bis)A
Herdsman with pot in II, and skinning gazelle in II.

Ibrahim in ASAE lxiii (1979), 89-101 pl. i (from Chassinat)
vi.164(315)-(323)A
Texts of two scenes in 2nd register, King conducted by Harsomtus and Wepwaut, and carried by Souls of Pe and Nekhen.

Lauer in ASAE lxiii (1979), 137 pl. i
Saggara. Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet. West chapels.
iii.410A
View.
Lauer in ASAE lxiii (1979), 141 pl. iii [B]
Sāqqârā. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Mortuary Temple.
iii.422A
Relief-fragment, middle part of King running.

Lauer in ASAE lxiii (1979), 141-2 pl. iii [A]
Sāqqârā. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Mortuary Temple.
iii.422A
View.

Nibbi in ASAE lxiii (1979), 145 figs. 1, 2
Abydos. Slate palettes.
v.105A
6. Lower part of palette with bulls, asses, rams, and trees, on recto, and names of cities on verso, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14238.

Nibbi in ASAE lxiii (1979), 149 pl. i
Kôm el-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis). Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v.194A

eI Sāwi in ASAE lxiii (1979), 155 pl. i
Tell Basta. Palace. Middle Kingdom.
v.32A
View.

eI Sāwi in ASAE lxiii (1979), 155-6 [A] pls. ii [a], ii [b]
Tell Basta. Palace. Middle Kingdom.
v.32A
Offering table mentioning Sitimp, Middle Kingdom.

eI Sāwi in ASAE lxiii (1979), 157 [B] pls. iii [a], iii [b]
Tell Basta. Palace. Middle Kingdom.
v.32A
Offering table mentioning Khety, Middle Kingdom.

eI Sāwi in ASAE lxiii (1979), 158 pls iv [b], v cf. iv [a]
Tell Basta. Palace. Middle Kingdom.
v.32A
Pottery jar with Bubastis as Osiris. Middle Kingdom(?)

Schaden in ASAE lxiii (1979), 161-8 with plans, sections, etc., pls. i-vii
Valley of the Kings. KV 25.
v.551A
Description, with plans, sections, etc.

Youssef in ASAE lxiii (1979), 183-202 pl. ii
vii.99(10)A
Stela of Ramesses II., in S. Recess.

Youssef in ASAE lxiii (1979), 183-202 pl. i
vii.99(12)A
Stela of Ramesses II, in N. Recess

Gaballa in ASAE lxiv (1981), 7, 10 pls. i-iii figs. 1, 2
Akhmîm. Miscellaneous
v.20A

Gaballa in ASAE lxiv (1981), 7, 10 pls. iv-viii figs. 3, 4
Offering table of Harnakht, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 23084.

Gaballa in ASAE lxiv (1981), 10, 14 pl. ix fig. 5
Akhmîm. Miscellaneous
v.20A
Stela of Harnakht, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 26888.

Moussa in ASAE lxiv (1981), 75-6 with plan and pls. i-iii
i.ii.417A
Description, with plan and views

Saqqará. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.651A
Double-statue, Semaat and Kanemt, end of Dyn. XII.

Moussa in ASAE lxiv (1981), 76 [2, 3], 77 [11, 13] pls. v, vi, xiii, xv
Saqqará. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.652A
Ramesside reliefs

Saqqará. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.652A
Headless block statue of Ankhu, probably Dyn. XII.

Moussa in ASAE lxiv (1981), 76 [5, 6] pl. viii
Saqqará. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.652A
Two fragments of stelae of Ptahnay and ...mosi, both probably Ramesside.

Saqqará. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.652A
Relief with part of figure of a god, probably New Kingdom.

Moussa in ASAE lxiv (1981), 76 [8] pl. x
Saqqará. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii.652A
Relief with remains of text above [a scene] of Bebib (good name), Old Kingdom.

Saggâra. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².652A
Relief with armourer’s workshop, late Dyn. XVIII or Ramesside.

Saggâra. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².652A
Djad-pillar fragment, probably Ramesside.

Saggâra. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².652A
Architrave-fragment, Pay kneeling before deities, Dyn. XIX.

Saggâra. Finds from the area around the Pyramid complex of Unis
iii².652A
Relief, part of a goddess, Old Kingdom.

Muhammed in ASAE lxiv (1981), 102 pls. xx, xxi
Kom el-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis).
v.194A
Slate palette of Narmer, recto in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14716.

Muhammed in ASAE lxiv (1981), 122 pl. viii
El-Lisht. Tomb of Imhotep.
v.84A
Wooden statue of Sesostris I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44951.

Muhammed in ASAE lxiv (1981), 124 pl. xv [a]
Sidmant.
v.118A
Stela of Nebiri, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34044.

Muhammed in ASAE lxiv (1981), pl. xxiii after 136
Abydos. E. Slate Palettes.
v.105A
Lower part of palette, verso, names of cities, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14238.

Lauer in ASAE lxiv (1981), 149 pl. i [A]
Saggâra. Step Pyramid enclosure of Netjerikhet.
iii².412A
Lintel with djad-decoration, from Building with three fluted columns.

Lauer in ASAE lxiv (1981), 150 pl. i [B]
Saggâra. Step Pyramid enclosure of Netjerikhet.
iii².412A
Remains of engaged column, in east wall of court of South Building.

Lauer in ASAE lxiv (1981), 149 pls. ii, iii
Saggâra. Step Pyramid enclosure of Netjerikhet.
iii².410A
View and details of West chapels.
Lauer in ASAE lxiv (1981), 150 pl. iv
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid enclosure of Netjerikhet.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.412A
Details of engaged columns of South Building.

Lauer in ASAE lxiv (1981), 151 pl. v [B]
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid of Sekhemkhet. South Tomb.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.417A
View.

Lauer in ASAE lxiv (1981), 151-2 pl. vi
Saqqâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.423A
Views showing Pyramid texts

Lauer in ASAE lxiv (1981), 152-3 pl. vii
Saqqâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I.
iii\textsuperscript{2}.422A
Views of Mortuary Temple.

Youssef in ASAE lxiv (1981), 156 fig. 5
Kalâbsha. Great Temple of Mandulis
vii.10A
View of approach.

Y. acoub in ASAE lxiv (1981), 161 pl. xxiv
Tura Cemetery. ‘Tura el-Asmant’
iv.75A
Pot-marks, including name of King Ka

El Sayed in ASAE lxiv (1981), 163-73 pls i-v
8
Coffin of Bapun, Dyn. XXI, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Cat. 2238.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 1-2 pls i-iv (i from Kamal, ii-iv from Blackman)
iv.254A
Description with plans and views

%Abu-Ghazi, D. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 1-2 pls v, vi, ix [lower](from Blackman)
iv.254(4) and (5)A
(4) and (5) Two scenes, deceased and wife with biographical text.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 2 pl. vii
Deceased in palanquin
iv.254(15)A
(15)Deceased in palanquin and wife before table, with five registers male and female relations, and five
registers harvesting.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 2-3 pl. viii
iv.255A
Double-statue, deceased and wife seated, probably from here, in Mallawi Mus. 565.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 4-6 pl. ix [upper], xi (from Blackman)
iv.254(4)-(5)A
(4)-(5) Frieze, deceased and wife before offerings

%Abu-Ghazi, D. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 6 pl. x [left](from Blackman)
Right half of scene
iv.254(13)A
(13) Deceased with steward in kiosk, with family and three registers wife's relations behind, receiving statement of accounts

%Abu-Ghazi, D. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 6 pl. x [right] (from Blackman)
iv.254(14)A
(14) Deceased with father and mother seated before tables, and two registers relations below.

%Mesiha, H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 12 pl. ii
Pyramid complex of Khafre. Pyramid.
iii.25A
View, with parts of causeway and sphinx.

%Mesiha, H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 13 pl. i
Pyramid complex of Khafre. Pyramid.
iii.13A
View, with part of causeway.

%Mesiha, H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 13 with fig. facing p. 18
Pyramid field of Giza
iii.10A
Plan of site.

%Zayed, Abd El-H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 19, 20 (fig. 1), 22
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing.
vi.23A
Description of part with plan.

%Zayed, Abd El-H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 19 fig. 2
vi.27(250A)A
(250A) Doorway. King before deity (altered to king).

%Zayed, Abd El-H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 22-3
vi.27A
East wall. King, with Thoth behind him, before Osiris.

Texts
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room B.
v.i.27A
Doorway.

Texts
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room D.
v.i.27A
Doorway.

Zayed, Abd El-H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 28
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room A.
v.i.27A
Doorway. Brief description.

Zayed, Abd El-H. in ASAE lxv (1988), 28
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room C.
v.i.27A
Doorway.

Texts
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room A.
v.i.27A
North, west, and east walls

Texts
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room B.
v.i.27A
North, west and east walls

Texts
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room C.
v.i.27A
South, east, and west walls

Texts
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. South Wing. Store-room D.
v.i.27A
South and east walls

Lauer, J.-Ph. in ASAE lxv (1988), 79, 80 pls. i[b], iii, iv, vi[a]
Sâqqâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure of Netjerikhet.
vii².399A
Campaign report (1976-77) with views

Lauer, J.-Ph. in ASAE lxv (1988), 81 pl. vii
Sâqqâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Mortuary Temple.
vii².422A
Description with views

%Lauer, J.-Ph. in ASAE lxv (1988), 81 pl. viii[A]
Sâgâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Finds
iii².422A
Block statue, headless, of Kheperkare-ankh, Scribe of the royal documents, etc., temp. Sesostris I.

%Lauer, J.-Ph. in ASAE lxv (1988), 81 pl. viii[B] (as H)
Sâgâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Finds
iii².422A
Statuette of Ptahwenenef, kneeling, Dyn. XII.

%Sayed, R. El in ASAE lxv (1988), 111-25 pls i-iv
Kamak. Cachette. Private Statues
ii².149A
Statue of Shepensopdet, daughter of Nemareth. seated, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42228.

%Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxv (1988), 127-8 fig. 1 pls i-iv
iii².417A
Statuette of Isis suckling Horus dedicated by Iriemhet, daughter of Pedeinheret, faience, Late Period (probably Dyn. XXX).

%Hassan, F. A. in ASAE lxv (1988), 139 fig. 4
Gebel el-‘Araq.
v.107A
Ivory knife handle with battle on one side and hunting-scene on the other, Predynastic, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E.11517.

%Hassan, F. A. in ASAE lxv (1988), 140 fig. 5
Scene
Hierakonpolis. Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v.194A

%Hassan, F. A. in ASAE lxv (1988), 141 fig. 6
Scene
Hierakonpolis. Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v.194A
Slate palette of Narmer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14716.

%Aal, S. A. El in ASAE lxv (1988), 173-4 pl. i fig.
v.58A
Stela of Antef, Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 20561.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 5 pl. i
iii².459-60A
Statue of man ‘Sheikh el-Beled’, wood in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 5 pl. ii
Sub-register of fowl
Saqqâra. North of the Step Pyramid. No. 60 [D 22]. Ty.
ii[.].470(9)A
(9) Deceased followed by officials and registers I-III.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 5 pl. iii
Saqqâra. North of the Step Pyramid. No. 60 [D 22]. Ty.
ii[.].477-8A
Statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 20.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 7 pl. iv
ii[.].462A
Statue with short kilt and wig, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 19.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 7 pl. v
ii[.].438A
Three niche stelae, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 1426-8.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 7 pl. vi
i[.].478A
Statue of Kaemked, kneeling, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 119.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 8 pl. vii
View of wall with texts in one room.
i[.].421A
Pyramid texts

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 12 pl. viii
Saqqâra. Unnumbered Early Dynastic and Old Kingdom Tombs. Name Unknown.
i[.].499-500A
Scribe writing, 'Cairo Scribe', in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 36.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 15 pl. ix
(b) Registers, I, overthrowing bull, II, bringing oryx and gazelle
Saqqâra. Tomb Ankhmahor. Room III.
i[.].513(10)A
Doorway.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 23 pl. xi
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet. Serdab Court.
i[.].414A
View of serdab with statue in situ.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 23 pl. xii
Saqqâra. Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet. Serdab Court.
i[.].414A
Statue of Netjerikhet (Djoser) seated, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49158.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 24 pl. xiii
iii.632A
Scribe statue of deceased, with child (now lost), inscribed, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 93165.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 27 pl. xiv
Saggâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy II.

iii.429A
Statue of Pepy II as squatting naked child, alabaster, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 50616.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 27 pls. xv, xvi
Two boats
Saggâra. Pyramid enclosure of Neît.

iii.430A
Sixteen model boats with accessories, wood, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56386-97.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 27 pl. xvii [a]=(jéquier iii pl. 30)
Omit (iii.426(14))
(14) King, I, followed by ka

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 27 pl. xvii [b]=(jéquier ii pl. 78)
Omit (iii.428(35))
(35) King, followed by ka, at table, with offering list.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 28 pl. xviii
Crocodile waiting for birth of hippopotamus in VI

iii.617(7)A
(7) Registers before deceased in canoe.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 28 pl. xix
Three disks, with hunting scene, JE 70164 (307 of Emery), with two owls with outstretched wings, JE 70160 (309 of Emery), with chevron patterns (308 of Emery)

iii.441A
Gaming disks, originally in box, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 30 pl. xx

iii.610A
Statue of deceased with staff and sceptre, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 88575.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 33 pl. xxi [left]

iii.633A
Wooden statue of deceased in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 93164.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 33-4 pl. xxi [right]

iii.638A
Wooden statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 93167.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 33-4 pl. xxii [left]
iii².638A
Statue of deceased with staff, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 93170.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 33-4 pl. xxii [right]
iii².638A
Statue of deceased with projecting panel kilt, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 93169.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 34 pl. xxiii
iii².638A
Statues of deceased and wife in situ.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 60 pl. xxvii
Some boys playing games in IV
iii².533(78)
Deceased with wife and mother, and registers.

%Abu-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 60 pl. xxviii
Some boys playing game in II
Saggâra. West of the Step Pyramid.
iii².601(17)A
(17) Deceased with son Ptahhotep as child, and registers.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 78 [3]
Part of text
Tura Quarries
iv.74A
Stela, upper register, Amenophis II offers incense and libation to Amun-Re etc.

Part of text
Teti Ba’sta (Bubastis). Great Temple. Hall.
iv.30A
Red granite block, scene of Amenophis II before Amun-re of Perunufer, re-used by Sethos I, in London, British Museum, EA 1103.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 79 [5]
Title of Amun-Re
iii².846-7A
Stela of Amenophis II, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 86763.

Part of text mentioning Amenophis II going to Perunufer
ii².177(R)
Stela, granite, double-scene, Sethos I, etc., and text below of Asiatic campaign of Amenophis II.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 80 [7]
Part of text mentioning Perunufer
Karnak. Temple of Monthu. Entrance to Court II. Statues found below jamb.
ii. 7A
Amenophis II (Osiride), seated, headless, granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 91719.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 80-3 [8]
Thebes. TT 93, Kenamun.
i. 7A
Parts of texts mentioning Perunufer at the following locations: 190 (3) and (5), 192 (15) (16) (17), pillars C (c), E (b), F (b), G (b).

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 84 [8 cont.]
Part of text mentioning Perunufer.
i. 262A

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 84 [9]
Title
Sapâra. Objects from tombs.
i. 737A
Stela of May, Overseer of magazines of Perunufer, Dyn. XVIII, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 34050.

Title and name
Sapâra. Tombs position unknown. Serbykhen.
i. 717A
Wooden staff of deceased, in Berlin, Ägyptisches Museum, 1284.

%Zayed, A. el H. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 85-6 [12]
Title and name of wife
i. 556A
Wife, Mery(t)-sekhmet, Songstress of Amun of Peru-nufer.

%Moftah, R. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 126-7, 136-7 pl. i
Verso, names of cities
Abydos. Miscellaneous. Slate Palettes.
v. 105A
6. Lower part of palette, bulls, asses, rams and trees, on recto, names of cities on verso, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14238.

%Moftah, R. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 127-37 pls. ii, iii
Kôm El-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis). Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v. 193A
Slate palette of Nameer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14716.

%Moftah, R. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 125-6 pls. iv [a], [b]
i. 161A
Statue of Wert-hekaup, serpent-headed, nursing young king with cartouche of Khufu, New Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42002.
Moftah, R. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 128 [n. 20] pl. v (=Chassinat iv. pl. cccxv)
Dendera. Temple of Hathor. Chapel XIII.
v. 61A
Ceiling, bending figure of Nut.

Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 147-8 pls i, ii
Mit Rahina. Miscellaneous from Kôm el-Qâ'a. Blocks.
iii.862A
Sandstone block with Horus name (Semenmaat) of Amasis.

Tomlinson, A. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 163-70 pls i, ii
Kôm El-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis). Temple Enclosure. Main Deposit.
v. 193A
Slate palette of Narmer, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14716.

Tomlinson, A. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 164, 166 pl. iv [A, B](fig. 3 [A, B])
Abydos. Miscellaneous Slate Palettes.
v. 105A
6. Lower part of palette, bulls, asses, rams and trees, on recto, names of cities on verso, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14238.

Tomlinson, A. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 166 pl. iv [C] (fig. 3 [C])
Upper part, recto
Abydos Slate Palettes.
v.105A

Tomlinson, A. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 166 pl. iv [D] (fig. 3 [D])
Verso
Abydos. Miscellaneous Slate Palettes.
v.105A
4. Fragment of palette, bull trampling on man and names of cities below on recto, and bull trampling on man and cord with standards below on verso, in Paris, Musée du Louvre, E. 11255.

Tomlinson, A. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 167 pl. iv [E](fig. 3 [E])
Abydos. Miscellaneous Slate Palettes.
v.104A

Tomlinson, A. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 170-1 pl. v [E] (as fig. 4 [E])
Kôm el-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis). Temple Enclosure. Main deposit.
v.194A

Tomlinson, A. in ASAE lxvi (1987), 172-3 pl. v [D] (as fig. 4 [D])(as Scorpion macehead)
Kôm el-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis). Temple Enclosure. Main deposit.
v.194A

Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. viii
Giza. Pyramid complex of Khephren. Statues from Temples.

iii.2.22A
Statue of King seated, with hawk on back of throne, diorite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 14.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. ix, x [right]
Omit. (iii.2.28)
Nome triad, King, Hathor Mistress-of-the-Sycamore and Theban nome-god standing, greywacke, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 40678.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. x [left]
Deir el-Bahri. Statues of Hatshepsut. Kneeling, each holding two jars.
ii.372A
(d) In Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 53115.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xi
Omit. (vii.361)
Head of statuette of Queen Teye, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 38257.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xii
Omit.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xiii [upper]
iii.3.397-8A
Head of colossal royal statue, probably of Userkaf, wearing nemes, granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 52501.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xiii [lower, left]
Giza. Tomb of Hesi. Finds.
iii.2.286A
Head of life-size male statue, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 87817.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xiii [lower, middle]
Giza. Tomb of Rawer. Statues.
iii.2.268A
Face of male statue, fragment, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 66625.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xiii [lower, right]
unidentified
<<<<

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xiv
iv.247A
Wooden statue of deceased, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 236.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xv-xix
iv.247A
Servant statuettes, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 238-40, 243, 245-6, 251, 253.
%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xx
Saggara. Pyramid complex of Userkaf. Mortuary Temple. Relief fragments
iii.398A
Birds in papyrus thicket, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 56601.

Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xxi
Omit.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xxii
El-Amarna. House Q. 47.16.
iv.204A
Painted triptych (?) in relief, Amenophis IV and Nefertiti with three princesses, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 44865.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xxii
Dahshur. C. Pyramid complex of Sesostris III.
iii.884A
Pectoral of Sesostris III, gold and coloured stones, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 52002.

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xxiii
Karnak. Objects in Museums
ii.300A
Water-clock with astronomical figures, alabaster, Amenophis III, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37525.

pl. xxxvii [upper]
unidentified

%Abou-Ghazi, D. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 77 pl. xxxvii [lower]
iii.419-20A
Relief fragment, two bearers, one with meat, probably from here, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, formerly in King Farouk collection.

vi.39(71)-(74)
(71)-(74) Base. Lower part of offering lists, and remains of texts from destroyed scene above.

%Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 127-30 figs. 1, 2 pl. i-v
Mit Rahina. Kom el-Qa‘a. Miscellaneous
iii.862A
Two column bases of Memeptah, sandstone.

-Wassef, F. M. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 187 pl. vi
Omit.
Bronze statuette, Isis nursing Horus, in Cairo, Coptic Museum.

%Barakat, A. el-E. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 189-90 [A] pl. i
803-059-700
Fragment, perhaps lower right part of stela resembling false door, with four columns of text of Khaemhet, Overseer of the two granaries of the Lord of the Two Lands (TT 57), probably with figure of owner in

801-743-150
Statue of Djemuniry, Master of secrets of the toilet house, Prophet of Horus merty, Chief lector priest, etc., seated on the ground with one knee raised, head and much of left leg lost, quartzite, probably Dyn. XXVI, in the possession of the Supreme Council of Antiquities in Luxor in 1988.

%Yacoub, F. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 207 pl. xviii (as xva)
Tura Tura Cemetery. ‘Tura el-Asmant’.
iv.75A
Cylinder seals of Amenemhet II Sesostris III, and an unspecified Sesostris.

%Abd El Al, A. el.-H. in ASAE lxvii (1988), 213-15 fig. 1 pl. i (as stela of Nakht, with title as priest of Montu)
El-Salmiya.
V.169A
Stela of Montunakht, Steward, son of Nefert-tju (mother), deceased standing before table of offerings, late Middle Kingdom, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 89507, from uninscribed tomb.

Fonquernie, Nelson et al. in ASAE lxviii (1982), 3-12 figs and view, pl. i
i.2.442A
Description with view, etc.

Nelson et al. in ASAE lxviii (1982), 12-26 figs., plans on figs. 1, 2, pl. v and view, pl. ii [B]
i.2.679A
Description with plans and view.

Nelson et al. in ASAE lxviii (1982), 13 fig. 7
Thebes. Ramesseum Area. Finds
i.2.683A
Finds of Amenophis II, Tuthmosis IV and Ramesses II.

Nelson et al. in ASAE lxviii (1982), 18, 23 pl. ii [A]
Thebes. Ramesseum. Finds
i.2.443A
Fragments of sphinx of Ramesses II.

see Nelson et al in ASAE lxviii (1982), 20-2 pl. iii
Thebes. Ramesseum Area. Tomb-Chapel of Basa. 3rd Int. Period.
i.2.680A
Description, with reconstruction of doorway.

see Nelson et al in ASAE lxviii (1982), 23
Thebes. Ramesseum Area. Finds
i.2.682A
Two fragments of coffins of women Temutesankh and Sitesi, 3rd Int. Period or Late Period.

Aufrère in ASAE lxviii (1982), 27-39 cf. 24 (by Nelson et al) pl. vi
Thebes. Ramesseum Area. Finds.
Stela of Harsiesi, son of Djementefankh, 3rd Int. Period, in Luxor Museum.

Hasanein in ASAE lxviii (1982), 40-4 cf. 19 (by Nelson et al) pl. vii
Thebes. Ramesseum Area. Finds

Stela of Pepteua(u)baste, son of Ankh-khons, 3rd Int. Period.

See Ghattas in ASAE lxviii (1982), 45-9 figs 1, 2
Tell el-Balamûn.

iv.39A
Description with plan and sections

Ghattas in ASAE lxviii (1982), 45-6 pl. i [A]
Tell el-Balamûn.

iv.39A
Statue-base, basalt, Ramesside.

Ghattas in ASAE lxviii (1982), 46 pl. i [B]
Tell el-Balamûn.

iv.39A
Lower part stela. Ptah-pataikos and two cats, with remains of text, Graeco-Roman.

Lauer in ASAE lxviii (1982), 51-2 pl. i
Soppâra. Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet.

iii².406A
Views of entrance colonnade with account of restoration.

Lauer in ASAE lxviii (1982), 52 pl. ii [A]
Soppâra. Step Pyramid of Netjerikhet. Building with three fluted columns

iii².412A
Lintel with djed-decoration.

Lauer in ASAE lxviii (1982), 53 pl. ii [B]

iii².405A
View.

Leclant in ASAE lxviii (1982), 55-9 fig. 1 pls i, ii
Soppâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Mortuary Temple.

iii².422A
Description with plan and views

Leclant in ASAE lxviii (1982), 58 pl. iii [B]
Soppâra. Pyramid complex of Pepy I. Mortuary Temple.

iii².422A
Kneeling statue, inscribed, headless, Middle Kingdom.

Leclant in ASAE lxviii (1982), 59-60 pl. iv
Soppâra. Pyramid complex of Merenre I. Pyramid. Pyramid texts

iii².425A
Views
Zivie, A.-P. in ASAE lxviii (1982), 63-9 with fig. 1 pl. i [B]
Saqara. Tomb of Aperir.
iii.562A
Description, with plan and view.

Mills in ASAE lxviii (1982), 71-8 pl. i
El-Dakhla Oasis.
vii.295A
Map of west part.

see Mills in ASAE lxviii (1982), 75
El-Dakhla Oasis.
vii.298A
Amheida. Painted tombs. Late Ptolemaic or early Roman, description.

Mills in ASAE lxviii (1982), 76 pl. iii [B]
El-Dakhla Oasis.
vii.298A
Painted scene with gods

see Mills in ASAE lxviii (1982), 75
El-Dakhla Oasis.
vii.298A
El-Qar, Temple of Deir el-Hagar. Various. Two jambs.

see Clère in ASAE lxviii (1982), 81-7 with text
8
Libation basin of Bekenrenef, Vizier, temp. Psammetikhos I., with Nahman (dealer).

Koenig in ASAE lxviii (1982), cf. 111, 113 fig. on 112
Near Lake Maryût.
iv.6A
Donation stela, year 19 of Sesonchis V, of Waaatihata, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 30972.

Moussa in ASAE lxviii (1982), 115-17 pl. i [A]
Mît Rahîna. J. Chapel of Sethos I.
iii.843A
Lintel, double-scene, King running with hes-vaes, and with hop, to Ptah, Ramesside.

Moussa in ASAE lxviii (1982), 117-18 pl. i [B]
Mît Rahîna. J. Chapel of Sethos I.
iii.843A
Lintel, double-scene, King before Ptah and Sekhmet, heads lost, Ramesside.

Moussa in ASAE lxviii (1982), 118 pl. ii
Mît Rahîna. J. Chapel of Sethos I.
iii.843A
Cornice-fragment with cartouches of Sethos I.

Moussa in ASAE lxviii (1982), 119-20 pl. i fig. 1
Mît Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure. Found near South Gate.
iii.837A
Upper part of statue of Ramess IV seated, red granite.
El-Sayed in ASAE lxvii (1982), 123-7 pls. i-iii
Mît Rahîna. Ptah Enclosure. Finds
iii.848A

Vernus in ASAE lxvii (1982), 129-35 pl. i
Karnak. Miscellaneous from 3rd Pylon.
ii.73A
Stela of Neferhotep, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 59635.

El-Banna in ASAE lxvii (1982), 139-42 pl. i
Heliopolis. El-Matârâ. Various
iv.62A
Lower part of stela of a Herdsman of Mnevis-bull, middle Dyn. XVIII.

Mâgsoud, M. Abd El. in ASAE lxviii (1983), 3-5 pl. 1
El-Qantara. Tell Habûa. Finds
iv.7A
Two stelae of Asehre Nehesi (showing that these are two names of the same king).

Mâri, Y. S. S. Al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 7 (as 4), 8, 10 pls. i, on ii, iii [a] (all in situ)
Akhmîm. Temple, temp. Ramesses II.
v.20A
Colossal statue of Queen Merytamun, daughter of Ramesses II.

Mâri, Y. S. S. Al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 10 pls. on ii, iii [b], iv, v [a] (all in situ)
Akhmîm. Temple, temp. Ramesses II.
v.20A
Fragmentary colossal statue of Ramesses II, with smaller statue of woman on same base.

Mâri, Y. S. S. Al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 10-13 fig. 1 pls. ii, v [b]-ix
Akhmîm. Temple, temp. Ramesses II. Gateway.
v.20A
Description with plan and views.

Mâri, Y. S. S. Al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 11-12
Akhmîm. Temple, temp. Ramesses II. Gateway.
v.20A
Decoration remains, fragmentary inscriptions in columns, two registers of deities, and a heb frieze.

Mâri, Y. S. S. Al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 12-13 fig. 2
Akhmîm. Temple, temp. Ramesses II. Gateway.
v.20A
Cartouche of a Roman Emperor, probably Trajan, Hadrian, or Antoninus.

Saleh, M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 15 (as 6), 16-19 fig. 1
Thebes. TT 412, Kenamun.
i.446A
Description and date with plan.
Eastern wall. Two registers, banquet with blind harpist and female singers before deceased and wife seated before offerings with monkey under chair eating meat from dish.

Saleh, M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 22
Thebes TT 412, Kenamun.

Southern wall. False door at left end.

Saleh, M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 22-3 pl. i[b]
Thebes TT 412, Kenamun.

Southern wall. Remains of harvest scene with reapers, and offering bearers below.

Thebes TT 412, Kenamun. Finds

Four canopic jars of deceased.

Thebes TT 412, Kenamun. Finds

Two pottery canopic jars of deceased (from a second set).

Saleh, M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 24-5 [3-5]
Thebes TT 412, Kenamun. Finds

Three vases of Nakht.

Thebes TT 412, Kenamun. Finds

Fragment of ushabti box of Khonsu, Late Period.

Saleh, M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 27 [17]
Thebes TT 412, Kenamun. Finds

Wooden fragment (‘port’) of Inkes, Late Period.

Saleh, M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 27 [18]
Thebes TT 412, Kenamun. Finds

Wooden fragment (‘port’) of Iauteshert, Late Period.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 40-1, 43-6 fig. 4 pl. i [a, right, b]
Valley of the Queens QV 60, Queen Nebttaui.

Description with plan and view of entrance.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 46. pl. vi [a]
Valley of the Queens QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Side-room.

Three sons of Horus and Isis.
Osiris seated between winged Ma'ats and Selkis.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 47 pl. vi [b]
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Side-room.
i.761(12)A
(12) Isis and ram-headed god.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 48
Description with text
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Inner Hall (as Sarcophagus Chamber).
i.761(18) and (19)A
(18) and (19) Deceased consecrating offerings before Re-Harakhti, followed by three deities, now lost.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 48
Description with text
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Inner Hall (as Sarcophagus Chamber).
i.761(21)A
(21) Thoth.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 48
Description with text
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Inner Hall (as Sarcophagus Chamber).
i.761(15)A
(15) [Deceased] adoring Ma'at, Shu, Geb, and another deity now lost.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 48
Description with text
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Inner Hall (as Sarcophagus Chamber).
i.761(17)A
(17) Cow-headed Hathor.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 48-9
Description with text
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Inner Hall (as Sarcophagus Chamber).
i.761(22)A
(22) Deceased before [deity].

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 50 pl. iv [a]
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Outer Hall.
i.761(7) and (8)A
(7) and (8) View.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 50, 52 fig. 6 [a] pls iv [b, c], v [a] (showing damage and restoration)
Two demons, and detail of tympanum
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Outer Hall.
i.761(7)A
(7) Tympanum, winged Nephtys, and scene below, four demons and Thoth.

Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 52 pl. v [b] (showing damage)
Detail.
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui. Side-room.
i.761(9)A
(9) Outer lintel, remains of texts
%Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxix (1983), 50 fig. 6 [b-d]
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebttaui.
i.761A
Details from three unlocated scenes, upper part of Osiris [b], and upper part of deceased twice [c, d].

%Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 88-9, on fig. i (plan) pl. i [a, b] views (b showing lower parts of statues)
Mit Rahina. Temple of Ramesses II. ‘Temple A’.
ii.845A
Description with plan and views

%Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 89-90, on fig. i (plan) pl. ii [a, b]
Mit Rahina. Temple of Ramesses II. ‘Temple B’.
ii.845A
Description with plan and views

%Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 90-1 pl. iii [b]
ii.852A
Description of excavation and view.

%see Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 91-2
Mit Rahina. M. Tombs of High Priests of Memphis of Dynasty XXII.
ii.846A
Survey.

%see Malek, J. in Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 92-3
Mit Rahina. Temple of Ramesses II. ‘Temple A’.
ii.845A
Inscribed monuments and fragments from here, including the re-used false door of Kaires, Dyn. V-VI (perhaps re-used from Saqqâra).

%see Malek, J. in Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), 93-4
Mit Rahina. Temple of Ramesses II. ‘Temples B/C’.
ii.845A
Inscribed monuments and fragments from here, including a relief from a Dyn. V-VI tomb with the remains of two registers of men.

%Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), pl. iv [a, b]
Mit Rahina. Temple of Ptah. Ramesses II.
ii.831A
Views

%Smith, H. S. et al. in ASAE lxix (1983), pl. v [a, b]
Mit Rahina. K. Temple of Ramesses II.
ii.843A
Views
Six clay tablets with hieratic texts.

Clay figure with execration text.

vii.296A

IFAO excavation report, 1980, with views.

*Valloggia, M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 121-5 pls i [a, b], ii [a, b]


vii.296A

*Valloggia, M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 121-5 pls i [a, b], ii [a, b]


vii.296A

*IFAO* excavation report, 1980, with views.

*Zivie, C. M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983),144-5 pl. i

Medînet Habu. Temple of Isis (Deir el-Shelwit).

vii.293A

*Zivie, C. M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983),144-5 pl. i

Medînet Habu. Temple of Isis (Deir el-Shelwit).

vii.293A

*IFAO* campaign with view.

*Sabottka, M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 147-51 Abb. i, ii Taf. i, ii

Tûna (Hermopolis Magna). Tomb of Djedjehutefankh. Early Ptol.

iv.174A

*Sabottka, M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 147-51 Abb. i, ii Taf. i, ii

Tûna (Hermopolis Magna). Tomb of Djedjehutefankh. Early Ptol.

iv.174A

Description with plans and views.

*Sabottka, M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 147 (n. 1)

Tûna (Hermopolis Magna). Tomb of Djedjehutefankh. Early Ptol.

iv.174A

*Sabottka, M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 147 (n. 1)

Tûna (Hermopolis Magna). Tomb of Djedjehutefankh. Early Ptol.

iv.174A

Scene, leading bull for sacrifice (Gabra and Drioton, Peintures à fresques 9 pl. i [lower]).

*Bresciani, E.* and *El-Naggar, S.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 153 fig. 1

El-Faiyûm. Talit.

iv.103A

Brief description and plan showing position of site.

*Bresciani, E.* and *El-Naggar, S.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 153 Tav. i [a, b]

El-Faiyûm. Talit.

iv.103A

Capital and column base.

*Bresciani, E.* and *El-Naggar, S.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 153-4 fig. 1 Tav. ii [a]

El-Faiyûm. Khelua (Kôm Ruqâja).

iv.103A

Description with plan showing position of site and view of rock-tombs.

*Bresciani, E.* and *El-Naggar, S.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 154 Tav. ii [b]

El-Faiyûm. Khelua (Kôm Ruqâja). Tomb of Wadj, Dyn. XII.

iv.103A

Lower part of seated statue inscribed with titles of deceased.

*Mousa, A. M.* in *ASAE* lxix (1983), 209 fig. 1 pl. i [a, b]

Mît Rahîna. Temple of Ptah. Finds.
Remains of statue, upper part of Ramesses II, from double-statue, Ramesses II and Ptah.

Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 210 fig. 2 pl. ii [a, b]
Mit Rahina. Kôm el-Nawa
Lower part of seated statue, Ptah-tatanen, dedicated by Psammetikhos I.

Abder-Raziq, M. in ASAE lxix (1983), 211-18
(b) Twenty columns of text with translation
Luxor Temple. Exterior. East side
(a) - (d) Graffiti, right to left.

Sayed, R. el in ASAE lxix (1983), 219-31 pl. i[a]
Karnak. Cachette
Nekhtefmut, statue (a) seated in cloak, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42206.

Sayed, R. el in ASAE lxix (1983), 231-9 pl. i[b], ii[a, b]
Karnak. Cachette
Nekhtefmut, statue (b) seated, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42207.

Amer, H. I. and Morardet, B. in ASAE lxix (1983), 255-8
Part of, building text of Ptolemy XII and Augustus (not copied by Dumichen)
Frieze.

Sourouzian, H. in ASAE lxix (1983), 368 pl. i
Small figure of Queen Henutmare
Abû Qîr. Temple of Isis. Court.
Red granite colossus of Ramesses II with standard, and small figure of Queen Henutmare at side, in Alexandria Mus. 359.

Sourouzian, H. in ASAE lxix (1983), 368-9 pl. ii
Daughter Henutmare in relief on left side
Italy. Rome. Statues.
Black granite colossal statue of Queen Tuy, wife of Sethos I, with daughter Henutmare in relief on left side, in Vatican Mus. 22678.

Stadelmann, R. in ASAE lxix (1983), 375 Taf. i
View.

Abder-Raziq, M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 9 Taf. i [1]
Karnak. Abû El-Gûd. Workman’s village
Vessel with remains of cartouche of Ramesses II.
iî.2.78A
Stela, Pashepses, web priest of Amun, before offering table adoring Ptah, New Kingdom.

iî.2.78A
Stela, Khnemhotep and another man offering to Khnum, Satis and Anukis.

iî.2.78A
Fragments of stelae, one with remains of inscription.

iî.2.78A
Relief with heads of a King and a Nubian, New Kingdom.

iî.2.78A
Fragment of relief with head of a deity.

iî.2.78A
Stamped brick with names of Esiemhab, Great one of the harem of Amun, and Menkheperre, First Priest of Amun, New Kingdom.

iî.2.78A
Seated statue of a woman.

%Abder-Raziq, M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 13-17 Taf. i, ii
iî.2.78A
Double-stature, Ramessesnakht and wife(?), lower part, granite.

%Eid, Y. M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 19-20 pl. i
Thebes. C. Near Deir el-Šedwit. Finds
i.2.781A
Fragmentary stela of Nebamun (TT 90), Captain of troops of the police on the west of Thebes, deceased with offerings before Re-Harakhti.

%Mustafa, M. ed-D. and Jaritz, H. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 27 pl. v [b,c]
Nag el-Hagar. Roman fortress
v.221A
Decorated blocks of Vespasian.
%Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 34-5 fig. 1 pl. i (a, with re-erected palm column)
iii.417A
Description with plan and views.

%Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 34-5 pl. ii
iii.417A
Inscription with cartouches of King.

%Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 35 pl. i
Saqqara. Objects from Tombs. Blocks.
iii.763A
Lintel of Amenemopet, Chief of the West, inscription with scene below, the akhet, with Isis and Nephthys kneeling on either side, each followed by Tueris, jackals, and kneeling Amenemopet with offerings, New Kingdom, in a magazine at Saqqara.

%Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 37 pls. i, ii
Cairo. Monuments and re-used blocks found in the City. After Dyn. XX.
iv.73A
Door-jamb of Nektanebos II, red granite, found re-used in mosque of Ahmed Ibn-Hagar, in pyramid magazine at Giza, No. 789.

%Leblanc, C. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 66 fig. 5
Valley of the Queens. QV 60, Queen Nebettau.
i.761A
Description with plan.

%Kemp, B. J. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 83-4 maps 1, 2
El-Amarna
iv.192A
Plans.

%Kemp, B. J. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 84-95 figs. 1-5 pls. i-iv
El-Amarna. Workman’s Village.
iv.209A

%see Kemp, B. J. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 94
El-Amarna. Workman’s Village.
iv.209A
Ring bezel of Smenkhkare.

%see Kemp, B. J. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 94
El-Amarna. Workman’s Village.
iv.209A
Seal impression of Tutankhamun.

%Kemp, B. J. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 95-7 fig. 6
El-Amarna. The North City.
iv.200A
Description with plan.
%Castel, G. et al. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 99 pl. i [1, 2]
Qena to Sáfâga. Gebel Zeit.
vii.339A
Aerial views

%Castel, G. et al. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 99-100 fig. 1 pls. ii, iii [3-6]
Qena to Sáfâga. Gebel Zeit. South of Râs Gharîb. Sanctuary connected with galena mines.
vii.339A
Views

Qena to Sáfâga. Gebel Zeit. South of Râs Gharîb. Sanctuary connected with galena mines.
vii.339A
Stela fragment of Amenemhet III.

%Minault-Gout, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 125-6, 128-32 figs. 1-3 pls. i-iii.
vii.296A
Description with plans and views

%Minault-Gout, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 131-2
vii.296A
Imprint of inscription (probably from the lid of a chest) with name and titles of deceased.

%Pantalacci, L. and Traunecker, C. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 133-41 figs. 1, 2
El-Qalâa. Temple of Claudius.
v.134A
Description with plans.

vii.296A
Inscribed fragment.

%Valloggia, M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 163-6 pls. i, ii [b]
Oasis of Dâkhla. Balât. Mastaba V.
vii.296A
Description with views

%Valloggia, M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 167-9 pls. i, ii [b], iii [b], iv [a]
Oasis of Dâkhla. Balât. Mastaba V.
vii.296A
Description with views

Valloggia, M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 167 pl. ii [a]
Oasis of Dâkhla. Balât. Mastaba V.
vii.296A
Fragment of sandstone stela, man seated on ground with woman behind him, baking, Dyn VI.

%Valloggia, M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 170-3 fig. 1 pls. iv [b], v [a], vi [b]
vii.296A
Description with plan and views.

%Valloggia, M. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 172 pl. vi [a]
Oasis of Dakhla. Balat. Mastaba I.

vii.296A
Stela of Idy, Inspector of the Oasis, 1st Int. Period.

%Mostafa, M. F. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 203-4 Taf. i
Thebes TT 257, Neferhotep, usurped by Mahu.
i2.341A
Description with plans.

%Mostafa, M. F. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 206-7 Taf. ii [c]
Thebes TT 257, Neferhotep, usurped by Mahu.
i2.342A
Lid of model sarcophagus of Tawert.

%Mostafa, M. F. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 207 Taf. ii [d]
Thebes TT 257, Neferhotep, usurped by Mahu.
i2.342A
Lid of model sarcophagus of Tentbehdet.

%Lauer, J.-P. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 211-12, 214 pls. i-iii
i2.406A
Restoration work and views of colonnade.

%Lauer, J.-P. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 212-13, 216 pl. v
i2.410A
Restoration work and views.

%Lauer, J.-P. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 213 pl. iv
i2.412A
Engaged column in centre of short wall adjacent to façade.

%Lauer, J.-P. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 216-17 pl. vi
i2.410A
Views, details.

%Zivie, A.-P. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 220-4 fig. 1 pl. i
i2.562A
Description with plan and views of entrance.

%see Zivie, A.-P. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 227
i2.562A
Agricultural scenes in relief, and Osiris.
Mention with title Overseer of the Treasury and wife Sebet.

Short description.

Relief, wife and daughter.

Relief fragment, head of wife Beket[amun].

Excavation report with views of entrance.

Fifteen blocks of Amenophis IV.

Three statue fragments of Amenophis IV.

Excavation report (1983) with plans and views.

Description with plans.

Block, Ptolemy VI offering to two of his ancestors.

Description with plans.
Excavation (1983) with plan.

%Fazzini, R. A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 303-5, fig. 3 pl. iv [b]  
Karnak. Southern Group. Gateway of Tuthmosis II and III.

Excavation (1983) with plan and view.

%Kadry, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 317-21 Abb. 1  
Heliopolis El-Mata'iya. Miscellaneous Stelae.

Stela of Ramosi, Scribe in the temple of Re, and wife Iteftawi Itef, Songstress in the temple of Re, Dyn. XIX, in Obelisk Museum of Sesostris I, Mataiyya, Inv. Nr. 822.


Statue of Nekhtefmut (c) holding stela with hymn to Amun, alabaster, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42208.


Statue of Nekhtefmut (d), block statue with statuette of Ptah-Sokari, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 42209.

Karnak. Temple of Monthu. Deposits of statues, etc.

Nekhtefmut, Fourth prophet of Amun, etc..

Ramesseum Area. Various.

Nekhtefmut, son of [Djekhens]efankh and Eskhonspekhrod.

%Golvin, J.-C. et al. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 372 pl. ii [a]  
Philae. Temple of Isis.

Unlocated scene. Isis.

%Youssef, A. A.-H. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 415-17 pl. i [a][from Calverley]  
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I.

Lower register, 8th scene, offers bouquet to double-birdheaded Hapi and Maat in shrine.

%Youssef, A. A.-H. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 415-17 pl. i [b] (from Calverley)
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I.  
vi.19(177)-(178)  
Upper register, 7th scene, opens shrine before double-birdheaded Hapi and Nephthys.

%Mostafa, M. A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985), 419-29 Taf. i, ii.  
v.134A  
Wall fragment with autobiographical text of Idi, son of Shemai, God's father, Beloved of the god, Hereditary prince, etc., recording the re-endowment of the tomb of his father with new statues, and punishment of the enemy.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 31-2 fig. 1 Photos 1, 2 pl. 1 [1-4]  
Lower register, scenes 4 and 5, cloth to dđd-piller, erects dđd-piller with Isis  
v.i.19(183)-(184)  
(183)-(184) Upper register, remains of nine scenes, lower register, twelve scenes.

Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Inner Hypostyle.  
v.i.7(80)  
(80) Osiris-emblem.

Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Inner Hypostyle.  
v.i.8(88)  
(88) Osiris-emblem.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 33 fig. 2 (probably from Budge)  
dđd-piller in centre  
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Cenotaph of Sethos I.  
v.i.30(23)-(24)  
(23)-(24) Façade.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 33 fig. 3 (probably from Budge)  
Abydos. Temple of Ramesses II. Room XIV.  
v.i.38A  
Southern pillar. Southern face. Djad-piller, flanked by two figures of King.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 33 Photo 7  
dđd-headed Osiris-Unknown in third scene  
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Room of Neferkauhor.  
v.i.23(213)-(214)  
Upper register, three scenes.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 33-4 fig. 4 (probably from Budge)  
Isis-emblem in centre  
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I. Cenotaph of Sethos I.  
v.i.30(23)-(24)  
(23)-(24) Façade.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 34-5 fig. 5 Photo 5 pls. 1 [7, 8], 2 [9]  
First scene, King with Isis anoint Osiris-emblem.
vi.19(183)-(184)
(183)-(184) Lower register, twelve scenes

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 35 fig. 5 Photo 4 pl. 2 [10]
Second scene, King offers incense to ibis standard
vi.19(183)-(184)
(183)-(184) Lower register, twelve scenes

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 36-7 fig. 6 Photo 3 pl. 2 [11, 12]
Third scene, King offers bread to symbol of Thoth and hawk-symbol
vi.19(183)-(184)
(183)-(184) Lower register, twelve scenes

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 55-60 pls i-iii
Abydos. Temple of Sethos I.
vi.1
Variations of writing of name of King.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 67-8 fig. 1 (as 7)
Soppâra. Found near Mastabat Fara‘ûn.
iii².688A
False door of Iły, Dyn. VI or later, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 41570.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 68-9 fig. 2
Soppâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. False doors and stelae.
iii².652A
False door of Memi, Overseer of scribes, etc., Dyn. V-VI, found west of the Pyramid, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 57168 (JE 36808).

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 69-73 fig. 3
Gîza. West Field. (e) Fisher Excavation.
iii².178A
False door of Wàethu, Inspector of goldsmiths etc., end of Dyn VI or later, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 60542.

%El-Sawi, A. in ASAE lxx (1984-1985) (Supplement), 81-4 figs. 1-3 (as Min, and Dyn. XX)
Akhmîm. Temple, temp. Ramesses II.
v.20A
Headless block statue of Nîkhtmin, grey granite, temp. Ay.

%Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxii (1987), 27-48 pl. i
iii².52A
Scribe's writing-board with names of Kings, divinities, and estates, etc. in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37734.

%Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxii (1987), 49-52 pl. ii
iii².66A
Scribe's writing-board with names of estates in ten columns, Dyn. VI, in Boston Mus. 13.4301.
%Gaballa, G. A. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 87-95 pls i-iii.
Objects from Thebes. Stelae in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, i.800A
Amenophis III offering to Osiris and Sokari, with Sesi adorning below, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 49113.

%Gohary, S. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 97-100 fig. 1
Qift. Miscellaneous
v.129A
Stela, Ramesses II censes before bark of Isis carried by priests, dedicated by [Penre], son of Bunekhtef in Ashmolean Museum 1894.106.

%Loeben, C. E. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 143-9 figs. 1-4 pl. i
8
Fragment of throwstick of Princess Nefer-neferu-re, in private possession in Paris

%Martín, G. T. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 151-2 pl. i
El-Amarna. Great Palace. Finds
iv.198A
Throwstick, fragment, of Nefertiti, in Manchester, The Manchester Museum, 9403.

%Mostafa, M. A. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 169-74 Taf. i
Naga Kom el-Kuffar. Tomb of Shemai. Temp. Neferkauhor, Dyn. VIII.
v.134A
Wall fragment with autobiographical text of Idi, son of Shemai, God’s father, Beloved of the god, Hereditary prince, etc., recording the re-endowment of the tomb of his father with new statues, and punishment of the enemy.

%Mostafa, M. A. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 177 Taf. ii
v.134A
South east wall. Text with cartouche of Neferkauhor, dated year 1, 4th month of summer.

%Moursi, M. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 186-8 Abb. 1, 2 (both after Fakhry)
Saqqara. Pyramid-enclosure probably of wife of Icesi. Dyn. V.
iii.424A
Description with plans.

%Moursi, M. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 188-90, 193 Abb. 3-13
Saqqara. Pyramid-enclosure probably of wife of Icesi. Dyn. V.
iii.424A
Fragments of relief, one with text, either part of biography or a decree.

%Moussa, A. M. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 195-8 fig. 1
iii.208A
Description with plan.

%Moussa, A. M. in ASAЕ lxii (1987), 195 pl. i
iii.208A
North doorway. False door with deceased standing and remains of text.
Moussa, A. M. in ASAE lxxi (1987), 196 pl. ii
iii.208A
West wall. Two false doors; the northern one undecorated, the southern one decorated with palace-facade panelling. Between them, standing figure of woman with inscription including the name and titles of Tjenti.

Radwan, A. in ASAE lxxi (1987), 223-4 pl. i
Neighbourhood of Fâqus. Miscellaneous.
iv.10A
Round-topped stela with triangular summit, Shedptah worships seated Osiris, Ramesside, in Zagazig, magazine of SCA (Tell Basta 400).

Radwan, A. in ASAE lxxi (1987), 224 pl. ii
Neighbourhood of Fâqus. Miscellaneous.
iv.10A
Rectangular stela with triangular summit, Anemmer, Songstress of Amun, followed by her daughter, Henuttâu, adores Osiris, Ramesside, in Zagazig, magazine of SCA (Tell Basta 399).

Radwan, A. in ASAE lxxi (1987), 224-5 pl. iii
Neighbourhood of Fâqus. Miscellaneous.
iv.10A
Rectangular stela with triangular summit, Patjauemniut, Captain of Sailors, and Pamesha, Captain of a barge adore Osiris above, and two women, one with a sistrum, the other lotus blossoms, and two children, before Isis below, Ramesside, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36853.

Radwan, A. in ASAE lxxi (1987), 225-6 pl. iv
iii.2559A
Round-topped stela with triangular summit, Huy and Te(n)tamentet (woman) and another woman worship Osiris above, and people adoring below, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36853.

Radwan, A. in ASAE lxxi (1987), 226 pl. v
Saggâra. Objects from tombs.
iii.2737A
Round-topped stela with triangular summit, Suti adoring Osiris and Western goddess above, and Sunero with wife at table below, Ramesside, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 14.3.25.6.

Radwan, A. in ASAE lxxi (1987), 227 pl. vi
Saggâra. Objects from tombs.
iii.2737A
Rectangular stela with triangular summit, Mes adoring Osiris above, and woman adoring below, Ramesside, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 20.3.25.5.

Kamak. Great Temple of Amun.
ii.221A

Lauer, J.-P. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 35-44 pls i-iv
Saggâra. Step Pyramid Enclosure of Netjerikhet.
iii.399A
Campaign report for 1985-1989, with views.
Lipinska, J. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 45-8 pl. i
i².378A

Lipinska, J. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 46 pl. ii
Seated king with offering table
i².378A
Niche. Right wall. Reconstructed fragments. Inmutef before seated king with offering table.

Lipinska, J. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 46-7 pls. iii (details), iv
i².378A
North wall. Reconstruction. King offering alternately to Amun-Re and Amun-Kamutef below with priests carrying bark of Amun above, and acrobats.

Lipinska, J. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 47 pl. v
Two fragments
i².378A
East wall. King's boats on the Nile.

Manniche, L. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 50-1 figs. 2, 3, 5
Dra Abû el-Nagar. Main Hill. Unnumbered tomb.
i².607A
Fragments of painted scenes and details, feet of mourners, ceiling decoration, offering list.

El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 83-4 [Doc. 1] figs. 1, 2 (from Weill, 2 reversed)
i².61A
Two relief frags., one with upper part of Geb(?), seated, both with representations of Seth, in Turin, Museo Egizio, Sup. 2671.

El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 84 [Doc. 3] fig. 3 (King before Seth)
Heliopolis. Tell Hisn. Temple of Memnon.
i².60A
Red granite column of Memnon, with text of campaign against Libya, and scenes of King before various gods.

Heliopolis. Miscellaneous.
i².64A
Texts of blocks of Ramesses II.

El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 85 [Doc. 5] (with part of text mentioning Seth)
Austria. Vienna
vi².407A
Block statue of Khahap, granite, Dyn. XX, in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, ÄS 64.

El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 86 [Doc. 6]
Name of deceased
Heliopolis Tell Hisn. Tombs of High Priests. Sebeky.
iv.61A
Blocks from walls, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Temp. No. 8.7.16.1-7. 12.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 86 [Doc. 7] (as early Dyn. XII)
translation
801-436-200
Statuette of Rensoneb Rn(.j)-snb, Administrator of timekeeper(s), son of Rensoneb Rn.f-snb and In(i)
Jn(j) seated on the ground, with text mentioning Sobk lord of Heliopolis and Sobk-Shedty in
Crocodilopolis (Medînet el-Faiyum), black granite, Dyn. XIII, formerly in M. Favre colln., now in
Yverdon, Musée d’Yverdon.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 86-7 [Doc. 9]
Text of Sobk on side 4
Deir el-Bahri. Burials of Priest of Montu. Family of Ankhefenkhons II.
i.643A
Ankhefenkhons I. Sarcophagus in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 41001 bis

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 87 [Doc. 10]
Title of Sobek from exterior of coffin
i.696A

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 88 [Doc. 16]
Translation of part of text mentioning Re-Harakhti-Atum
Deir el-Medîna. Khenu of Ramesses II. Stelae
i.185A
Text of Ramesses II, with bark at top.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 89 [Doc. 17]
Part of text of outer coffin mentioning Thoth (ll. 87-88)
Deir el-Bersha. Miscellaneous
i.696A
Outer and inner coffins of Iha, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, CG 28089.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 89 [Doc. 18]
epithe connected with Heliopolis
802-088-030
Statue of Thoth lord of Hermopolis Magna, ‘bull in the Great Mansion’, as baboon, dedicated by a First
prophet of Amun-Re (name lost), black granite, New Kingdom or Dyn. XXI, in Berlin, Ägyptisches
Museum, 9941.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 90 [Doc. 21]
reference to Amun in Heliopolis
i.59A
Re-used block with names of Tutankhamun and Haremhab.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 90 [Doc. 22]
Epithets of Amun-Re
Tura. Quarries
iv.74A
Hieratic graffito, hymn to Amun-Re, late Dyn. XVIII or early Dyn. XIX.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 91 [Doc. 23]
Translation of text with epithets of Amun-Re
Luxor Temple. Court.
i.307(26)A
(26) II, two scenes.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 91 [Doc. 25]
Epithets of Amun-Re
Karnak. Eighth Pylon. Staircase in east wing.
i.177(527)A
(527)(b) Roma (TT283) followed by son, adoring with hymn to Amun.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 91 [Doc. 27]
Epithets of Amun-Re
Karnak, Temple of Ptah. Third Gate.
i.197(3)A
(3)(a)-(b), Jambs, texts of Ptolemy XIII.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 92 [Doc. 29]
Text of Nehebkau from Chapter cxxv
Abydos, Cenotaph of Seti I.
i.150(15)-(16)A
(15)-(16) Chapters of the Book of the Dead.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 93 [Doc. 31]
Part of text mentioning Nehebkau
i.684A
Sarcophagus.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 93 [Doc. 32]
Part of text mentioning Nehebkau
Alexandria. Miscellaneous.
i.5A
Stela of Horus on the crocodiles, Nektanebos II, ‘Metternich stela’.

%El-Banna, E. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 93, [Doc. 33]
Part of text mentioning Nehebkau
i.165(324)-(326)A
(324)-(326) Second register.

%Gohary, S. G. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 117-18 pl. i
803-065-900
Round-topped donation stela, a king offering to a hawk-headed god and a goddess, and below, two lines
with cartouches (names not clear) and dedication by In(amon)-nehebu In-(jm)-n3.f-nbw below, probably
Dyn. XXII, in magazine of Supreme Council of Antiquities at el-Zaqqaziq. (Probably from the Delta.)

%Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 119-20 figs. 1, 2 pl. [a]
Valley of the Queens. QV 35, A Princess, no name.
General description with plans and view of exterior.

Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxii (1992-3), 121, 123-4

Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Hall. West wall.

Description.

Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxii (1992-3), 121
Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Hall. West wall.

Remains of titles of deceased.

Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Hall. North wall.

Titles of deceased and traces of a falcon-headed deity and Neith.

Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxii (1992-3), 122-3 fig. 3 pls. i [b], ii
East wall.

Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Hall. East wall.

(2) Two Nile gods, Ka and day and night barks of Sokari.

Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Inner room. Thicknesses.

Deceased on left with offering table, on right, remains of decoration, dog-headed deity

Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxii (1992-3), 125, pl. iii [b] (with wrong caption)
Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Inner room.

Horus.

Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxii (1992-3), 126, pl. iv [a]
Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Inner room.

Anubis jackal on his shrine with squatting Maat between his paws, and four boxes in front of them.

Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxii (1992-3), 126, pl. iv [b]
Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Inner room.

Osiris seated between kneeling [Nephthys] and Isis.

Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Inner room.

As at (5).

Loyrette, A.-M. and Mohammed Sayed, S. in ASAE lxii (1992-3), 127 pl. iii [a] (with wrong caption)
Valley of the Queens QV 36, A Princess, no name. Inner room.

Goddess Nut squatting.
Mostafa, M. F. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 149 fig. 1[B] (as 1[A]), on fig. 2 pl. 1[a] Thebes. TT 257, Neferhotep. i².341(2)A
(2) Stela, unfinished, with deceased and wife adoring at top and Eastern and Western emblems above.

Mostafa, M. F. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 149, 153-4 fig. 1[A] (as 1[B]) Thebes. TT 257, Neferhotep. i².342(5)A
(5) Stela with text of Neferhotep.

Mostafa, M. F. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 150-3, on fig. 2 pl. 2[b] Thebes. Objects. i².815A
Lintel of Neferhotep, with double-scene, in Brussels, Musées Royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, E.1256.

Mostafa, M. F. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 163 fig. 1 pls. i, ii Saqqāra. Around Teti Pyramid. Rawer. iii².558A
Seated headless statue of deceased, granite, in Giza, magazine of the SCA, No. 8.

Moussa, A. in ASAE lxxii (1992-3), 163-4 fig. 2 pls. iii, iv Saqqāra. Around Teti Pyramid. Rawer. iii².558A
Lower part of seated statue of deceased, granite, in Giza, magazine of the SCA, No. 9.

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 1-10 Abb. 1, 2 pls. i-iv Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns. ii².311A
Description with plans and views.

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 11-12, 13-15 [left], 17-27 [left], Abb. 3 pl. ii [left] Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns. ii².311(57)A
(57). Headless, with daughter Bentanta in relief by left leg.

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 11-12, 13-15 [right], 17-26 [right], Abb. 3 pl. ii [right] Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns. ii².311(59)A
(59). With statuette of Nefertari.


Grey granite sarcophagus of Pairkap, Dyn. XXVI.

Ertman, E. L. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 51-5, 57-9, pl. i
El-‘Amarna. Great Temple.
iv.195A

%Ertman, E. L. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 55-9, pl. ii
El-‘Amarna. Great Temple.
iv.195A
Fragment with chariots, in New York NY, Metropolitan Museum of Art, 27.6.1.

%Ertman, E. L. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 59-60 fig. 1
Karnak. Tenth Pylon. Blocks of Amenophis IV.
ii.191A
Fragment with chariot wheel (now in stack, east of columned hall of Luxor temple).

%Fuscaldo, P. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 61-2 pl. i
Aksha. Temple. Finds
vii.127A
Stela of Nakht, with bark of Amun in upper register, and Amun as Šfyt below, in La Plata, Museum of Natural Sciences, A 12 and A 506.

%Gohary, S. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 70-2 pls. i, ii
Sappara. Objects from Tombs. Blocks, etc.
iii.755A
Hathor-pillar fragment of Neferhotep, Dyn. XIX, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 18928.

%Mills, A. J. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 85 pl. i [a]
vii.296A
Group of coffins, Dyn. XXVII.

%Mills, A. J. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 86-8 pl. i [b]
vii.298A
Description with view.

%Mills, A. J. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 87 pl. ii [a]
Detail, King (Augustus)
vii.298A
King (Augustus) offering to Amun-nakht and Hathor.

%Padro, J. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 93-4 fig. 1
Ihnâsiya el-Medîna. 1st Int. Period Cemetery.
iv.119A
Brief description with plan.

%Padro, J. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 95-7 fig. 2
Ihnâsiya el-Medîna. 1st Int. Period Cemetery. Tomb of Sehu
iv.119A
Description with plan showing position.

%Padro, J. in ASAE lxiii (1998), 97 fig. 3
Ihnâyâ el-Medîna. 1st Int. Period Cemetery. Tomb of Sehu iv.119A
Fragment with scenes, three registers, top, fishing, second, men with animals, bottom, men with baskets, one being loaded onto a donkey.

%Padro, J. in *ASAE* lxxiii (1998), 97 fig. 4
Ihnâyâ el-Medîna. 1st Int. Period Cemetery. Tomb of Sehu iv.119A
Fragment of false door, with deceased at table in panel above.

%see Pirelli, R. in *ASAE* lxxiii (1998), 112-13 [2]
801-748-341
Upper part of male statue wearing collar with large pendant, gabbro, Dyn. XXVII, in Naples, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 980.

%see Pirelli, R. in *ASAE* lxxiii (1998), 114 [4] (as red granite)
801-765-515
Head of statue of a Royal sealer, completed to a bust in the 18th c., with text mentioning Neith and Thoth, diorite, Dyn. XXVII, in Naples, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 987.

%see Pirelli, R. in *ASAE* lxxiii (1998), 114-15 [5] (as end of Dyn. XXVI)
801-750-170
Statue of Pashenmut P3-šrj-n-mwt, son of Pedeshahdetet P3-dj-ḥdtt, kneeling holding scarab-beetle, green schist, Late Period, in Naples, Museo Archeologico Nazionale, 985.

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in *ASAE* lxxiii (1998), 116-25, 129-30, 133-45 figs. 1, 2, 8, 12 pls i. viii, ix [a]
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenmose.
i.517A
Description with plans, section and views.

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in *ASAE* lxxiii (1998), 120-1 pl. iii
Some texts and Winged Maat on right thickness.
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenmose. Corridor A (as Chamber B).
i.517(1)A
(1) Outer lintel and jambs. Inner thicknesses, winged Maat kneeling.

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in *ASAE* lxxiii (1998), 122 fig. 3
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenmose. Corridor A (as Chamber B).
i.518(2)A
(2) Two scenes. 1. King before Re-Harakhti. 2. Remains of litany.

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 122 fig. 4
Cartouches of King
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenemesse. Corridor A (as Chamber B).
i.518(3)A
(3) Remains of text and cartouches of King

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 125, 130-1 figs. 9, 10 pls. iv [a], vii
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenemesse. Finds
i.518
Inscribed and decorated fragments.

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 130 pl. v
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenemesse. Corridor C.
i.518(3A)A
(3A) Left inner jamb, remains of cartouche of King

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 134-5 fig. 11
Titles of Queen, and cartouches of King
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenemesse. Hall D (as Chamber E)
i.518(5)
(5) Right half of Hall. Four scenes.

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 137-40 pl. ix [b]
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenemesse. Hall E (as Chamber F)
i.518(8)
(8) Three scenes.

%Schaden, O. J. and Ertman, E. in ASAE lxxiii (1998), 140-1 fig. 13
Cartouche of King on one.
Valley of the Kings. KV 10, Amenemesse. Hall E (as Chamber F).
i.518
Pillars.

%Seyfried, K.-J. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 10-11, on fig. 1
Thebes. TT 183, Nebsumenu.
i.289A
Plan.

%Seyfried, K.-J. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 10, pls. i, ii
Thebes. TT 183, Nebsumenu. Court.
i.289(7A)A
(7A) Scenes, presenting cattle, receiving taxes, harvesting grapes, and wine-press.

%Johnson, W. R. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 14 pl. i
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Amun. Inner part.
i.379A
Doorway from Sanctuary to Room IV, with cartouches of Tuthmosis II.

%Johnson, W. R. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 14 pl. ii (as pl. i)
Deir el-Bahri. Temple of Amun. Pylon, Dyn. XXV.
i.379A
%Johnson, W. R. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 16 pl. v [left] (as pl. ii)
Luxor Temple. Processional Colonnade.
i^2.314(75)A
(75) Ramesses II seated, headless.

%Johnson, W. R. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 16 pl. v [right] (as pl. ii)
Amun
Luxor Temple. Processional Colonnade.
i^2.314(74)A
(74) Double-statue, Amun and Mut.

%Kemp, B. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 19-20 fig. 1
El-Amarna. Great Official Palace. Area to the South.
i^4,198A
Description with plan.

%Kormyshova, E. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 23, 25-6, 28, 30-5 figs. 1-3, on fig. 4
i^3,207(2)A
Description with plans.

%Kormyshova, E. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 25 pl. 1 [a]
Netting fish in V-VI
i^3,207(2)A
(2) Six registers.

-Kormyshova, E. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 1 [b]
Omit.

%Pernigotti, S. and Capasso, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 57-8 fig. 1
El-Faiyum. Kôm el-Asl (Bacchias). Temple of Sokanabkoneus
iv.96A
Description with plan.

%Pernigotti, S. and Capasso, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 58
El-Faiyum. Kôm el-Asl (Bacchias). Temple of Sokanabkoneus. Finds
iv.96A
Statue-base, Osiris dedicated by Iret(en)hor.

%Pernigotti, S. and Capasso, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 58
El-Faiyum. Kôm el-Asl (Bacchias). Temple of Sokanabkoneus. Finds
iv.96A
Forepart of sphinx, pottery, Graeco-Roman.

%Pernigotti, S. and Capasso, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 58
El-Faiyum. Kôm el-Asl (Bacchias). Temple of Sokanabkoneus. Finds
iv.96A
Fragment of statue, basalt, perhaps part of royal statue.
Spencer, A. J. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 69-74 figs. 1, 2
Tell el-Balamun.
iv.39A
Description with plans

Spencer, A. J. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 72-4, on fig. 2 pl. i [b]
Tell el-Balamun. Tomb of Iken.
iv.39A
Description with plan and view.

Spencer, A. J. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 72 pl. iii [a]
Tell el-Balamun. Tomb of Iken. Finds
iv.39A
Heart scarab of deceased with cartouches of Osorkon I.

Szymanska, H. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 76-7
Tell Atrib with Benha. Miscellaneous Blocks
iv.66A
Fragmentary blocks, some decorated, some inscribed, probably to be re-used in kilns

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 91, 107-19 Abb. 1 pls. ii, iii, v (v[b] not identified, probably in museum)
Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns
ii.311
Discussion of differences and usurpation, with views

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), pl. v[b] after 119
not identified, probably in museum
xerox in album

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 91-2[2] pls i [a], ii [a] (middle)
Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns
ii.311(58)A
(58) Colossus

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 91-2[3] pls i [b], ii [a] (right)
Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns
ii.311(59)A
(59) With statuette of Nefertari.

Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns
ii.312(61)A
(61) With statuette of Queen Nefertari.

Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns
ii.312(67)A
(67) With statuette of Nefertari by left leg and Inmutef before cartouches

Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 98-9[4] Abb. 1 fig. 5 [a] pls ii [b](left), iv[b]
Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns
ii.312(60)A
(60) Headless, with daughter Merytamun in relief.

%Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 99-101 [10 and 11] Abb. 1 fig. 1 pl. iii [right and second from right]
Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns.
ii².312(62)(63)A
(62)(63) With Queen Neferari in relief, with daughter Bentanta in relief.

%Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 101 [7]
Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns.
i².312(66)A
(66) With Queen Neferari in relief.

%Abdel Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 101-3 [8] pl. iii [left]
Luxor Temple. Court. Colossi between columns.
i².312(65)A
(65) Colossal statue, headless

%El-Sayed, R. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 143-9 [Doc. 1] pls i, ii
Karnak. Cachette. Dyn. XXV-XXVI.
i².153A
Block statue of Harenpe, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36970.

%El-Sayed, R. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 149-54 [Doc. 2] pls. iii-vi [a] (as Khensira)
Karnak. Cachette. Dyn. XXV-XXVI.
i².153A
Statue of Irakhons, son of Iufa, good name Djekhensefankh, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 36991.

%El-Sayed, R. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 154-8 [Doc. 3] pls. vi [b]-viii
Karnak. Cachette. Late Period.
i².153A
Block statue of Amenemopet, son of Iry, temp. Psammetikhos I, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, JE 37002.

%El-Saghir, M. in ASAE lxxiv (1999), 159-62 [1-6] pls. i-vi (pl. vi as pl. v [a, b])
Esna. Temple of Khnum. Finds
vi.117A
Blocks, temp. Sesostris I, one [1] with cartouche (prenomen) of King.

%Spencer, A. J. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 3-9 figs. 1-3
Tell el-Balamun.
i.39A
Description of site with plans.

%Redford, D. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 17-20 figs 1, 2
Tell el-Rub’ (Mendes). Temple.
iv.35A
Description of site with plans.

%Redford, D. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 20-1 fig. 1 pl. ii
Tell el-Rub’ (Mendes). Ram Cemetery.
iv.36A
Description with view of one sarcophagus.

%Dreyer, G. and Hartung, U. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 25-9 on fig. 1
Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. South Cemeteries of Peet. Cemetery U (Predynastic).
v.77A
Excavation report with plan.

Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. South Cemeteries of Peet. Cemetery U (Predynastic).
v.77A
Ivory bracelets, ivory decorated tusks, fish palette, and other objects found in tombs.

Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. South Cemeteries of Peet. Cemetery U (Predynastic).
v.77A
Fragments of clay sealings and inscribed signs on jars.

%Dreyer, G. and Hartung, U. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 29-30 on fig. 1
Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. Tomb of Aha and family tombs.
v.88A
Excavation report with plan.

%Dreyer, G. and Hartung, U. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 29 pl. iii [a-c]
Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. Tomb of Aha and family tombs.
v.88A
Objects of Aha: ivory comb, bracelet, and seal-impression of a prince of Aha.

%Dreyer, G. and Hartung, U. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 29 pl. iii [d]
Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. Tomb of Aha and family tombs.
v.88A
Fragment of inscribed New Kingdom pottery.

%Dreyer, G. and Hartung, U. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 30-2 on fig. 1 pl. iv
Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. Tomb of Wedemu (Den)-Semti.
v.83A
Excavation report with plan and views showing restoration of main and subsidiary tombs.

%Dreyer, G. and Hartung, U. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 32-4 on fig. 1 fig. 2 pl. vi
Abydos. Umm el-Q’arab. Tomb of Semerkhet-Semsem.
v.85A
Excavation report on subsidiary tombs with plans and views.

%Kuhlmann, K. P. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 63-4, 67, 72, on fig. 1 pls v [b]-vii [a], ix [b], xvi
vii.313A
German Institute mission to Siwa, report and restoration with plan and views.
Kuhlmann, K. P. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 64, on fig. 1, fig. 4 (as fig. iii) pl. iii[b](as pl. vi-vii)
Oasis of Siwa. Umm Ebeida. Temple of Amun.
vi.311A
German Institute mission to Siwa, report with plans and view.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 92-106 figs. 1, 2
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631A
Description with plans.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 97-8 pl. i
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(4)A
(4) Deceased (at (a) or (b)).

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 99
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(10)A
(10) (a) Remains of registers I, woman mixing dough, II, offering bearers (b) Remains of registers I, brewing scene, II, offering bearers.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 99 pl. ii
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(7)A
(7) Flutists and singers in II-III.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 99
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(9)A
(9) Registers before deceased and wife, I, making statues and jewellery, II, metal-workers, including weighing scene.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 99-100 pl. iii (fowl-house in III)
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(8)A
(8) Registers, II, lost, III, boats, III, fowl-house, with men feeding geese and cranes.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 100
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(11)A
(11) Two registers of men dragging jars on sledges before deceased.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 100
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(12)A
(12) Double-scene, deceased and family spearing fish and fowling.

Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 100-1
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii.631(13)A
(13) Only parts of lower registers preserved. From left, deceased surveying, probably agricultural scenes, defaulters, perhaps from rendering of accounts scene, offering bearers.
%æ Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 101
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii:631(14)A
(14) Five registers of offering bearers.

%æ Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 101
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii:631(14.1)A
(14.1) Two men with grain sack, probably continuation of agricultural scene at (13).

%æ Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 101
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii:631(15)A
(15) Doorway. (a) and (b) Bringing bull.

%æ Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 101
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii:631(16)A
(16) Deceased at table with offering list, priests, and offering bearers.

%æ Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 102
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii:631(17)A
(17) Remains of offering bearers before deceased at table.

%æ Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 102
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii:631(18)A
(18) Registers, I, remains of offering bearers, II-IV, butchers.

%æ Daoud, K. A. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 102
Saggâra. Around the Pyramid complex of Unis. Kairer. Temp. Unis or Dyn. VI (as temp. Pepy II)
iii:632A
Burial chamber. South wall, four registers of clothing-chests. North wall, rows of oil-jars on sledges. West wall, oil-jars on sledges, and offering heap scenes. East wall, offering bearers, heaps of offerings, offering list, with butchery scenes below altered to heaps of offerings.

%Abdel-Raziq, M. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 113-31 fig. 1
i:3.11A
General discussion and function.

%Strudwick, N. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 133, 135-43, 149-51 figs. 1-3
Thebes. TT 99. Sennufer.
i:2.204A

%Strudwick, N. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 141-2 pls. v [b], vii, x
i:2.206A
Inscribed fragments with name of Sennufer.

%Strudwick, N. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 142 pl. xi
ii.2.206A
Lid of canopic jar, human-headed.

i.2.156A
Block statue of Eschnum, God's father, son of Kapef-ha-amun and Tashenmin, black granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Dyn. XXX or later, JE 37128.

% Sayed R. El in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 183-91 [Doc. 5] pls. iv-v
i.2.156A
Block statue of Usiri-mer, son of Heribesnef and Desament, black granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Late Period, JE 37134.

i.2.153A
Block statue of Harsiesi, Servant of the White Crown, son of Userkhons, black granite, in Cairo, Egyptian Museum, Late Period, JE 37149.

% Kholi, S. El in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 218-20 Taf. v [a] (from Tylor, pls. xi-xii, not vii as quoted)
Parts of text
v.180(14)-(15)A
(14)-(15) Banquet.

% Mahmoud, M. El-G. et al. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 238-42 fig. 3 pls. ii [b], iii [a] (as Roman, temp. Gallienus)
vii.326A
Description with plan and views

% see Mahmoud, M. El-G. et al. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 238-9 (as Roman, temp. Gallienus)
vii.326A
Inscription giving date of temple.

% Redford, S. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 245-52 fig. 1
Thebes. TT 188. Parennufer.
i.2.293A
Description with plan.

% see Redford, S. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 250
Thebes. TT 188. Parennufer. Finds
i.2.295A
Mummy-straps with cartouches of Takelothis II.

Redford, S. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 250 pl. i [a]
Thebes TT 188. Parennufer. Finds
ii.2.95A
Mask.

Redford, S. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 251 pl. ii
Thebes TT 188. Parennufer. Finds
ii.2.95A
Lintel with titles of tomb-owner from entry to the inner shrine.

Hassanein, S. in ASAE lxxv (1999-2000), 257-8
Athribis. Quarries of Quesna
iv.67A
Inscribed granite sarcophagus

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 65-6 pl. i [a, left]
ii.2.85A
Mention with view.

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 65-6 pl. i [a, right]
ii.2.87A
Mention with view.

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 67 fig. 1
ii.2.83A
Description with plan.

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 68-70 pls i [b], ii
ii.2.87A
Description with views, exterior and interior.

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 69
ii.2.87A
Titles and name on architrave.

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 69, and on pl. ii
ii.2.87A
Rear wall. Either side of false door, deceased at table with offering bearers below.

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 69-70
ii.2.87A
South wall. Deceased with wife and son inspects four registers of animals

Brovarski, E. in ASAE lxxvi (2000-1), 70 fig. 2 and on pl. ii
iii.87A
North wall. Deceased in boat spearing fish in marshes.

%Rozvaski, E. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 71-2 pl. iii
iii.92A
Description with view.

%Kormysheva, E. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 73-4, 76-7 fig. 1 pls. i, ii
iii.207A
Description with plan and views.

%Kormysheva, E. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 73-4
iii.207(2)A
(2) II, Correction to last scene, stela of the Harvest-goddess, should read, woman pounding grain.

%see Kormysheva, E. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 78
iii.208
Fragment of seated statue of man, basalt.

%Soukiassian, G. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 83-8 fig. 1 pl. i[a]
vii.296A
Description with plan and view.

%Soukiassian, G. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 87 pls. i[b], ii[a]
vii.296A
Seated statue of deceased.

%see Soukiassian, G. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 87
vii.296A
Fragment of stela (B 2738, found in 1998).

%see Soukiassian, G. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 87
vii.296A
Block with inscription of Medunufer.

%Soukiassian, G. in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 87 pl. ii[b]
vii.296A
Ivory statuette.

%Raziq, M. Abd el, in ASAE lxvi (2000-1), 100-6 fig. 1
Karnak. F. Temple of Ptah.
i.195A
Description with plan.
Part of lid
8
Coffin of Harsiesi, Dyn. XXVI, in Cairo Museum.

Medînet Habu. Dyn. XVIII Temple. Passage round Sanctuary. Pillars
ii.467A
Tuthmosis III embraced by Horus

Medînet Habu. Dyn. XVIII Temple. Finds
ii.474A
Stela, late Dyn. XVIII, re-used as rooftop fill in Ptolemaic Period, Pa-aaw, Servant in the Place of Truth, libating and offering incense to Re-Harakhti.

Medînet Habu. Dyn. XVIII Temple. Sanctuary. Room II.
ii.471(55)-(57)A
(55)-(57) 1 at (55), Tuthmosis III offering water.

Medînet Habu. Dyn. XVIII Temple. Finds
ii.316A
View of east side.

iv.37A
Fragmentary schist palette, mythical creatures including two long necked animals in centre, late Predynastic.

Thebes. TT 134, Tjaunany.
i.249A
Description with plan.

Thebes. TT 134, Tjaunany.
i.250(6)A
(6) Two registers

Thebes. TT 134, Tjaunany.
i.250(3) and (4)A
(3) and (4) Book of Gates and Book of going out by day.

Thebes. TT 134, Thauenany.
i.250(11) and (12)A
(11) and (12) Remains of funeral procession with female mourners, man censing before barque, and
ceremonies before mummy.

%Chermette, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 27 pl. ii[b] Thebes TT 134, Thauenany. i^2.250A
Frieze. Deceased adores Anubis jackals.

%Chermette, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 27 pl. iii[a] Thebes TT 45, Djehuti. i^2.86A
Frieze. Djehutemhab and wife kneeling adore Anubis-jackals at (4).

%Chermette, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 28 pl. iii[b] Thebes TT 134, Thauenany. i^2.250A
(14) Niche with statues of King (or god), Osiris, and Queen (or goddess).

%Chermette, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 28 pl. iv[a] Thebes TT 134, Thauenany. Finds i^2.250A
Fragments of head of King (or god) from niche.

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 33-46 figs 1, 2 pls i, ii Thebes TT 135, Bekenamun. i^2.250A
Description with plan, scheme of decoration, and views.

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 38-40 pl. iii (part of I) Thebes TT 135, Bekenamun. i^2.250A(1) and (2)A
(1) and (2)Two registers.

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 40-1 (see pl. i (right)) Thebes TT 135, Bekenamun. i^2.250A(3)(4)A
(3)(4) Entablature and two registers.

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 41 Thebes TT 135, Bekenamun. i^2.251(7A)A
(7A) Chapel with before it Osiris and Four Sons of Horus on lotus (or offering-table), and three people (sketched). With her back to them, a priestess with sistrum and priest libating on offering-table before the chapel of the bark of Sokari.

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 42 Thebes TT 135, Bekenamun. i^2.250A(5)A
(5) Two registers.

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 42-3 pl. iv Dancers in I. Thebes TT 135, Bekenamun. i^2.251(7A)
(7) Two registers

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 43
Thebes. TT 135, Bekenamun.
ii².250(6)A

(6) Remains of scenes

%Doulat, M. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 44-5 pls. v (bark upheld by goddess), vi (djed-pillar).
Thebes. TT 135, Bekenamun.
i².251A
Ceiling, right part, four scenes 1-4.

%Kormysheva, E. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 91-2 figs. 1, 2
Giza. G 7948, Rakhaefankh.
ii².207A
Report of season 2000 with plans.

%Kormysheva, E. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 92 figs. 3-6
Giza. G 7948, Rakhaefankh.
ii².208(8)-(11)A

%Kormysheva, E. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 109-11
Giza. G 7491, Iitet.
ii².193A
Description giving title and some relationships.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 131-3, 138-40, 142 on fig. 1, on fig. 2
iii².424A
Description with plan and view.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 132, 142 fig. 3
iii².424A
Block with titulary.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 132, 142 fig. 4
iii².424A
Two fragments with pyramid texts.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 132, 143 fig. 5
iii².424A
Block with title of a King's wife of Pepy II.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 132 fig. 6
iii².424A
Fragment with decree.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 139-40 fig. 7
Saggâra. Pyramid-complex of Pepy I. Ankhnesmeryre II. Pyramid-complex. Courtyard. iii.424A
Block with marsh scene and papyrus gathering.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 139 fig. 8
Saggâra. Pyramid-complex of Pepy I. Ankhnesmeryre II. Pyramid-complex. Courtyard. iii.424A
Block, upper part of woman.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 140 fig. 9
Saggâra. Pyramid-complex of Pepy I. Ankhnesmeryre II. Pyramid-complex. Courtyard. iii.424A
Four blocks with calendar of seasons, two showing a chase in the desert.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 142-5, 148 on figs. 1, 2
Saggâra. Pyramid-complex of Pepy I. Ankhnespepy III. Pyramid-complex. iii.424A
Description with plan and view.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 145, 148 fig. 10
Saggâra. Pyramid-complex of Pepy I. Ankhnespepy III. Pyramid-complex. Subsidiary pyramid. iii.424A
Description and section.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 145 fig. 11
Saggâra. Pyramid-complex of Pepy I. Ankhnespepy III. Pyramid-complex. Mortuary temple. iii.424A
Stela with cartouche and name of pyramid of Pepy II.

%Labrousse, A. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 148, on fig. 1
Saggâra. Pyramid-complex of Pepy I. Mertiotes. Pyramid-complex. iii.424A
Description with plan.

%Mysliwiec, K. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 151 fig. 8 pl. iii
iii.612A
Stela of woman, Khety, Priestess of Hathor, late Dyn. VI.

%Mysliwiec, K. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 151-2 fig. 9 pl. iv
Saggâra. West of the Step Pyramid. Pehentah Pehi. iii.612A
Lower part of false door, late Dyn. VI

%Mysliwiec, K. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 153-4 fig. 10 pl. v
Saggâra. West of the Step Pyramid. Nipepy, Inspector of the Great House, etc.
iii.612A
Lintel and jamb, late Dyn. VI.

%Mysliwiec, K. in ASAE lxxvii (2003), 154 pl. VI (two)
Saggâra. West of the Step Pyramid. Shaft 27.
iii.612A
Three wooden statuettes.
%Ziegler, C. in ASAE lxvii (2003), fig. 1 on 201
Pyramid-field of Saccara
iii².393A
Plan of north part.

%Ziegler, C. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 194-5 fig. 2 pls. v-vii
iii².634A
Discovery with plan and views.

%Ziegler, C. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 197-8 pl. xi [a]
Saccara. Objects from tombs. Blocks, etc.
iii².763A
Block, Hapia, Great Scribe of the Storehouse of the Treasury offering to the Apis bull, Ramesside.

%Zivie, A. in ASAE lxvii (2003), 205-7 figs. 1-4
iii².562A
Description with plans, elevation, and section.